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PREFACE
The present work falls into two distinct parts, a biography

of Solon and an edition of the fragments of his poems. The

biographical essay should not be regarded as an introduction to

the text of the poems and the commentary upon them. Since

our knowledge of Solon's life is not extensive and since the

fragments of his poems are few, it is possible to include within

one small book two things which in other cases would offer

material for two separate books. This is in one sense a happy

circumstance, because the reader can have before him in brief

space all that can be brought together about Solon.

The biographical essay presents the results of a critical study

of all the evidence available on the life of Solon. A sceptical

attitude has been adopted alike toward ancient legend and

modern hypothesis. If the attitude seems oversceptical, this is

not much to be regretted ; it is better in such a business to tell

nothing but the truth than to risk falsehood through fear of not

telling the whole truth. But whatever has been rejected has

received due consideration in footnotes or appendices.

No critical discussion is offered of Solon's code of laws ; in-

deed, it is not certain that such a discussion would be really

fruitful. None at any rate has yet been made. 1 No one has

even taken the first step in the investigation and subjected to

critical examination all the laws which in ancient times passed

as the laws of Solon, with a view to determining just which are

authentic and which are not. It may be that so few would be

recognized as genuinely Solonian that the next step in the

investigation would be impossible. But even if a small body of

i a. p. 71, footnote 2.

iii
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iv PREFACE

genuinely Solonian laws were recovered, an estimate of their

value and significance would still be extremely difficult because

of our ignorance of conditions before and after the establish-

ment of the code. If such a study could be successfully carried

through, it should yield results of great value for the biographer

of Solon, but it must be left to special students of the history

of Athenian law.

The reader will miss the extended treatment of certain topics

which occupy much of the attention of historians in writing of

the period of Solon. The biography does not pretend to offer

a comprehensive discussion of the social and economic conditions

of Athens, of the state of Athenian law, or of the forms of

Athenian government. What is known of the reforms of Solon

is the most valuable single piece of evidence for this wider

study ; there is, indeed, no other direct evidence. It is the task

of the general historian and of the student of constitutional and

legal antiquities to use this evidence and, with the help of

analogy, combination, and conjecture, to attempt to restore the

history of pre-Solonian and Solonian times. We cannot say

that we have anything more than a hypothetical understanding

of the events and institutions of the period. If our knowledge

were fairly sure and complete, the biographer of Solon would

have no excuse for neglecting the study of the larger move-

ments in which he played a part. A proper biography of a

statesman is also a history of his times. In the present instance

such a proper biography is impossible. Either one must enter

on the broad field of history with scanty evidence and fearless

conjecture as his guides ; or he must confine himself to the

career of Solon and hold fast to sound evidence.

In the arrangement of the poetical fragments editors have

usually aimed to observe the chronological order of composi-

tion, lint no two have adopted the same arrangement, because

it is impossible to determine the true chronological order. I

have therefore not attempted an arrangement of this sort, pre-
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ferring not to leave the reader with an impression of certainty

about a thing which is only a matter of opinion. On the other

hand, it is very important that the fragments should be read

with the context of the passages in which they are quoted ; the

recognition of this principle leads naturally to an arrangement

according to the chronological order of the quoting authors,

which is the one adopted.

The text of the fragments has been independently constructed

on the basis of the text and critical apparatus of the editions

from which the citations are made. 1 The statement of manu-
script variants which is given in these editions is accepted as

authoritative,2 and the same abbreviations and symbols are em-

ployed. There are recorded in the textual notes: (1) all

cases in which the reading adopted differs from the reading of

the edition from which the citation is made ; (2) all cases in

which the reading adopted, though it is the same as that of the

accepted edition, is nevertheless not supported by any good

manuscript or is the result of pure conjecture ; and (3) all cases

in which the reading adopted differs from the reading of the

testimonia. Therefore, to put it in summary form, it is to be

assumed that the text of this book, the text of the accepted

edition of the author who quotes the fragment, at least one

good manuscript of that author, and the testimonia (if there

are any) are in entire accord, unless divergences are indicated

in the textual notes. The only exception to this rule is in

matters of spelling. The spelling of the text of Hiller-Crusius

has been followed throughout without comment. The principles

on which Crusius determined the correct spelling may be found

on page v of the Anthologia Lyrica. No conjectural emenda-

tions, except those which have been admitted into the text, are

recorded in the textual notes.

1 A list of these editions and the editions of the authors from whom the testi-

monia are drawn will be found in Appendix I*.

• Except in the case of Diogenes Laertius (see commentary on xxxiv).

i
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vi PREFACE

One remark should be made about the commentary. The
many parallel pjissages which are quoted are not introduced

simply because of some curious similarity of form or idea, but

because they are thought to contribute to the proper under-

standing of Solon's verse. Quotations from Homer, Hesiod,

and the elegiac poets, in particular, are intended to illustrate

forms of thought or speech which were conventional in Solon's

time or which he borrowed from others.

I desire to express here my obligation to my friend and col-

league, Mr. Torsten Petersson, for the generous assistance which

he has afforded me. He has not only read the manuscript

through and offered many most valuable suggestions, but, better

than this, he has come to my aid with his wise counsel at many
perplexing moments during the writing of the book. For

these things I am deeply grateful.
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CHAPTER I

RECORD OP SOLON IN ANTIQUITY

1

Lawgiver, one of the Seven Wise Men of Greece, founder of I

the Athenian democracy— these are the titles which are asso-l

ciated with the name of Solon in the minds of well informed persons

of the present da}'. If they are pressed a little, these same well

informed persons may recall at least one good story about him,

the famous story of his interview with Croesus, king of Lydia;

and if they are urged to tell how they know these things,they

will say without much hesitation that they learned them from the

incomparable Plutarch or perhaps read of Croesus in Herodotus.

Some, but probably not all, will remember that Solon was a poet

as well as a statesman and therefore doubly a representative of

the city whose glory springs in large measure from her matchless

poetry and her indomitable love of liberty. These random recol-

lections are all true and well founded, and they are enough to

show that the man of whom such things can be said deserves to be

better known. "Whither shall we turn in order to learn more about

him? 1 We can read Plutarch's life again; but can we believe

all he tells us? And are there no other ancient records by which

we can supplement and correct the account which Plutarch gives?

If, in order to answer these questions, wd survey the record of

Solon in the ancient authors, we shall find that many besides

Plutarch had something to say of him. We shall also find that

the ancient tradition followed certain well defined lines, which

were fixed partly by the historical facts of his career and partly

by legends which had become attached to his name. But before

1 On the sources for Solon in general, consult Busolt (1896, pp. 1-66, espe-
cially 39-49 and 68 ff ., and 266 ff.) ; Gilliard (1907, pp. 16-28J

8
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4 SOLON THE ATHENIAN

we examine the nature of the ancient record itself, we should

first inquire about the character of the foundations upon which it

rests, in order that we may know what measure of confidence may
be placed in it as a true report of the actual facts of Solon's life.

We certainly cannot push back the possibility of a written record

of any sort beyond the middle of the fifth century b.c. at the

earliest ; but Solon himself lived in the first half of the sixth

century. By what means could knowledge of events in the

early part of the sixth century have been transmitted through the

one or two centuries that intervened before men began to write

the history of them? If there had been no means, we should

be forced to confess that all that has been told us about Solon

is mere unreliable tradition. But fortunately there were a few

bridges across the gulf.

The firmest of these was Solon's own poetry, a concrete struc-

ture reenforced with the bonds of meter, which was unshaken by

i the lapse of time. The poems must have come down through the

years substantially in the form in which they were originally com-

i posed, and they were a clear and intelligible voice out of the past.

Furthermore, these poems were a historical document of great

value ; for many, if not most of them, were occasional poems,

[
dealing with the events in which Solon himself played a part.

' There can therefore be little room for doubt about their authen-

i ticity. The fragments which survive afford us a surprising amount

of information ; the whole body of Solon's poetry, which was

available in ancient times, must have yielded much more.

A second source of information which was freely drawn upon

by the ancient writers was found in the laws which were attrib-

,

uted to Solon. Here their footing was much more insecure.

The authenticity of the laws is open to very grave question, as

we shall see.
1 But in the hands of critical scholars they could

have been made to yield some information of great value.

1 Appendix 4.
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RECORD OF SOLON IN ANTIQUITY 5

A third source of precise information about the past was to

be found in the official records of the state. These were, indeed,

very meager, and for the early part of the sixth century prob-

ably did not go beyond the official list of archons. But this was

something. And outside of Athens, there was the list of victors

in the Pythian games at Delphi from which, we are told, 1 Aris-

totle derived some information about Solon's share in the Sacred

War.

Lastly, there were the frail strands of oral tradition leading

back into the past. And oral tradition is not to be scorned as

a source of historical information, though it must be handled with

a most delicate critical judgment. In some things it can tell the

truth, in others it is a mere conscienceless myth-monger. Un-

fortunately Greek annalists and biographers did not deal criti-

cally with their sources, and it is difficult for us to separate those

of their statements which rest upon sound evidence from those

which are only hanging in the air. In examining reports of

events in the first half of the sixth century we must be suspi-

cious of all stories which are told with much circumstantial de-

tail. Such small baggage is easily lost in a voyage of a hundred

years and is just as easily replaced by fresh inventions. But it

is perhaps even more important that we should not yield to un-

critical agnosticism, flatly denying the validity of all oral tradi-

tion. The main facts arc likely to come through, and should be

accepted without too much hesitation, especially if there is some

collateral support for them.

These are the four ways in which the ancient authors could

learn something of Solon and his times. We have no knowledge

of any other.2 No assertion which was not founded upon one or

1 Plut. Sol. xl
»Cf. Bcloch (1012, p. 8ft4) :

" Glaubwlirdig ist diese Ueberlieferung (i.e.,

Cotutt. of Ath., Plutarch, antl Diogenes Laertiua) nur insoweit, als sie auf die
Gedichte Solon* und seine (Jenetze zuriiekgeht. Von die.sen Ge*etzen sind aber
diejenigen, die sich auf die Sozialreforni und die Xeuordnung der Verfassung
bezogen, zum grbasten Teil schon frith verloren gegangeu, da sie keine praktische
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6 SOLON THE ATHENIAN

the other of these lines of evidence can be accepted as true. And
even in cases where the ancient writers had such evidence at hand,

we must still question their critical judgment in the use of it. If

they have preserved for us the poem or the law upon which their

statements are based, we are in a position to test and verify;

otherwise we cannot be sure. But even when statements are made
which are not supported by any law or poem which we, too, have

before our eyes, we must still admit that they may be justified

by evidence which the ancient authors had and which we have

not.

For us at the present day the evidence which is available

for the determination of the truth about the life and works of

Solon falls into two main divisions. The first, in which we can

put great confidence, includes the actual extant writings of Solon

himself, the poems mainly, and, as far as we can believe them au-

thentic, the laws. The second is the ancient tradition, preserved

through a long line of writers, overlaid with legend, resting ul-

timately on the same poems which we have and others besides,

on a large body of doubtful laws, on meager official records, and on

vague popular report. This ancient record we can trust just so

far as we can satisfy ourselves that it is based solidly on the four

original foundations, and just so far as we can satisfy ourselves

that the foundations themselves in each case were secure. This

means that we can accept little besides what we know was learned

from the poems and the official records. We do not need to

trouble ourselves overmuch with the confused relationships

between our ancient authorities. The earliest of them were

scarcely in a better position for learning the facts than the latest.

The poems told the tale, and all who could read them with dis-

cernment knew all that could be truly known about their author.

Bedeutung mehr hatten . . . Andererseits gait spater ja manches Gesetz al.s

soloniseh, das erst lange nach Solon geguben war. So beruht das Bild,

da« win von Solons politischem Wirken uberliefert ifit, zum grossen Teil auf

Combinationi'ii."
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RECORD OF SOLON IN ANTIQUITY 7

We shall now proceed to examine in greater detail these two

main sources of information : first, the poems themselves, both

those which we still possess and those of whose former existence

we have some trace ; and then, in a cursory way, the development

of the biography of Solon in the ancient writers.

2

The fragments that survive, and which are attributed to Solon

by the authors in whose works they appear, number some two

hundred eighty-three verses. 1 Some of these so-called fragments

are probably complete poems; most of them, however, are

manifestly only portions of longer poems. In only one case

have we any information concerning the actual length of the whole

poem from which portions are quoted : the poem called "Salamis"

was one hundred verses in length, and of these one hundred verses

we have only eight, four in one fragment and two in each of two

others.2

Besides what we can learn from the extant fragments, we have

very little precise information concerning Solon's poetical works.

Diogenes Laertius, 3 in a brief and carelessly written list of his

works, includes "Salamis," poems of self-counsel, and political

poems, all in elegiac verse ; and other poems in iambic and epodic

verse. He mentions the number of five thousand verses, but it

is not clear whether this number is intended to include all the

poems, or only those in elegiac verse, or only the "Salamis" and

the political poems. But in any case the number seems exces-

sively large for a man who did not make poetry his principal occu-

pation.

I The elegiac fragments, of which the two longest (xl and xii) are respectively

76 and 40 lines in length, number 215 verses ; the iambic fragments, of which
the longest (ix) consists of 27 verses, number in all 42 verses ; the trochaic
fragments, 20. Besides these there are two hexameters and four or five lines in

lyric meter.
* xx, xxxiv, xxxv. See pp. 40 ft. and Appendix 1. 3

i 01.

i

I
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8 SOLON THE ATHENIAN

Plutarch 1 divides the poetical works into two classes. The
earlier poems, he says, were written for diversion and amusement

;

these are probably the ones he has in mind when he says that

Solon speaks of pleasure with more freedom than becomes a

philosopher. The later poems are devoted to moral and politi-

cal questions : some contained exhortations, admonitions, and re-

bukes addressed to the Athenians ; others were written in defense

-of his public acts as a statesman.

In a few cases definite poems seem to be referred to by ancient

authors which are not actually quoted.

Plato, in the Timaeus,2 says that Solon frequently alludes

to the intimacy which existed between himself and the family

of Dropides, the great-grandfather of Critias. A single line 3

survives which apparently belonged to one of the poems con-

taining such an allusion.

Aristotle refers to poems, which he does not quote, in which

Solon expressed his unwillingness to soil his reputation by at-

tempting to make himself tyrant of Athens

;

4 and to others, be-

sides those which he quotes himself, in which Solon laid the blame

for the civil disorder in Athens on the rich. 6 And it is possible

that in one place 6 he is quoting indirectly from a poem in which,

after his archonship, Solon announced his intention of going

abroad for ten years.7

» Sol. iii. " 20e ; cf. also Charmides 167 e. • xxxix.
* Const, of Ath. vi 4. Fragments xxi and xxii probably belong to this

group.
* Const, of Ath. v 3. Fragments xii, xvii, xl probably belong to this

group.
« Const, of Ath. xi 1.

7 Bekker thought he found a bit of verse embedded in Plutarch's narrative

(Soi. xv). The prose runs as foIIowb : <popt)dtU htj avyx*** xavrdvaat xal rapd$a%

tV w6\i» da8€^<rrtpot •yfyrrrai rov Karaar^ffat rd\ir *al ovvapubaaadau irpdt t6

ipiaro*. From this he constructs the following trochaics

:

<rvyx*a* avarrdrafft xal rap&$as rijp w6\t*

dadtvtartpo* ytntfiai rov Karaffrijcat wd\i*.

Bergk thinks the words are Plutarch's own ; Wilamowitz recognizes them as

Digitized by Google



RECORD OF SOLON IN ANTIQUITY 9

Most of the fragments owe their preservation to their impor-

tance as historical documents. It may be that if we had all of

Solon's poetical works we should not find the political poems so

largely preponderating. There would undoubtedly be a larger

proportion dealing with lighter themes.

We cannot, of course, expect to date the fragments with any

precision and recover the exact circumstances of their composition. 1

But certain ones were manifestly written before the archonship

and certain ones after. The lines are too few in number to enable

us to detect any change in style or increase in skill. It is interest-

ing to observe that the longer elegiac poems belong to the earlier

period and the principal iambic and trochaic fragments to the

later. But this may be a mere accident in the preservation.

There is undoubtedly a marked change in Solon's political opin-i

ions : before he put his reforms into effect, he was disposed tol

lay the blame for the misfortunes of Athens on the greed of thq

rich ; later he was equally convinced of the folly and incapacity

of the lower classes. '

It seems almost necessary to believe that Solon's poems were

recorded in writing by himself.2 Many of them, being occasional

by Solon. It is not likely that Plutarch would thus quote two lines without in-

dicating that they are a quotation. In Sol. ii he quotes i indirectly, hut the
quotation is very brief ; Aristotle in Const, of Ath. v 8 and Plutarch "in Sol. xiv

6 quote v, a single pentameter. Hut in the present case we mast recognize the
trochaic rhythm a* accidental ; and after all nothing is gained by adding so un-
certain a fragment to the collection of genuine fragments. The idea which is

expressed in the sentence we may safely believe to have been in Solon's mind,
because it really lay at the bottom of his whole policy.

1 Wilamowitz (181'3. 11,304 ff.) undertakes to piece together like a puzzle the
fragments of Solon's poems, and. with the help of what he takes as indirect
quotations from the poems in Plutarch and Aristotle, to restore the several poems
in their entirety, to outline the course of thought in each, and to assign them to

the several ]>eriods in Solon's life. It is an ingenious study, but unconvincing
;

indeed its plausibility is deceptive, because it leaves in the reader's mind seem-
ing-true ideas which are after all only guesses. Many of the shorter fragments
are arbitrarily assigned to Solon's later years without a shred of justification.

There is no such degree of certainty about Solon's career as the reader of this

chapter would be led to believe.
J Heinemann (18i>7, pp. 45 ff.) thinks that an edition of the poems was pro-

pared either by Solon himself or soon after his death. But he concludes, justly,
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10 SOLON THE ATHENIAN

and in the nature of apologies for his own acts, would hardly have

survived in the popular memory alone. Dissatisfied as they were

with the results of Solon's reforms, the Athenians would not

naturally have committed to memory, or encouraged their rhapso-

dists to commit to memory, the poems which Solon wrote in his

own defense. Furthermore, some of his poems are addressed to

individuals, 1 and it seems natural that they should have been

sent to the persons for whom they were intended.

There is only one hint in the ancient authors of any method

of publication, and this is untrustworthy. Solon is supposed to

have memorized the "Salamis" and recited it publicly in the

market place. Though we cannot accept this particular tradi-

tion, it seems likely that this was the regular method of publica-

tion.1 But public recitation before various groups of citizens by

the author himself was probably only the first step in the dis-

semination of the poems. They would then be repeated by

others ; and a few written copies would be made.

What may fairly be regarded as the earliest allusion to poems

of Solon is found in Plato's Timaeus* Critias, the oligarch,

who is a speaker in the dialogue, says that when he was a lad of

ten years it was a common thing for the boys who took part in the

competitive recitations at the festival of the Apaturia, to recite

the poems of Solon, which were new at the time. There is no

reason to doubt the truth of this statement — it was a thing about

which Plato could easily have definite knowledge— and we may take

it as proof that there was a well recognized collection of poems by

Solon in the first half of the fifth century. One is struck by the

that there is little probability that the names of the poems which are recorded
and which appear in modern editions were actually given by Solon (pp. 35 ff.).

1 xxi, xxii, ixvi, xxxvii, and possibly xxxix.
» On the recitation of elegies at social gatherings, see Croiset (1908, pp. 583,

684).
» 20d-21 d. There is a quotation from xiv in a play of the comic poet Cratinus

(see commentary on xiv), which was probably even earlier. Critias was born
about 400 b.c.
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RECORD OF SOLON IN ANTIQUITY 11

remark that they were new at the time, when as a matter of

fact they had been written between fifty and one hundred years

before. The explanation probably is to be found in the fact that

these poems would have been thought of as modern in contrast

with Homer and Hesiod. Plato may also have been led to speak

as he does by the fact that in his own day Solon's poems were

no longer recited on such occasions, having become old-fashioned

in the midst of the abundant Athenian poetry of the fifth cen-

tury. So there was for Plato a certain propriety in calling them

new, both by contrast with the oldest Greek poetry on the one

hand, and with the more recent poetry of his own day on the

other.

There is abundant evidence for the existence of the collection

in Herodotus, Plato, Demosthenes, and Aristotle, and it seems

probable that it continued in existence throughout antiquity.

Of course many of the quotations in the later authors could have

been drawn from the works of earlier writers. 1 But some of these

quotations are of a kind which could hardly have been made except

from the collection itself. The grammarians and lexicographers

quote passages as examples of the use of particular words. Athe-

naeus has a quotation 1 which he says was "in the iambics,"

as if he was acquainted with a collection of the iambic poems.

Proclus 5 makes some very judicious comments on Solon's style,

which he could hardly have made unless he had read a considerable

number of the poems ; and there was certainly no collection of

fragments like ours in his day. Lastly, the longest extant poem of

Solon is not found earlier than the anthology of Stobaeus, and this

poem, of seventy-six lines, Stobaeus could hardly have found

already quoted in the text of an earlier author, — though it may
have been contained in some earlier anthology.

1 E.g., the poems quoted by Aristides (second century a.d.) are all believed
to be taken from the Const, of Ath. ; see Piatt (1890).

* xxxiii.

» Ad Plat. Hep., vol. i, p. 66 Kroll ; Ad Hat. Tim., vol. i, p. 03 Diehl.
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12 SOLON THE ATHENIAN

Fortunately, the greater part of the extant verse can be rec-

ognized as the authentic work of Solon with the utmost con-

fidence, because it is concerned with the public events in which

he played a principal part. As for the fragments which deal with

general subjects, there is no reason to deny his authorship. The

whole amount of Solonian poetry which we possess is too meager

to justify us in rejecting this or that fragment on inner grounds of

style and spirit. Only two of the fragments must be definitely

set aside as late forgeries

:

1 one, the two hexameter verses which

were supposed to be the introduction to a metrical version of the

laws; the other, the lyric fragment which is drawn from a group

of spurious scolia forged by Lobon of Argos and ascril>ed to the

Seven Wise Men.

The principal difficulty in the matter of authenticity lies in

the fact that a number of the Solonian fragments are also found

among the poems which are ascribed to Theognis ; and we must

ask ourselves which of the two poets has the better claim to

them.

It is generally recognized that the collection of elegiac poems

which goes under the name of Theognis is something in the nature

of an anthology, though there is considerable difference of opinion

concerning the exact amount that is to be attributed to Theognis

himself. Practically all scholars are agreed that the lines in

Theognis which are elsewhere attributed to Solon are actually the

work of Solon, and that, in one way or another, they have been

included in the Theognidean collection. In view of the definite

ascription to Solon and the composite nature of the Theognidean

collection this is a just conclusion. And it is not shaken by the

fact that a few verses which are ascribed to Solon and also in-

cluded in Theognis are quoted by later authors as from Theognis.2

This accident is due to the fact that the quotations were actually

» xviii and xxxviii. See commentary.
» xvi and xvi-a in Stob. iv 88, 7.
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drawn from the Theognidean collection and the authors did not

know that they were really by Solon. In one case Stobaeus

assigns some verses to Theognis which he has already in another

place assigned to Solon. 1
• There are in all some twenty-six verses

by Solon which are also found in Theognis.2 The extent and

character of the differences between the two versions are dis-

cussed in the commentary-

Since we have evidence to show that as many as twenty-six

verses in Theognis properly belong to Solon, it is reasonable to

suppose that there are still other poems by Solon imbedded in the

Theognidean collection, if we only had the means of detecting

them. Many attempts have been made to show that particular

verses belong to him, but with a single exception none is convinc-

ing.3 Language, versification, style, and ideas offer very frail

criteria in the case of two authors whose work is in many ways

so similar and whose extant poems are so inconsiderable in amount.

3

The earliest appearance of Solon's name in extant Greek

literature is found in a fragment of two lines from a comedy of

Cratinus, 4 who lived about the middle of the fifth century

B.C. Solon himself is represented as the speaker, and he alludes

to the popular l>elief that his own ashes had been scattered over

the island of Salamis. The significance of this curious notion

i xl 05-70 in Stob. iii t). 23 and iv 47, 16.

* ii = 1253 f. ; vii 3 f.= 153 f. ; xvi = 710-724 : xvii 1 1 _ 315-318 : xl 05-70
= 585-500 ; xl 71-70 = 227-232. The extent and character of tin- differences
between the two versions are discussed in the commentary. Cf. also Heine-
mann (18U7, pp. 1611.).

'The exception is found in vss. 725-728. Vss. 710-728 form a complete
unit ; vss. 710 724 an- ascribed to Solon by Plutarch ; it is altogether probable
therefore that the four lines 725-728 should be included in Solon's poem. These
four lines are printed in the present edition as an appendix to xvi and are num-
bered xvi-«. In view of the many divergences between the text of Plutarch for
xvi and the text of Theognis we cannot assume that xvi-a is in exactly the form
in which it was written by Solon.

4 Diogenes Laertius i"l!2. This is not the same fragment as that referred to
on page 10, footnote 3.
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14 SOLON THE ATHENIAN

will be better understood later when we have learned what Solon

did for the Athenians in Salamis. But in the meantime it is

interesting to observe that this first allusion to the great Athenian,

separated from his own lifetime by a century and more, presents

him to us almost in the guise of a mythological hero. In the

history of Herodotus, which was composed about the same time,

Solon is mentioned on several occasions

:

1 the longest passage is

an account of his legendary meeting with Croesus; but besides

this there is recorded at least one real fact in his life. Thu-

cydides is entirely silent on the subject of Solon ; but Aristophanes

and Plato, a little later, speak of him in a number of places

as a legislator, a poet, and a Wise Man. In Demosthenes and

the orators he is a familiar name, being accepted by them as

typical of all that is best in Athenian government and law ; in

their minds and in the minds of their auditors he had come to

represent the ideal form of democratic government, equally re-

moved from obnoxious oligarchy and from the fierce democracy

which ruled in Athens toward the close of the fifth century. He

typified a vague ideal which all parties could unite in applaud-

ing. Aristotle, too, as a student of political institutions, was a

warm admirer of Solon, and, as we shall see, has much to tell us

about him.1 Thereafter frequent allusions to him are found in

all kinds of books, — in the learned writers of the fourth cen-

tury and later ages, in the lexicographers and grammarians, and

in the anonymous commentaries which are preserved on the mar-

gin of ancient manuscripts.

Among all these authors there were some who dealt with the

life and works of Solon more particularly and at greater length,

not in the form of brief references, but in connected narratives.

Some of these accounts, like that of Plutarch, happily still sur-

» i 29-34, 86 ; ii 177 ; v 118.
» Outside of the Const. ofAth., the principal passages are in the Politics (ii

12, 1273 b, 34 £f. ; ii 7, 1266 b, 17 ; iii 11, 1281 b, 32).
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vive ; others we know not hing about except through indirect report.

But in order that we may understand the character of the ancient

record, we must not be satisfied merely with an examination of

the extant books ; we must also try to recover something of those

that are lost. The list of authors in whom we can still read short

accounts, a page or two in length, of various circumstances in

Solon's career is fairly long and includes many names besides the

writers already mentioned. 1

More important than these, however, are the more extended

accounts which have been left us by Aristotle, Diodorus Siculus,

Plutarch, and Diogenes Laertius. These four constitute our

principal source of information. They are widely separated in

time, and it is only through accident that they are the only im-

portant extant accounts out of all the literary and scholarly works

of many centuries. It is not to be supposed that there is neces-

sarily any chain connecting the four in such a way that each is

to be regarded as dependent upon his predecessor. The study

of their sources has been pursued with great diligence, and we

know that they drew their material from many writers whose

books are now lost. We shall examine these four accounts a little

more carefully and attempt to restore from them some of the

missing links in the biographical tradition. Since our knowledge

of the lost writers is derived only from allusions to them in sub-

sequent literature, it will be convenient to begin with the latest

of the four extant accounts, that of Diogenes Laertius, and pro-

ceed from him to the earlier.

Diogenes Laertius' life of Solon, about six pages in length,

was composed in the early part of the third century a.d. and is

' The following may be noted : Aeneas Tacticus, Comm. Pol. iv 8ff.; Justi-

nua, ii 7 f. ; Frontinus, Strateg. ii 9. 9 ; Aelian, V. H. vii 19 and viii 16 ; Polyaenus,
Strateg. i 20 ; Suida*. a. v. 26Xw»>, etc. Short summaries of the principal features
of Solon's life are also to be found in an anonymous Vita Solonis (in Biographi
Graeci, ed. Westermann, p. 113) and in the scholia to Plat. Rep. x 699 e and
Demosthenes xlv 64.
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to be found in the first book of his Lives of the Philosophers. It

is an altogether uncritical compilation of scattered scraps of in-

formation concerning Solon and his work. Besides the traditional

matter, it contains a few of Solon's poems, many sayings and apoph-

thegms attributed to him, and some spurious letters supposed

to have been written by him to Periander, Epimenides, Pisistratus,

and Croesus. Diogenes mentions a few of his authorities by name,

among whom the most important seems to have been one Sosic-

rates of Rhodes who lived early in the Christian era. But it

is generally assumed that his principal sources were the same as

Plutarch's, 1 which will be discussed presently.

Plutarch's biography, the longest and fullest account which

we possess of Solon and his times, consists of about thirty-five

pages, and was written in the second century a.d. Little is to be

found in other authors which is not also given by him. Many
poems are quoted ; and much that he has to tell us is demon-

strably true. But large portions of the biography are legendary

in character; and frequently small matters which are known to

be true in themselves are expanded into long narratives, charming

in style but unreliable in substance. Plutarch's fondness for

anecdote and his well known preoccupation with the moral im-

plications of his subject detract from his historical accuracy,

here as elsewhere. But the total impression of the character of

Solon which he leaves with the reader is entirely harmonious with

his true character as far as it is revealed in his own poems. Be-

sides the poems of Solon which he quotes as evidence, Plutarch

mentions during the course of the biography some fourteen or

fifteen writers as authorities for various statements, but he had

probably not consulted them all directly. Among them are

Androtion, Aristotle, Heracleidcs Ponticus, Demetrius of Phale-

rum, Theophnustus, Phanias of Lesbos, Hereas of Megara. But

modern investigation has shown that his principal sources, out-

» See Busolt (1895, p. 59).
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side of Solon's own poems, were the learned writers, Didymus and

Hermippus. 1

Hermippus of Smyrna lived about 200 B.C. He was the

author of Biographies of Illustrious Men ((Mot twv iv wtu&i'a

&aAfl/x^aKru>f), of which large work the names of certain por-

tions are known. Among these arc sections "Concerning tke

Seven Wise Men" and "Concerning Lawgivers." Solon might

have found a place equally well under either of these heads. The

work of Hermippus, which must have been an uncritical collec-

tion of traditional lore, is known to have been widely used as a

source by later writers, and probably Plutarch derived from it

most of his biographical material. It is supposed, furthermore,

that Plutarch's acquaintance with Androtion, Herodotus, Theo-

phrastus, and other early authors came through Hermippus.

There is some doubt whether either Hermippus or Plutarch used

Aristotle's Constitution of Athens.

Didymus of Alexandria was an extraordinarily prolific writer

who lived at the very beginning of the Christian era. Among the

numberless works in which he gathered up the learning of his

predecessors was one on the laws of Solon (wepi ru»v aiovtov iw
SoAwvos aimypapt) trpo-; 'AarKXrprtdSTqv) , which is mentioned by Plu-

tarch,2 and from which he probably learned what he has to tell

us in the long section of his biography which he devotes to

Solon's laws.

Earlier than Plutarch, but infinitely less important, is the

brief account of Solon which is preserved in the fragmentary ninth

book of the history of Diodorus Siculus, who lived just at the dawn

of the Christian era. Most of what Diodorus has to say of Solon

is legendary in character and of little value. He gives no hint of

the sources of his information about Solon ; but it is known that

he derived some of his material at least, directly or indirectly,

from Ephorus and Hermippus.3 The biographer Hermippus, as

• See Busolt (1895, p. 58). » Sol. i.
8 See Busolt (1895, p. 59).
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18 SOLON THE ATHENIAN

we have seen, lived some two centuries earlier than Diodorus.

Ephorus lived a century and a half before Herraippus. He was

a pupil of the school of Isocrates and wrote a universal history of

the Greeks from the return of the Heracleidae to about the mid-

dle of the fourth century b.c. This work consisted of no less than

thirty books ; but tins is little enough for the history of so long a

period, and we cannot suppose that the space given to Solon and

his times was very considerable.

We come now to the fourth and earliest account of Solon's

career, which consists of about twelve pages near the beginning of

Aristotle's treatise on the Constitution of Athens, which was com-

posed about the middle of the fourth century b.c. This treatise,

which was discovered and published only in the last decade of the

nineteenth century, has given us some fragments of Solon's

poems which we did not have before ; but otherwise it does little

more than corroborate or slightly modify information which we

already possessed. The general conception of Solon which had

been previously entertained has not been altered by Aristotle's

account. He gives most of his attention to Solon's economic,

legislative, and political reforms, and quotes a number of passages

from the poems as evidence for the truth of his statements. In

the pages devoted to Solon, Aristotle mentions no earlier writer

by name, but he permits us to see whence he derived his informa-

tion. First and most important as a source were Solon's own

poems, both those which he quotes and no doubt others which he

was familiar with ; a considerable part of Aristotle's account is sub-

stantiated and verified by these quotations, and we have reason

to believe that other statements, too, rest upon poems which are

not quoted. Second, a number of laws are referred to, which

Aristotle regarded as the work of Solon. These laws are used by

him as evidence for certain political institutions which he at-

tributes to Solon. Third, some conclusions concerning Solon's

constitution are drawn from customs which still survived in
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Aristotle's day. Fourth, there are indications that he derived

some information from certain conflicting traditions concerning

some features of Solon's career. He refers expressly to the

"account given by the popular party" (6 tS>v o\i(jlotiku>v \6yos), and

by implication gives us to understand that there was also an aris-

tocratic or oligarchic account. 1 There is nothing in the text to

show whether these two accounts were written down or merely

oral traditions.1

These four sources are the only ones that can be discerned in

the text itself. Arc we to suppose that Aristotle owed nothing

to earlier writers ? There is very little doubt that there was such

a source, which, though not mentioned by Aristotle, may have

been more directly useful to him than the four sources which

are apparent.' This was the work of the Athenian chroniclers,

the so-called 'ArOtSoypajKu, who had been busying themselves

for some years before Aristotle's time with the composition

of prose accounts of early Athenian history.4 Among these the

one to whom Aristotle was most indebted appears to have been

Androtion, like Ephorus a pupil of Isocrates, and an older contem-

porary of Aristotle, whose name is familiar to us from the well

known speech which was delivered against him by Demosthenes.

The book of Androtion is generally assumed to be the first written

» Const. o/Ath. vi 8.
a Cf. Wilamowitz (1898, I, 65^ : "Ichmeine, es ist klar geworden, daw

Aratoteles es 8ich mit der Ix?hand lung Solons recht leieht gemacht hat. die

person des pesetzfrebers, wie sie in den gedichten leibhaft Dun entgegentrat, in-

teressirte ihn, und Hie stellte i»r mittelst dieser unverfalsohten zeiuniisse in ein

helles und reines licht. aber dan antiquarische detail finer verschollenen gesctz-

gebung war dem philosophen sehr wenig interessant. er hat weder sich selhst

noch seinen lesern ein biUi jener verfaasung zu entwerfen versucht, Bondern sich

begnugt eine sehr kurze und ungleiehformig gearbeitete skizze fast ausschliesslich

auf grund der darstellungeu zu liefern, die er bei den attidographen fand.
dage^en hat er seine auge scharf auf das ziel gerichtet, die ausgebildete demo-
kratie, die er nachher darstellen will : die hat Solon begrundet, schon alleindurc-h

aufhebung der schuldknechtschaft ; die weiteren demokratischen grundrechte
erortert cap. 9."

1 For the sources of the Const. o/Ath. see Busolt (1895, pp. 89-49), Seeck
(1904), Sandys (1912, pp. lxv ff.).

« On Androtion and the other Attic chroniclers see Busolt (1895, pp. 7 ff.).
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20 SOLON THE ATHENIAN

account of Solon and his age, and all later accounts are supposed

to rest upon it, directly or indirectly. But his account of Solon

was probably very brief, and no doubt all he had to tell is pre-

served for us in one or another of the later authors. His sources

were probably the same as those which we have discovered in

Aristotle.

This brief sketch is enough to show that our four principal

accounts of the life and works of Solon and the lesser contributions

to our knowledge which are scattered through the ancient authors

are inconsiderable in extent when they are compared with the

many writings no longer extant of which Solon was the subject.

A few parts of the structure of ancient literature still stand above

the waves ; but most of the foundations and supports on which

these parts rest have been overwhelmed by time. We have been

able to catch glimpses of a little of the substructure where it lies

just below the surface. The names of many other authors who

support the tradition of Solon, but whose works have sunk still

deeper into oblivion, might be recounted if it were profitable to

do so. But enough has been said to give a fair impression of the

nature of the record of Solon in antiquity. If we review once more

the names of the authors who had a major part in the transmission

of our knowledge of Solon — Androtion, Aristotle, Ephorus,

Hermippus, Diodorus, Didymus, Plutarch, and Diogenes — we

observe that there were two causes in particular which icd them

to give special attention to Solon. One was the fact that he was

the reputed author of the first Athenian code of law ; the other

was the fact that he was numbered among the Seven Wise Men.

These were the two circumstances to which in the past, as in the

present, Solon chiefly owed his fame, and it is worth while for a

moment to push our investigation a little farther along one of the

two lines which were followed by the ancient record, the legend of

the Seven Wise Men.
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4

From the time of Aristotle onward, many men devoted them-

selves to the study of the laws and the political constitutions of

the Greek states, and many lxx>ks were written on these subjects.

In most of them, it is fair to presume, the Athenian laws and

political institutions which were attributed to Solon must have

received their share of attention. The works of Didymus and

Hermippus, in which we know there was much about Solon, have

already been mentioned. Theophrastus, the pupil of Aristotle,

is supposed to have written a book Concerning Laws (rrtpl vo/uw)

:

and his pupil, Demetrius of Phalerum, wrote a book Con-

cerning Legislation at Athens and another Concerning the Political

Constitutions of Athens. These last named works may very

likely have been the source of Didymus, and therefore ultimately

the source of that portion of Plutarch's biography which deals

with the laws of Solon. The names of other writers on laws and

lawgivers are also known, and they, together with the writers

already mentioned, probably assisted in the preservation of what-

ever information men had about Solon as a lawgiver.

However much, or however little, writers such as these may
have known about Solon's contribution to the legal and political

institutions of Athens, there was at least a foundation of fact to

their undertakings. Solon unquestionably wrote laws and modi-

fied more or less the Athenian constitution. But the conception

of Seven Wise Men was an arbitrary invention ; and though we

have a little sound information about these Wise Men as individ-

uals, all that is related about them as a group is purely legendary.

Indeed most, though not all, of the stories about Solon which can

be set apart as legends lacking historical foundation are attached

to his name as one of the Seven.

It Is not known when the Greeks first began to talk of a group
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of Seven Wise Men. 1 But the notion was evidently a familiar

one by the time Plato wrote the Protagoras. In this dialogue, 8

Socrates gives a list of the Seven and allows us to see that it was

not one constructed by himself, but rather one which was already

recognized. The names in this list are Thales of Miletus, Pittacus

of Mytilenc, Bias of Priene, Solon of Athens, Cleobulus of Lindus,

Myson of Chene, Chilon of Sparta. In the lists which are given

by later authors some of these names are replaced by others.

Only four names appear in all lists. Thales, Bias, Pittacus, and

Solon. In most lists Myson is omitted, and Periander of Corinth

is put in his place. In all, there are some twenty-two names

which are found in one or another of these ancient lists of Seven

Wise Men.

Almost all the men whose names found a place at one time or

another in this group of seven were historical characters, and

almost all, like Solon, lived in the sixth century b.c. The

wisdom for which they were celebrated was the wisdom of men of

affairs who were experienced in the ways of the world and in the

fortunes of men. They were not supposed to be gifted with the

mysterious lore of the sage. None but Solon was the author of

any literary works.3 Almost all took an active part in public

life and were benefactors of their countries. Their wisdom was

supposed to have found expression in the pithy maxims

which were attributed to them and of which considerable col-

lections were made. The most famous of these maxims were:

yy<L0i aavrov
;

firjSkv ayav
;
fitrpov apurrov

;
iyyva wapa 8* ara. A col-

lection of them was made by Demetrius of Phalerum, and

many have been preserved in Diogenes Laertius and other writers.

Indeed, it has been suggested 4 that the conception of a group of

seven wise men may have had its origin in such a collection,

i For the Seven Wise Men see Zeller, Phil, der (irierh., vol. I, /». Aiifl.,

pp. 110 ff. ; Wulf (1805); Mever (1808, p. 717) ; Heloch (1!*13. pp. 3.72-300).

* ProUig. 848. 1 Hi Hit (1878).
* Christ, Ge*rh. d. yriech. Literatur, 3. Aufl. 18SH). Munich, p. 188.
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containing the maxims grouped under seven names. This is

only a conjecture. But at any rate the familiar maxims served

to give substance to the conception. Socrates speaks with ap-

proval of the laconic brevity of these utterances, in which were

summed up the results of long experience and profound observa-

tion. Undoubtedly in attributing these proverbs to Seven Wise

Men the Greeks were only following their unfailing instinct of

searching for some definite personal author for every feature of

their civilization. The Seven Wise Men were men of real dis-

tinction and ability who lived in the sixth century; the prov-

erbs and maxims were well known principles of conduct in the

Greek world : legend united the two and made the Wise Men the

authors of the proverbs.

When once the conception of the Seven had been formed,

legend was soon busy decking it out with circumstantial details.

The Seven were soon thought of as exact contemporaries and

personal friends
;

banquets were described at which they met

and conversed with the wit and sagacity which was to be expected

of them

;

1 they were the guests of foreign kings and in their in-

terviews with them exhibited the superior intelligence of the

Greeks ; a golden tripod was offered as prize to the wisest among

them, and after each had modestly declined it in turn, they

united in offering it to Apollo himself at Delphi
;
they also made

an offering to Apollo of the maxims which they had composed,

inscribing them on the temple at Delphi. Besides these fables

in which they all had a share, each individual had a legend of his

own which credited him with many clever deeds and sayings.

The first book of Diogenes Laertius' Lives of the Philosophers

contains biographies of eleven men whose names appear in the

lists of Wise Men.

Legends cluster thick about the name of Solon, as a member
of this illustrious group. He, too, rejected the tripod and refused

» Cf. especially Plutarch's Convivium Septem Sapientium.
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to admit that he was the wisest of men ; he feasted with the others

and contributed his share of wisdom to the conversation ; he

is credited with the authorship of many clever moral sayings.

But besides these there are certain legends which are told of

him in particular which deserve a word of consideration.

The most famous story about Solon relates to his interview

with Croesus, king of Lydia. 1

| We are told that Solon visited the

Lydian court, and that Croesus tried to dazzle him with the

splendor of his riches. Asking Solon whom he considered the

happiest man in the world, Croesus expected him to answer that

the king of Lydia was the happiest. But Solon mentioned the

names of three unknown Greeks, two Argives and an Athenian,

who were already dead, and told of the noble manner of their

death. Upon this, Croesus became angry and asked if he was not

himself to be reckoned as one of the happiest of men. Solon

replied that no man can be called happy until he has lived his

life through without disaster. Thereupon Croesus dismissed

him with scorn and indignation. But in later years, when his

kingdom had been conquered by the Persian Cyrus, and he was

himself about to be burned on the pyre, the words of Solon came

again to his mind, and he called on his name three times in a loud

voice. When Cyrus heard these cries and learned the cause, he

was so much impressed with the wisdom of Solon and so strongly

reminded of the uncertainty of his own fortunes that he spared

the life of Croesus and made him his friend and counselor.)

This tale was told again and again by ancient writers. The

earliest version we have is found in the first book of Herodotus*

who narrates the events with all the art of the prince of story-

tellers. He has so expanded and embellished it, and imparted

to it so great a moral dignity, that it has become one of the best-

known and most admired portions of his whole work. The

story appears again, also well told, both in Diodorus and in

« On Solon ami Croemw see Buaolt (1895, p. 300) .
• i 20-34.
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Plutarch, 1 and is briefly alluded to by Diogenes Laertius, who

refrains from telling it at length because, as he says, it is so

hackneyed (to. Bp/ukaC/urn).

The truth of the story was doubted even in ancient times.

Plutarch introduces his narrative with a remarkable statement

in which he mentions these doubts, and which throws much light

at the same time on his critical judgment in matters of historical

accuracy. He says: 1

As for his [Solon's] interview with Croesus, some think to prove

by chronology that it is fictitious. But when a story is so famous and
so well-attested, and, what is more to the point, when it comports so well

with the character of Solon, and is so worthy of his magnanimity and
wisdom, I do not propose to reject it out of deference to any chronological

canons, so called, which thousands are to this day revising, without being

able to bring their contradictions into any general agreement.

Now the chronological objections are serious, but not ab-

solutely insuperable. Croesus came to the throne about the year

555. Solon's death is generally fixed at about 559, but there is

nothing to prove that he did not live for many years after this

date. The interview, therefore, might have been held soon after

Croesus' accession. But the really insuperable objections to our

acceptance of the story are : first, that there is no known way

in which it could have been transmitted
; second, that the legen-

dary character of it is unmistakable
;
and, third, that it forms a

part of the larger tradition of the Seven Wise Men with its many
unquestionably legendary interviews.

Plutarch is right when he says that the story comports well

with the character of Solon. This must be said to the credit of

the authors of the legend ; but it does not, of course, prove its

truth. There are two moral principles by which Solon is moved

in the legend : one is scorn and contempt of great riches ; the

other is the belief that human happiness cannot be judged till the

1 Diodorus ix 2 and 26 f . ; Plut. Sol. xxvii f .
;
Diog. Laert. i 50.

* Plut. Sol. xxvii (Perrin's translation).
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will of the gods has been fulfilled to the end. There is abundant

evidence even in the few remaining poems of Solon that these

two principles were strongly characteristic of his thought. Ex-

pressions of the former are to be found scattered all through the

fragments. The latter is enunciated in the noble poetry of his

longest elegy.

Good stories are also told of interviews, equally legendary

in character, between Solon and three other men who were in-

eluded in various lists of the Seven Wise Men : Anacharsis the

Scythian, Thales of Miletus, and the mysterious Epimenides

of Crete. 1 In each of these cases it is the wit and shrewdness,

not of Solon, but of his interlocutor, which is displayed. The

stories probably belonged originally to the legends of the three

other men, and Solon was introduced into them because of the

association of the Seven.

Such, then, was the reputation of Solon in the ancient world,

and such was the written record of his career. It is apparent that

we must stand incredulous before many stories which are told of

his exploits. As stories they have their value; but they will

not be retold here. We must be willing to sacrifice the picturesque

and romantic inventions which add so much to the definiteness

and charm of Plutarch's biography. We must keep our minds

unflinchingly on the ultimate sources of information which have

already been described, and reject all that cannot be traced to

them. But when all subtractions have been made, there still

remains for us a noble career which is clear at least in its main

outlines, and a personality of sterling worth. Fortunately not

a little of sound fact stands the test, and we need not despair of

knowing Solon in some sort even as he was.

• Anacharsia i Plut. Sol. v
;

Diog. Laert. i 101 f . Thales ; Plut. Sol. Vi.

Epimenides : Plut. Sol. xii
;
Diog. Laert. i 109 ff.
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CHAPTER II

BEFORE THE ARCHON8HIP

1

No precise date is known for any event in Solon's life. Even

the year of his archonship cannot be fixed, and we can only say

that it fell within the period between 594 and 590 b.c. 1 There

is no statement in the ancient authorities concerning the date of

his birth ; about the date of his death, there are conflicting asser-

tions. According to one of these, he died in the archonship of

Hegestratus, which was in the year 560-559
;
according to another,

he was eighty years of age at the time of his death.2 Neither of

these statements can be accepted as certainly true
;

they were

probably based upon chronological calculations of a sort which are

not to be trusted. But if we take them for what they are worth,

we find that the year of his birth would be 640-639. In this case

he would have been somewhere between forty-five and fifty years

of age at the time of his archonship— just the period of life at

which perhaps men would have been most willing to entrust to

him grave public responsiblities, though he might well have held

the office ten years earlier or ten years later. But we shall not

be far wrong if we think of the life of Solon as occupying the

greater part of the second half of the seventh century b.c. and the

greater part of the first half of the sixth century and bisected ap-

proximately by the year 600.

That Solon was an Athenian by birth we should not think of

1 See Appendix 2.

» Archoiwhip of Hepestratus : Phanias ap. Plut Sol. xxxii 3. Eighty years
of age : Diog. Laert. i 62.
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doubting if we did not discover that he is twice called a Sala-

minian. 1 But we must regard this as an error when we recall

his own words, — "May I be no longer an Athenian," in the poem

entitled "Salamis." 2 The error was probably due to the renown

of Solon's leadership in the Athenian conquest of the neighboring

island, in connection with which this very poem was composed. It

is even possible that Diodorus and Diogenes were not really in

error, but were only applying the name Salaminius to Solon as

the Roman Scipio was called Africanus.

Let us stop to consider for a moment what it meant to be an

Athenian at the dawn of the sixth century b.c* The name of

Athens rouses in the mind so many memories of the glories of

her prime, and the sixth century is an epoch about which our

recollections are so vague and insubstantial, that we are in danger

of holding a false conception of the Athens in which Solon lived.

Almost all the achievements to which Athens owes her fame

still lay far below the horizon of the future. The brilliant develop-

ment under the rule of Pisistratus, the principle of democracy,

the deathless glory of the Persian wars, the growth of empire,

the white heat of genius during the long war with Sparta, the mellow

age of philosophy,—men could not even have dreamed of these

wonders in the rocky land of Attica at the beginning of the sixth

century. The old fortress of the Acropolis was not yet crowned

with the noble buildings which to our eyes form the chief feature

of the Attic scene. Art and literature were still unknown. Solon

himself was the first of Attic poets, and was to have no notable

successor for fifty years and more. Sculpture was still in a rude

stage of advancement. Probably even the primitive statues

which were overthrown by the Persians and which have been

discovered in the debris of the Acropolis were still unwrought.

1 Diod. ix 1
;
Diog. Laert. i 45. Elsewhere always an Athenian.

» For early social and economic conditions in Athens see especially Wil-
brandt (1898) and De Sanctis (1912).
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The painted pottery, found in the graves of this early period, has

as yet little promise of the exquisite art of the future. All the

glories which the Athenians of a later time pointed to with pride

and we contemplate with admiration did not yet exist as an in-

centive to loyal emulation. 1

One of the most signal characteristics of Athens throughout

the sixth century, as contrasted with the fifth, is her inland posi-

tion. Themistocles and Pericles made Athens an island state,

facing the sea and depending for her prestige and for her very

existence upon sea-borne commerce and naval defense. In the

sixth century Athens was only just beginning to be aware of this

mighty neighbor and ally, waiting just off her coasts. Her people •

were mostly occupied with internal affairs. The social institu-

tions which are rooted in agricultural life still prevailed. Land-

holders were the dominant class in the community. There were

. nobles with hereditary estates, peasants and serfs with no estates

at all. Men were bound together by the religious bonds of clan

and family. Not only their livelihood, but their religion and

their habits of life were drawn from the soil. In later times, it

was the sea that fashioned men's lives and habits ; and since no

individual can own a portion of the high seas, there emerged an

equality of opportunity in industry and commerce which tended

to break down the feudal distinctions between landlords and

landless folk, between nobles and commons. This change had

begun in Solon's time. Men whose wealth consisted of money

1 Wilamowitz (181)3, II, 60) : "aber ganz abgesehen vondem fonnalen stu-

dium, das seine gedichte zur voraussetzung haben, hat er sein gauzes denken und
empfinden ionisch machen inussen, menschlich, modern fttr seine zeit. halten
wir doch die attischen werke etwa der gleichen periode neben ihn : wie grow ist

der abstain!, die kostliche darstellungsfreude mit der der bildner des Typhon-
giebels seine scheusale in aller derbbeit aus seinem weichen stein schnitzt, das
ist das alte Athen, dasselbe, das ein paar generationen frtiher leichenzuge und
seeschlachten mit kindlichen mitteln auf die tonkruge pinselte, ungeschlacht
autochthoniscb, aber mit acht attischer jvapyela." One should not forget, how-
ever, that sculpture and painting were arts of a much slower growth in Greece
than poetry ; and the real state of cult ure in Athens might be measured by Solon's

poetry as well perhaps as by the Typhon pediment.
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accumulated in foreign trade began to take their places by the

side of the men whose wealth was in land. But the new source

• of wealth was not yet open to any but the old landed nobility

who had the means for new enterprise. Such changes as these

are of slow growth, and we must not think that there was at any

time a conscious transition from the old order to the new, at

least until Themistocles built the long walls. Roughly speaking,

the age of Solon was characterized by the old order, the age of

Pericles by the new.

Athens, however, was not shut off from contact with the out-

side world. There is evidence that during this period she was

adopting some of the customs of the Ionian Greeks who dwelt in

Asia. The ancient dress of Attica was discarded for the Ionian

fashion ; the Ionian practice of cremating the dead was taking

its place beside the old Attic custom of burial ; a knowledge of

the Ionian mythological epic is revealed in some of the pictures

painted on Attic pottery. Trade, too, was carried on with other

communities. Fragments of early Athenian pottery have been

found in Cyprus and as far west as Etruria ; and on the Acropolis

there have been discovered broken bits of vessels which had been

made in Crete or at Naucratis in Egypt.

In that far-off day the city which was later to be the school

of Hellas and the chief city of Greece in art and letters, in in-

dustry and commerce, was a place of little account in the world.

The main currents of Hellenic life did not flow through Attica.

The focus of Hellenic life was across the Aegean Sea. Miletus

was the greatest city of the Greek world. Her close rivals were

Samos, Ephesus, Smyrna, and other cities whose names are less

well known to-day, lusty champions of the Greek spirit, not yet

enervated and corrupted by the laxity of the Orient. Ionia

was the first school of Hellas. Even on the western side of the

Aegean there were many cities more notable than Athens : Corinth

on the isthmus; Chalcis and Eretria on the island of Euboea;
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Megara, which Athens later came to despise ; and Aegina, whose

proud Dorian lords were in the end forced to bend to Athens.

These were the cities which had played a part in the vast projects

of colonization which marked the eighth and seventh centuries.

They had established flourishing outposts of Greek civilization

from the Black Sea to Spain and from Thrace to the northern

coast of Africa. Athens had not a single colony. Athenian mer-

chants made use of money, the wonderful invention of the age

;

but they used the coinage of other cities. Athens probably

minted no coins of her own before the time of Solon.

It is not difficult to discover what characteristics would be

absent in a true portrait of Athens at the beginning of the sixth

century. They are, in point of fact, generally identical with all

the notable features of the more prominent Greek communities

of the same epoch and of Athens herself at the period of her great-

ness. But though we recognize that these characteristics must

be eliminated, it is not easy to form and preserve a true concep-

tion of what Athens actually was. There is little that is positive

to put in the place of what we know we must omit. If we try

to create a picture of Attica and of the people who dwelt there

as they appeared to the eyes of Solon, we find that material is

almost wholly lacking. There are many scattered scraps of in-

formation concerning the religious, social, and political institu-

tions of early Athens ; but they cannot be united into any com-

prehensive picture of the city's life. We know that the scattered

villages of the land were already associated together in that re-

markable community which recognized all residents of Attica

as Athenians. The people who lived about the Acropolis were

not more truly Athenians than those who dwelt in the mountains

or along the sea or farmed the more fertile valleys. The city of

Athens did not dominate Attica, but all Attica was Athens. This

was a momentous circumstance for the development of the state
;

and though the city of Athens never spread beyond the bounds of
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Attica, yet this political organization was as significant for Athens

herself as a similar organization was for the city of Rome, which

ultimately became coterminous with the Roman empire. In

this larger community of Athens, Eleusis also already formed a

part. This little village which lay beyond the low range of hills

to the west of the Acropolis had already been incorporated into

the Athenian state, bringing to the common life of Athenians

participation in the noble religious usages and ideas which there

had their home.

Solon himself, in the longest of his extant poems, gives us an

account of the principal occupations of the men of his time. He
shows us the trader, the husbandman, and the artisan; the min-

1 strel, the prophet, and the physician. A busy, bustling world

it seemed to him, in which all were working blindly with little

thought of the future. Money-making, he tells us, filled men's

minds ; and in his day a deep social and economic unrest per-

vaded society, as a result of the unequal distribution of wealth.

Society fell into two conflicting classes : the one was composed of

the "best" people (<5purrot), by which were meant the people of

wealth and noble birth ; the other consisted of the folk at large

(8rj(ix>s). Political power lay entirely in the hands of the former

class, and the magistrates were chosen only from their number.

The restlessness, however, of the lower classes seems to have

been due not so much to political inequality as to cruel economic

conditions. Of all this we shall learn more later, because it was

to remedy the disorder that Solon was chosen to the archonship.

But since the disorder must have been long in growing, it is neces-

sary that we should glance thus for a moment at the state of the

world in which Solon lived.

2

If now we return to Solon, we may perhaps comprehend some-

thing of the significance of the two facts about him which have

already been presented. He was an Athenian whose years of
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f maturity fell in the first half of the sixth century. But what was

I his position in this old feudal society of Athens which was slowly

outgrowing its ancient molds? What was his family, and what

were the formative influences of his early life? There will be

no temptation to protract the story of his childhood and his

youth in the somwhat pointless manner which is generally in-

evitable in the biographies of men about whom much is known.

Little is told us about this period in his life ; and even this is

open to question because we cannot be sure that it rests upon

secure evidence. But there are some things of which we can

be sure, and fortunately they are things of whose importance

we shall be convinced when we come to the principal work of

his life.

The name of Solon's father, we are told, 1 was Execestides.

The authorities all agree in this, with one exception : a certain

Philocles, otherwise unknown, is reported by Plutarch 2 as giving

the name Euphorion for Solon's father. But Plutarch himself

believed Execestides to be the correct name. The name of

Solon's mother is unknown
;
according to Heracleides Ponticus,*

who probably had no means of knowing anything about it, she

was a cousin of the mother of Pisistratus.

Uln any case Solon was of noble birth. His father was sup-

ed to be descended from Codrus, the early king of Athens,

or even from Nelcus and Poseidon.4 But this does not enable

us to decide which of the great Athenian families Solon belonged

to, even if we admit the truth of the tradition, because several

families claimed descent from Poseidon through the mythical

line of Neleus, Melanthus, and Codrus. We may be fairly cer-\

tain, however, on other grounds, that Solon was a member of/

the aristocracy. He was later chosen archon, and in a day!

» Diod. ix 1 ; Plut. Sol. i
;
Diog. Laert. i 45 ; Schol. Plat. Rep. x 599 e

;

Schol. Dem. xlv 64.
• Sol. 1. » Ap. Plut. Sol. i.

* Plut. Sol. i
;
Diog. Laert. iii 1 ; Vita Platoni*, ed. Westermann, p. 396.
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when only men of noble birth could fill this office it is not likely

that he would have been elected if he had not possessed this

qualification. 1

If, in the eyes of the Greeks, the ancestors of Execestides

were illustrious, there were reckoned among his descendants

personages whom the modern world would deem more illustrious

still. Plato himself and the notorious Critias, his mother's uncle,

were supposed to be the descendants of Dropides, the brother of

Solon. Socrates says, in the Charmides of Plato,1 that Charmides

and Critias inherit gifts of poetry and philosophy from Solon

;

and Plutarch also alludes to the kinship between Solon and Plato.*

The genealogy is given as follows: 4

Execestides

|

1

Dropides

Critias

Callaeschrua

1

Critias
(one of the Thirty)

Perictione - Aristo

Plato

Unfortunately there are two flaws in this genealogy : in the first

place, there must be at least two more generations between the

oligarch Critias and Execestides the father of Solon ; and in the

second place, it is not certain that Solon had a brother named

l At this time the archons were chosen i.purrlvi^9 koX wXovrMv" (Const, of
Ath. Hi 1).

- 155a. * >'<>f. xxxii.

* I)iog. Laert. iii 1. Cf. also Vita Platonis, ed. Westermann, p. 388.

According to Olympiodorus (ViL Plat., p. 1), it was Arwton, the father of

Plato, who was descended from Solon. In the Critias of Plato (118 a) Critias

says that his great-grandfather Dropides possessed a manuscript which had
belonged to Solon.

Solon

Olauco

Charmides
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Dropides. 1 Plato' makes Critias say that Solon was a relative and

close friend of his own great-grandfather Dropides, and we still

have a couplet 3 addressed by Solon to Critias, the son of Dropides,

bidding him follow the counsel of his father. We further know

that Dropides was the name of one of the archons who held office

within a few years after Solon.4 Beyond this we have no definite

information. One would be glad to know for certain that the

blood of Solon flowed in the veins of Plato, but the evidence is

too scanty to support the belief. It matters very little for a true

understanding of the life of Solon, whether the belief in the re-

lationship between Solon and Plato is true or false. But the

fancy of the modern reader is stirred more by the kinship between

Solon and a person so illustrious as Plato than by his descent from

a mythical Poseidon and a mythical Codrus. Yet the influence

upon Solon's own life and thought which was exercised by a

belief in his royal descent and his relation to the royal house must

have been of no little significance.

We do not find that any Athenian ever claimed descent di-

rectly from Solon, nor is there any statement recorded that he

was ever married. Plutarch does indeed tell a story about an

interview between him and the philosopher Thales,* in which

Thales, to point a moral, pretends to have heard of the death of

Solon's son in Athens. But the story is quite unhistorical, and

the son is undoubtedly a fictitious person.

Though Solon was of noble birth, his father, according to Plu-

tarch, 6 was possessed of only moderate means. Aristotle tells us, 7

1 Busolt (1895, p. 256) says Dropides was not a brother of Solon. It is

hardly a matter about which one can be so positive. Cf. also xxxix, Solon's
warning to Critias, the son of Dropides.

1 Timaeun 20 e. 1 xxxix.
* Cf. Wilamowitz (1893, I. 7, footnote 9): M Ap«W3»?t, 6s nerd S6Xw»a ' A9rt-

mlou f)pt*v be] Philostratos tit. soph, i Irt wird dagegen mit zu scharfer interpre-
tation auf das nachste jahr nach Solon bezogen. es reicht vollkoinmen hin, daw
der name irgendwo bald nach Solon in der liste stand, soiwt inusste man wol
gar Qopidwv nerd. ZAXww dp£aj schol. Ar. Fried. 347 ebenso fassen."

> Plut. Sol. vi. • Plat Sol. i. » Const, of Ath. v.
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in almost the same words that are used by Plutarch in his state-

ment about the father, that Solon himself belonged to the middle

class in point of wealth. It is more likely that there was evidence

in Solon's poems concerning his own station in life than that

there was evidence about his father, and we must regard Plu-

tarch's statement rather as an inference from the prevailing view

about Solon himself.

It appears that early in life Solon embarked in commerce.

He was forced to this, according to Plutarch,' by the impaired

state of the family fortune, which had been brought about by the

excessive generosity of his father : belonging to a family which

was accustomed to help others, he was unwilling, when he was in

financial straits, to ask aid of his friends, who would have been

glad to render it to him. Others found the motive for his voyages

in his desire to acquire learning and experience rather than to

make money. Obviously both these excuses were offered to

save the reputation of Solon from the stain of trade. Plutarch

goes to the trouble of explaining at considerable length that in

earlier times trade brought with it no social inferiority. But

whatever the reasons may have been, the fact may be accepted

as true even though no direct evidence can be quoted in support

of it. In the first place, a thing which must be apologized for

is not likely to be invented ; Solon probably revealed his business

experience more or less explicitly in his own verse. Indeed, in

the fragments that remain he shows an acquaintance with eco-

nomic affairs which may well have been drawn from his own ex-

perience: he had a business man's understanding of things.

Furthermore, it is difficult to believe that if Solon had not gone

abroad into the wider air of the Greek world, he would have at-

tained to the breadth of view and the sympathetic comprehension

which characterize his public career.

Whither was he carried by his commercial ventures? At

> Plut. Sol. ii.
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this period Athens had begun to trade not only with the neigh-

boring coasts and islands of Greece, but also with Asia Minor

and the Pontus, with Crete, Cyprus, and Egypt, and with Sicily

and Italy in the west. It is impossible to say certainly whether

Solon made his way to all or any of these regions. But it seems

altogether probable that he should have been often in Ionia and

for somewhat prolonged periods. This assumption is almost

necessary in order to explain his ability to use the Ionic language

and the elegiac verse of Ionia as his natural medium of expression.

Solon must have carried many a cargo of oil or pottery from his

own rocky Attica to the wealthy cities across the Aegean, and in

spite of his love for his own native land {Trptafivrarrfv yaiav

Towuis) 1 he must have been charmed by the brilliant society

which he found in Asia. It was here that he learned the pleasures

of Aphrodite, Dionysus, and the Muses, whose attractions he

frankly acknowledged.2 He may have been tempted into luxury

and prodigality, as Plutarch supposed when he offered in excuse

for such habits the trials and dangers of his mercantile career.

There must have been some years of this wild and merry life.

Good songs, good wine, and a lass in every port lightened the

toil of the sea. But it was a good school for Solon. He learned

to know men as they lived outside the limits of the society of the

best Athenian families; he learned self-reliance, resourcefulness,

and courage; his natural instinct for poetical art was developed

by contact with the refinement of the east.

It is clear that he did not grow rich through trade. No doubt

he provided himself with a competence. But there were two things

he preferred to money : one, as we have seen, was the good things

that money can buy, the other his own personal worth (dpcn/),

which, he says himself, he would not sell for any amount of money.'

Speaking of the time when Solon became archon, Aristotle says 4

1 iii. » xxviii. J xvi and xvil.

* Const, of AtA. v. Cf. also Alist. Pol. vi (iv) 11, 1296 a, 10, where Aris-

totle says again that Solon belonged to the class of frferoi toX?t<u, and refers to

his poems in proof of the fact.
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that by birth and reputation he ranked among the highest

in the city, but that his limited means and his manner of life

placed him in the middle class. And yet in order to be eligible

to this office, the law required that he should be sufficiently

well off to claim a place in the census of the wealthiest class in

Athens. 1

i Whether he was in fact rich or poor, he showed himself capable

of adopting the views of a true moderate as thoroughly as if he

)had been born to that class.* His conviction that the love of

'
I money is the root of all evil, appears again and again in fragments

1 of poems which must have been written before his archonship

I but after he had had considerable experience of the world.8 He
believed at this time that the rich men of Athens were entirely

responsible for the civil disorder which was yearly growing more

threatening. Together with his condemnation of the rich went a

sympathetic recognition of the hardships of the poor.4 He reveals

himself in the character of an ardent social reformer, outraged

and shocked by the heartless excesses of the moneyed class, stirred

with pity and commiseration for the oppressed. Fortunately

the time was to come when he could act upon his generous im-

pulses and bring relief where relief was needed
;

unfortunately

he was also to suffer disillusionment and learn that if the rich are

greedy and rapacious, the poor, too, have their characteristic

' vices of ingratitude and discontent.

1 Gilliard (1907, p. 163) says that the tradition which made Solon a man of

moderate means rests upon his own poems (xvi, xvii, xl). The proof, be main-
tains, is not convincing. The poems may not be a revelation of his personal

position, but simply the expression of a fairly common thought, which is also

found in Theognis. xvi and xvii are even attributed to Theognis (315 ff., 711> ff.).

* Cf. the whole passage in Aristotle's Politics just referred to. Solon could
not strictly be numbered with the middle class which Aristotle believes should
nde in an ideal state. True tua&ni% implies the absence of \nrcpKa\b», inrtplaxv-

pov, inctfxxrytvri, and vrtpT\o6otop. A man who was connected by blood with the

noblest house in Athens could never satisfy the full definition. But Solon as an
individual could choose his own political ideals ; and, choosing as he did the

ideal of n«r(m)t, he could not but be benefited by his sympathetic understanding
of the efryeirijf.

» E.g., iv, v, xii, xvi, xvii, xl. * xii.
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3

Our information concerning the first half of Solon's life is

unfortunately very meager. We can only say that he must have

risen steadily in popular esteem ; and it is much to be regretted

that we cannot trace in detail the course of events through which

he ultimately attained to a position of leadership in the state.

We have seen that he gave serious thought to the problems by

which Athens was beset, and fearlessly published his opinions in

poetical form. But there must have been something more than

thought, however sound, and something more than speech,

however persuasive, to induce the Athenians, embittered as they

were by party strife, ultimately to resign to him full control of

their destinies. There must have been deeds as well as words.

Things must have been done in the public service which won for

Solon the admiration and confidence of his fellow-citizens. But

there is only one such event of which we have any record, and this

unfortunately is a matter which is involved in much obscurity.

The evidence for it, as far as it went, was of the best, for it was

provided by Solon's own poems, but it is difficult to determine

how much of the information found in the ancient biographers

was actually certified in this way.

The event in question was the acquisition by Athens of the

island of Salamis. 1 This island lies in the Saronic Gulf close to

the shore of Attica westward from Athens, shutting in the little

bay of Eleusis. It thrusts itself out also as a menacing barrier

toward Nisaea, the port of Megara. In the rivalry between

Athens and Megara, which had probably begun long before this

time and which was to continue intermittently for hundreds of

years, the possession of Salamis was a matter of crucial impor-

tance. The credit for the conquest was awarded to Solon by al-

most the unanimous voice of antiquity. It was generally be-

» For a critical discussion of the affair of Salamis see Appendix L
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lieved that he was the military captain who carried the matter

through to success. If this had been the fact, the exploit would

certainly have done much to secure for Solon the affections of his

fellow-countrymen. Like many another military hero, he might

have won political preferment through success on the field of

battle. Although the name of Solon is inextricably involved in

the affair of Salamis, all the records of his military participation

are open to very grave suspicion. We must look elsewhere to

discover his real part in the business.

The poem which offered the best evidence for the affair was

the one entitled "Salamis," which has already been mentioned. 1

Plutarch narrates with some detail the circumstances of its com-

position and of the results to which it led ; but though he might

have learned from the poem something as to why it was written

and what had happened before it was written, it is clear that it

could have told him nothing of what happened after its publica-

tion. If there is any truth in the latter part of the story, it must

have come from some other source. In Plutarch's own words

the story is this

:

s

Once when the Athenians were tired out with a war which they were

waging against the Megarians for the island of Salamis, they made a

law that no one in future, on pain of death, should move, in writing or

orally, that the city take up its contention for Salamis. Solon could not

endure the disgrace of this, and when he saw that many of the young men
wanted steps taken to bring on the war, but did not dare to take those

steps themselves on account of the law, he pretended to be out of his

head, and a report was given out to the city by his family that he showed
Bigns of madness. He then secretly composed some elegiac verses, and
after rehearsing them so that he could say them by rote, he sallied out into

the market place of a sudden, with a cap upon his head. After a large

• Page 7.

* Plut. Sol. viii-x. Perrin's translation is quoted. For the poem and the

circumstances under which it was composed and recited, see also Dem. xiz 252
(and schol.) ; Cicero de off. i 30, 108 ; Philodemus de mus. xx 18 ; Justinus U
7 f. ; Aristides Or. xxxvii, vol. 1, p. 708 and Or. xlvi, vol. 2, p. 881 Dindorf

;

Polyaenus Strateg. I 20 ; Paus. i 40, 5
;
Diog. Laert. i 40 fl.

;
Porphyrins ad

Horn. B. ii 183.
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crowd had collected there, he got upon the herald's stone and recited the

poem which begins

:

*' Behold in me a herald come from lovely Salamis,

With a song in ordered verse instead of a harangue.'/

This poem is entitled "Salamis/' and contains a hundred very graceful

verses. When Solon had sung it, his friends began to praise him, and
Pisistratus in particular urged and incited the citizens to obey his words.

They therefore repealed the ^aw and renewed the war, putting Solon in

command of it.

After this there follow two different accounts of the conduct

of the campaign and the strategies that Solon employed to cap-

ture the island. 1 Both of these accounts are legendary. But

in the second account there are two circumstances recorded

which do not seem to form an integral part of the legend and which

may have some historical value : the first of these is the state-

ment that Solon had under his command five hundred volunteers

and that a decree was passed that these should be supreme in the

government of the island if they took it ; the second is the state-

ment that near the spot where the Athenians effected a landing

there was a temple of Enyalius which had been erected by Solon.

What can we conclude from all this?

Clearly the possession of Salamis was at stake. Either Athens

held the island and was in imminent danger of losing it ; or she

had now given up, or was about to give up, the struggle. This

is plainly revealed by the portions of the poem which are extant.

We know that it was generally believed by Athenians of a later

day that Salamis had belonged to them by right from the begin-

ning of time, but had once or twice slipped from their power ; we

also know that, as a matter of fact, Salamis had been originally

independent and had come at different times under the domi-

nation of Megara and Aegina. 1 During the seventh century,

1 For Plutarch's first account of the campaign, see also Aeneas Comm.
Poliorc. iv 8 ff. ; Justinus ii 8 ; Frontinus Stratey. ii 9, 9 ;

Polyaenus Stratcg. i

20. For his second account, Aelian, V. II. vii li>.

*Toepffer (1880. pp. 34 ff.). Beloch, however, thinks (1918, p. 310) that
before Solon's time Salamis must have belonged to Athens because the strong
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Megara, which was then at the full tide of its prosperity as the

mother of colonies, must have been in control of the island, which

in the hands of another would have blocked her seaport. It is

probable, therefore, that at the time of Solon's poem Salamis

had never yet been in the possession of Athens ; but it must be

recognized that it may have changed masters several times within

the preceding decades. However thi» may be, the immediate

situation which moved Solon to address his fellow-Athenians in

verse was discreditable to Athens and not to be tolerated by

patriotic citizens. Solon exhorts them to go and fight for the

island.

As for the circumstantial account of the composition and

recitation of the poem, we must admit that it has a legendary

aspect. The picturesque description of the dramatic scene in

the market place is almost unquestionably fiction, suggested per-

haps in the first instance by Solon's figure of the herald. But

we should not forget the lost ninety-two lines of the poem. Plu-

tarch may have found in them sure authority for some of his

statements. The protracted war, the death penalty, the discon-

tent of the younger men, the rashness or even insanity of Solon's

defiance of the law may well have been facts, revealed more or

less directly by the poem itself. At any rate, it is as uncritical

to reject, as it is to accept, them unreservedly. 1

expressions in the poem would be appropriate only if the island had been lost by
Athens. Z.a\a.niva<peTu>v is meaningless, he argues, unless Athens had a claim to

Salamis. and the claim could rest only on previous possession. Hut this word
may mean with equal propriety either that Athens, having once possessed

Salamis. had now lost it, or that, never having act ually possessed it, she was now
disposed to resign her claims. It may be remarked here that Beloch's restoration

of the history of Salamis throughout the sixth century, ingenious as it is, is

nevertheless entirely conjectural. It assumes that we have a record of all the

vicissitudes in the fortunes of the island, ami that each piece of evidence refers

to a separate event. All the allusions cannot be fitted into a convincing scheme:

the fragments of the puzzle picture are too few, and they can be arranged in

many ways.
1 Demosthenes (xix 252) evidently had Solon's poem before his eyes, as we

can see by his language. It is not unlikely, therefore, that the poem was his

authority for the statements which he makes in the immediate connection, viz.,
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What happened after the publication of the poem? Did

Solon do anything more toward the success of the Athenians than

to rouse them to energetic activity? In later times the renown of

the achievement was almost universally attached to his name.

We have already seen that he was called a Salaimnian by Diodorus

and Diogenes ; there was also a tradition that his ashes were

scattered over the island. 1 We learn from the orator Aeschines

that there was in his day a statue of Solon standing in the market

place of the town of Salamis. 2 It is conceivable that the glory

for the whole affair might have been given to Solon simply on the

strength of the poem. The poet Tyrtaeus was credited with the

success of the Spartan arms in the wars against the Messenians

because of the martial verse by which he stirred them to the fight.

Solon's poem may have been such another trumpet call. But

Tyrtaeus was only a poet and, according to the story, lame be-

sides. Solon was more of a statesman than a poet ; and it is

probable that he did more than a poet could do. We can be sure,

at any rate, that he did as much as Tyrtaeus ; but we should be

surprised if his aid was limited to poetical exhortation. Let us

see if we can discover a hint of anything else that he may have

done to bring about the conquest of the island.

At the time when the island of Salamis was slipping from her

grasp, Athens, as we have seen, was suffering from a grave eco-

nomic disorder, which was aggravated by social and political con-

ditions which were crying for reform. Solon's thoughts were

much occupied with the unhappy state of his country, as his

poems show plainly enough, and he now saw her threatened with

disgrace abroad as well as disaster at home. In this perplexing

situation, the possibility occurred to him of neutralizing one evil

with the other. Domestic troubles have been frequently remedied

that Salami* had revolted from Athens, that Athena had set up the death penalty,
that Solon had exposed himself to danger in composing and reciting the poem.

» Plut. Sol. xxxii
; Diog. Laert. i 02. 2

i 26.
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by a vigorous foreign policy. The energetic prosecution of the

campaign against Sal amis would turn men's minds from their

anxieties at home, and unite the opposing parties, for a time at

least, in one common struggle. To accomplish this result, it

was necessary for him both to fire their enthusiasm and to hold

out a reasonably sure promise of success. The first he accom-

plished through the stirring exhortations of his poem, in which he

appealed both to their sense of shame and to their longing for the

island. The second he compassed by laying before them the pro-

posal that five hundred volunteers should be called for, and that

as a reward for their success the volunteers should be promised

full economic and political freedom on the newly won soil. Rely-

ing upon the longing for liberty which possessed the hearts of

many Athenians who were little better than serfs of the rich, he

believed that he could, at one and the same time, assure the con-

quest of the island and draw off a little blood from the fevered body

politic. The promise of political independence in the land which

was to be won was the strongest inducement which he could offer

to secure the support of the lower classes. Downtrodden as they

were by the Athenian aristocracy, nothing would have stirred

them as much as the vision of a life freed from the burdens and

restrictions by which thejf were oppressed. Five hundred such

men, stimulated at once by their loyalty to Athens and her gods

and by the prospect of the immediate attainment of their politi-

cal and economic aspirations, were sufficient to wrest the coveted

island even from powerful Megara. By this single shrewd stroke,

Solon could bring permanent relief to five hundred unhappy Athen-

ians and their families, and so far lighten the pressure within the

state as to postpone the conflict for some years. The plan was

adopted and put into effect. Salamis was won, not so much by

the prowess of the Athenian leaders, whoever they were, as by

the irresistible ilan of the men who were fighting for their liberty

in a new land which should still be a piece of Attica. When all
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was over, Solon, who had been the soul of the enterprise, dedi-

cated a precinct in Salamis to the god Enyalius as a thank-offering

for the victory, and ever after he was thought of as the benefactor,

not only of the Athenian state, but more especially of those

Athenians who dwelt in Salamis. It was natural that legend,

which is inevitably romantic, should invent tales of the military

stratagems by which Solon won the island ; the clever stratagems

of a statesman are not the stuff for popular stories.

This conjectural restoration of the incident rests, after all,

in spite of its plausibility, upon few and slender supports. It

cannot be quite admitted within the bounds of sober history.

But the nucleus of it, the fact that Solon was in some sort the

hero of Salamis, is scarcely open to question. And this was no

slight thing in those days of small beginnings. It was a public

service which stirred men's admiration, and which, added to their

other knowledge of his character and capacity, made them ready

a few years later to appoint him supreme dictator in Athens.

We have no record of Solon's activities between the conquest

of Salamis and his election to the archonship. It may be that

the beginning of the Sacred War which the Amphictyonic League

waged against the people of Cirrha fell in this interval ; if so, the

part which Solon played in the counsels of the league is an indica-

tion of the growing esteem in which he was held even beyond the

confines of his native city. His part, however, in this war, which,

whenever it may have begun, undoubtedly came to an end after

his archonship, will be more appropriately discussed on a later

occasion. 1

» See pp. 08 f

.
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CHAPTER III

THE ARCHONSHIP

1

At some time between 595 and 590 Solon was elected to the

archonship. 1 We are told that he was intrusted with extraor-

dinary powers during his term of office: that he was made a

mediator between the two hostile parties ; and that he was given

special legislative powers, with liberty to remodel at his own pleas-

ure the whole machinery of government.5 Undoubtedly these

statements are true ; that Solon actually addressed himself to

these tasks and accomplished them with more or less success,

we know from his own poems and from the common Athenian

tradition, which in a matter of such importance was unquestion-

ably sound. Furthermore, we can be equally sure that these

high powers had been granted to him by an authority which he

himself regarded as sovereign in the state: and this sovereign

authority could only have been the joint will of all the conflicting

elements. Otherwise he could have done his work only as a tyrant
,

and a tyrant he steadfastly refused to be, as his poems clearly

show.

That Solon should have been chosen to fill the office of archon

requires no explanation. An archon was elected every year, and

no extraordinary ability was required to win this civic honor. But

the additional powers which were granted to him made him a

1 For the date see Appendix 2.

* Conxt. of Ath. v 1, vi 1 ; Plot Sol. xiv, xvi. Cf. also Plut. Amatorius 18,

p. 7(W c. and Praec. Ger. Iteip. 10, p. 805 d. That the duty of revising the

constitution was intrusted to him only after the Seisachtheia, as Plutarch
represent.}, is probably an unwarranted assumption.
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dictator plenipotentiary in the state. This was indeed an ex-

traordinary thing ; it must be remembered that the Athenians

in those turbulent days did not choose a man whose historical

reputation was already secure. They would be guided in their

choice only by the achievements of Solon in the past and his

promise for the future. It is worth while to review those achieve-

ments, and to weigh that promise. But first it will be necessary

to consider just what the circumstances wert which drove the

Athenians to the perilous expedient of resigning their liberties to

a temporary autocrat.

Fortunately we have some fairly precise information about the

state of affairs in Athens at the moment when Solon entered upon

his office.
1 After what has been previously said, this will not be

misunderstood to mean that we are in a position to command a

comprehensive view of all aspects of the city's life. The greater

part of the scene is dark. But some real illumination is thrown

upon certain parts of it— and those, for our purpose, the most .

significant parts— by Solon's own poems. In some of the poems

written before his archonship and in some written after, he has

given reasonably clear indications of the abuses of the day, and

it is not difficult to discern the conditions out of which these abuses

grew.- No doubt we should know more if we had more of the

poems ; but even Aristotle and Plutarch, who had more, add little

to what we can easily infer from the extant remains.

The outstanding feature of the times was a bitter dissension

between the rich and the poor. The population was sharply

divided into two hostile groups. It would be misleading to call

these groups parties, because there could have been nothing like

genuine political rivalry between them, such as is implied by the

word " parties " in the modern world. It cannot be supposed that

« For an admirable and thorough discussion of the social and economic dis-

order in Athens and the curative measures adopted by Solon see Gilliard (1907).
Cf. also p. 2S. footnote 8.

s iii-xii, xl.
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the poor had united themselves even in the semblance of a labor

party which could energetically and systematically push its claims

in the struggle with the rich. It was one of Solon's chief claims

to glory among the Athenians of a later day that he had been the

first of the distinguished line of statesmen who had championed

the rights of the people and resisted the rule of special privilege.

There was certainly justice in this claim ; before Solon the lower

classes in Athens could only have been helpless and inarticulate,

lacking the means of either aggression or defense.

But if the poor had nothing which may be properly called a

political organization, they were nevertheless bound together by

common suffering and oppression, and they were clearly and con-

sciously opposed to the rich by whom they were oppressed. They

were not moved to a desire for new things by theoretical propa-

ganda and the requirements of abstract justice. Every man
knew from his own misery that there was something wrong in

the organization of society which must be put right. 1 Men had

suffered till they could endure no longer. They were ready to

strike out blindly and fiercely against the thing that hurt them and

destroy it. Revolution was at the door. We do not hear that

the opposing parties had met in armed conflict. It seems to have

been recognized, however, that affairs had come to such a pass

that the only settlement would be found in a resort to force.

Solon tells us plainly of the overt abuses in his own day.*

A large part of the soil of Attica had come into the possession,

or at least under the control, of the rich
;
many Athenians were

suffering under a load of debt; some of these debtors, helpless

to relieve themselves, had been forced into exile and had been

living so long abroad that they had forgotten the good Attic

speech ;
others, free-born though they were, had become the slaves

of their creditors or had sold their children as slaves ; and of these,

many had been sold into slavery abroad and so were in the worst

1 xii 27-30. > Cf. especially ix, xii, iL
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case of all. Broadly speaking, the land and the greater part of

its products belonged to the rich ; and the poor were constrained

to toil for them as their slaves without mercy or redress. Here

were causes enough for bitterness and discontent. While the

rich enjoyed their ease and all the luxuries and comforts that the

times afforded, the poor were condemned to a life of hopeless

drudgery at home or to that worst of evils in the ancient world,

exile in a foreign land.

The causes of revolution are always long and slow. We
cannot hope to trace through the darkness of the centuries preced-

ing the archonship of Solon the insensible movements of society

that led to the crisis. It is probable that certain well known

changes that had been taking place throughout the Greek world

produced, when they came into contact with the old social order in

Athens, the reaction which precipitated the appalling conditions

which have been described. There is much to show that this

old social order had resembled in a degree the feudal conditions

of the Middle Ages. Wealth and power had belonged to the

nobles or Eupatridae, and families of humbler birth were at-

tached to their lords and bound to certain obligations of service. 1

As long as the temper of the nobles is mild and that of the common
people submissive, such a relation as this does not breed dis-

content ; indeed the mutual advantages may be such as to make

it desirable. But when the lords become arrogant and over-

bearing, the lot of their vassals soon becomes hard. Solon has

much to say of the pride and greed and arrogance of the upper

classes in Athens.8 This change of temper, together with other

changes in Athenian society, tending to destroy the old content-

• In later times the words *rr^*opo», xtXirat, and 0i}t«j were applied to men
who occupied the position of vassals and serfs in early Athenian history ; but no
definite information about them is available. For a discussion of the words see
Busolt (1895, pp. 108-110) ; Gilliard (1907, pp. 92-97) ; I)e Sanctis (1912, pp.
196 ff.)

* See iv, v, xii, xvii, xl.
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ment, were probably produced by the widely operative reagents

that have just been alluded to.

The general character of the seventh and sixth centuries in

the history of Greece is well known. It was an age of coloniza-

i
tion, of rapidly growing commerce, of sudden riches and sudden

losses. The old traditional life of isolated Greek communities

was undergoing a transformation : the old noble families embarked

on new enterprises of money making ; the lower classes saw op-

portunities for advancement which did not depend on the owner-

ship of the soil. The mass of the people began to be aware of

hopes and possibilities which had never before entered their heads.

The world was suddenly opened to them. A spirit of adventure,

an eagerness for a larger and fuller life marked the whole age. One

single, concrete thing had an incalculable influence in making

over the world : it was at this time that coined money began to

be used in Greece. Commerce demanded a medium of exchange,

and money fostered commerce. One was impossible without

the other. But the existence of money completely upset the old

relations between men in single communities. In order to live to-

gether without money, men must come very close to one another

;

barter and exchange, whether of goods or of labor, is direct and

personal. Money has the same value everywhere ; it may be

earned in one place and spent in another. It is not necessary

to tell the old familiar story. The fundamental transformation

in human society wrought by the invention of money is suffi-

ciently well known.

With these general characteristics of the age in mind we can

now see what probably took place in Athens during the seventh

century. The new opportunities of trade and commerce were

open first to the nobles because they alone held any considerable

property; they began to collect money; payment in kind was

no longer acceptable ; since money is the form of wealth which

most quickly engenders avarice, the nobles became greedy and
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avaricious. No distinction is made by Solon, or by Aristotle,

between the noble and the rich, who are also called indifferently

the few, the distinguished, or the powerful. Often enough,

with a singular directness, but without any thought of moral dis-

tinction, the upper classes are called the good, and the lower classes

the bad ; but this habit of expression is common enough among

the Greeks, who were never blind to the fact that high birth and

wealth enable men to attain a higher standard of human worth

than can be reached by those who are not blessed with these

advantages. Meanwhile the lower classes had no money with

which to pay; no longer able to fulfill their old obligations by

payment in kind, they were forced to borrow ; men who held land

were forced to give up part of their right to its products; the

only security which others could offer was their personal liberty

or the liberty of members of their family. Once their liberty

was forfeited, they were in danger of being sold abroad for money.

Thus the old order was transformed merely by the conjunction

of circumstances.

Meanwhile political power and the administration of justice

lay in the hands of the nobles. Aristocratic rule may have begun

already to breed discontent ; now at any rate when the new abuses

that afflicted the community could only be righted through the

agency of law and government, the very part of the community

which profited by the abuses held control of both. All Athenian

magistrates, it is safe to say, were chosen from among the wealthy

class. The laws which they administered were the unwritten

laws of custom and precedent. What recourse had a poor man
under these circumstances, now that the new, baleful influence

of money had transmuted a benevolent aristocracy into a rapa-

cious oligarchy ? Public property and even the sacred holdings of

temples were not spared

;

1 and if men had the audacity to lay

hands on such things as these, they would certainly have felt no

»xiil2f.
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scruple in seizing upon the lands and the persons of poor debtors,

to which they had a certain right according to the terms of custom

and tradition.

These were the deplorable conditions which compelled the

Athenians to seek some radical remedy. Positive pressure came,

of course, from the lower classes. It was they who demanded

a change. 1 But the upper classes, too, perceived the danger that

threatened, and were themselves eager that peace and calm should

be restored. Just what the demands of the lower classes were,

we cannot say. Indeed, they were probably not formulated at

all
;

or, if the vague dissatisfaction and distress came to some

coherent expression, it was probably in the radical and revolu-

tionary terms which are characteristic of such popular clamor.

It appears that an equal distribution of the soil was talked of,5

and no doubt other short-sighted and impracticable schemes

filled men's minds. But there seemed to be no escape from the

irrepressible conflict.

2

Such was the problem which Solon was called'upon to solve.

Both factions, divided in all else, were united in their belief that

he alone could find a way.' What was it that gave all Athenians

such confidence in him alone? We have not been able to trace

the steps by which he had risen to the position of the accepted

statesman of the day. But we can discern three causes at least,

which, though they may not have been the only ones, would at

any rate have been sufficient to win for him the public confidence.

/In the first place, he occupied a unique position in his relation

to the parties, having bonds of relationship with all the principal

groups in the state. A member of one of the best families of

Athens, he belonged indisputably to the highest social class;

he knew their ways and he understood their thoughts. Possess-

i iv. * viii 8 f . * Const, of Ath.vl ; Plut. 8ol. xiv.
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ing no large estates, he was thrown by circumstances into associa-

tion with the landless men in the community ; he appreciated

their difficulties and sympathized with their aspirations. A
successful trader and a traveler of wide experience, he had made

himself one with the new industrial and commercial element in

the population ; he saw the change which was inevitably coming

in the constitution of Athenian society. 1 Surely there were

not many men in Athens who had enjoyed such opportunities

for learning the temper of the people. All parties alike could

trust him as one who knew them and could survey the problem

from their point of view. The poor saw in him the champion

of their liberties ; the rich believed that he would be the defender

of their privileges— noblesse oblige. It is not likely that when

through compromise Solon was made dictator by the united ac-

tion of both parties, either party really thought of him as an im-

partial administrator. In such cases neither party really desires

a compromise ; in the present instance, we may be sure the lower

classes fully expected a redistribution of the land, and the rich

expected a preservation of the status quo with only slight modi-

fication.2 This is clear from the loudly expressed dissatisfaction

on both sides which is echoed in the poems composed by Solon

after his archonship.' If either party had really believed that

Solon was the inflexible mediator that he eventually showed him-

self to be, he would never have been appointed to his high office.

A compromise candidate is one whom each party thinks it can

bend to its own uses.

|

In the second place, he was th^ vktor of Salamis. When in

1 Lehmann-Haupt (1012, p. 17) observes :
" Als Grosskaufmann von hoc li-

ster staatsmannischer Begabung und weitem Blicke 1st er, als die Stunde rief,

daran gegangen, Athen aus wirtschaftliehen und sozialen Noten zu befreien und
durch den Handel auf den Weg der Grosse zu fuhren." Cf. also Lehmann-
Haupt (11KX), p. tt88, footnote 1). This opinion, however, is not well supported,

resting, as it does, mostly on the reform in the monetary system and the system
of weights and measures which is attributed to Solon. See Appendix 6.

« Const. o/Ath. xi 2 ; Plut. So*, xvi 1. » vi-xi.
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the mind of the Athenian people factional disputes were merged

in the common emotion of patriotic devotion to the fatherland,

their grateful loyalty naturally rested in him. He was in a cer-

tain sense the national hero of the day. And not only this.

There were good grounds for his popularity. If we have judged

aright his conduct of the Salaminian affair, he had not only guided

it to a successful conclusion, but in his settlement of the island

he had shown wisdom and sagacity. We may well believe that

there was much in what he had done to inspire confidence in his

ability to handle the more difficult task of reconstituting Athenian

society.

Thirdly, Solon was a writer on public questions who had given

expression to opinions which were acceptable to the people at

large. Considerable fragments remain of the elegiac verse which

he composed in the period before his archonship, and they are

sufficient to give us a fair understanding of his political creed. 1

He denounces the greed of the rich, he sympathizes with the hard-

ships of the poor; therefore, he is the accepted leader of the

popular party, the first ^fuxywyos in the history of Athens.

The policy, moreover, with which he proposes to correct the

abuses of the day is far from being subversive and radical. It

was a policy which the upper classes could readily subscribe to,

particularly at a moment when some conciliation at least must

be made to the restless masses. Solon did not propose to take

away the property of the rich and give it to the poor ; he did not

propose to throw open the magistracies of the city to the ple-

beians ; he did not propose to throw down the social barriers in the

community. The panacea which he offered to Athens was tvvofurj,

a beneficent reign of law, which should remove all causes for

dissension and foster harmony and contentment. Obviously

this was an ideal which all could acclaim. It might mean much

or it might mean little. Both parties were wrong, as the event

» iv, v, xii, xl.
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proved : Solon meant precisely wha+ he said, 1 and what he said

was the wise utterance of a man whose view is not circumscribed

by the wall which shuts in a party. But for the moment all were

content, and Solon was intrusted with the destinies of the state.

The influence of Solon's poetry is not to be regarded as in-

significant. Ringing verse has great advantages over the sober

pamphlet in stirring the emotions, and political action springs

more often from emotion than from reason. We may well be-

lieve that many a rousing couplet from Solon's elegies was re-

peated in the market place and at the crossroads ; and the

noble description which he gives of the ideal blessings of Euno-

mia must have convinced many who were oppressed with the

realities of life, that Solon was the man to bring the state into

order. Furthermore, it appears that Solon had something of the

gift— invaluable to politicians— of coining watchwords which

like magnets drew to his cause the unsettled opinions of the

community. Plutarch reports one such phrase, which, whether

it is authentic or not, serves at any rate as an illustration :

2

"Equality breeds no war" (to 1<tov vokeftov ov troul)— a stimu-

lating sentiment, especially to unthinking persons, well adapted

to serve as the nucleus for a political movement. That the

phrase has no precise meaning does not diminish -its value as a

rallying cry. Plutarch himself observes, very neatly, that the

two parties put different interpretations upon it, the rich think-

ing that the equality was to be based on ability and worth, and

the poor thinking it was to be based on measure and count.

It would not be fair to conclude an estimate of the causes

which led to the choice of Solon as the dictator of Athens without

mentioning also the power of his personality. Certain qualities

stand out as characteristic of the man, demonstrated both in his

poetry and in the whole conduct of his life. Wisdom, surely,

he possessed in full measure : geniality we can infer from the tone

» viii Of. : of. i.\ 15 ff.
1 Plut. Sol. xiv 2.
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of his utterances and from the mellowing effects of travel and

experience ; kindliness unquestionably is revealed at many points

;

and best of all he was a man of unflinching integrity and loyalty.

Such qualities as these, coupled with the mooir faire of a man of

birth and breeding, must have had their effect upon the minds

of Athenians. What they did not suspect was that he also pos-

sessed an indomitable will and an unwavering purpose. They

wanted a leader who should do what they individually thought

was best for them
;
they found a leader who did what he himself

knew was best for them, without fear or favor.

3

The extraordinary office which Solon was called upon to fill

carried with it functions which had to be performed by some one
' in every Greek state at some point in its transition from aristocratic

to democratic government. The readjustments throughout the

Greek world which were made necessary by the rise of the lower

classes and the growth of trade and industry, did not come about

automatically, but generally required more or less violent proce-

dure. In some cases a great lawgiver made over the machinery

of government so that it would work under the new conditions

;

but in most cases the change came through the arbitrary assump-

tion of power by some single individual who commanded the

support of the commons because he overthrew the government of

the aristocracy. Such a person, called by the Greeks a tyrant,

made himself sole master of the state and administered the govern-

ment at his own pleasure, maintaining his power till overthrown

by force. His office was unconstitutional and he was himself

an outlaw in the literal sense of the term. Actually the motives

of the tyrant in setting himself against the established order of

things were personal ambition and lust for power ; but he served

at the same time, unconsciously, another purpose. He freed

the common people from the domination of the hereditary aris-
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tocracy, and, by making all citizens equal under hiB own despotic

sway, prepared the people for the assumption of the sovereignty

when the time came to cast off his yoke. Such tyrannies were

of varying duration; and they were of varying merit. Some

tyrants acted like tyrants in the modern sense of the word;

others did much for the prosperity of their cities. Tyrants rose

to power, here and there, in the Greek world throughout the

course of Greek history. But it was in the seventh and sixth

centuries, when tyrannies first appear, that they performed this

special and peculiar function in the constitutional development

of the Greek city-state.

If ever a state was ripe for a tyranny, it was Athens at the

beginning of the sixth century. Conditions had reached such a

pass that no leas heroic remedy, apparently, would suffice. Un-

doubtedly the remedy would have been applied if Solon had not

resolutely set himself against it. He could easily have put him-

self at the head of either of the two opposing parties and won his

way to a dominant position in the city. The lower classes fully

believed that the mild policies which he publicly expressed were

only a cloak to conceal his real ulterior purpose, and that he in-

tended, when the fruit of his plans was ripe, to seize by a stroke

of force the supreme power in the state. 1 Such action was eagerly

awaited by the common people, who hoped to secure large advan-

tage for themselves through the triumph of the man who they

thought would give them all they wanted. He held within his grasp

the opportunity that most men covet most. Another man, of less

rigid principle, would have given the people their way, and al-

lowed himself to be carried to a position of supremacy by the un-

restrained violence of the mob. Plutarch reports 3 (and there may
have been some authority for his statement in the lost poems),

that even neutral persons, who belonged to neither of the two

parties, felt that the peace and prosperity of the city could best

1 Yiii, xxi, xxii. » Plut. Sol. xiv 8.
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be secured if Solon became tyrant. Some even jeered at him for

refusing so enviable a position.'

But Solon was inflexible. His political principles, resting

upon Eunomia, were absolutely inconsistent with the lawless

tyranny. He had confidence in the power of the people to adjust

themselves to a lawful form of government which would provide

for their perfect happiness and security. He would not yield

to the temptation of personal advancement ; he remained stead-

fastly loyal to the best interests of the state. He took more pride

in hi3 renunciation of the doubtful honor than he would have

felt in the attainment of it.' For this, Solon deserves the highest

praise from all believers in democracy. He himself believed so

firmly in the capacity of the people to govern themselves, if the

obstructions to good government were removed, that he refused

to undertake the government himself
;

yet he must have felt

that he could guide the affairs of Athens well, if it had been best

that any one but the Athenians should guide the affairs of Athens.

The thing was thrust upon him which most men long to possess

;

Athens besought him to be her ruler ; and he refused because he

knew it was better for Athens that she should rule herself.3

Just when this demand was made that Solon should accept

the tyranny, we do not know. It may have been before he was

elected archon ; it may have been during his term of office ; it

may have been when his legislation was complete. To judge

from his own allusions to it in his poems, the people must have

i xxii. » viii, ix 20 ff., xi, xxi.
3 Beloch (191 2, p. 367) says : "Er hat es nicht gewagt (i.e., to make him-

self tyrant); er wusste zn gut, daas ihm die unciiLbehrliche Grundlage fehlte,

ein fester niilitariseher Kiickhalt. und dowser auch selbst nich der rechte Mann
dazn war, den Tyrannen zu spielen." To this degradation of Solon's motives

by the (Jerman historian an effective reply may be found in the words of a dis-

tinguished French Hellenist. Solon may have been aware, says Croiset (11M)3,

pp. 694, J>f)f>), of the dangers and deceptions incident to the tyranny ; but, he con-

tinues, " nous n'avons aucune raison pour ne pas croire qu'i cetfe sagesse

naturelle se soient assoc-ie* les motifs 61eves qu'il laisse deviner dans ses vers. II

considerait la tyrannie rnmmc une violence, et la violence lui repugnait, parce
qu'il avail foi dans la justice et la liberty."
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been very persistent; probably they long refused to take "No"
for an answer. But finally they became quiet and he was allowed

to accomplish his task in his own way.

He had refused to be tyrant, but in order to prevent civil war

and restore quiet in the state, he needed temporarily the arbi-

trary power of a tyrant. This he did not hesitate to assume.

Having once accepted office at the hands of his fellow-citizens,

he immediately showed his complete independence and his de- f

termination to carry out the measures which he conceived to be

ncccssnrv for the relief of the situation. He exhibited no weak-

ness ; he made no concessions to the powerful ; he was guilty of

no truckling to his electors. He had been chosen mediator be-

tween two hostile parties, and a mediator is expected by each

party to champion its cause. This is what Solon undertook to

do. He strove to defend each party from the vindictiveness of

the other. In his own words, he cast his shield over both parties

alike. 1 It was inevitable under these circumstances that each

party should feel that it was getting only half the support of the

man whom it had counted upon to be its champion. Neither

party was satisfied. But Solon did not allow himself to be turned

from his settled course. He fulfilled his promises, no more, no

less ; he used such a measure of force as was necessary to support

the dictates of justice ; he strove to give every man, high and low,

his due. 2 He did not aim to cut a new constitution out of new

cloth. He adhered to the old where the old was sound : he let

well enough alone. But he endeavored to make the changes

which were essential to the peace of Athens and the well-being

of all the citizens.' Such a plan, conceived and executed in a

spirit of moderation and fair dealing, was not likely to please

either the extreme left or the extreme right. He says himself

he was like a wolf hemmed in by a pack of hounds.4 But he held

true. He was as sure at the end as he was at the beginning that

iviM. *ixl5ff. »vi. <ix20f.
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he had done the best thing for Athens, and he was proud of his

unflagging resolution.

Upon an examination of the reforms which Solon himself

claims to have introduced, one is struck by a notable consistency

in his policy. In certain of his earlier poems, as we have seen,

he had put his finger on what he believed to be the chief vices of

that society. Now, after his term of office was over, it was pre-

cisely these vices which he claimed to have corrected. He knew

from the first just what he intended to do. He asserts explicitly

that he had fulfilled his promises. 1 He may have been referring

to definite promises, or he may have had in mind the well known

views to which he had been giving public expression, probably

for some years past. However this may be, it is certain that

during his administration he did exactly the things which he had

led the Athenians to expect he would do, the things which, he

firmly believed, both before and after his archonship, were the

things which above all others ought to be done. There was no

reason for surprise or disappointment, on the part of the Athenians

at any rate; it was Solon himself who was both surprised and

disappointed when the people received with dissatisfaction the very

reforms which they had appointed him to carry out.

Solon makes a double claim for the value of his reforms. He
insists that he had accomplished more good for the lower orders

than they could have dared to hope for ; but at the same time he

asserts with equal positiveness that he was acting in the interest

of the upper classes.5 Such statements as these are susceptible

of but one interpretation. Solon believed that the safety and

happiness of each class lay, not in its own complete triumph over

the other, but rather in a wisely adjusted social, political, and eco-

nomic orderwhich would assure to all men their full deserts. He was

a statesman who was concerned for the good of all Athenians, not

for the ascendancy of one group over another. He refused alike

i vili6f. ; ix 16f. » x.
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to humiliate the nobles and to exalt unduly the common people. 1

Naturally, since the need for reform was due to the distresses of

the common people, the measures which Solon actually adopted

were taken in their interest. The complaint of the nobles, there-

fore, was that he had done too much. The common people, on

the other hand, were angry because he had not done more. In

particular, they demanded a redistribution of the land. This ex-

travagant demand may have taken shape in men's minds as a

result of the positive but limited advantage which they had won
through Solon's administration ; or it may have been an old cry

which had been raised before his term of office and which they had

fondly thought he would hear and answer. It is certain that

Solon had never intended or promised to take away the land of

the nobles and distribute it equally among the population.2 No
doubt his steadfast refusal to do this was one of the reasons why
he claimed to have acted in the interest of the upper classes. But

one cannot believe that this was the only reason. He must have

been convinced in his own mind that the condition of the nobles

would be altogether happier and more secure if the lower classes

were peaceful and contented as a result of an equitable adminis-

tration of fair and impartial laws. Evidently this ideal was too

high for the heated partisans of the day, who, on both sides

alike, were too selfish and short-sighted to see its worth.

4

What, now, were the measures adopted in order to bring the

community of Athenians into a state of order and contentment?

Like a good physician, he understood that quick and powerful

remedies were needed to cure the acute disorder from which

Athens was suffering, and that when the crisis was past and con-

valescence had begun, a sound regimen was required to safeguard

the health which had been restored. The first of these require-

• vi. 2 viii.
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ments he met by issuing certain executive orders, which, however

deeply they cut, the city had given him the power to enforce.

Then, when these had been put into effect, he proceeded to draw

up a body of written laws calculated to prevent the recurrence

of so grave a situation in the future. The reforms which were

secured by these two separate acts would be described to-day

as social and economic, legal and constitutional ; but in the

simpler organization of society which prevailed in the sixth cen-

tury, such a classification as this would not have been thought of.

To Solon and his fellow-Athenians no other classification would

have been apparent than that which divided the reforms into

temporary expedients and permanent regulations. We shall

examine first the one and then the other. 1

Solon himself tells us of four things which he did to bring

immediate relief to the oppressed classes

:

1 he freed the land, he

restored to their homes Athenians who had been sold into foreign

slavery, he brought back those whom destitution had driven into

exile, and he set at liberty those who were the slaves of Athenian

masters. Freedom, plainly, was the dominant motive in his

procedure, and we may be sure that the freedom which was granted

by a moderate statesman like Solon was neither excessive nor un-

deserved.

What did Solon mean when he said he had freed the land?

His statement is cast in a poetical form, sufficiently clear for his

readers, who knew exactly what he was referring to, but somewhat

obscure to us. " I removed," he says,
11 the stones of her bondage,

and she who was a slave before is now free." The word which is

translated "stones of bondage" is one which in later times was

> Two reforms are attributed to Solon which it would be difficult to classify

as executive or legislative : namely, the modification of the currency and of the

system of weights and measures, and the reform of the calendar. But since

there is nothing to justify us in believing that Solon was personally responsible

for these changes, we do not need to concern ourselves with them here. For a

discussion see Appendix 5.

Mx.
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applied to small stone tablets which were set up on lands or houses

which rested under a mortgage, bearing the names of the owner

and the creditor and the amount of the loan. There may have

been similar mortgages and similar records of them in Solon's

time. 1 If there were, we must infer that the result of Solon's

action was the cancellation of all debts for which real property

was held as security. But some scholars claim that the sale of

land, unknown in primitive society, was only just coming into

use in the first part of the sixth century and that when families

held inalienable rights in their land, the institution of mortgage

could not yet have appeared. If this contention is sound, we

can only conclude that the stone tablets were set up as proof

that the creditor could claim a certain fixed portion of the produce

of the soil. This is equivalent to saying that while a creditor

could not claim in return for a loan the land which served as

security, he could nevertheless exact regular interest upon it,

in the form of natural produce, until the debtor was able to dis-

charge the debt. If this was the situation, we can easily recognize

the justice of Solon's statement that the earth had been a slave.

He indicates plainly that a large part of the soil of Attica had

come under the control of wealthy creditors, and the very presence

of the stones, everywhere visible, kept before men's minds the

unequal distribution of wealth. Whatever may have been the

exact character of the financial transaction which was recorded

by the stones,* in any case it is clear that the rights of the creditors

were summarily annulled and the poor who had been laboring

under a grievous obligation were restored to the full enjoyment

of their own land. It cannot be supposed that the creditors were

reimbursed out of the public treasury, because at this stage in the

development of the state there could not have been a sufficiently

I On the question of mortgages see De Sanctis (1912, pp. 194 ff. with the

footnotes).
» For a fuller account of these stones (Jpo.) sec Gilliard (1907, pp. 129-136)

and Sandys (1912, p. 40).
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large accumulation of public moneys to redeem debts of such

magnitude; thus the only persons upon whom a tax could be

levied were the very ones who might have profited by it. We
cannot escape the conclusion that Solon's order, while it brought

great relief to the poor, must have caused a considerable loss to

the rich.

If the removal of the encumbrances which rested on the soil

of Attica was accomplished only at the cost of the rich, the same

must have been equally true of the liberation of Athenians who
had sunk into slavery. The personal freedom of these unhappy

creatures, which had been pledged as security for debts contracted

by themselves or their relatives, had been forfeited. Failing to

recover from destitute debtors the sums which they had lent them,

the wealthy citizens had taken over the debtors themselves to be

their slaves and to work for them without remuneration. If

now these slaves were restored to liberty and nothing was paid

for their redemption, their creditors must have suffered no slight

loss. Those creditors who having seized upon the persons of

their debtors had sold them abroad (as they might legally do) 1

may have been in better case, because having already received

the value of their slaves they were not now affected by their

liberation. But it is not certain that they were. For if these

slaves were to be redeemed from their foreign masters, Solon must

have provided money for their purchase, and, though we can

only conjecture how he obtained the money, it may be that he

forced the original owners to provide it.

It is not clear what Solon had to do in order to bring back

to Athens citizens who had not been enslaved but had been forced

into exile by reason of their poverty. Probably they had fled

from threatened slavery, and the same cancellation of debts which

liberated the slaves would have made it safe for them to re-

turn to their homes. It is possible that they had emigrated
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from Athens not because they were oppressed by a load of debt

but because living conditions were so hard that they could not rise

above the level of sheer destitution; in this case, however,

nothing short of a general amelioration of economic conditions

could have brought them back; whereas the tone of Solon's

words implies that he had piade it possible for them to return

immediately. Again, possibly these unhappy exiles owned land

in Attica which had fallen into the power of wealthy creditors;

in this case, the liberation of the soil would have restored to them

the opportunity of earning an independent livelihood.

We cannot hope, after all, to know the exact terms of these

several measures, and it is unwise to carry conjecture too far.

We can see that much of the land and many of the men of Athens

had come, according to the iniquitous custom of the time, into

the power of the rich, and that they were rescued from their

clutches. The only conceivable way of accomplishing this result,

as far as we can see, was by canceling all debts which had been

contracted on the security of the land or the persons of the debt-

ors. Farther than this we cannot go, on the evidence which is

afforded by Solon's own words.

This cancellation of debts, either alone or in connection with

supplementary legislation, was known in the later Greek world

under the name Seisachtheia or " disburdenment.

"

1 Plutarch

informs us 2 that this supplementary legislation took the form of

a law prohibiting loans on the security of the person of the debtor.

Aristotle does not expressly include this law in the Seisachtheia,

but he mentions it in immediate connection with it * There can

be little doubt that Solon instituted such a law immediately after

the promulgation of the order providing for the cancellation of

debts. If he had not taken such a step, there would have been

nothing to prevent a prompt return of the same deplorable con-

* For Seisachtheia see Appendix 3 and Busolt (1896, pp. 269-261).
* Plut. Sol. xv. » Const, of Ath. vi.
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ditions which had only just been dispelled. We must, therefore,

include in our survey of Solon's social and economic reforms

this beneficent law which was calculated to perpetuate the

personal liberty of Athenians. Never after, in the history of

Athens, do we read of the enslavement or even the imprisonment

of free men for debt, except in certain rare instances where vagrant

and irresponsible persons had to be summarily dealt with. 1 Un-

fortunately we know nothing of the means adopted by Solon to

prevent the rich from again getting into their power the land which

belonged to impoverished debtors. There was the same need of

permanent and effective legislation in this matter as in the matter

of personal liberty. But the problem was infinitely more com-

plicated. Land must still continue to serve as security for debts.

What was needed was equitable regulation of the practice. But

we know neither the procedure by which the rich had previously

got the land into their power, nor the legislation by which Solon

put a stop to it ; we must, therefore, content ourselves with the

little which we have been able to gather from Solon's own state-

ments.

When by a few bold strokes Solon had rid Athenian society

of the deplorable effects of long-standing abuses, it remained for

him to establish the new order on a secure foundation. We have

seen that he had very definite ideas of the best way to insure the

happiness of the state. Eunomia was the name which he applied

to his ideal of civic order. The field was now clear for him to

inaugurate a reign of law which would provide for the Athenians

all the blessings which he had described in his earlier poem.

Now, in order that a state may thrive and prosper under a

reign of law, two things are essential : on the one hand, the laws

1 Speaking of the abolition of slavery for debt, Glotz remarks (1904, p. 368):
" Des les premieres annees du sixieme siecle avant notre ere, Athenes a ainsi

place" sa legislation a une hauteur qui n'est atteinte aujourd'hui encore, et depuia
peu de temps, que par quelques codes des nations les plus civilisees." This
action may be credited to Solon without doubt.
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must be wisely framed and impartially administered ; on the

other hand, the people must be loyal in their obedience to them and

wise and patient when the need arises for a modification of them.

Of these two essentials, Solon, at the best, could provide only one.

He could do no more than build the machine and set it in motion

;

thereafter its success or failure would be only in part dependent

on the skill and ingenuity with which he had constructed it. Un-

less the people were endowed with the capacity for self-govern-

ment, the machine would soon be broken and useless.

Though only one of the two essentials could be provided

wholly and completely by Solon, it should not be forgotten that

he had done everything in his power to provide the other. In

the early poem, which has just been mentioned, he had done what

he could to direct the attention of the Athenians to the beauty

of Eunomia. And we cannot but believe that he had bent every

effort to implant in their minds a love and respect for the true

freedom which a reign of law guarantees. Such admonitions

must have formed the subject of other poems which are now

lost; and he must have embraced every opportunity offered by

daily intercourse with his fellow-citizens to establish a sound

public opinion. But the dissemination of such ideas is a slow

business ; no single individual, however wise he may be, can

assure the wisdom of a whole community. The very nature of

popular government forbids even an ardent advocate of its doc-

trines to exert any pressure upon the will of the citizens other

than that of his own moral influence.

Probably, at the beginning of the sixth century B.C., Solon

could not foresee the dangers and difficulties of free institutions.

The experiment had never yet been tried. Solon's chief claim to

glory lies in the fact that, at a moment when Athens was in sore

need of good government, he rejected the manifest opportunity

to provide such government by making himself a benevolent

autocrat and, acting on the faith that was in him, insisted that
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the Athenians undertake the task of governing themselves. He
prepared the way for them. Without such preparation nothing

could have been done. He swept away all that he believed to be

a hindrance to freedom, and provided the people with the necessary

instrument for the preservation of their freedom. The future

lay with the Athenians. 1

5

What was the nature of the instrument which he provided ?

In his own words, a body of written laws providing the fair ad-

ministration of justice for every individual.2 Just how much
or how little is meant by these words, it has been hitherto beyond

the power of scholars to determine. At the most, they imply

that Solon was the first to provide the Athenians with a written

code ; at the least, they would signify that he had simply added

to a written code already in existence a limited number of laws

which were essential for the establishment of an impartial ad-

ministration of justice. It was the universal belief of antiquity

that Draco was the first to provide the Athenians with a written

code and that Solon had repealed all of Draco's laws except those

relating to homicide, and had created a new code in its place.' But

this is manifestly an assumption which could not rest on any real

evidence. Whatever Greeks of a later age knew about the laws

of Solon, they could certainly know nothing of a code which pre-

ceded that of Solon and which Solon had abolished. They did

know, as we learn from inscriptions, that the laws relating to homi-

cide which were still in force at the end of the fifth century were

recorded under the name of Draco.4 This fact probably led them

» 11 Solon a m6rit6 aa gloire moins par son action sur lea partis, qu'il ne put
jamais maltriaer, ou par sa conatitution, qui ne reaista paa cinq ana a l'aaaaut des
mecontenta, que par lea principes qu'il introduiait dans hi legislation pour toujoura,

par lea prescriptions oh sea concitoyens ne ceaserent plus de voir le resume de la

sagesae humaine." — Glotz (1904, p. 826).
» ix 18-20. » Const, of Ath. iv 1, vii 1 ; Plut. Sol. xvii 1.

* C. I. A. i 61. Furthermore, Plutarch suggests (Sol. xix 2) that Solon
founded the Areopagus and supports the theory by the fact that Draco
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to the inference that Draco had drafted a full code of laws and

that since all early laws then extant were attributed to Solon, the

still earlier code of Draco, with the exception mentioned, had

been repealed. We cannot accept this inference without evidence

that some substantial proof of it existed. Nor, on the other hand,

can we deny flatly that there was a full written code of laws be-

fore Solon. It is a significant fact that a strict construction of

Solon's own words suggests that he himself believed that the good

effect of his work was due, not primarily to the quality of his laws,

but rather to the fact that he had reduced them to writing.1

One should not insist too strongly upon this clue, but at the same

time it should not be overlooked.

If Solon was indeed the first to reduce the laws of Athena

to writing, we must put a far higher estimate on his services to

the people. As long as justice was administered solely on the

basis of unwritten custom and precedent, there was no limita-

tion on the power of the magistrates who were themselves the

depositary of the law ; and since the magistrates without excep-

tion were chosen among the rich and noble, the lower classes were

entirely in their hands.2 The most arbitrary and oppressive

procedure might pass under the name of justice, because the

magistrates could maintain that their judgments were given in

accordance with the law of the land. But if the law of the land

was recorded in writing, so that it could be consulted by all who

could read, the magistrates could not pervert justice to their own

purposes without open defiance of the law. The importance of

such a change cannot be overestimated. The reduction of the

nowhere mentions the Areopagites but always addresses himself to the Ephetae
in cases of homicide. There must, therefore, have been a set of laws relating to

homicide which were accepted as the work of Draco. Elsewhere we learn that

these laws of Draco were incorporated into the first of the Axones which were
supposed to contain the laws of Solon. Evidently there was no documentary
evidence to show exactly what Solon had done in a constitutional way.

* Cf
P
AeMh.

4
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laws to writing was a democratic reform of the first magnitude.

If the thing had been done by Draco, it must have been done

in the interest of the common people ; and it is difficult to under-

stand why his work should have had to be annulled in so short

a time. The temptation is strong to deny the credit to Draco

and give it to Solon, but unfortunately the matter lies beyond the

reach of real proof.

Whether the code of Solon was the first written code in Athens

or not, we can be sure that it marked an important departure

from conditions which had previously prevailed. Solon makes

the explicit claim that it assured an impartial administration of

justice for all, high and low alike. If this claim was well founded,

the achievement certainly deserves unlimited praise ; in any case

Solon himself deserves unlimited praise for so high a purpose.

Wa3 his claim really justified? Have we any information on

which an answer to this important and fundamental question

can be safely based ?

As we might expect, there is no allusion to any particular

law in the extant poems of Solon. Probably none of the poems

contained any such allusion. Prosaic as the matters are with

which he sometimes deals, we should be surprised to find anything

like the terms of a law appearing in his verse. But among later

Greek and even Roman authors we may collect a large number of

laws which were attributed to him. One or two appear as early

as Herodotus and Aristophanes. 1 Aristotle mentions a few;

there are many in Plutarch and Diogenes Laertius; others are

scattered among other authors. But the largest number are con-

tained in the speeches of Demosthenes and the other Attic ora-

tors. Many of the laws attributed to him manifestly belong to

a later period ; a few can be definitely connected with his name

;

the majority are such as might have been written by any early

legislator. In order to know what confidence can be placed in

i Herodotus ii 177
;
Aristophanes Birds 1C00.
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the authenticity of this considerable body of supposedly Solonian

laws, it is necessary to inquire how the laws which were written

by Solon at the beginning of the sixth century could have been

preserved as his recognizable work during the century and a half

that intervenes before the first mention of a Solonian law by a

Greek author. Such an inquiry leads to the conclusion (stated

more fully elsewhere), 1 that we have no right to accept any of

these laws as genuinely Solonian unless there is some internal or

external proof other than the mere ascription of them to him by

the Greek writers. The nucleus, the original cell, of the great

body of Athenian law was created by Solon ; this cell contained

within itself all the characteristics of the mature organism ; but

in the course of time the original cell expanded and multiplied,

until in the end, though the original life-principle had never been

lost, Athenian law was a thing infinitely greater and more complex

than it had been at the beginning of its long life of two hundred

years. This biological analogy, though slightly misleading, is

fundamentally true. Undoubtedly much of the original tissue

of Solon's code still survived in the fourth century, but it was

so imbedded in later accretions that it is practically impossible

for us to isolate it. With a few exceptions, therefore, the many
laws which pass under the name of Solon cannot be used as evi-

dence of the character of his code. They are of the highest in-

terest and importance to the student of Athenian law, but since

the work of Solon cannot be distinguished from the laws which were

in force before his time or from the laws which were passed sub-

sequently, one who is curious primarily about the life and career

of Solon himself finds little in them to assist him to a clearer view.1

1 See Appendix 4.
1 For Solon's revision of the legal code, in addition to the standard works on

constitutional and legal antiquities, see Busolt (1895, pp. 287-296) and the ex-

cellent discussion by Gilliard (1907, pp. 28 ff.) of the authenticity of the laws
attributed to Solon. Sondhaus's dissertation (1909) is a collection of the laws
attributed to Solon, classified under the several magistrates whose province it was
to administrate them. He accepts almost all the laws as authentic, differing
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Perhaps the law which may be assigned to Solon with the

/ least hesitation is that prohibiting loans on the security of the

person of the debtor. We have seen that a law of this tenor was

necessary in order to prevent the recurrence of the evils which

had been corrected by executive order. Besides this, two laws

are recorded which bear within them the date of the archonship

of Solon. Of these one, whose authenticity is generally recog-

nized, legalized the practice of leaving property by will to persons

unrelated by blood. 1 This is a step common to all communities

which pass from the primitive condition which recognizes only

family rights and not personal rights in property. The other of

the two laws provided for the reenfranchisement of all persons

who had been disfranchised before the archonship of Solon, with

certain specified exceptions

;

1 but even this law, which seems so

well attested, is open to grave suspicion.

fundamentally from Gilliard, who refuses to recognize more than a few. Glotz

(1904, pp. 825 ft. ) discusses at considerable length the effect of Solon's legislation

upon the solidarity of the family ; but one is disposed to doubt whether all that

is attributed to Solon by him is actually Solon's own work. It may be that re-

forms that were supposed to have been achieved by Solon were not actually his

alone, but rather the results of prolonged effort on the part of the Athenians.
Glotz's study, however, is one of the most important contributions to the early

history of Athenian law.
1 On the laws of inheritance and certain other laws whose authenticity is

comparatively sure, see Glotz (1904, pp. 326 ff.) and De Sanctis (1912, pp.
211 ff.). The following passage from Glotz may also be quoted in this connec-
tion (p. 397) :

44 Dans la periode de la transition qui nous a menes de la famille

souveraine k PEtat souveraine, tandis que nous suivions lee progres de l'indi-

vidualisme dans le droit grec, petit a petit tout l'interfit de cette £tude s'est con-

centre sur Athenes. Ce n'est pas seulement parce que cette ville beneficie de la

gloire acquise plus tard et des documents plus nombreux qu'elle a laisses. C'est

que reellement, a partir du sixieme siecle, en mi temps oh toutes les cites avaient

egalement supprimfe la responsabilit4 familiale en droit commun, elle surpassa
les autres par la vigeur des coups dont elle frappa l'organisme interne et Taction

sociale des •> t n». L'homme ici fut libre plus tot. que partout ailleurs. A un progres

jusqu'alors continu, mais lent comme une fatalite, Solon donna une poussee

decisive. Et c'est ainsi qu'il fit passer sa patrie au premier rang, et que 1'his-

toire des ameliorations introduites dans les lois grecques se confond avecVhistoire
meme de la legislation attique."

* Plut. Sol. xix ; cf. Andocides i 77 f.

I

i
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6

It may be a matter for surprise that in our examination of

the measures which Solon adopted for the amelioration of condi-

tions in Athens no account has been taken so»far of the changes

which he may be supposed to have introduced in the political

organization of the state. It is the habit in modern times to

believe that the chief remedy for the discontent of the lower

classes lies in the enlargement of their political rights. And yet

in all that survives to us of Solon's own words we find but one

obscure hint of political reform. Are we to suppose that he made

little or no change in the constitution? Or are we to suppose that

though he did bring about changes of importance he has omitted

any mention of them in his poems? There is much talk among

ancient writers and modern scholars of the Solonian constitution,

and there can be little doubt that he was responsible for modifi-

cations of some sort. Probably the explanation of his silence

is to be found in the fact that in the ancient world there was

no distinction between constitutional law and statutory law;

his allusions to law in general must be understood to cover his

reforms in the governmental machinery as well as in the laws

which the government was designed to administer. It is probable

that if we had a full copy of Solon's laws, we should have as full

a statement as ever existed of Solon's constitutional measures.

All that Solon himself has to tell us about his changes in the

form of government is to be found in a single fragment which is

quoted by Aristotle. 1 He says

:

To the common people I have given such a measure of privilege as

suffice! h them, neither robbing them of the rights they had, nor holding out

the hope of greater ones ; and I have taken equal thought for those who
'

were possessed of power and who were looked up to on account of their

wealth, careful that they too should suffer no indignity. I have taken

a stand which enables me to hold a stout shield over both groups, and I

have allowed neither to triumph unjustly over the other.

1 vi.
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These words certainly imply that changes of some sort had

been made ; but they chiefly emphasize the fact that the changes

had been slight. Whether our judgment of the extent and im-

portance of these changes, or the judgment of Solon's contem-

poraries, would have been the same as his own, of course we cannot

say. If Aristotle's verdict is sound, 1 that Solon had actually

transferred the sovereignty from the nobles to the common people,

or rather to the people as a whole, we must admit either that

Solon's changes were more far-reaching than he knew or that he

was minimizing their effect. But perhaps he is not here discuss-

ing the total effect of his reforms. The words which he actually

uses imply, though they do not assert, that he is thinking of the

right to hold office. If this is the case, they contain a fair judg-

ment of the provisions concerning eligibility to office which we

shall find later in Aristotle's description of the constitution.

More than all else, this statement of Solon reveals in a very strik-

ing way his own view of the extent to which it is wise to grant

political rights to the lower classes. He does not for a moment
believe that they should enjoy the same rights as the upper classes.

"Such a measure of privilege as suffieeth them" evidently means

in his mind a measure of power sufficient to defend them against

the injustice and abuse of the upper classes, from which alone the

magistrates were chosen. Similar words might have been used

in Rome of the portentous institution of the tribunate ; but

whereas the Roman tribunate culminated in the principate,

the defensive power of the Athenian plebs led ultimately to the

most extreme form of democracy. However, such an outcome as

this unquestionably lay far beyond the range of Solon's prophetic

vision.

Excepting this single obscure allusion to political change

which is made by Solon himself, our information on this very

important subject is all derived from Greek writers of later times

» Const. o/Ath. ix ; cf. Arist. Pol. ii 12, 1273 b, 34 to 1274 a, 23.
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principally from Aristotle and Plutarch. Aristotle devotes

several pages to the subject in the Constitution of Athens and a

page or two in the Politics. 1 Plutarch adds little to what may be

learned from Aristotle. From these authorities we derive cer-

tain categorical statements about some features of the Solonian

constitution, some critical observations on its tendencies, but

nothing like a detailed description. Aristotle himself probably

learned what he knew about Solon's constitutional reforms partly

from his own researches and the researches of his pupils, and

partly from the works of his predecessors, especially Androtion

and the other students of Athenian history.2 But what was the

ultimate source of authoritative information? Whatever politi-

cal changes Solon brought about, he must have promulgated

either by executive order or in his completed code of laws. 8 Docu-

mentary evidence, therefore, of a reliable nature must have been

completely lacking at the end of the fifth century. As far as

we can see, the opinions of Androtion and Aristotle must have

rested upon the evidence of extant laws which were attributed to

Solon,4 upon inferences drawn from the political institutions of

the time, and to a certain extent upon tradition. At the best,

1 Const, of Ath. v-xii ; for references to the Politics see p. 14, footnote 2

;

Pint. Sol. xvii-xix.
* Cf. pp. 18 ff.

3 The ancient confusion between the two conceptions of constitutional and
statutory law is often exhibited, as in Aeschines iii 88 t£ k>hoMtvt$ t*i* SrjixoKpa-

rlav KaraaT^camt ; 257 rbv KaWlvroit vbpoit xoepL-fyravra tJjk SrfnoKparlaf ; Isocratea

vii hi IvonoOtrriot 6quotepar la*. Lysias (xxx 28) ranges Solon with Theiuistocles

and Pericles as one of the great democratic rotutdtrat, and elsewhere the name of

Solon in found in groups including these names and the names of Clisthenes and
Aristides. Other passages in which Solon is referred to as the first leader of the

popular party are : Con.it. of Ath. xxviii 2, xli 2 ;
Aristophanes Clouds 1187;

Isocrates vii 16, xv 232 ; Andocides i 81 ff., 96, 111 ;
Lysias xxx 2 ; Demosthenes

xviii ; Aeschines iii 257.
* An example of this method may be seen in Const, of Ath. viii 3. Here

Aristotle infers the function of the rat/xpa/>o< from the frequent appearance in

Solon's laws of the words roi>i pavicpdpovt tlffTpdrrtiv and iyaXlffmir in rov lavxpa-

ptxod ipyvplov. These phrases, he says, are found in laws no longer in use. In

Const, of Ath. viii 4 he determines one of the powers of the Areopagus on the
testimony of a law attributed to Solon relating to the process of ttffayytMa against

men who conspired to overthrow the state.
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only very uncertain conclusions can be drawn from evidence of

this kind, especially in a subject like constitutional law which

requires great precision of terms. But we are not in a position

to control the results of Aristotle's study of the evidence; we

cannot be sure how far his statements were justified even by the

meager facts at his disposal.

Furthermore, if Aristotle knew comparatively little about the

constitution of Solon, he knew even less about the constitution

which was in use before the period of reform. We are embarrassed

by the spectral constitution of Draco. It is a matter of endless

dispute whether Draco, besides what he is supposed to have done

towards the codification of the laws, also made changes in the

constitution of the state. Until the discovery of Aristotle's

treatise on the Constitution of Athens, there was not a shred of

evidence for a Draconian constitution. Now that we have .this

pamphlet before our eyes, we are scarcely better off, because

Aristotle appears to have drawn his information from an oli-

garchic writer who might have found it to his advantage to forge

a constitution of Draco. 1 Aristotle's very brief account of Draco's

reforms includes, furthermore, allusions to several features which

are also attributed to Solon. If we could examine in their com-

pleteness the measures which Solon adopted for the government

of Athens, and if we could set them by the side of the institutions

which had preceded them, we should be able to form a just con-

ception of the political principles by which he was actuated and

of the sagacity and skill which he brought to his task. But

this we cannot do. We must be content with the brief critical

estimate of his work which we find in Aristotle and Plutarch, and

with the common opinion of antiquity, and recognize frankly

that any real corroboration of the ancient account is impossible. 2

» Busolt (1895, pp. 36 ff.).

* For the features of the Solonian constitution, in addition to the standard
works on constitutional and legal antiquities, see Busolt (1895, pp. 264-287);
Lehuiann-Haupt (1900) ; the chapter of De Sanctis (1912) on "La prima coeti-
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One of the most striking features of Solon's legislation is that

he did not pretend to believe that all men are equal. Founder

of the Athenian democracy though he was, he nevertheless based

his system of government upon clearly denned classes. It ap-

pears that there already existed in the state four classes of citizens,

openly recognized and plainly named. These were the Pen-

tacosiomedimni, the Hippeis, the Zeugitae, and the Thetes. The
literal meaning of these words is clear : the first were men whose

income amounted to five hundred measures ; the second were

knights, men who owned and were able to support a horse ; the

third were men who owned a yoke of oxen for farm work ; and

the fourth were common laborers. Undoubtedly the names of

the classes bore these meanings in the beginning. The last

three are common nouns, and it was no doubt through popular

usage that they came to be applied to three several classes in the

economic scale. The name of the first class has an artificial

appearance, as if it had been coined by a theorist or a legislator.

But it may have been as much a popular invention as the word

"millionaire." However this may be, we may assume that

three of the names at any rate were old. Whether they had been

used in a technical sense before Solon, to denominate four classes

officially recognized by the state, we cannot tell. It would be

interesting to know whether he was the first to recognize them

officially, or whether he was merely continuing, in a modified

form perhaps, dispositions which had been made before his time.

Whenever it was that the four classes were first recognized by

the Athenian constitution, it appears that they were given at

some time a more precise definition than the meaning of the words

themselves would imply. The Pentacosiomedimni included all
)

tuzione acritta" ; Sandys (1012), who gives a copious bibliography ; the chapter
of Beloch (1918) entitled "Znr Verfassungsgeschiohte Athens."
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Athenian citizens whose land produced annually five hundred or

more measures of corn and oil, the Hippeis, all whose land pro-

duced' from three to five hundred measures, the Zeugitae, all whose

land produced from two to three hundred measures; and all

below the Zeugitae belonged to the class of Thetes. 1 It will be

observed that this division into classes was made entirely on an

agrarian basis. It was a frank recognition of the landed aris-

tocracy. The wealthy manufacturer or trader could not claim

a place in the upper classes on the basis of his income. The

ownership of Attic soil was the only key to these exclusive

groups. We cannot positively assert that under Solon the class

distinctions were exactly as they have been described ; but at

any rate there is no evidence for supposing that they were not.

It is very difficult to understand how membership in the

several classes was determined. The distribution could not be made

Once for all, because there must have been considerable fluctua-

tion in the size of the crops from year to year. But how could an

annual census of the population be taken? Possibly no census

at all was taken. Possibly only those citizens who were actually

nominated for office were required to prove that their land had

during the previous year produced enough to place them in the

class eligible for the office in question. Again, if only those men

were eligible for office who gathered from their own land large

enough crops to admit them to the required class, what are we

to think of the increasingly large group of men whose income was

derived from manufacture or trade? This was the class to which

Solon belonged, and this was the class which during the next

ten or twenty years were the chief supporters of his policies. Only

two answers present themselves. Either the successful manu-

i Const, of Ath. vii 4. Aristotle was uncertain of the requirements for the
class of the Knight* and presents several pieces of indirect evidence. Manifestly
neither he nor his sources had any direct documentary evidence. For a discus-

sion of the four classes, see Busolt (1895, pp. 180 ff.), and Gilliard (1SM)7. pp
221-240).
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facturer or trader must invest his money in land, if he was not

already a landholder— a requirement which with the develop-

ment of commercial and industrial life must soon grow irksome—
or the census was not based actually upon the produce of the soil,

but upon incomes from all sources, measured in terms of the

produce of the soil. This is contrary to the express language of

Aristotle— o« tLv rip ouceuis wotg TrtvraKotrui fxlrpa 1— which is so ex-

plicit that if we deny the truth of it we must also admit that

Aristotle himself was in error.

In what way did Solon make use of this division into classes?

One naturally expects to find that the higher classes were called

upon to perform special duties and that they enjoyed in return

certain rights and privileges. One thinks of the later Athenian

system of liturgies and of the modern income tax. But in Solon's

government, as far as we know, the classes served only to define

the eligibility of the citizens to the several public offices. The

highest officials of the state might be chosen only from citizens

of the first class; the next highest from the second class; the

lowest from the third. Members of the Thetic class were not

eligible to office.2

At first sight there is little that is democratic in such a system.

One learns with a slight shock of disappointment that the father

of democracy did not establish a democracy at all, but an aris-

tocracy, or rather a timocracy, in which wealth was a requisite

for a share in the government. But the case is not complete yet.

We have not yet discovered the sovereign power in the Solonian

state. Let us postpone judgment for a time. In the meanwhile

it is fair to ask whether the timocratic arrangements marked any

advance over previous conditions. It is not fair to judge Solon's

achievement solely by the standard of perfect democracy.

In the first place, let us inquire who was actually excluded

i Const. o/Ath. vii 4.

« Contt. of Ath. vii ; Hut. Sol. xviii 2 ; Arist. Pol. ii 12. 1274 a. 18 ff.
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from office by Solon's plan. Only members of the lowest class;

only men who owned no land or who owned so little that they

derived from it less than two hundred measures a year; only

those who, as a general rule, were so lacking in enterprise and

intelligence that they could not rise above a very humble station

in life
;
only those who were manifestly unfit to hold a responsible

post in the government. Men of this type rarely hold office

even in a real democracy, and when they do, it is regarded as a

public calamity. Probably by far the larger number of Athenian

citizens were included in the three upper classes. Probably these

classes included all who were fit to hold office. And let us recall

that by the Seisachtheia and by the law which forbade lending

money on the person of the debtor, Solon had opened a fair field

for all honest endeavor. Economically all men were equal

;

any man who could show his worth in the ordinary business of

life received his proper portion of political rights. There was a

certain justice in the property requirement. In an age when

education was not universal, only those persons who enjoyed the

advantages of good birth and at least moderate wealth could

attain to such a measure of cultivation and experience as would

properly prepare them for public life. Solon saw things as they

were and made his plans accordingly. He was indeed an idealist

in some ways: without idealism he could have accomplished

nothing. But he was not the man to wreck his ship upon a rock

because his eyes were on the distant haven.

Was the new arrangement better than the old? Alas, we

know so little of Athens before the archonship of Solon that we

cannot say for certain. But we may guess at the nature of the

change, with some probability that we shall not go very wide of

the mark. The affairs of Athens, since the abolition of the king-

ship, had been in the hands of the hereditary nobility. Little

by little, with the changing conditions of the world, the benevo-

lent rule of the nobles had given way to greedy and rapacious
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exploitation of the lower classes; the mass of the people, no

longer acquiescent and contented, became more and more tur-

bulent and revolutionary. Civil war had been threatening for

fifty years. Under these circumstances it is only reasonable to

conclude that until the time of Solon the public offices of Athens

were the monopoly of a narrow oligarchy. We are told that

officials had been appointed from year to year by the council of

the Areopagus, 1 and the council of the Areopagus was the organ

of the dominant families in the state. If this had really been the

state of affairs in Athens (as it probably had been), we should be

ready to admit that the constitutional regulations of Solon,

preceded by the Seisachtheia and the abolition of slavery for debt,

which were the necessary preliminary, introduced a political

order infinitely more liberal than anything which had yet been

known.

We have now examined the significance of the first feature of

the Solonian constitution: all_ officials were to be chosen from!

among the members of the three upper classes. Who were these

officials? Did Solon introduce new offices? Apparently not.

All offices mentioned are earlier institutions 2 — the nine archons,

including the Eponymous Archon, the King Archon, the Polem-

arch, and the six Thesmothetae ; the Tamiae, the Poletae, the

Colacretae, the Eleven.8 There seems to have been no change

in any of these offices, except that the circle of eligibility was

widened.

The next important question concerns the manner in which

officials were chosen. Aristotle says explicitly that the method

was a combination of election and sortition.4 Each of the four

tribes chose a list of candidates and from these combined lists

the required number were selected by lot. In the case of the ar-

1 Const, of Ath. viii 2.
8 On the pre-Solonian Athenian magistracies see Busolt (1895, pp. 163 ff.).

» Const, of Ath. vii 3.

« Const, of Ath. viii ; cf. Plut. Comp. Sol. et Pxtbl. ii.
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chons, for example, each tribe chose ten candidates, and from the

total number of forty, the nine archons were selected by lot. These

statements are open to great suspicion, especially since they seem

to be inferences drawn from the practices of later times. Origi-

nally the appointment of archons was in the power of the Areop-

agus, and since this method had at some time been replaced

by the method which has just been described, Aristotle assumes

that the change was introduced by Solon. But whether the as-

sumption is true or not, it throws very little light on the working

of the government. Undoubtedly the lot is the foe of special

privilege, and was later a characteristic of the Athenian democ-

racy. In the absence, however, of any information concerning

the method employed in the primary choice of candidates, we

cannot decide what advance Solon may have made over the

oligarchic rule of the past. 1

This is the sum of our knowledge concerning the modifica-

tions which were introduced by Solon in connection with the

magistracies of the state. We turn now to the councils.

Aristotle announces with the utmost brevity that Solon created

a Council of Four Hundred composed of one hundred members

from each of the four tribes.2 What the duties and privileges of

this council were, how the members were chosen, what classes of

citizens were eligible to membership in it, — to these questions

i Of. Arist. Pol. ii 12, 1274 a and iii 11, 1281 b. It appears that ancient
scholars were generally agreed that Solon hail given to all citizens without dis-

tinction certain powers of control over the magistrates. It Is not certain exactly
what these powers were ; they are stated in different forms in different places.

And there was a difference of opinion concerning the merit of the innovation :

some regarded Solon's polity as an ideal mixture of oligarchy, aristocracy, and
democracy ; others thought the democratic element had killed the other two.
Aristotle does not hold Solon responsible for the radical democracy of the fifth

century. One might judge from his account that he felt that it was generally

known what changes Solon had made in the constitution and that it was not neces-
sary to describe them. But one does not get the impression that he had documen-
tary evidence. Manifestly Solon was generally regarded as the founder of the
wdrptot SriftoKparfla, that is, the democratic form of government obtained by elim-

inating the democratic excesses of the fifth century.
» Const. o/Ath. viii 4.
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he supplies no answers. Unfortunately, a few pages earlier in

his essay, he has ascribed to Draco a Council of Four Hundred

One, 1 and we are completely baffled in any attempt to reconcile

the conflicting statements. Plutarch is more communicative.4

He represents this council as an addition to the governmental

arrangements which was necessary in order to secure political

equilibrium between the classes. The Council of the Areopagus,

we may safely believe, was an ancient institution, the old council

of elders, the Athenian house of lords. This council Solon re-

tained, but he apparently introduced certain modifications in its

composition and its prerogatives. Exactly how it had been con-

stituted in the past we do not know, but the explicitness with

which we are told about the organization of it under Solon argues

that the features which are expressly described were thought to

be novel.8 In the first place, it was to be composed of all men
who had served as archons. This means, of course, that all

Athenians belonging to the property-class whose members were

eligible to the archonship were also eligible to the Areopagus.

We may believe that this new definition of membership is an in-

dication of much more narrowly restricted membership in the

past. If noble birth had been the requisite for admission to the

Areopagus before Solon's time, the new requisite was the owner-

ship of a certain amount of the soil of Attica. But the council

still remained the conservative element in the state. It was to

act as the governor in the political machine, which was to exercise

control over wild and revolutionary procedure. It was expressly

designated the guardian of the laws. No doubt it had been the

guardian of the laws in the past ; but it had been also the sovereign

executive of the laws. It had been the steam box and the driving

wheel as well as the governor in the engine of state. The magis-

trates had been appointed by the council
;
now, the council was

» Const. o/Ath. iv 3. * Plut. Sol. xix
;
Comp. Sol. et Publ. ii.

» Const. o/Ath. viii ; Plut. Sol. xlx
;
Comp. Sol. et Publ. ii.
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composed of past magistrates who had been chosen by a larger

electorate. The council now played a subordinate part in the

administration of the state, but a part which it was eminently

fitted to play, both because of its historic dignity and because

of the naturally conservative temper of the class from which its

members were drawn.

Let us now return to the Council of Four Hundred. Plutarch

tells us that the Council of the Areopagus was not sufficient to

meet the needs of the time. The Seisachtheia hadgiven the people

a taste of liberty, and they were in a mood to demand more liberty

and greater political privilege. Besides, they were probably sus-

picious of the Areopagus, the ancient bulwark of special privilege.

Though its sting had been drawn, they were still afraid of its

bite. This was the need which, according to Plutarch, the

Council of Four Hundred was created to meet. It was to be a

house of commons, larger and more widely representative than

the upper house, and its part in the government was to give

expression to the more progressive and liberal aspirations of the

community.

There was still another council in Athens, as ancient as the

Council of the Areopagus itself. The Ecclesia, or popular as-

sembly, had probably always been a vital element in Athenian

government, and was destined in the future to become all-power-

ful. In a city as small as Athens the method of representative

government was not necessary, or at any rate it was not practiced

;

the people managed their own affairs without intermediary.

Now we may imagine that the economic reforms of Solon, though

they had not transformed the people of Athens into a fierce de-

mocracy like that which Cleon harangued at the end of the fifth

century, had nevertheless aroused in them political ambitions

which might easily wreck the state if they were not controlled.

The new council, in the words of Plutarch, "was to deliberate

on public matters before the people did, and was not to allow
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any matter to come before the popular assembly without such

previous deliberation." Its function, therefore, was to control

the exuberant activity of the Ecclesia; to stand in the same

relation to the Ecclesia as the Areopagus to the state as a

whole. But— and here we revert to the character of the

council as a popular organization — the people were not dis-

trustful of it, because it was their own and not associated with

a hereditary aristocracy. "The city with its two councils," says

Plutarch, "riding as it were at double anchor, would be less

tossed by the surges, and would keep its populace in greater

quiet."

It has been assumed throughout this discussion that the
,

Council of Four Hundred was open to the majority of Athenian

citizens. The Council of the Areopagus was composed of past

archons; the Ecclesia was open to any Athenian of any class.

We do not know whether any property qualification was required

for eligibility to the Four Hundred. But it is extremely likely

that all Athenians of the three upper classes were eligible, even

if the members of the Thetic class were excluded.

Two political privileges alone were allowed to the class of

Thetes. One has just been mentioned, namely, membership in the

Ecclesia. The other was the privilege of membership in the Dicas-

terion, or popular court. 1 In later times this popular court

was multiplied into a larger number of courts which sat in judg-

ment upon practically all legal disputes in Athens. It came to

be one of the most characteristic institutions of democratic Athens.

Just how it was organized in Solon's time we do not know, nor

do we know the extent of its prerogatives. We cannot even say

categorically that it was instituted by Solon. But we may say,

on the authority of Aristotle, first, that Solon allowed an appeal

from the decision of the magistrates to the popular court, and,

second, that he permitted members of the Thetic class to sit in it.

i Const. o/Ath. vii 3, ix ; Plut. Sol. xviii.
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Here at last we find the sovereign power in the state : "the people,

being master of the juryman's ballot, became thereby master of

the state." 1 With this powerful instrument in their hands, the

people need never again fear the partial judgment of oligarchic

despots. They were masters of their own fate. It is not

to assume, as some do, that the popular court had the right to

call a magistrate to account at the close of his term of office : this

practice, again highly characteristic of democratic Athens, may
have been instituted by Solon ; but we have no definite knowledge

that it was. Even without this prerogative, the popular court

was already a safeguard of popular liberty.

Little more can be said about the constitution which Solon

established. We have seen that the changes which he introduced

were few in number, but far reaching in effect. There is noth-

ing violent in his measures. Most of the old tools with the old

names are still in use. But beneath the surface a deep political

revolution was enacted. Nobility of birth and hereditary privi-

lege were quietly set aside, and in their place was put equality

of rights. But the whole transformation was carried through

with so much moderation that in describing it one fears to slight

its conservative qualities if he praises its liberality, and to do less

than justice to its liberality if he insists on its cautious conserv-

atism. If Louis XIV could say, "I am the State," Solon might

with equal truth say, "I am the Revolution."

Let us try to avoid any misunderstanding concerning the form

of this constitution which the ancients attributed to Solon. There

Is no evidence whatever that he drew up a constitution in docu-

mentary form. Indeed, probably neither Athens nor any other

Greek state ever had a formal constitution. The magistracies

and the various governmental practices seem to have grown out

of custom and tradition, or out of statutory legislation. We
do not know just how Solon promulgated and recorded the meas-

" Const. o/Ath. ix ; Plut. Sol. xviii 3.
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ures which affected what we should call the constitution. Prob-

ably most of them took the form of special laws prescribing the

action of certain magistrates under certain conditions. 1 It was

the laws of Solon that were recorded and which were regarded

as the charter of Athenian liberties. These laws seem to have

been arranged under the heads of the several magistrates in whose

province they lay. It may be that prescriptions touching the

eligibility to the various offices, the method of election to them,

and other such matters were recorded together with the laws that

were to be administered by them.

When Aristotle comes to sum up Solon's most important con-

tributions to the development of the Athenian democracy,2
it is

interesting to observe that two of the three are legal rather

than constitutional enactments. The first is the famous law which

prohibited the loan of money with the personal liberty of the

borrower for security. The second is a law granting to any one

who so desired, the right to bring an action in defense of any per-

sons who are wronged. This was a powerful blow at the feudal-

ism which had prevailed in the past. The nobles alone had been

judges in disputes between citizens, and the nobles alone could

carry the complaints of their clients before the judicial authori-

ties. The result of this was that all citizens who were not members

of the ruling oligarchy were entirely in the hands of their land-

lords or patrons and were unable to seek redress for their wrongs

except through their landlords, whether the wrongs proceeded

from outside sources or from the landlords themselves. The

third is the right of appeal to the popular court.

Our ancient authorities have something to say about the dis-

position of the laws when Solon had completed the formulation

of them.8 Aristotle says they were inscribed and set up in the

King's Stoa and that all swore to abide by them ; that the nine

1 Busolt (1895, p. 48, footnote 1). 1 Const, of Ath. ix.

» Const, of Ath. vii ; Plut. Sol. xxv ; Herodotus i S9.
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archons took a solemn oath to set up a statue of gold if they trans-

gressed any of the laws; and that the laws were ratified for a

hundred years. Plutarch adds that the council swore that they

would support the laws; he attributes the oath of obedience to

the thesmothetae and not to the archons. Herodotus states that

the laws were to stand for ten years.

We are evidently dealing here with traditions for which there

could be no real evidence. The oath of the archons was inferred

from a later practice

;

1 and the divergence between ten and a

hundred years indicates that there was no certain information

on the subject.

We can be sure that the laws were inscribed on wood, stone,

or possibly metal, and set up in some public place where they

would be accessible to all.
2 It is altogether likely that Solon had

insured a fair trial of his measures by binding the citizens to

observe them for a certain period, or until they were amended

according to a definitely prescribed procedure. Beyond this we

cannot go.

In modern times Solon is known chiefly as a legislator. His

legislative activities have so far overshadowed all other circum-

stances in his life, and have so far obscured the character

and personality of the man himself, that his very name is in a

fair way to become, in our popular speech, a common noun mean-

ing a member of a legislative body. Even among the Greeks them-

selves, though his other services to Athens were not forgotten, there

was a tendency to think of him first as the great Athenian law-

giver. No doubt there is some justice in thus emphasizing his

work in the codification of Attic law. It may be that this work

had a more far reaching and abiding influence than anything else

that he did. But this is not by any means beyond question.

I Cf. Const, of Ath. lv 5.

* For ancient opinions concerning the form of the tablets on which the laws
were inscribed, see Appendix 4.
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His economic reforms and the example of his integrity and of

his disinterested statesmanship may have meant more to

Athens, and therefore to the world, than his labors in Athenian

law.

If no categorical judgment is hazarded here concerning the

true merits of the Solonian reforms, this is due to the fear of seem-

ing to know what is really not known. The opinions of scholars

range from scant approval to high praise. 1 The reason for this

variation is to be found partly in the diversity of their standards

of judgment, but still more in the diversity displayed in their

i The following may be taken as typical. Wilamowitz (1803, II, 66) says

:

M dasser ein grosser staatsmann gewesen ware, wird sein gewissen geneint haben,
bo gut wie wir es verueinen mussen. und doch hat Aristotelea ihn einen einzigen
unter alien staatsuiannern genannt, der allein das wol des ganzen zur richtschnur
sich genommen. und doch hat er in der tat die demokratie Athens, wenn auch
nur als vorlaufer des Kleisthenes, und die athenische poesie, wenn auch nur als
vorliufer des Aischylos begriindet. dass er beides vennochte, dass seine person
sowol den Drakon wie den Peisistratos, ja noch den Kleisthenes in den schatten
gestellt hat, das dankt er der Muse, ihn allein von ihnen horte die nachwelt und
hbren auch wir noch. ein grosser dichter war er nicht, aber ein weiser und
frommer und guter mensch, was denn doch mehr taL" Adler (1806, p. 129)
takes the opposite view :

i4 lch glaube im Gegensatz zu diesen Autoritaten (i.e.,

Aristotle and Wilamowitz) die Ansicht verfechten zu wttssen, dass Solon — trotz

seines Idealismus— als wahrhaft genialer Staatsmann anzusehen ist und als sozialer

Reformator grossen St its im Gedachtnis aller Zeiten fortzuleben verdient. Die
Kritiker haben viel zu sehr jenen augenblicklichen Misserfolg, der zur Aufrich-
tung der Alleinherrachaft ftthrte, im Auge, wahrend eine tiefer grabende soziolo-

gische Geschichtsbetrachtung die ganze einzige Kulturentwicklung Athens mit
der politischen und sozialen Reform Solons in enge Verbindung bringen und fur

die fortgesetzten Wirrun eine gentlgende Erklarung herbeischaffen wird. Solon
war ein grosser Staatsmann : denn er hat die schweren Gebresten der Zeit klar
erkaunt und die Mittel zu ihrer Heilung mit starker und sicherer Hand durch-
geflihrt ; seine Massregeln stellen die gewaltigste soziale Reform dar, die jemals
in der Weltgeschichte auf friedlirhem Wege zur Ausfuhrung gelangt ist. Durch
ihn ist thatsachlich eine wahrhafte TJauernbefreiung grossen Stils durchgefiihrt
und damit der Grundstein zu der attischen Kultur, wie wir sie kennen, das Fun-
dament zu Athens kilnftiger Groase gelegt worden . . . Dass aber Solon wit k-

lich als Och&pfer der Grosse Athens, wenn dieser Ausdruck auf eine einzelne
Person uberhaupt anwendbar ist, angesehen werden muss, lasst sich beinahe
strikte I >»_ weisen. " It is well to add also the wise words of Croiset (1903,

p. 696) : " Toutefois, Toeuvre de Solon, oeuvre legislative et poetique a la fois,

ne fut pas sterile. File resta, dans la vie publique, comme un ideal, que les

meilleun citoyens aimaient a invo<iuer et qui leur pr€tait son autorit^ ; et elle

devint, dans la vie morale et intellectuelle, comme une source de bonnes pensees,

que de grands esprits accrurent peu a peu, et qui, peuk-etre, attendent encore
leur realisation."
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hypothetical restoration of circumstances for which there is no

direct historical evidence. Whatever may have been the virtue

or success of Solon's political acts, the principles and ideals by

which he was moved in his public career are clear for all to under-

stand, and, it is to be hoped, for all to admire.
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CHAPTER IV

AFTER THE ARCHONSHIP

1

When the strenuous term of Solon's office finally came to an

end and all the momentous changes which he had planned were

finally accomplished, he himself felt content with his work.

"What I promised," he says, "with the gods' help, I fulfilled." 1

It may be that his own approval would have been less pronounced

if he had not been called upon to defend vigorously the measures

he had adopted. What he has to say in his own support is called

forth by the hostile criticism which was brought against him from

all sides. In such a situation it was natural that he should

emphasize the good in what he had done and be silent about

the misgivings he may have had concerning his success.

There was, as a matter of fact, considerable popular dissatis-.

faction.' Men kept coming to him with inquiries, criticisms, and!

complaints. In general, the rich were angry because his reforms

cut too deep, the poor because they did not cut deep enough. The-

lower classes had supposed that his professions of moderation

were insincere and had believed that when he once got the power

in his hands he would permit them to glut themselves on the good

things of the rich. The rich on the other hand expected him to

allay the popular clamor without despoiling them of any of their

cherished privileges and pleasures.

, These complaints were met by Solon with clear-cut statements

in his own behalf. As before his archonship he had made public

» Tiii 6. « Const. o/Ath. xi ; Plut. SoL xxv.
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his views concerning the needs of the state through the instrumen-

tality of verse, so now when he was assailed with criticism he

adopted a similar means of defense. In a considerable number of

poems he described and justified the steps he had taken for the

amelioration of Athenian affairs. Of these poems not a few frag-

ments remain, 1 and, as we have seen, they provide us with our

best information concerning the nature of his reforms. This

whole group of poems must have been written and published

during the first year or two after his archonship, when the issues

involved were still uppermost in men's minds. He says again

and again that he had done just what he had said he would do,

no more and no less. If people had formed false expectations,

he was not to blame. As a matter of fact, the poor had been

given more than they could ever have hoped for in their wildest

dreams; the rich, if they could only see the magnitude of the

peril from which the city had been saved with comparatively

little loss to themselves, would feel unbounded gratitude. "But

in great undertakings," says Solon, somewhat wistfully, "it is

difficult to please all." 1 It may be that the people had some just

cause for dissatisfaction. But it is manifest that many, if not

most, of the complaints which were raised were due to the narrow-

ness and prejudice of the various groups of citizens ; and though

we may be disposed to be cautious and to withhold an altogether

favorable judgment of Solon's work, we must at any rate give

him our whole-hearted applause for his excellent intentions and

the unselfishness, moderation, and impartiality with which he

carried them through.

Such an attitude as that exhibited by both parties at the close

of Solon's archonship did not augur well for the future well-

being of the state. It has been remarked * that his ideal of

Eunomia depended not only on the existence of good laws but

also on the disposition of the people to obey them loyally and con-

i vi-xi. »'xxiii. » Pp. 66, 67.
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tentedly. The real worth of Solon's institutions could only be

tested by a patient trial over a number of years. Such a trial

apparently the people were not ready to give them. At any rate,

we are told that after an interval of peace lasting for only three

or four years, party strife was again so violent that a whole year

passed without the election of an archon. 1 A similar period of

anarchy occurred again a little later. But this continued dis-

cord does not prove that Solon's work was of no avail. The be-

neficent effects of the Seisachtheia were not undone ; the written

code of laws still stood as a cornerstone of future reconciliation

;

the momentous changes in the direction of popular government

were not rescinded. It was too much to expect that a single

year's work would suffice to make over Athenian society and

appease all the discordant elements. The long history of demo-

cratic development was only just beginning. Solon no doubt

suffered disappointment as every champion of popular govern-

ment must suffer whose ideals run ahead of the ability of the people

to comprehend and realize them.

2

Sooner or later during the years which followed his archon-

ship Solon made up his mind to leave Athens for a time.1 Ac-

cording to Aristotle, he announced that he would not return for

ten years, thinking that he ought not to stay in Athens and ex-

pound his laws in person, but that the Athenians should simply

obey them as they were written. It has been supposed that in

this passage Aristotle was quoting indirectly from some poem in

which Solon announced his departure and declared the rea-

sons for it. This is a reasonable conjecture ; but after all it is

only a conjecture, and we cannot be sure that Aristotle had such

direct evidence for his statements. There can be no question

i Const. o/Atk. xiii. 1 For a discussion of Solon's travols, see Appendix 6.
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about the fact that Solon went abroad ; but we do not know

just when he went, whether within a few months or a few

years of the close of his archonship, nor can we be sure that his

reasons were those which Aristotle gives. We are not justified,

therefore, in seeking causes either for praise or for blame in

his action. We cannot say that Solon was playing the part of

a coward in abandoning the field, nor can we assert positively

that he showed real courage in leaving his legislation to prove its

worth without defense or support from himself. The latter sup-

position is, indeed, entirely in harmony with his settled policy. It

was always his aim that the Athenians should live under the

government of their own laws : he had refused in the past to usurp

the place of the law by making himself tyrant, and it may well

be that he refused with equal firmness to serve as a meddlesome

administrator of a finished code. If the laws were good they

required no special interpretation in special cases. We should

be grateful for something more definite than these guesses at fact

and motive ; but we cannot even be sure that there was any con-

nection between the effects of Solon's legislation and his deter-

mination to go abroad for a period of foreign travel.

Aside from the possible political reasons which induced Solon

to go abroad, he had two definite personal motives, as our author-

ities tell us. He went partly on commercial business and partly

to see the world. Even if the biographers did not learn these

facts from a poem, they could be easily guessed. Solon's intel-

lectual curiosity lasted through life, as he tells us himself (yrjpdaKu 8'

out iroXAa St&KTKo/ievw), 1 and there would have been much to tempt

him in foreign travel, even in those days of uncertain and even

dangerous communication. Moreover, if he was to go at all,

it was almost necessary that he should provide for his pas-

sage by some small commercial venture at the same time. Plato

is said to have carried a cargo of oil when he went to Egypt,
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and it would not be surprising if Solon did the same thing. His

earlier experiences in trade would stand him in good stead and

overcome any reluctance he might have in middle life to embark

in new and untried undertakings.

How extended his travels were we do not know. It is certain

that he went to Cyprus, and there is little doubt that he also went

to Egypt. Visits to Sardis, Miletus, and Cilicia are also recorded,

but there are excellent reasons for believing that these are legend-

ary.

Egypt, to the Greeks, was the Old World. The civilization

of the Nile had had a continuous existence for more centuries

than men could count, and in comparison with it the life of the

Greeks even in the fifth century seemed new and unsettled.

Egypt was a land of ancient monuments and ancient traditions,

and in the eyes of the Egyptians the Greeks were but as children

whose memory ran back only a brief space. Until about the

middle of the seventh century B.C. this ancient land, like modern

Japan, had been closed to foreigners. King Psammetichus had

departed from the customs of the past and thrown open the

country to foreign traders. Immediately Greek merchants from

Asia Minor and Aegina began to resort to Egypt in great numbers,

and it was not long before there was a permanent Greek settle-

ment, called Naucratis, on the Canobic channel of the Nile. Thus

there were two attractions for Solon in the land of Egypt at the

beginning of the sixth century : one was the lure of the ancient

civilization, the other was the novelty of Egyptian friendliness

to the outside world. Many Greeks during recent decades must

have brought back wonderful tales of the newly discovered country

which was already infinitely old. Such tales were still interesting

to the Greeks more than a century later when Herodotus in writing

his history devoted two books to an account of Egyptian history

and customs. Solon, therefore, desiring to travel, went to Egypt

as a matter of course. Mesopotamia was remote and inaccessible
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without great toil ; the Greeks cities of Ionia, and probably Sardis,

he had visited before. There was nothing in the western Medi-

terranean but frontier settlements. It was to Egypt that he

turned without question.

We know nothing definite of what he did there. He probably

spent some time at Naucratis, and visited Sais, Heliopolis, and

other cities of the Delta. Plutarch says he studied for some time

with the priests in Sais; but this is probably only an inference

from a famous story which is told by Plato. 1 In the dialogue

called the Critias, which forms a sequel to the Republic and the

Timaeus, Critias himself is the principal speaker. This Critias,

it will be recalled,2 was the great-uncle of Plato, and supposed

to be a descendant of Solon's brother. In order to fulfill his part

in the large plan of Plato's tetralogy, Critias makes use of a tale

about a lost island called Atlantis, which many ages before lay

far in the western sea and was the home of a powerful state. This

tale, he tells us, his ancestor Solon had learned from the priests

in Sais ; Solon had related it to the elder Critias, and he, when

he was an old man of ninety years, had told it to his grandson,

the younger Critias of the dialogue. Solon is supposed to have

written down the Greek forms of the Egyptian proper names,

intending later to compose an epic poem on the subject. He was

prevented from carrying out his plan by the civil disorder in

Athens ; but his written notes had come into the hands of Dropides,

the father of the elder Critias, and having been carefully pre-

served in the family had passed eventually into the possession

of the younger Critias and were even now still in existence.

Now the source of this story has been discovered in Egyptian

hieroglyphic inscriptions which record the victory of the Egyp-

tians under Rameses over some powerful people of the west.

*

i Timaeus 20 d ff. ; Critias 113 a. The story is repeated by Plutarch (Sol
xxvi ; cf. also De Is. et Os. 10, p. 354 e) and alluded to by Strabo (ii 102).

» See p. 34.
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There is small doubt, however, that it was Plato and not Solon

who brought back this story from Egypt. The circumstantial

account of its transmission through the elder Critias is simply a

graceful bit of fiction designed to serve as a realistic setting for

the dialogue. There is nothing to be learned from it about

Solon's experiences in Egypt, and we cannot believe on this kind

of evidence that he ever entertained the purpose of composing

an epic poem.

We can do no more, then, than carry Solon to Egypt and away I

again ; of his sojourn there we know nothing. On his visit to I

Cyprus a slender ray of light is thrown by an extant fragment of

a poem. In this fragment, which is part of a farewell addressed

to Philocyprus, the young king of Soli in Cyprus, Solon prays for

the prosperity of the king and his family and his people, and for

a safe return for himself to Athens. This seems to indicate that

Solon came from Egypt to Cyprus and received there a friendly

and hospitable welcome from Philocyprus, and continued his

homeward journey with warm expressions of regard at parting.

3

It is not to be supposed that Solon's trip abroad marked his

final retirement from public life. More than thirty years elapsed

between his archonship and his death. At some time during

this period (just when we do not know, but probably near the

beginning) he was away from Athens for an unknown length of

time. But he must certainly have been living at home for twenty

or twenty-five years. Even if we had no evidence for the fact,

we should still be sure in our own minds that public affairs were

not a matter of indifference to him during all these years. Though

he took no active part in politics, we should still expect to find him

giving much thought to it and expressing his opinions in his

familiar medium of verse. And this is precisely what he did. I

The evidence is slight ; but it is enough perhaps to reveal the
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nature of the part he played in this period. But before we turn

to it, there is one small matter which must not be overlooked.

During the early part of the sixth century trouble had been

brewing about Delphi, the seat of the oracle of Apollo. This

locality, which lies on the steep southern slope of Mount Par-

nassus, was within the domain of the flourishing city of Crisa,

to the west, which commanded the valley of the Peneus and the

whole rich plain which stretches down to the Corinthian Gulf.

Crisa had long been levying tolls on the merchants and mer-

chandise which passed back and forth under her walls on the long

journey between the thriving cities of Euboea and their colonies

in the far west. She had also interfered with pilgrims to the shrine

of Delphi and committed depredations on the sacred property

itself. As a result of this, Delphi appealed for aid to the Arn-

phictyonic Council. This ancient organization was the execu-

tive body of a religious league composed of a group of Greek

peoples living in the neighborhood of Thermopylae and Delphi,

who united in the common worship of Demeter at Thermopylae

and (later at any rate, if not from the beginning) in the adminis-

tration of the oracle at Delphi. The Athenians were one of the

constituent peoples and sent one delegate to sit in the Amphictyonic

Council. When the appeal of the Delphians came to the council

it was decided, upon the motion of the Athenian delegate, to es-

pouse the cause of Delphi ; and the Athenian delegate at this

time was none other than Solon. 1 The war was entirely success-

1 This statement rests upon fairly direct evidence. Plutarch (Sol. xi) re-

ports it on the authority of Aristotle's list of the victors in the Pythian games
(il tQ» UvdtoviKuv dva.-,pa<;n) . It is also attested by Aeschines in his speech
against Ctesiphon (iii 108). Dc Sanctis, however, does not regard the evidence

as reliable ( U»12. p. 2rtl ) : " E pero incerto quel che affenna Eschine e Aristotele

ripete, che la guerra fu deliberate su propostadel rappresentante ateniese Solone.

La tcstimonianza d* Eschine e qui tanto meno degna di fede in quanto un tal

procedente poteva scusare, se non giustifieare, il suo modo di comportarei nella

pilea autunnale del 340, quando propose la guerra sacra contro Antissa. E ris-

petto alia testimonanza -1 'Aristotele, la scoperta della Rcpubblica ateniese ha
dimostrato che buona parte dello asscrzioni storiche dello Stagirita non 6 fondata

sui documenti come prima in generalo si credeva ; onde ben pu6 darsi che egli
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ful ; the city of Crisa was blotted out of existence and the broad

plain below was made sacred to Apollo for all time. The Pythian

games, too, were instituted in celebration of the victory and were

held every four years thereafter. The date of the fall of Crisa

has been much disputed. It may have been 590 or 586 or even

later. We do not know how long the war lasted. Consequently

the date of the session of the council at which Solon was present

is quite beyond our reach. It may have been within the decade

after his archonship ; it may even have been before the archon-

ship; and it may have been either before or after his sojourn

abroad. The whole matter would no doubt be interesting and

important enough if we had sufficient material for a full and

orderly biography. But, as things are, we can do no more than

mention this single unrelated circumstance and leave it without

comment. How much distinction the office of delegate to the

Amphictyonic Council carried with it ; whether the Delphian

issue caused any serious debate ; whether Solon took an active

part in it or not: such questions as these, which contain ^oV^^"
gist of the matter, cannot be answered. 1 ^tf

51 *
*

-t I-

In the domestic affairs of Athens, to come now to what must!

be the closing scene in Solon's life, we find that the old question
j

of the tyranny was one of the things which occupied his attention.!

This much we know from extant fragments of his poems. 1 More
than one aspiring politician essayed to make himself tyrant of

Athens, and Solon stoutly opposed them. He rebuked the people

abbia accolto una tradiziono o un' invenzione diffusa ad arte da Eschine o da' suoi
atnici per coonextare cio che avevano operato in Delfi con poco riguardo agl' in-

terest della patria." On the Amphictyonic Council, the Sacred War, and
Solon's part therein, see Busolt (18113, pp. 672 ff., especially p. 693) and Wila-
mowitz (1803, I, 10 ff.).

1 xiii and xiv. For a discussion of Solon's activities during this period and
his relations with Pisistratus see Appendix 7.
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sharply for their folly in allowing themselves to be deceived by

these specious individuals, and warned them against resigning

to them so much power that there would be no further hope of

recovering their liberties. Who these pretenders to a tyrant's

throne were, we do not know. But we find Solon maintaining

his principles with the same resolution and giving public expres-

sion to them with the same vigor and fearlessness as in the past.

It is easy to believe that in the unsettled years which, according

to Aristotle, followed Solon's archonship there should have been

many abortive attempts at the tyranny.

In the end, thirty-two years after the archonship of Solon, the

thing happened which was diametrically opposed to Solon's

political ideals. 1 A tyranny was finally established in Athens.

What Solon had steadfastly refused for himself was won by an-

other through clever intrigue. Pisistratus was the man who

'finally made himself master of Athens. There are picturesque

legends of Solon's efforts to prevent his usurpation, but they are

not to be accepted as historical. The fact, however, that Solon

did oppose Pisistratus's machinations cannot be doubted for a

moment. He had unmasked similar plots in the past, and it is

not likely that Pisistratus was clever enough to deceive him even

at his advanced age. But whatever Solon may have said or done,

his efforts were unavailing. Pisistratus became tyrant of Athens.

And in this high position, it must be confessed, he conducted him-

self with great moderation and accomplished much for the glory

of the city. Nothing would be more profitable than a detailed

comparison of the ideals and achievements of these two men if

we only had sufficient evidence for it. The one was a champion

of free institutions, but his plans did not lead apparently to the

1 De Sanctis (1912, pp. 257 ff.), in a page of criticism on the value of Solon's

constitutional reforms, attributes the failure of the constitution to the lack of a
strong central power. He betrays some disapproval of what he regards as

Solon's weakness, and some admiration for the strong government of Pisistratus.

So those who admire Caesar condemn Cicero.
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immediate demonstrable success of political calm and material

well-being; the other was a benevolent autocrat who developed

the resources and power of the state. It is a contrast which

tries one's faith in democracy. And yet in later times Solon was

looked upon as the founder of all that the Athenians cherished

most ; while Pisistratus and his sons were thought of with hatred

and reprobation. Conditions in the sixth century were not right

for a fair trial of the comparative merits of autocracy and de-

mocracy. The people were only just emerging from a state of

feudal subservience
;

they were ignorant and unprepared for the

duties and responsibilities of self-government. Athens like other /

Greek states had to pass out of the old order by the way of the I

popular tyranny. She was fortunate in having a wise and benev- J

olent despot. But it was no small thing that the principles of

democracy had been enunciated with so much clearness and force \

at the beginning. These principles were never forgotten, and 1

ultimately they bore fruit. The marvelous thing is that at so

early a day, in the midst of the corruption of a declining aris-

tocracy and the ignorance of an unintelligent populace, Solon

should have discerned with such clear insight and maintained

with such resolute faith the true principle of equality before

the law. He was as one born out of due time, and his true

worth could not be understood until men had grown to his

stature.

There is something melancholy and depressing about the cir-

cumstance that in the last days of his life Solon should have seen

the triumph of the thing against which he had struggled so val-

iantly, both when it came as a temptation to himself and when

it came as a menace from other men. But it serves at the same

time to throw into sharper relief what we must have recognized

as the chief ornament of his character. The unselfishness and

perseverance with which he struggled to hold the people free from

the domination of lawless masters, even though he could himself
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have been the master, are enough to merit our high regard ; and

if his legislation and the instigation of his own example and of

his inspiring precepts did not immediately avail to realize for

Athens his noble ideal, we should not be blinded by this to the

true worth of the man. 1

1 For the traditions concerning Solon's death and burial, see Appendix 8.
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CHAPTER V

THE POEMS

1

The life of Solon, as we have seen, was known to the ancients

and is known to us only through his poems. In tracing the events

of his career we have been listening constantly to his voice; or,

when his own voice can be heard no longer, we have learned some-

times from the ancient biographers something of what he had

said. The character of many of the poems, whose very subjects

were drawn from the circumstances of the time, has facilitated

this use of them. But it is not right to treat them solely as his-

torical documents. We must now come to them with the wider

appreciation and criticism which are the due of poetry. 1 We must

search them for the thoughts and the emotions of their author;

we must discern the artistic skill with which he has expressed

these thoughts and emotions in measured language. For Solon

was a life-long poet. Not that poetry was his chief business.

He seems to have turned to the Muses partly for amusement in

his lighter hours, partly for aid in the sterner tasks which he

undertook for the good of Athens. But they responded to him

with their favor, even though he refused to give his whole heart

to them. Plato * represents an admirer of Solon declaring that

if he had chosen to devote himself wholly to poetry he might even

have rivaled the great masters. But this was no doubt a partial

critic ; and it does little good to conjecture what Solon would have

accomplished if he had not been the man he was. He had a

i On the poems, see also pp. 7-18. * Timaeus 21 c.
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genuine poetical gift, but he chose to use it mostly in moral

exhortations and political pamphlets. An Anacreon must make
amends for the laxity of his morals by the exquisite purity of his

art ; Solon atones for the occasional prosaic quality of his verse

by the nobility of his character and his unselfish devotion to the

public weal.

We must recognize at the start that in attempting a criticism

of Solon's poetry we are beset by the difficulty which arises from

the fragmentary character of the remains, and by the danger of

drawing general conclusions from material which comprises only

a fraction of his whole work. There is always a temptation to

find a larger significance in isolated lines than would be justified

by the whole poem if we had it before us. Fortunately among

the extant fragments there are, as we have seen, three which from

their greater length hold out the promise of a better understand-

ing of Solon's art. It is safe to say that they exhibit the develop-

ment of his thought during the most active years of his life. We
do not know whether they were really the longest of his poems,

but for us they are the most significant. We cannot do better,

therefore, than to begin our account of his ideas and his art by a

somewhat detailed study of these three poems.

There can be little doubt that the order in which these poems

are here discussed is also the order in which they were composed.

The sentiments expressed in the longest of the three are such as

to lead us to assign it to the earlier half of Solon's life, before his

archonship, when he was especially distrustful of the rich. 1 It

1 Cf. Croiset (1003, p. 683): "II ne semble paa douteux qu'elle n'appar-

tienne a la premiere partie de sa vie. La politique n'y tient encore aucune
place : l'auteur est manifestement Stranger aux preoccupations qui devaient, plus

tard, l'absorber tout entier . . . il s'agissait d'orienter sa vie. Plus tard, elle

(la question: Estr-il dSsirable de s'enrichir f) lui aurait paru oiseuse et pen digne
de son attention." Wilamowitz (1803, II, 314) regards the poem as a work of

Solon's old age, though he seems to have no evidence for this conclusion except
what he regards as an old man's spirit pervading the piece :

»* jenes wunderbare
cht, in dein der fromme des lebens und des strebens summe zieht, will ich

nicht erlautern. das wurde zu viel worte fordern, denn es ist nicht leicht,
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must have been written at a time when he was interested in general

moral questions and had not yet become involved in the particular

difficulties of Athens which were his business during his term of

office. The stage of growing interest in public affairs is marked

by the second longest elegiac poem. It was in the third stage,

after the archonship, that the longest iambic poem was composed

as a defense of his actions in office. 1

The elegiac poem preserved by Stobaeus is,
2 with a single

exception, the longest Greek poem which has survived from the

period which intervened between the age of epic composition

and the beginning of the fifth century. It is nearly twice as long

as the next longest fragment of Solon. It affords us a welcome

opportunity to study, in a more extended expression, his character-

istic ideas, and to judge his poetical powers as they are exhibited

in a more sustained effort.

A multitude of questions present themselves to the reader of

this poem, some touching its proper interpretation, others touch-

ing the correct estimation of its literary and philosophical worth.

An attempt to answer such questions must, of course, proceed

from interpretation to criticism ; we must be sure we understand

before we presume to praise or blame. Let us consider, then,

first, what Solon actually says.

falls man mehr ate einzelne disticha verstehen will, dem modemen aber wird es

sauer, von allem rhetorischen disponiren abzusehen, auch von alien den kiinsten

der Kallimachos und Proper/, und Ovid, und sich zutraulich vor die knie dee
alten zu setzen und seiner Muse zu lauschen, die ihn nach greisenart bald hierhin,

bald dahin lockt, aber immer wieder in die bahn zurtickf iihrt, die ihm die alles

beherrschende empfindung weist. 4 inensch, leme, dass es mit unserer macht
nicht getan ist, und dass der gott, der deine geschicke lenkt, wie es ihn beliebt,

einmal abrechnung halt : mensch, lcrno dich bescheiden.' ziun verstandnis des
baues hilft Tibull, der an der achten elegie gelemt hat

;
bequeiner noch hilft

Goethe."
1 Croiset (1903), in an admirable and most suggestive essay, describes the

change in Solon's moral attitude which is displayed in the poems composed in
the three periods of his life. The real subject of the essay is the development of

moral ideas through the experiences and trials of the whole community, as it is

illustrated in Solon's poems.
>xL
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The poem opens with an address to the Muses, which takes

the form of a prayer. Solon prays that the Muses will grant him

certain blessings which he evidently regards as essential to human
happiness. He makes no appeal for poetical inspiration. He
turns to the Muses to ask for things which were generally thought

to be bestowed by Zeus or some other of the greater gods. The

address, therefore, is different from that at the beginning of the

Iliad or the Odyssey. Is it merely a literary form, or is it a sincere

expression of faith in the power of the Muses to grant the boon

which was asked ? Certainly it was mostly the latter
;
but, per-

haps, at the same time a little of the former. Though Solon does

not say explicitly, in the manner of the Homeric hymn-writers,

that he takes his beginning from the goddesses, yet unquestion-

ably the solemn apostrophe is an open avowal that the poet is

acting under their inspiration. He must have believed that he

enjoyed an unusually intimate relation with these divinities, if

he was moved to turn to them for aid in the general conduct of

his life
;
poetry and the works of the Muses must have played a

large part in his life ; he must have felt that in some very special

sense he lived under their patronage and protection
;
during the

period in which this elegy was written, at any rate, poetry must

have been something more to him than a pastime for idle hours.

What does he desire at the Muses' hands? Two things, of

which one must come from the gods, the other from men. The

first is happiness, especially the happiness which is produced by

comfortable resources; the second is a good name among men.

It is curious to observe that both these things, which the modern

world regards as the achievement of a man's own endeavors, are

thought of by Solon as unattainable without external aid. We
shall see later that the principal thesis of the poem is implicit in

this conception.

There is a corollary to the main petition. If he enjoys pros-

perity and a fair esteem, he expects to be in a position to help
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his friends and harm his enemies, returning good for good and

evil for evil. This desire is expressed openly and without shame

and was not in any way repugnant to the Greek moral sense.

The prayer is complete in six lines. It would be hazardous

to assume that Solon is trying to state in this brief space the com-

plete formula for human life. But the lines are evidently care-

fully phrased to give a fairly comprehensive definition of Solon's

ethical position ; and when we come to review these lines after

studying the rest of the poem, we are surprised to discover that

there is latent in them a fundamental article of Hellenic faith.

After the first six lines, instead of petitions addressed to the

Muses, we find direct statements of fact and opinion concerning

various circumstances of human life. Solon is simply writing

down his own reflections in elegiac verse, aided, no doubt, by-

the inspiration of the Muses, but no longer speaking to them

directly.

It is immediately apparent even to a hasty reader of the poem

that the mind of the author is much occupied with the question

of money and its influence on human life and character. That

this should have been a matter of great concern to him is not

surprising when we recall the abuses which prevailed in Athens

in the seventh century. Thoughtful men of the day must indeed

have believed that the love of money is the root of all evil. In-

stinctively, therefore, having prayed for happiness and pros-

perity, Solon is moved to define his position in the matter of money,

which is indispensable in that form of happiness for which he has

prayed. Without hesitation he proclaims frankly that he does

desire money. But there are two ways of getting it : a man may
get it justly and through the gift of heaven, or he may get it un-

justly and contrary to the will of heaven. Of money got in the

latter way Solon will have none ; the former is safe and sure.

There seems to be no doubt in his mind that heaven smiles upon

justice and frowns upon injustice. To say that a man's wealth
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has been won through just means is the same as to say that it

has been given him by the gods
;
and, conversely, unjust methods

in the pursuit of riches will inevitably bring upon the offender the

enmity of heaven.

Solon says little of the financial fortunes of the just man.

Two lines suffice for this. But he describes in some detail the

operation of the punishment which overtakes the unjust money-

getter. If a man grows rich through unjust means, he soon be-

comes afflicted with that mental disorder which the Greeks called

cltt) ; he becomes blind to the truth about himself and the world

in which he lives; he miscalculates his own powers in relation

to the power of the gods; he grows headstrong and reckless;

he loses the regulating force of reason and sound sense. The

disease is slight at the start, but rapidly grows worse. The

victim's behavior becomes more and more wild, more and more

outrageous, and final and ultimate disaster is not long delayed.

What the actual punishment is, we are not told.

It would seem as if Solon were describing a course of events

in which one circumstance follows another by the impersonal

law of cause and effect. But it is not so that he conceives the

matter. The whole affair is the work of Zeus, who uses the opera-

tions of nature as the means of accomplishing his own will. The

eye of Zeus is upon the culprit from the very beginning, and when

the proper time comes he strikes.

But there is an objection which can be raised to the truth

of this moral law. It is a matter of common observation that

sinners are not always overtaken by the consequences of their

guilt. They sometimes enjoy their ill gotten gains in peace and

go down untroubled to the grave. How is this to be explained?

Not by maintaining that punishment awaits the guilty wretch

in the life after death ; this doctrine of the Orphic sect had not

yet become current in the Greek world. To Solon, as to the

Hebrew lawgiver, it seemed that the unexpiated sins of the fathers
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were visited upon the innocent children of succeeding genera-

tions. Early or late the blow is bound to fall.
1

At this point Solon's reflections take a wider sweep. He has

traced the operation of the moral law in the matter of the ac-

quisition of wealth. And the law is that men's endeavors must

conform to the will of the gods. Happiness and success will

attend him who acquiesces in their rule; downfall and failure

is the portion of all $vho run athwart their will. But in the mad
rush of money-making men forget this law

;
they forget the in-

exorable power of the gods
;
they believe that they can do as they

will with their own
;

they live without god in the world. But

are they alone in this ? Solon looks out upon the world and finds

that men of every walk in life are guilty of this same forgetful-

ness. They are blind to things as they are. They struggle and

strive and fret, heedless of the certain truth that the outcome of

their efforts lies with the gods alone. Solon leads before us in

review the various trades and professions, and shows us the world

bustling over its affairs, oblivious of its impotence. Toil as they

will, men will receive no more and no less than the gods will give.

As he contemplates the spectacle of human fortunes, Solon

is led to assume a more pessimistic attitude. Men are not always

to blame, after all, if they fail. They move forward into the

darkness of the future, danger besets them on every side, they

cannot know the proper course. One man, who strives to live

well according to his lights, comes to grief ; while the gods shower

their favors upon another who offends against every standard of

human conduct.

But though Solon fails to discover the divine law that governs

the world at large, he feels confident about one portion of ethical

1 Girard (1869, p. 203), after quoting this portion of the poem, says :
" Voila

dans sa sincerity le sentiment paien, nullement detache" de la vie reelle, amoureux
des biens qu'elle comporte, mettant dans le nombre les bieiw d'opinion et mOme,
puisqu'il faut avoir dea ennemis, le plaisir d'etre redoutc par les sieiw, maw se

representant sous une grande image la justice divine et en adorant avec soumis-
sion la sanction necessaire jusque dans sea effets les plus impitoyables."
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theory. Returning to the subject which occupies the earlier

part of the poem, he repeats, in different words, his account of

the course which is inevitably followed when a man is smitten

with the lust for money. But, this time, there is no distinction

between honest and dishonest riches. Wealth itself, though it is

given by the gods, is a poison which works subtly in the system

and brings about moral dissolution in the end. With these ob-

servations the poem comes to a close.

In this poem Solon does not present a consistent philosophy

nor an adequate solution of the riddle of human life. He does not

even attempt to do this. There are certain tacit assumptions in

his mind which serve as points of rest in his reflections upon the

fortunes of men. These assumptions we fairly recognize as the

commonly accepted creed of the day. If we try to formulate

this creed, we shall be better able to estimate the originality and

independence of Solon's own thought.

The efforts of men in the world are properly directed to the

attainment of their own happiness. They are restrained, however,

by certain moral principles from complete liberty of action:

some actions are good, some are bad, and abiding happiness can-

not be secured through methods which are discountenanced by

society. But aside from this negative restriction, men must

steer their way through life without a compass. The sovereign

control over their fortunes lies with Zeus and the hierarchy of

the gods. Mortals cannot know the mind of the gods nor the

ultimate outcome of any course of action. Undoubtedly the

gods frown upon behavior which is reprobated by men ; that is,

the divine government follows the moral laws which are recog-

nized by humanity. But this tenet in the creed demands a robust

faith, and men are constantly baffled by the inscrutability of

divine purposes. One thing alone is certain : men must take what

the gods send. By an exercise of faith they may believe that

the rule of the gods is wise and regular and consistent, and that
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man's problem is to discover the wisdom and regularity of their

rule, and to order his life in harmony therewith. But in general

we may suppose that the harmony of divine purposes was beyond

the sight of most Greeks of that time, and that they recognized

higher powers who, though they might be benevolent, were largely

capricious.

This is a fair statement of the common Greek view of life so

far as it is presented in this poem. Does Solon make any modifica-

tion in these current opinions, or any addition to them? I should

say that he does not. He exhibits the normal attitude of pious

perplexity. He makes no penetrating study of the problem of

human destiny ; he proposes no substitute for the time-honored

ride of unresisting acquiescence to the decrees of heaven; he

reaffirms the helpless dependence of humanity. The poem, I

repeat, was not written to present a new philosophy of life.

What then can we regard as the essential thing for which the

poem was written?

The moving impulse, I take it, which prompted Solon to write

the poem was the desire to set forth the results of his observation

on the moral effects of riches and the acquisition of riches. He

had, in his mercantile career, abundant opportunity to watch

the results of the passionate money-making of the day. He had

formed certain definite opinions concerning the inevitable moral

degradation which seemed to him to attend that form of activity.

These opinions he imparts to us in no uncertain language, and he

reveals the depth of his study by the poetical fervor of his ex-

pression. On this matter he speaks with the energy and convic-

tion of a Hebrew prophet. But he does not confine himself to

this single ethical problem. He is led by it to a discussion of the

larger topic of human helplessness. Unquestionably the moral

vigor of the poem is impaired thereby; he himself feels the in-

stability of the opinions which he expresses in the second part

of the poem, and returns at the end to the sure ground of his
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special theme which he has worked out thoroughly. But though

there may be a loss in moral vigor, we cannot but admire the lively

picture of the world at work which he paints in the second half

of the poem.

Is the poem complete as we have it? Of this there is little

doubt. We have evidence in Clement of Alexandria to show that

the poem actually began with the verse which stands first in

Stobaeus's quotation. 1 And though there is no positive evidence

for the end, it is not unreasonable to believe that we have the

closing lines. The theme is completely developed and the poet

recurs at the end to the subject which occupied him at the begin-

ning. For a moral discourse, the poem is long enough ; more could

easily be added to a composition so loose in texture, but one feels

that there would be genuine loss if the poem were further protracted.

There has been some difference of opinion concerning the merit

of the poem.2 Some have found in it nothing but an aggrega-

tion of disjointed scraps; others have regarded it as a splendid

work of genius. As a matter of fact it is not a splendid work of

genius, and there is some excuse for the charge that it is an aggre-

gation. The habit of sententious utterance which is incident to

the composition of elegiac verse, and a certain abruptness of

transition give one the impression of a work which, as Solon him-

1 See commentary on vs. 1.

> Bernhardy ( Griech. Lit. II, 867) expressed his disapproval in these words :

"Ein eigenthtiinliches aggregat liegt in fr. 6 ( = 12 Bergk = xl) vor, welches
erstlich freindartige, durch kUhlern ton gezeichnete schlusssatze aus Theogms
empfangen hat, denn durch die inatten distiohen 30-42 verwassert ist ; endlich

fordert der zusaminenhang, dass v. 37. 38 vor 69 eingeschoben werden." Schnei-
dewin (1848, p. 110) came to the poet's defense, and spoke of the "einfaeh
schoner gedankengang des herrlichen gedichts." He finds the closing lines of

the poem highly appropriate, and does not admit for a moment that they were
composed by Theognis. Furthermore, he believes the poem to be complete.

Leutsch (1872) brings forward evidence to show that this was one of the poems
of Solon which became famous early, but he maintains that poetically it is one
of the least successful. He charges especially that the exposition is incomplete.

Host, on the other hand, asserts (1884) that it belongs "zu dem hervorragend-

sten . . . was Solon als dichter geschaffen hat, uud uns den geist desselben be-

sonders getreu abspiegelt." For Wilamowitz's opinion, see p. 104, foot-

note 1.
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self might say, is not </i«8os « vtarov TrvfyuVos h Kopv<tfv} At

the same time, it unquestionably springs from a single impulse

and possesses a genuine unity of conception. This, I trust, has

been made clear in the analysis of the thought which has already

been given.

The poem is not a work of profound inspiration. It is not

characterized by deep poetical feeling or bold imagination ; nor

does it contain moral and philosophical views of great weight or

originality. Nevertheless, it is an entirely meritorious perform-

ance. It is well written ; it exhibits a power of trenchant ut-

terance; it is graced by truly Hellenic balance of phrase; it

reveals a ready instinct for metaphor and personification; and

above all, it includes an extended simile of great beauty, of which

even Homer would not be ashamed. We may justly be grateful

to Stobaeus for its preservation, both because of its own intrinsic

worth, and because it is one of the most important documents

for the history of Greek ethical thought in the sixth century.

The next longest of Solon's poems, the elegy quoted by De-

mosthenes to shame his rival Aeschines with a picture of the

sturdy morality of the first Athenian statesman, forms a striking

sequel to the poem which has just been discussed. In the first

of the two poems Solon gives utterance to broad philosophical

reflections without any particular application of them. It is an

exposition of his theory concerning the curse of riches. There

is nothing to indicate that the poem is a result of his observations

in Athens alone. In the second poem he comes directly to the

state of affairs in Athens and shows how the theory which he had

previously expounded finds practical application within his own
unhappy city.

1 Wilamowitz (1913, p. 257) attributes the difficulty of interpretation to the
paratactic structure and the absence of illuminating particles. " Dass die F&hig-
keit zu denken," he says (p. 258), "der Ausdrucksfahigkeit so weit voraiw ist

(was die Erga des Hesiodos ebenfalls so schwer macht) erhoht den Reiz dieser
Erstlingsfruchte moralischer Dialektik."
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Athens is threatened with impending ruin. But, says Solon,

the gods are not to blame ; Athena is faithful and just in her

devotion. The responsibility lies with the men of Athens them-

selves. Avarice and greed, and the moral degradation which

they entail, are bringing the state to destruction. Thereupon

Solon describes with burning indignation the rapacity of the rich

and the sufferings of the poor. It is not a question of abstract

ethics now, but an appalling reality which he sets before the reader.

And he has discovered, he thinks, both the cause and the cure.

The poem was written with the definite purpose of urging

upon the Athenians the only remedy which would restore the

health of society. Lawlessness is the cause of the mischief. and

a law-abiding spirit will be its cure. He proclaims with great

eloquence the virtues of Eunomia as a panacea for the evils which

afflict the state. The poem is not a querulous lament over an

inevitable decline. It offers a constructive policy which will

lead to better things. His program includes the recognition of

sound laws, both moral and civil, equitable administration of

them, and loyal obedience to them. It may seem as if Solon's

recommendations were still vague and intangible. But we

know that he made proposals definite and concrete enough to

lead to his appointment as dictator. Meanwhile in the present

poem he enunciated the broad policy which should be the guide

in the reconstruction of society.

This poem is more forcible and vigorous and better constructed

than the first. Here there is no doubt and uncertainty in the

reader's mind. The thought proceeds by logical steps from the

beginning to the end. The philosopher is now the statesman

but still the poet. Passing from the universality of A007, he

now preaches the practical expedient of Nd/w.

The third poem of the group shows Solon in the midst of his

work, putting into practice the principles which he had pro-

claimed in the second. Dictator of Athens, he had had the
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opportunity to right the wrongs which he had described with so

much energy. This he claims to have done. There is no place

now for philosophical reflection. In terse iambic meter, in con-

crete and vigorous language, he recounts the steps he has taken

for the amelioration of Athenian affairs. Poetic imagination does

not fail him : he can still conceive of the august figure of Aucq as

a witness at the bar of time. And he writes with an assured

mastery of composition. But the contrast in tone and spirit

between the first long elegy and this later iambic poem is striking

enough. This later style, as far as we can see from the extant

poems, is most characteristic of Solon. The intimate associa-

tion between his poetry and the public life of Athens is the thing

which chiefly distinguishes him from the other elegists who wrote

of human fortunes in general. 1

2

Though Solon did not fail to observe the essential unhappiness

of human life, he did not yield to the despair of the pessimist.

He felt that there was a way in which men could adjust themselves

to their environment so as to save themselves from much of the

suffering with which they were afflicted. Lack of wisdom, of

intelligence, of foresight, of self-control, he believed to lie at the

bottom of human unhappiness. Men failed to see things as they

were. They were themselves to blame for much of their suffering.

Others laid the blame for human suffering and the injustice which

prevails in the world on the gods. Some, like Theognis, cried out

bitterly against the capricious cruelty of the gods. Not so Solon.

He did not, indeed, make the rash boast that he had discovered

the divine purpose which guides the action of the gods. The

• Girard (1869, p. 190), speaking of the martial elegies of Tyrtaeus and the
political poems of Solon, observes: "Quel fait InOUl dans I'histoire ! et quel
peuple que celui ou cet art d'imagination, que la civilisation des ages suivants
devait releguer parmi les jouissances littenviren, se retrouve ainsi a deux sieclee

d'lntervalle conuiie Tanne la meilleure du patriotisme !
"
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will of the gods is inscrutable, and their ways are past finding out.

But Solon had faith to believe that the gods are just. Their

workings are long and slow; they alone can discern the end.

Man's condemnation of the gods is due to hasty judgment of un-

completed work. The gods sometimes let men have their way

for a space, and then men blame the gods for the results of their

own folly. The mind of Zeus is not quick to wrath for each offense.

But sooner or later punishment comes for transgression. Since

it is only too evident that punishment does not always come within

the lifetime of the transgressor, Solon, like the author of the

Hebrew decalogue, found the explanation in the fact that children

suffer for the sins of their fathers. Everywhere he shows full

respect for the gods, and the gods are the ancient gods of the

Greeks. There is no allusion in his poems to the crude and worldly

myths which were attached to their names. How Solon was

affected by these tales we have no way of knowing. The gods

whom he knows are omnipotent, inscrutable, just, scarcely per-

sonal. There is no evidence that he had passed through the

travail of religious doubt in order to reach this pure conception,

stripped as it was of popular absurdities. Pindar, Aeschylus,

and Euripides were going to find perplexities enough. But

Solon seems to have held instinctively a dignified faith and not

to have troubled his head over the puzzles of theology.

Human error springs from ignorance and folly. Failing to

discern the incontrovertible order of things, men refuse to ac-

quiesce in their own drab existence. What the gods give, they

refuse, and they seek something different from what destiny has

allotted them. They are stirred with hopes which they them-

selves have no power to fulfill. They defy the established prin-

ciples of society, sanctioned alike by gods and men. Spoiled by

success, they yield to temptation, defy the law, and seize ruth-

lessly whatever they desire. One form of error is mere passive

stupidity ; the other is active defiance of the law of moderation

:
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but both alike are folly. The common path of moral degenera-

tion leads from extravagance and excess, through insolence and

arrogance, to madness and infatuation. One can save himself

from this headlong descent only by moderation and self-control.

The path of righteousness is indeed a strait and narrow path

:

on the one side are the dangers of a stunted existence, on the other

the dangers of excess. Between the two, man can be saved only

by the guiding principle of moderation and self-control. Solon

held to this principle consistently throughout. In Ms earlier

years he emphasized the evils of extravagance and avarice and

the disaster which results from them; after his archonship he

thought more of the folly of stupidity. But it was always i^pwrivrj

which lay at the root of Athenian troubles.

As men are led into error by folly, so they are saved from

error by wisdom. Salvation comes by *«Awt? fypwrwrp. Through

wisdom men can understand their own powers and limitations;

they can understand the orderly course of the universe and see

that it may not be safely transgressed ; wisdom will not, indeed,

assure them happiness ; but it will assure them the largest measure

of happiness which the gods and fate will allow. With this they

must be content. Any effort to force an increase is presumption

and leads to moral decline and eventually to ruin. Men may
strive for all good things so long as they conduct themselves in

accordance with the divinely appointed order. In this way they

will win the approval of the gods and the praise of men. Dis-

obedience to the moral law, <&«cta, is inevitably punished by the

higher powers.

In the famous interview between Solon and Croesus, Herod-

otus put into the mouth of Solon a speech which reads like a

paraphrase of Solon's philosophical opinions. He must have

borrowed directly from the poems the ideas of which the speech

is composed. The sources of many of them can still be seen in

the extant fragments; others he may have drawn from poems
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which are now lost. It seems fair to suppose that the speech is

something in the nature of an informal summary of Solon's doc-

trine as Herodotus found it in his own poems, and, as a summary,

we cannot afford to overlook it

:

1

Oh I Croesus, thou askedst a question concerning the condition of

man, of one who knows that the power above us is full of jealousy, and

fond of troubling our lot. A long life gives one to witness much, and

experience much oneself, that one would not choose. Seventy years

I regard as the limit of the life of man. In these seventy years are con-

tained, without reckoning intercalary months, twenty-five thousand

and two hundred days. Add an intercalary month to every othor year,

that the seasons may come round at the right time, and there will be

besides the seventy years, thirty-five such months, making an addition

of one thousand and fifty days. The whole number of the days contained

in the seventy years will thus be twenty-six thousand two hundred and

fifty, whereof not one but will produce events unlike the rest. Hence
man is wholly accident. For thyself, ohl Croesus, I see that thou art

wonderfully rich, and art the lord of many nations ; but with respect to

that whereon thou questionest me, I have no answer to give, until I

hear that thou hast closed thy life happily. For assuredly he who pos-

sesses great store of riches is no nearer happiness than ho who has what
suffices for his daily needs, unless it so hap that luck attend upon him,

and so he continue in the enjoyment of all his good things to the end of

life. For many of the wealthiest men have been unfavoured of fortune,

and many whose means wore moderate have had excellent luck. Men of

the former class excel those of the latter but in two respects ; these last

excel the former in many. The wealthy man is better able to content

his desiros, and to bear up against a sudden buffet of calamity. The
other has loss ability to withstand these evils (from which, however,

his good luck keeps him clear), but ho enjoys all these following blessings

:

he is whole of limb, a stranger to disease, free from misfortune, happy in

his children, and comely to look upon. If, in addition to all this, he end

his life well, he is of a truth the man of whom thou art in search, the man
who may rightly be termed happy. Call him, however, until he die,

not happy but fortunate. Scarcely, indeed, can any man unite all these

advantages: as thero is no country which contains within it all that it

needs, but each, while it possesses some things, lacks others, and the best

country is that which contains the most; so no single human being is

complete in every respect — something is always lacking. He who

1 Herodotus i 32 (Rawlinson's translation).
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unites the greatest number of advantages, and retaining them to the. day
of his death, then dies peaceably, that man alone, sire, is, in my judgment,

entitled to bear the name of "happy." But in every matter it behooves

us to mark well the end : for oftontimes God gives men a gleam of hap-

piness, and then plunges them into ruin.

In this speech there seems to be only one false note, and that

is at the very beginning. There is nothing in the poetry of

Solon which we still possess to justify us in believing that he

regarded the power above us as "full of jealousy and fond of

troubling our lot." He may have entertained this belief ; but

there is something in it repugnant to the general conception of

the world and of the gods which is revealed in the poems. It

seems far more likely that Herodotus himself, consciously or un-

consciously, imported into his paraphrase of Solon's thought,

the idea which is so characteristic of his own philosophy. He
attributed to Solon, says Plutarch, 1 his own view concerning the

nature of the gods. But with tins exception, the resemblance

between the speech in Herodotus and Solon's own poems will

be manifest to all.

On the model of the orderly universe and contented human
acquiescence therein, Solon conceived his ideal of political salva-

tion. That men may live together happily, it is necessary that

they should establish a system of wise laws and give them their

ready obedience. Selfishness, arrogance, and caprice have no

place under a reign of law. We have seen how Solon endeavored

to provide for Athens this Utopian state, and how, to a great

extent, he failed. But he did not fail because his ideal was wrong.

He failed because the problem which he set himself was so great

a one that though the world has puzzled over it for twenty-five cen-

turies the solution has not yet been found. But the world is more

sure than ever that the means which Solon proposed for its solu-

tion is the right one. A reign of law, in which there shall be wise

I De Herodoti malignitate 15, p. 8.
r
i8 a.
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laws and prompt and ready obedience to them, is the goal towards

which men have more and more consciously directed their efforts.

It is no slight thing that Solon discovered the formula for the

organization of human society which is still applied to-day with

ever increasing success.

The common habit of the great Greek poets, of Homer, Pindar,

and the tragedians, was to allow their reflections on human life

and men's relation to the higher powers that govern the universe

to reveal themselves through concrete and vivid mythical narra-

tives. Or, at least, they provided ample mythical illustration

of their ideas. In the main, the substance of Greek poetry is

Greek mythology, infused with a spirit of philosophical reflec-

tion. But in Solon's poems, in the extant fragments at least,

myths have no place. He does not read his lessons of morality

and religion in the legendary adventures of the heroes of the race.

Nor yet does he present his ideas concerning personal and social

virtue as an abstract ethical system. They appear in dramatic

setting in the poems which deal with the conditions which pre-

vailed in Athens. They are not merely moral maxims flung out

in a void, but a set of practical principles which guided him in

his public life. We miss the charm of personal character and

personal incident which legend supplies, but we have in place

of it a vivid contemporaneousness which serves the same purpose

of imparting to Solon's poetry the necessary life and reality. 1

The fair-minded reader will not fail to perceive a genuine

poetical inspiration in the fragments of Solon's poetry. He will

be embarrassed to some degree by the occasional nature of some

1 Of. Wilamowitz (1898, II, 00) :
44 die Francoisvase entziickt uns durch die

epische erzahlungskunst ihrer bilder ; der abglanz der ganzen grossen sagenherr-

lichkeit ruht auf ihr, die im mutterlande noch alle herzen beherrechte. in

Iouien war sie schon verblasst ; die demokratie hatte die nachkommen der heroen
zurUckgedrangt, and Mimnemos konnte die sage bereits, ein vorlaufer der Alex-
andriner, zu spielendem schmucke verwenden. bei Solon tritt sie ganz und gar
zuruck. dem pomposen wesen des rittertunies ist sein eiufacher sinn vollends

abgeneigt."
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of the poems and Solon's preoccupation with contemporary affairs.

This is no doubt a hindrance to the universality which charac-

terizes all great poetry. But it has just been remarked that this

very circumstance gives to Solon's work a certain dramatic

reality, the lack of which makes Theognis's sententious poems, for

example, somewhat dry reading. One of the chief merits of

Solon's poetry is its intense moral earnestness and the undoubted

importance of the issues involved. It is instinct with the strong

feeling and true emotion of a generous-minded patriot. It is not

the light product of a politician's idle moments nor yet the mere

instrument of a place-seeker. It is the sincere and unaffected

outpouring of feelings which sprang from the very core of his exist-

ence. Solon the statesman and Solon the poet were not two men
but one and indivisible. The moral vigor of the statesman was

the inspiration of the poet. Such conditions may not produce

the greatest poetry, but they may produce poetry of a high merit

even though of a humbler sort.

All the moral earnestness in the world, however, could not have

made real poetry if there had not been something of poetic vision,

some fire of imagination to kindle in the reader some warmth

responsive to the glow in the heart of the poet. Such imagina-

tive power Solon possessed even in a notable degree. It shows

itself principally in the wealth of metaphor which is to be found

in the fragments : a demagogue extracts a profit from political

agitation as if he were getting the butter from the milk ; shrewd

men walk with the tread of a fox ; a political schemer gets power

into his hands as a fisherman catches fish in his net ; wealth follows

dishonest men with reluctance
;
public disaster issues from ambi-

tious and unscrupulous men as lightning flashes from a thunder

cloud ; social demoralization climbs over the garden wall and

brings affliction into the life of private citizens. Here are examples

enough of Solon's open eye and keen vision. And we should not

forget the two fine passages which are perhaps the best in the
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poems that survive: the splendid comparison of the justice of

Zeus with the sudden spring wind which drives away the clouds

and vapors and makes the world clean again ; and the glowing

eulogy of Eunomia with its series of striking images. Solon

could not match perhaps the poignant vividness of Archilochus,

but he is superior in this regard to all the other elegiac and iambic

poets of the early age. Furthermore, this imagery is not an arti-

ficial embellishment ; it is spontaneous and unaffected. Solon

has no tricks and graces of style. His poetry is sincere, straight-

forward, intent upon the serious business in hand, and no effort

is wasted on ornamentation.

There is a marked versatility in Solon's manner of expression.

He has equal skill with the trenchant epigram, which is character-

istic of the elegiac couplet, and with the longer graceful phrase

which is not bound either at the beginning or the end by the exi-

gencies of the meter. At times he writes with something of the

condensed suggest iveness of Sophocles
;

again his utterances

remind one of Archilochus by their force and bluntness. 1 With

true Attic ease and grace his style adapts itself naturally and with-

out constraint to changing moods.

The language of the elegiac poems was the conventional modi-

fied epic speech which was employed by all elegiac poets of the

period. Countless words and phrases are taken from Homer.

The direct successor of epic poetry, elegiac poetry still adhered

closely to the old style in spite of the wide difference in tone

and purpose. But one feels no constraint or lack of ease in

Solon's employment of the conventional speech. He uses it

naturally and handily as a tool to which he had grown well

accustomed. The course of his thought is never dominated by

» Cf. Wilamowitz (1893, II, 01) : "der rochte nrchfolger Homers und der

rertite Athener 1st ur VoUflfflda in dem was ilm von dem lonier Arcuilocho?

seheidet, dem unvergleichlich grosseren aber an den persnnlichsten irdwehen
klebenden dichter : der sinn flir die dureharbeitung der zufalligcn wirkliehkeit

eur typischen wahrheit."
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the epic tradition. When the language of Homer is inadequate

to his new uses, he easily mingles with it words out of the

natural speech of the day. In the iambic and trochaic fragments

he passes almost entirely from under epic control. In these we

recognize the forerunners of the perfected speech of the Attic

drama of the fifth century. 1

When one reflects upon Solon's work as a poet in Athens in

the sixth century, certain questions thrust themselves forward

for which it is difficult to find satisfactory answers. Was Solon

the only man in Athens who was using poetry for political pur-

poses? Where did he acquire the habit of expressing his views

on public affairs in verse? Was political controversy regularly

carried on by means of partisan poems? There is not the slightest

hint that other men in Athens were writing poetry. Solon never

speaks as if he were replying to the written statement of an op-

ponent. Poets are' indeed mentioned by him in the list of pro-

fessions which he gives in his longest elegiac poem. It may be

that the making of verses was common among the Athenians of

the day : or it may be that Solon was alone in his use of this power-

ful instrument. At any rate we know nothing of any poetry but

Solon's. Possibly his early travels had given him a unique

opportunity to master the art of composition in its home in Asia

Minor, so that he could bring it back and use it among his own

people. These are only conjectures; but it is well to pose the

1 The judgment of Nageotte (1888, p. 166) on the poetical art of Solon de-

serves to be quoted for its justice and its moderation :
** Ce qui Itait bien a lui

encore, c'est le caractere calme, serein, de son exposition, la facility amiable
avec laquelle il manie ses pennies. On sent tout de suite, en le lisant, qu'on a
change de region et qu'on est sous le ciel de l'Attique. Point de tension ni

d'effort, une grande sobrietl d'images, de comparaisons, une langue saine, claire,

un style sans pretention qui ne craint pas de descendre parfois jusqu'aux limites

de la prose ; et sous cet exterieur simple, une grande experience des chose*, un
esprit avisl, une ame llevee et droite, un cceur profondement humain, voila ce

qu'est la poesie de Solon, qu'il ne faut ni placer trop haut ni mettre trop bas.

Quoi qu'en aient pu penser quelques Athlniens, ce qui lui manqua pour egaler

Homere, ce ne fut pas seulemeut le loisir, mais le talent. Solon n'est pas un
grand artiste, pas plus de reste que Tyrtee. II n'a pas le glide createur d'Archi-

eu vers.
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questions at least, if only to show how slight our knowledge of

Solon's world is after all.

It is often said that Solon used poetry to accomplish results

which would in the modern world be effected by prose pam-

phlets. Since the art of composition in prose was not yet known,

it did not occur to him to express his ideas and publish them other-

wise than in verse. There is truth in this ; but there is something

more to be said. The counterpart in the ancient world of the mod-

ern pamphlet was the harangue. Men defended their policies and

attacked their opponents in public speeches. The ancient Greek

political instrument was oratory. In later times, when prose pam-

phlets were issued, they still took the form of speeches. Solon

himself says at the beginning of the poem called " Salamis " that

he has come with a poem instead of a speech. The notable thing is,

not that he employed verse instead of written prose, but that he

appealed to the people through poetry rather than oratory. He
may have been an orator, too. We know nothing about this.

In public life, he must have found it necessary often to make

public addresses. But the question remains why he made use

of verse at all. The skill had been gained through his practice

of writing poems on the subjects which were common among the

elegiac poets — love, the fortunes of men, the ways of the gods,

the shortness of life, human follies. Possessing this skill he chose

to use it for political ends. Certain advantages are manifest

in this practice. The persuasive power of a speech extends no

farther than the speaker's voice and ends with the speech itself.

A poem may be repeated again and again; it may be carried

everywhere; its rhythmical sentences linger in the mind. It is

especially valuable for the slow molding of popular opinion. It

makes a permanent appeal to the feelings. It was no doubt

Solon's most effective instrument in the gradual propagation of

the ideas which must be implanted in men's minds if the reforms

which he had in view were to be successful.
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It is surprising that the ancient authors made so little of the

fact that Solon was the first Athenian poet. One would think

that in view of the primacy of Athenian letters in the fifth century,

Athenian writers would have spoken with interest, if not with

pride, of the poetical work of their great lawgiver. There may have

been, undoubtedly there were, other poets in Athens in the sixth

century ; but they were comparatively insignificant. Solon, pre-

eminent as a statesman, was also in some measure preeminent as

a poet. He is one of the few elegiac poets whose poems have

been preserved. And yet no attempt was ever made by the

Athenians to claim him as peculiarly a poet of Athens and the

first of an illustrious line. His poems were not neglected : they

were sung at festivals and took their place by the side of the other

great poetry of the past. It would seem as if the Athenian

abandonment of any claim to proprietorship was an example of

what may be called the Panhellenic attitude of the Greeks to-

ward their literature. In politics, union and harmony were im-

possible among the jealous Greek states ; but in literature there

seemed to be always an instinctive internationalism. All great

Greek poets and philosophers belonged to the whole Greek world

in common. Greek writers moved easily from place to place.

Their books enjoyed equal favor and equal authority throughout

the world. Ionian Homer, Boeotian Hesiod, Lesbian Sappho,

Spartan Tyrtaeus, Sicilian Empedocles, Macedonian Aristotle,

belonged to all Greeks in common. Literature, like language, was

a bond which held together politically discordant communities.

Literature embodied the spirit of the race, and however much

they quarreled among themselves, the Greeks always felt that

in spirit they were more closely related to one another than they

were to any foreign people. Solon's poetry fonns a part of this

common Greek possession ; when one thinks of him as a poet it

seems almost accidental that he was an Athenian — and this in

spite of the fact that so much of his poetry was bound up with
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Athenian affairs. "Our Solon," the Athenians might say when

they thought of their great lawgiver and the founder of their

democracy; but as a poet they did not look upon him as the

founder of an Athenian school or the first of a line of Athenian

poets.

On one occasion, at the celebration of the Apaturia, according

to Plato's story in the Timaeus, some of the poems of Solon had

been recited in the prize contests for boys. As it happened, the

elder Critias was present, and one of the bystanders remarked to

him that in his opinion Solon had not only been the wisest of

men but also the noblest of poets. In saying this he may have

been expressing his own real opinion, or he may simply have

wished to say something agreeable to the old man who was proud

of his relationship to Solon. At any rate, Critias was much

pleased, and asserted that if Solon had carried out his plan of

composing a poem on the story of Atlantis, he would easily have

made a place for himself by the side of Homer and Hesiod.

Now Plato, whose attitude toward the poets has always been a

subject of discussion, was criticized in antiquity for this extrava-

gant praise of Solon. But Proclus pointed out, 1 what is perfectly

obvious, that the favorable judgment was not his own, but merely

put into the mouths of certain characters in his story. Not satis-

fied with this, however, Proclus goes on to show that the epithet

which has been translated "noblest " really belonged to Solon by

good right. This Greek word, ikcv$€pnaraTo>i, is untranslatable in

its connotation. It is related to the word which means " free,"

ekcvdtpos, as the Latin liberalis is related to liber, and it describes

the ideal character which can only be attained by a free man
in contrast with a slave. The English word " noble " has a simi-

lar connotation in contrast with " mean." Proclus maintains

that Solon deserves the title by virtue of his fearless freedom

in thought and expression. Most poets, he says, in their strug-

1 See references on p. 11, footnote 3.
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gle for the mot juste, only succeed in distorting their lines;

and some through the variety of their conceits lose the real point

of what they are trying to say. Solon is not guilty of either

offense, and so deserves the title, even though Critias is the judge.

It is hardly possible that Plato chose the word eAeuflc'pio? as

an epithet, whether it expresses his own judgment or not, without

some recollection of Solon's lifelong struggle in the cause of free-

dom. It unites in the happiest manner what is best in Solon's

work as a statesman and as a poet. In the one capacity, he was

a high-minded, loyal, and unselfish supporter of the principle of

political and economic freedom; in the other he was a frank,

sincere, and unaffected artist, who instead of being a slave to his

technique wielded it with supple dexterity. Our remembrance

of Solon will not be far wrong if there lingers in our minds, in

connection with his name, the epithet which Plato chose—
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I

Plato Amatore* 133 c : OlaO* apa, t)p B
1

eyu>
y 6 n gartv to

4>i\o<ro(f>€lv ; lldpv ye, €<f>ri. Tt ovv tariv ; tynp iyd>. Tl £' dXXo

ye r) Kara rb £o'\a>i>o? ; Zokap yap irov elrre—

I yrjpdcrKO) 8' aid 7roXXd 8t8ao-Ko/x€i>os '

Kal ipol Bokci ovtq><; del XPVval & 7^ Tt fiavOdveiv top peWopra
<f>i\oo-o<f>r)<reip, teal pevrepop 6vra tea) irpetrfivrepop, Xv ax? TrXeiara

iv rip fil<p 'idOrj.

II

Plato Lijuh 212 de : Owe apa earl <f>(\op tw dyiXovvrt ovBep

fir) ovk aprid\i\ovp. Ovk eoiKev. OvB' apa fyChtmrot eiatp oik av

oi iiriroi prj avrt(f>i\&aiv, ovBe dyiXoprvyes, oi/B' av <j>i\6fcvve} ye teal

<f>{\otpoi teal <f>i\oyvppaaral Kal <f>i\6o~o(f>oi, hv prj r) ao<f>{a avrovs

avri(f)i\r}. r) <f>i\ovat pep ravra foaaroi, ov pe'proi <f>(\a oma,

aWa yfrevBeO* 6 rroiTjrrfty 8? e<f>T)

II *OX/Jios, a> 7rat8e5 re t^i'Xot Kal fiaW^e? tWoi

Kal Kvves dypevral Kal fcVos dXXo8a7rd? ;

Ovk epotye So/cei, r) B' 6V. 'AXV aXrjdrj Boxel Xeyeiv aoi ; Nat.

To fyikovjxevov apa ru> <f>t\ovpri <f>i\ov ivn'p. aVf coikcp, & Mevel-eve,

dap re <f>i\y edv re Kal purr}, otov Kal rd peaxrrl yeyovora iraiBut,

ra pep ovBerra) <f>t\ovpra, ra Be Kal piaovpra, orap KoXdfrrai vvb

I

Testimonia. — Schol. Sophocles Antigone 711. Schol. Plato Republic vili

63« d. Plutarch Solon ii 2 ; xxxi 3. Suidas, s.v. yvpami. John Siceliotes in

Walz Rhetores Graeci vi 201. Zenobius iii 4. Diogenianus iii 80. Gregory of

Cyprus ii 60. Apostolius v 40. Tatian Oratio ad Graecoa 35 ad fin.

ytipdffxu 6' altl : altl ynpaanu Schol. Plat. Rep. 8'
: om. B, Diogenianus,

Greg, of Cyprus. A postal. 6' altl: yap itl John Sic. roXXd: vdrra reading
of L in Schol. Soph. Ant.

n
Testimoxia. — Theognis 1263-6. Lucian Amores 48. Ilermias In Mat

Phaedr. p. 38.

1. <f : <5 Hermias MSS. (corrected by Ast.). <pl\oi : *oi Lucian. 2. cat

Kfit-es iyptvral: fypevral Tt >c6vti Theognis. #po% dX\o«air*»: £4*1 aWo&arol
Theognis.
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I

" Do you know, then," said I,
u what is meant by the pur-

suit of wisdom ?
"

M Certainly," said he.

" What is it ? " 1 asked.
u Is it not the sort of thing which is implied in the saying

of Solon ? He said, you remember, 4 As I grow old I am ever I

learning many things that are new.' I, too, believe that a man
who is engaged in the pursuit of wisdom, should follow Solon's

example and always have in hand some particular subject of

study, both in his youth and in his later years, so that during

the course of his life he may learn as great a variety of things

as possible."

II

"Then nothing is dear to a lover unless it returns the

lover's affection ?
"

" Apparently not."

"Then men are not fond of horses unless the horses are

fond of them, nor of quails nor of dogs nor of wine nor of

gymnastics, nor of wisdom, unless wisdom returns their love.

Or perhaps we should say that men are fond of all these things,

but that the things are not dear to them ; in which case the

poet is wrong who sings :
* Happy is he who hath children II

dear and horses of uncloven hoof and dogs for the chase and a

friend to receive him in a foreign land.'

"

" I do not think so," said he.
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T77? finrpbs rj vrrb rov rrarpds, ofiayt Kal fuaovvra iv exeivw rep

XP° V(P rrdvroav fxaXttrrd ian rots yovevai tf>iXrara. "Epoiye 8o*6t,

e<j>n, ovras ex€lv*

III-V

Aristotle Constitution of Athens 5 : rotavrns Be rd^eoK

ovens iv rrj iroXireia, Kal ra>v rroXXav BovXevovroiv rots oXtyots,

rots yvapifiois 6 87}/zo?. tV^voa? Be rrjs crrdaeos overs

teal troXvv xpovov avriKaBr]p.ev<av aXXtjXot?, etXovro koivt} BiaX-

XaKrrjv Kal apxprna IdXayva Kal rfjv rroXtreiav irrerpe^-av avro>

rrotr\aavrt rrjv iXeyetav tk iartv apxv

III Tww(TK<ti
y
Kal poi </>pci/o? evSo$€v aXyca KCUTCU,

TTpecrfivTdTT)v icropwv yalav 'Iaoi/ta?

K\ivopL€vnv

'

iv rj irpis eKarepovs vrrep exaripcav fidyerai Kal Btafufuafinret xal

fiera ravra Kotvrj rrapatvel Kararraveiv rrjv ivearayaav <f>tXoviKiav.

fyp B* 6 HoXcov tt) fiev <f>vaet Kal rrj B6£n ra>v rrpoaroiv^ rrj B' oxhtul

Kal rots rrpdypxiai rtov fieacov^ as fa re ra>v aXXxov opriXoyeirat Kal

avrbs iv rotaBe rots troirffiaaiv fiaprvpeU rrapatv&v rots vXova wis

H j] irXeoveKrelv •

TV u/x€t? 8* r)crvxd<ravres ivl <f>pc<ri Kaprepbv rjrop,

ot noXXatv ayaBdv ct? Kopov r)Xdaare,

iv ficrpCouri TiBea-de fiiyav voov ' ovre yap r)p.eU

ireio-ofieP, ovd* vp.lv apria TOUT caeraA..

Kal oXas aiel rrjv airLav rrjs ardaeas avdnret rots rrXovatots' Bib xal

iv dpxy iXeyeias BeBotKevat (final

V rrjv re fyiXapyvpinv tt}v 6* VTreprf(f>avLr)v f

as Bta ravra rift ex^pas ivearaxrrs.

Ill

8. jcXimom^ Wilcken: Sandys: xapipofjJmjp Diels.

IV
4. toGt : KivT Sandys.
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« You think the poet is right ?
"

-Yes."
" Then that which is beloved, is dear to the lover, appar-

ently, whether its own feelings be those of love or even of

hate. Babies, for instance, who do not yet love any one and

who even hate their mothers and fathers when they are pun-

ished by them, are nevertheless just at the moment when they

hate their parents, more dear to them than at any other time."

"It seems to me to be so."

III-V

The organization of the state being such as I have de-

scribed, the many were the slaves of the few, and, in conse-

quence, the people rose in opposition to the upper classes. The
feud was a violent one, and the opposing factions were pitted

against one another for a long time. In the end, by common
agreement, they elected Solon as archon, to act as arbitrator

between them, and they intrusted him with the task of revis-

ing the constitution. ' His elegiac poem had already appeared

which begins : " I am not unaware ; and pain lies heavy at my m
heart as I watch the oldest of Ionian states sinking lower and

lower." It is this same poem in which, presenting arguments

for both sides, he champions first one party and then the other,

and ends by counseling both alike to put a stop to the prevail-

ing spirit of contention. Solon himself was a man who by

birth and reputation belonged to the highest class ; but his

business activities and his limited means place him in the

middle class. The main evidence for this statement, which is

generally recognized to l>e true, he gives himself in this same

group of poems, where he urges the rich not to be greedy :

v
Tkmtmonium. — Plutarch Solon xiv 2 : dXX* a6rbt 6 26Xwr 6k»£>* tprjci t6

top tyofflcu T^t roXtrefat ical StSoixCtt twk flip t*i* 4»iKoxpVtMrl^%
tu» &i H)r

irrtpr&aAa*.
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VI-XI

Aristotle Constitution of Athens 12: ravra 8* 6Vt TOVTOV T0V

Tfxhrov eo-x€t/ of T' a\\oi avfufxovouat irdvrei teal auris it* ry Trot-

rjo-ci fxe'fivtjTai wepl ainSiv iv TOtaoV

VI 8ijfia> p.ku yap cScjkcl Toaov yepas <>(T<tov anapKti,

TifJLrjs ovt a<f>€\(i)v ovt* eVopefa/xei/o?-

ot 8' eixpv hm>ap.w koL yjp'qp.aaLv fjaav dyqrol,

kou toZ& i<f>p*<rdfjLr)v firjSev deuce? e;(€ii>-

6 l<m)v h* d/ui<£ij8a\a>f Kparepbv <rdic?5 dp.<j>or€poio-iv,

vucav 8' ovk clatr ovSerepov? dSiKous.

vdXiv S* a.7ro<f>aiv6fji€vo<; irepl rov 7rX.»;?ou9, ok aura) Set xpfjaOai'

VII Srjjios 8' aJS* av dpLcrra aifv rjyefi6v€<Tcriu eVotro,

Tueru yap /co'po? vfipiv, cTav 7roXv? oX/3o? cmp-at

dvdpuiTTOiow oaroi? /a^ j/jo? aprtos y.

teal ird\tv B' erepoiOl irov Xeyei wepl rSiU SlaveifiacrOai rtjv yrju

/3ov\ofieva)W

VIII ot 8'
i<f>* dpirayy crvvrjXdop, i\ni& €i\ov d<j>v€dv,

icd&oKovv Zkclo-tos olvtwv ok/3ov evprjaeip ttoXvv,

Kai ft: KartWovra Xtt'a>9 Tpa\vv €K<j>av€u> voov.

Xolvvx fteV tot i(j>pdo-avTO, vvv 8e fxoi ^oXou/utei/ot

VI

Tkmtimomi m. — Plutarch Solon xviii 4.

1, ytpat : *pdro» Plutarch. 4rap«et : rf»op«t Plutarch (corrected by Coraes).

VII

Tbstimonia. — 1.2. Plutarch Comparison of Solon and Publicola ii 8.

8. Clement of Alexandria Strom. VI ii 8, 7 f. Diogenianua viii 22. Schol.
Pindar 01. xiii 12. 3.4. Theognis 158 f.

2. t
i>a\6u<»oi . fit^wt Plutarch. 3. *>4p: ro< Theognis, Diogenianua,

Schol. Pindar. woXOi : «aic<p Theognis, Schol. Pindar. ro\i>» 6\(iot twrrrtu : kxk$
d»3pl waptlrt Diogenianua. 4. d.v6pwvoiaty 6aois : d^pwry k*1 8r<p Theognis.
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"Calm the eager tumult of your hearts. You have forced IV

your way forward to a surfeit of good things. Confine your

swelling thoughts within reasonable bounds. For we shall not

comply with your present disposition, and you yourselves will not

find it meet for your own interests." In general, he puts the

blame for the dissension upon the wealthy class, and that is why
he says, at the very beginning of the poem, that he fears their

" covetousnes8 and insolence," implying that the hostile feelings V
which were prevalent were due to these causes.

VI-XI

All the authorities are agreed that the results of Solon's re-

forms were as I have described them. Hut he has alluded to

them himself in several of his poems. One such passage runs

as follows :

"To the common people I have given such a measure of VI

privilege as suffieeth them, ne ther robbing them of the rights

they had, nor holding out the ope of greater ones ; and I have

taken equal thought for those who were possessed of power and

who were looked up to because of their wealth, careful that

they, too, should suffer no indignity. I have taken a stand

which enables me to hold a stout shield over both groups, and

I have allowed neither to triumph unjustly over the other."

In another passage he explains what he believes to be the

right way of dealing with the people

:

"The populace will follow its leaders best if it is neither vn
left too free nor subjected to too much restraint. For excess

giveth birth to arrogance, when great prosperity attendeth

upon men whose minds lack sober judgment."

Again in another place he speaks of those who desired a re-

distribution of the land :

"They who gathered to share in the spoils entertained vast VIII

hopes. Every one of their expected to make his fortune, and

thought that I, though I might prattle mildly now, would reveal
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5 \ofoi> o^BakpoitT opaxTL irdvres a>OT€ hnqiov'

ov xptaiiv' a pev yap elira, avv deolaiv fjvwra,

dk\a 8' ov pdrt)v etpbov , ovSe pot Tvpavv&os

ivodvci f$la ti />c£ci»>, ov8c mcipa? xdovos

iraTp&os KaKoZ&iv ecr#Xot/s ia-op.oi.pLav €\eiv.

irdXip be teal irepl rrft airoKOirrfi raw %p€<bv ical rSiv SovXevomcov

fikv irpOTepop, iXevdepaydevTcov Be Bia ttjv aeurdx^eiav

iya> Sc, tuiv pev ovveKa fjwijyayov

Srjpov, tC rovrtav wplv tu\€xv eiravcrdprjv;

crvppapTvpoir) ravr av iv 8iV$ \povov

pyjrqp peylcm) oaipowv *0\vprrUi>v

5 aptora, Trj p4\aiva, rrjs iyca wore

opovs dveiXov TroWa)(Q ireTrryyoras'

irpoo-Oev 8£ oovXcvovaa, vvv IKtvBipa.

iroWovs 8* 'Ad-rjvas TrarpCo* cis deotenrov

dvrjyayov irpaOevras, dWov eVSucw?,

10 dXKov Si/ccua><», rows 8' dvayKairjs vtto

Xpeiovs <j)vy6vTas
y
yXcocrcrau ovkct *Am>f^jv

loras, to? av iroWa^y irXavcapevovs-

rows d ti'tfab aurov oovkirjv aeiKca

Chopras, ^#17 8eo-7ror<wi/ Tpopevpcvovs,

VIII

Testimonia.— 4.6. Plutarch Solon xvi 2. 6.7. Aristides, vol. 2, p. 636
(Dindorf).

1. Aftwayv ovinfKdop Richards : k,,wa-,*i*iv fj\0op Sandys. 6. i. niv yip tlra:

A nip yip AtXwra (Gaisford omits yip) Aristides. 7. Ax\a : Ap*. (AWa Oaisford)

Aristides.

IX

Tbstimoxia. — 8-27. Aristides xlix 897 f., vol. 2, pp. 686-638 (Dindorf).

6.7. Plutarch Solon xv 6. 11-14. Plutarch Solon xv 6. 16. Plutarch Solon xv 2.

6. t»}! : fit Aristides (corrected by Scaliger and Rrunck). 11. xi*10"* 0"-

y6rra% : xpwidt" \4yorra% Aristides. ovKir : o6k Plutarch. 13. 6ov\lqw : SovXttifv

8 MSS. of Plutarch : 6ov\wrvn)» vulfi. of Plutarch : SovXtlijs (corrected to iovXlr/w by
firunck, to dovXtljiv by Canter) Aristides. 14. (fa htoxoTG>»: ff«ij (ffflij conj. Bergk)
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a nature stern enough in the end. Idle were their notions then,

and- now they are all angry with me and look at me with side-

long glances as at an enemy. They have no reason to do so.

What I promised, with the gods' help I fulfilled ; other things

I did not thoughtlessly undertake. I should find no pleasure

in a thing which was achieved through the exercise of a tyrant's

power, nor should I l>e glad to see the rich soil of the fatherland

divided equally among the good and the bad."

In still another passage he speaks of the cancellation of

debts and of those who from their former state of servitude had

Iwen restored to liberty by the act of disburdenment:
u Turning now to my own case, and considering first the IX

objects for which I brought the people together, you ask me
why I stopped before I had achieved those objects ? The an-

swer to this question may l>e found in the corroborative evidence

which will be given before the tribunal of Time by the black

Earth, the supreme mother of the divinities of Olympus. j_I re-

moved the stones of her bondage which had been planted every-

where, and she who was a slave before is now free. I brought

back to their own divinely founded home many Athenians who
justly or unjustly had been sold into slavery in foreign lands,

and I brought back those whom destitution had driven into

exile, and who, through wandering long abroad, no longer spoke

the Attic tongue ; and I restored to lil>erty those who had been

degraded to slavery here in their own land and trembled at

their masters' whims. These things I accomplished through

arbitrary action, bringing force to the support of the dictates

of justice, and I followed through to the end the course which

I promised/] On the other hand, I drafted laws, which show

equal consideration for the upper and lower classes, and provide

a fair administration of justice for every individual^ An un-

scrupulous and avaricious man, if he had got the whip hand of

the city as I had, would not have held the people back. If I

had adopted the policy which was advocated by my opponents
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16 ikevdepovs tOrjica. ravfa p.kp kparti,

ofiov fttrjp tc Kal SCkt)v crvpapuoWa^

cpcfa Kal &ir}kdop o»9 v7T€<rx6nr)v.

decrfiovs 8' 6/xouit>9 tw kclku) tc Kayadto,

evdeiav ctg cicaoroi/ ap/xocra? 86071*,

20 typaxfja. K€prpop 8' aXXo? a»5 iya) \aj3atv,

KaKo<f>pa$rj<; tc /cat <f>LKoKTr}fxa)i> dprjp,

ovk dp KaT€<r)(€ Srjpop- ct yap -fjOekop

a T019 ivavTLQKriv r]vhav€v Tore,

avdts 8* a toutlp ovrepoi <f>pacraiaTO,

25 nokkcop ap avhpuiv rjS* i\y}pojdr) 7rd\is.

TUiP OVPCK dkKTjV WaPToOeP TTOLOjpeVOS

a»S cV Kucrti/ irokkrjaiv ioTpd<f>r)p kvKos.

Kal irdXtv oveiBi^tov irpot ra<? varepov avrav fi€fiylnp.oipia<i

ap<f>0T^pwv

Srjjjioj p.ev ct )(pr) SiaffjdSrjv 6i/«.8urat,

a pvp €\ovotip ovttot 6<f>daXfiola-ip clp

€V&OPT€S clBoP.

oaot 8c /ici£ovs Kal fttap aueiVoi/cs

5 aipoUp dp /xc Kal <f>lkop iroioLaTO.

tl yap T(<? a\\o<? <f>r)<rl ravrrf; rr^ Tifiijs eru^ep,

ovk ap Kar€<r)(€ Srjfiov ov8' eVautraTO,

irplp dirapafas map cfctXcf yaXa.

iyia 8c tovtcjp dxrrrcp cV /xcTac^ita>

o/>o9 KaT€<rrrjp.

itawbrai Aristides. 10. 5uoi> : r6pov Sandys. 18. ipolw. 6/uUoin Aristides.

24. ovT€poi <t>pa.<rala.To : 4t4mM SpaUrai 5ta Aristides. 26. d\rJ}r: dpx4" Aristides.

••oki/akw : kv*«//i«»©i Aristides. 27. iroXX^r: -roWaurtr Aristides.
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then, or if thereafter I had consented to the treatment which

their opponents were always planning for thenu this city would

have lost many of her sons. This was the reason why I stood

out like a wolf at bay amidst a pack of hounds, defending my-

self against attacks from every side."

Again he reproves the complaints which were made by both

parties at a later time

:

" The common people (if I must give public utterance to my x
rebuke) would never have beheld even in their dreams the

blessings which they now enjoy. ... All the stronger and

more powerful men in the city would sing my praises and seek

to make me their friend."

For if another man, he said, had obtained this office, "he XI

would not have held the people back, and he would not have

rested until by continued agitation he had got the butter from

the milk. But I set myself up as a barrier in the debatable

land between the two hostile parties."

X

L iitupaSriy Condos : ftta^pdSijr papyri.

XI

Testimonium. — 1.2. Plutarch Solon xvi 2.

2. dtrapdtat : &» rapd^ai Plutarch, wiap Plutarch : wvap papyri. l{e?Xe»

:

Plutarch.
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XII

Demosthenes De falsa legation* 254 ff . : Aeyc 8q fioi \a@o>p

koX ra rov !6\a>po<t iXcyeia rami, Xv tBrjff ori teal 1.6\ap ipfoet

tou? o?ot* ofrro? [i.e., Aeschines] avdp<imov<i . . .

EAErElA

'HficTcpr} 8c trdXt? Kara /xcV Atos ovwot oXcitcu

alaav Kal fiaKapwp Otcov <f>p€vas ddavdroju'

yap p.€yd0vp.o<; £rri<TK07ro<; opp^onrdrpiq

IlaXXa? 'A0r)vai7) \elpas virepOev i\€L'

5 avTol 8c <f)0€ip€iv ficydkrjv ttoXlp d<f>pa$Cr)<rt,v

doTol fiovkowat. xpT]fia(ri 7rci0o/x€J>oi,

hj)p.ov 0* rjy€p.6p(ov aSuco? V009, oi<rip irolfiop

v)3pio? ck ptydkr)? aXyca 7roXXa iradelw

ov yap iix'urrawai Karfyzip Kopov ov8c wapov<ra<;

10 €v<f>po<rupa<; Koo-peip Satro? cV r)<rvxij).

ir\ovrov<riv o dSucot? epyfia&t, irtiBoficvoi

OV0* UpOiV KTtdvuiV OVTC Tt hr)jJiO<TLQiV

^ctSofici'ot #cXc7rTowti/ c<£* apirayy dk\o0cv aXXos,

ovhe <f>v\do-<rovrai aep.pd 0€p.€0ka AiVqs,

15 rj aiyaxra <rvvoi$c rd yiyvoptva trpo r iovra,

T6J 8e \p6v(p irdvro}<; $k0* diroT€urop,€pr).

tovt rj&q rrdcTQ 7roXct cp^crat cXko? d<f>vKToW

ct? 8^ Kaicfjv Ta\4<n% rjkv0€ hovkocrvvr)p,

XII

13. KX/wTowr** ty* ipiro7p :
' iure siispecta ' Butcher (marks with daggers) :

itpaprayv FBQYP. 14. 04fu6Xa AUris Bergk : A/mjt 04fU0\a codd. 16. drorti-

oontvi) : iiroTurontvii B corr. : iroriirafilvj) codd. cett. 18. IfXvfc : desperavit
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XII

Read, if you please, these elegiac verses of Solon. You will

see from them, gentlemen, that Solon, too, despised men of his

sort :

/
u The ruin of our state will never come by the doom of Zeus XII

or through the will of the blessed and immortal gods ; for Pallas

Athena, valiant daughter of a valiant sire, is our stout-hearted

guardian, and she holdeth over us her protecting arms. It is

the townsfolk themselves and their false-hearted leaders who
would fain destroy our great city through wantonness and love

of money. But they are destined to suffer sorely for their out-

rageous t>ehavior. They know not how to hold in check their

full-fed lust, or, content with the merriment the banquet

affords, to take their pleasure soberly and in order. . . . They
are rich because they yield to the temptation of dishonest

courses. . . . They spare neither the treasures of the gods nor

the property of the state, and steal like brigands one from an-

other. They pay no heed to the unshaken rock of holy Justice,

who, though she be silent, is aware of all that happeneth now or

hath happened in the past, and, in course of time, surely cometh

to demand retribution. Lo, even now there cometh upon the

whole city a plague which none may escape. The people have

come quickly into degrading bondage ; bondage rouseth from

their sleep war and civil strife ; and war destroyeth many in

the beauty of their youth. As if she were the prey of foreign

foes, our beloved city is rapidly wasted and consumed in those

secret conspiracies which are the delight of dishonest menJ
"These are the evils which stalk at home. Meanwhile the

poor and needy in great numbers are loaded with shameful

bonds and sold into slavery in foreign lands. . . . Thus
public calamity cometh to the house of every individual, and

a man is no longer safe within the gates of his own court,

which refuse him their protection. It leapeth over the garden-
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rj ardcriv ifi(f>v\ov 7rdXe/xdV & evSour eVeyetpei,

20 09 iroWiov iparrfv a>\e<rev fjXucCrjv

eVc yap SvcrfJL€V€a)P Ta\cm irokwjpaTOv aorv

rpvxeraL eV crvfdSot? rot? ahiKovai <£t'Xat9.

ravra p.kv iv Sijfup OTpefcrai Kcucd- riav 8c irepixpuv

Ikvovvtoli 7roXXot yalav c? dXXo8a7ri)i/

25 TrpaOevres Sca/nouri T dcticcXtoto-i ScflcVrc?.

ovtu) Srjp.6(nov KQ.K01/ €p\€Tai. oiKa8' cKaorcji,

avXctot 8* cV cxct,/ c'^c'Xou£ri Ovpai,

v^rqkbu 8' V7rep epicos imepOopev, evpt 8c irdvrais,

ct Kat Tts <f>€vya)v iv p>v\(p
f)

$a\dp.ov.

80 raura 8t8dfat dvphs * AOrjvaCovs fie kcXcvci,

a>5 h-aKa 7rXctoTa 7rdXct hvauofiirj 7rapc^ct,

evvofiCrj 8' tvKoafjia Kal dpTia irdvr airo^alvtiy

Kat 0* ctfta rots dSucotcr' dfjL<f>iTLdr)cn 7re8as-

rpaxca XctatVet, 7ravct Kopov, vftpiv dp.avpoi,

86 avatVct 8* dVrjs dvdea <f>v6p.€va,

€v$vp€l 8c Btica? cTKoXtds, vTT€pTj<f>avd t cpya

Trpavveiy Travel 8' c/>*ya St^ocrracriT;?,

iravct o apyaKerjs epioos cort o tar avrqs

tvdma Kar dvdpomovs dpTia KOI 7rii/vrd.

'A/cover' w dvSpe: 'AOrjvaioi irepl to>v roiovrcav avOpwrrrtav ota

'Eoktov Xeyct, ical nepl ra>v 0€&v ov? <f>Tj(Tt ttjp ttoXiv acp^eiv.

Butcber ("fort. faa-ye— 1j\v6t ex 16 repetitum"). 19. i-veytlpa vulg.: hreytlptip

BQ : ivaytlptt* FQ. 22. 0fXa«t Bergk : 0/Xoit QY : 0<Xov* vulg. 28. rdrrwf
correctum ex cod. Bodleiano : wdrras vulg. 29. kcU anonymua in margine libri

Lessingiani : yt codd. p OaXdnov Schneidewin : 1j daXdny vulg. 83. ko.1 0 d*ia

O. Schneider : Kal fla^A Butcher.
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wall, however high it be, and surely findeth him out, though he

run md hide himself in the inmost corner of his chamber.

"These things my heart prompteth me to teach the Athe-

nians, and to make them understand that lawlessness worketh

more harm to the state than any other cause. But a law-abiding

spirit createth order and harmony, and at the same time putteth

chains upon evil-doers ; it maketh rough things smooth, iti

checketh inordinate desires, it dimmeth the glare of wanton

pride and withereth the budding bloom of wild delusion ; it

maketh crooked judgments straight and softeneth arrogant be-

havior ; it stoppeth acts of sedition and stoppeth the anger of

bitter strife. Under the reign of law, sanity and wisdom pre-

vail ever among men." '

You hear, gentlemen of Athens, what Solon has to say about

men of this kind, and about the gods, to whom, in his opinion,

we owe the preservation of the state.
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XIII-XIV

Diodorus Siculus ix 20 [Exc. Vat. p. 21] : Xdyerat Be SoW
teal -rrpoetwelv roU *A.0i)va(oK t^v iaofie'vrjv TvpawCBa Be iXeyefov

e< ve<f>e\r}<; nekerai xioVos pevo? r)he x^^C7)^

fipovrr) 8* ck kapirprj^ yiyverat d(mpoTrrj<;'

dvhptov 8* ck p.eyd\(ov ttoXis oXXvtcu, cts 8c fiopdp^ov

hfjpos dihpeCrj oovko<ruw)v eweaev'

5 \ltjv 8' etjdpavr ov pdhiov cart KaTao'x*"'

varepov, dXX* ^817 Orep*) irdvra poelv.

tcai fiera ravra Tvpavvovvro*; etyrf'

XIV el he ireTTOvBare \vypd hC vperepnqv Kaxorr/ra,

pr) ueolcTLV Tovratv potpav enap^epere'

avrol yap tovtovs Tjv^rjaare pwria 8oires,

leal 8td tovto KdKr)v eo~\eTe hovkoo~vvr)v.

5 vfic'w 8* eh pev etfaoros dXameicos lyi/ecri ftalvei,

vvp.Tra.viv 8* fytu' ^awi/os eveoTi i/oos*

€t? yd/) yXaicro-ai/ opare Kal eU eVos cuoXoi/ dvhpos.

eU epyov 8* ou8cV yx.yvop.evov pkeirere.

Tbstimoma.— 1.2. Plutarch .Solon iii 6. 1-4. Diogenes Laertius i 50;
Apostolius vi 03 c. 8.4. Diodorus Siculus xix 1, 4.

1. WXerat : Qipcrai Diogenes Laertius, Apostolius. xaXdfri Plutarch, Di-
ogenes Laertius, Apostolius : flaXdrriji cod. Diodori. 3. i' : nm. Diodorus xix

1, 4. tit . . . iov\oa6rtiv Diodorus xix 1, 4, Diogenes Laertius, Apostolius :

4k . . . 6ov\o<t0vtii cod. Diodori ix 20. pavdpx 01 '
'• "rvpdppov Diodorus xix 1, 4.

4. it&ptlv: iiSpn Hp Diogenes Laertius (ap. Bergk): dtfipit d» Apostolius.

6. \ir)\- Schneitlewin : Xefijj cod. 4£&parr' oi> Schneidewin : ffrparra cod. : 4£ap-

64rr ov Becker-Dindorf-Vogel (ex coniectura Schneidewini). 6. repl supplevit
Dindorf.
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XIII-XIV

It is said, furthermore, that Solon foretold to the Athenians

the tyranny which was imminent, in the following elegiae verses:

" Out of the cloud come snow and hail in their fury, and XIII

the thunderbolt springeth from the lightning's flash : so from

great men ruin issueth upon the state, and the people through

their own folly sink into slavery under a single lord. Having

raised a man to too high a place, it is not easy later to hold him

back : now is the time to l>e observant of all things."

^ Afterwards, when the tyranny was established, he said :

" If ye have suffered the melancholy consequences of your XIV
own incompetence, do not attribute this evil fortune to the

gods. Ye have yourselves raised these men -to power over you,

and have reduced yourselves by this course to a wretched state

of servitude. Each man among you, individually, walketh with

the tread of a fox, but collectively ye are a set of simpletons.

For ye look to the tongue and the play of a man's speech and

regard not the deed which is done.before your eyes

; sne<

"J

XIV

TiiaTmcmiA. — 1-8. Diogenes Laertius i /il f. Niretas Choniates De
rebus post captain urban gesti* 772 (Migne Patrologia (iraeca cxxxix M8).
1-4. Plutarch Solon xxx 6. 6-7. Plutarch Solon xxx 2. Clemens Alexan-
drinus Stromata 1 ii 28. 1.

1. Xirypd: «««rd Diogenes Laertius, Nicetas. 2. faoioiv : ritoft Plutarch,
Diogenes, Nicetas. rofrrvr Plutarch, Diogenes, Nicetas : toi/t^* Diodorus,
Becker-Dindorf-Vogel. uolpav : u>;n»- Plutarch. 8. /Wm Diogenes, Nicetas

:

ftnara Diodorus, Plutarch, Becker-Dindorf-Vogel. 4. rovro : ravra PluUrch,
Diogenes, Nicetas. f«rxere tox*T* Diogenes : foxer« Nicetas. 5. pi* : omisit
Clemens. 6. xovrat Plutarch, Clemens : tovQot Diodorus, Beeker-Dindorf-Vogel.
7. !*•©» al6\ov : (wri ai/u/Xov Plutarchus, Diogenes, Clemeiis : twot afoXor Nicetas.
Hie versus a Plutarcho ante distichuiu praecedentem positus est.
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XV
Philo De opifirio mundi 104 : ra<: ffKiiclas raxnas av&ypayfK

Kal 16\a)v 6 twp 'ABtjvauou vo^o6enj<i i\eyela iroir)<ra<t rdoV

XV Ileus pip dvr)fio<; iwv crt vijirtos C/3K09 ohovrutv

<f)vcra<; cV/SdXXet trponov cV £ttt cTccrti/*

TOU5 6 crepov9 ore Or; Te\€crj) 0co9 cat cvtavrous,

17)8179 €K<f)aLV€L <rrjpara yiyvopivr)?

6 tj) TpLTarri 8c ycVctof degopcpcap crt yvixop

AaxfoGrai, XPot17? a-i/0o9 dpeifiopcpT)*;'

T77 8c TtrdpTr) 7ra? Tt9 cV i/SSopdSi ftey" dpioro?

itr^vi/, ^i>t' dphpts f crrjp.aT €\ov<r dperrjs'

ircpTTTji 8* wpiop dphpa. ydpov pepprfpepop clvac

10 Kal 7rat8«uv £t7T€u> eicroTrUro) yep€ijp'

TQ 8' CKTfl 7TCpl naPTa KCLTapTVCTCLl POOS dl>8/>6*9,

ov8' ephup iO* 6pu><; cpy' a7rdXa/xva 0cXci*

cTrrd 8c voui> Kal yXaio-o"ai> cV efiSopdatp pity dpiaros

oktw T' dp.(f>OT€pwp rcWapa Kal 8eV err/*

16 177 8' cVdYfl crt /tci> Swaraj., pakaKwrepa 8' avrov

7Tp09 peydkrjp dptrrjp yXtoaad tc Kal aofiirj-

Trjp SeKarrfp o ct T19 TeXcVas Kara pirpop Ikoito,

ovk ap dcopos icjp polpap €\ol dapdrov.

XV
Tkstimonia. — Clemens Alexandrinus Stromata VI xvi 144, 4 ff. Aposto-

lius xiv 94. Anatolius vtpl StxiSot p. 37. Codex Parisinus 1843 ap. Cramer
Anted. Graeca i 40.

1. tn: (on Anatoli us. 2. iv tirr : Itt' A r Cramer. 8. rtXiajj Schaefer :

rtXiffT) Philo (F(J): rt\i<ru Philo (ceteri), Clemens, Apostolius, Anatolius,
Cramer. 4. rfx^aim: Si <p*it*i Apostolius, Cramer: di ipaitUrrfs Clemens :

3'

itpdmj Anatolius. a-finara: 9w4p§mrm Clemens, v'tw"^' = yi*otUri)% Apostolius,
Anatolius: 7ctroM^*^t (Cramer : 7ira>^wr Clemens. 5. rptrirj) : Tpirp Cramer.
7^wof: 7^*«a Apostolius : Cramer : 7iru>f Anatolius. dc^oM^cw : d«<6u> rai

Clemens : a^oM^w Anatolius. fn Bergk : rfirl Philo et testimonia omnia.
yvlwv: 7wwr Anatolius, Cramer: 7«m/w»- Clemens. 0. Xaxvovrat xpo^s Xix»w
r tx*v 'it Anatolius. 7. was Clemens, Anatolius : *aU Philo, Apostolius,
Cramer, ipio/iidi pty Clemens : ipton&6t<i9ip Philo (FG), Cramer : ipSofe-
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XV
These periods in human life are also recognized by Solon,

the lawgiver of Athens, in the following elegiac verses :

"A boy, before he cometh to man's estate, and while he is XV
still a child, getteth and loseth his rampart of teeth within the

first seven years. When god bringeth the second seven to a

close, the signs of budding manhood begin to show. In the

third period, a downy beard appeareth, though the limbs have

not reached their full growth, and the boyish bloom of the com-

plexion fadeth. In the fourth period of seven years, every man
is at the prime of his physical strength. . . . The fifth period

is the season for a man to bethink him of marriage and seek off-

spring against the future. In the sixth, experience of every

sort carrieth his mind on to perfection, and he feeleth no longer

the same inclination to the wild pranks of youth. In the

seventh seven, he is at his prime in mind and tongue, and also

in the eighth, the two together making fourteen years. In the

ninth period, though he still retaineth some force, he is feebler

both in wisdom and in speech and faileth of great achievement.

If a man attaineth to the full measure of the tenth period, the

fate of death, if it come upon him, cometh not untimely."

Steiv Anatolius : ip86p.curipVhi\o (AB), Apostolius : ixAoudf iarlv Brunck, Cohn.
8. fi» t Clemens: f, r Philo (MHFUi 1

), Anatolius: $ r Philo (ABF*G»), Aposto-
lius : of r Philo (L) : j; r Cramer, vi/par* (X ov<rt i ptrtxovoi Anatolius.

9. wfi-.ov : &pi) Apostolius. 10. tivoirlffu Clemens : 4$owlow Philu, Apostolius,

Anatolius, Cramer, Cohn. 11. rtpl : trard Cramer. Karaprvtrai: Karapriptrtu.

Clemens, Apostolius. 12. obi' : 4p 8' Cramer. tpSetp t(f dpQt: 4at8etpttt bpolm
Clemens. dwdXappa oYXei : drdXapp' 404\tt Apostolius: ((pya) pdrata 64\tt Cle-

mens: (tpya) dwdXaippa Anatolius. 13. pJy dpurros: prr' dpiaraii Apostolius,

Cramer. 14. 6ktu> r Mangey : fcrrcfe 8' Philo, Clemens, Apostolius, Cramer

:

e/» owrti 8* Anatolius. dptpoTipup Mangey : dptptntpa. Philo, Apostolius

:

TP
dptpirrepop Cramer : Anatolius. r4<r<rapa «al 84k : Tt<ratptKa,l8tK Cramer

:

r4ffffaptt Kal 8ri Anatolius. 15. pip: pifp Philo (M), Cohn. paXaKurrtpa: perpi-

urrtpa Clemens : paXaxv Anatolius. 10. xpbt : tan wpi% Anatolius. yXwaad re

Kal ao<pli) : aupd rt Kal Svpapit Clemens, re : t6 Anatolius. 17. rp 8tKdry 8' ore

8ii rt\4ar) 6Voi twr ipiavrovt Clemens. rf>»- dexdr^r : r$ Sncdrg Apostolius (eel rij

8tKarit), Cramer. 3* <f r« : 8i Sent Anatolius. 18. Hip : h AnatoUus. fx»*

:

*X« Clemens, Apostolius : tx^p AnatoUus.
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XVI

Plutarch Solon ii 2 : irXovrop 5' ovk iOavfia^ev [sc. 6 SoXwi/],

aWa Kai faaiv opoU*; irXovreiv <o tc

XVI ttoXvs dpyvpos iarw

Kal xpv<rb<; Kal yrjs nvpo<f>6pov ircSta

Ittttol 0* ~qp.Lovoi tc, /cat a> uova ravra irdpecmv,

yaarpL tc Kal nkcvpy Kal irocrlv afipa nadtlv,

5 7rat8o? t r;8e ywaixos, £77171/ *at raur d^uajrax,

rjPlj, (Tvv 8' atprj yLyverax ap/xdSta.

XVI a Tavr* a<£o>os Owjtoictl' ra yap irepuoaia irdvra

XprrjfjLaT €\o>v ovScl? €p\€rax ct? 'AtSecu,

ov8' a»> dnoLva StSous Bdvarov <f>vyot. ov8e fiapetas

10 pouctou? ov8c kokov yrjpas inepxofLtPOP.

XVI

Tmtimonh m. — Theognia 710-724 (quoted alao by Stobaeua iv 83, 7).

I. t<r6r rot w\ovrov<ri» try (Aroit Stobaeua) iroXi>t ipyvpSt ivrt* Theognia.
8. id>** ravra : tA Horra Theognis (rdSe xdrra Stobaeua). 4. wXtvpr,: vXtvpait
Theognis. 5. iwijp xal ravr' : dkar 8/ m rur Theognia. 6. ff/ip I. M. L.:

Plutarch, Si ntenia, fjpv c&* 3* bpy i 1jpit vto* 3* &pv Plutarch, Sintenia : &pif ow 3*

1pri Theognia. &pu6Sia Bergk : Lpt*o*la Plutarch : dptwHa Theognis (iipfMiOP

Vatic. 915), Sintenia.

XVI a

Tehtimonh m. — Theae four verses follow immediately after Solon xn in

Theognia and may be fairly regarded aa part of Solon 'a poem. All ten verses

are quoted by Stobaeua (iv 38, 7) under the name of Theognia.
8. 'Klitu, : Hit,* Stobaeua.
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XVI

He was never dazzled by riches. Indeed, he says that the XVI

riches of him who M hath much silver and gold, fields of

wheat-bearing land, horses, and mules, are no greater than his

whose only possessions are these : stomach, lungs, and feet that

bring him joy, not pain ; the blooming charms, perhaps, of boy

or maiden ; and an existence ever harmonious with the chang-

ing seasons of life."

In these things is the true wealth of mortal men ; for no XVI a
man, when he passeth to Hades' realm, carrieth with him all his

vast hoard. No ransom that he can give enableth him to es-

cape death or dire disease or the creeping evil of old age.
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XVII-XIX

Plutarch Solon iii : ori B* avrbv iv rrj tcov -rrevijrtDv pep(hi paX-

Xov fj rrj rtov irXovauop harre, BrjXdp earip ht tovtw

XVII iroXAot yap ttXovtov<ti kclkol, dyaOoX 8e Trevovrav

dXX* rjfJLtts avroUr ov ^LafiCLxliofitOa

rfjs dperrjq tov ttXovtov, eVct to p.ev ipmeSov aleC,

XpT)li.aTa 8' dvdpomoiv dXXore d\Xoq i\€c

. . . ivioi oY <f>a<Tip, ort teal tow vopow eVe^i/j^ei/ ivreivas evf

ij-evcytedp, ical Btap-Pij/iopevovai ttjp dpxyp ourws exov<rav
'

[xvill] Upana p.kv €vx<t>p,€<rOa Ait KpoviSr) /3acn.Xrji

#607x0ts rourhe rv^v dya0r)v kcu kuSos orrdcrcrai.

. . . 4p Be rot? (pvaiKoU dirXovs dart Xiap ical ap^aio?, ax? BfjXov

€K TOVTW
€K pefe'Xrp; TrdXerai ;£toVo<? fievon rjBe ^aXa'^?-

fipopTrj B' €K Xafnrpds ytperai darepoTrrpf.

X1X If dvepojv Se ddXaaa-a TapdaaeTai' r)v 8c ti? avrr)v

fir) Kivy, trdmoiv iarl StKatoraTTj.

XX
Plutarch Solon viii 2 : iXeyeia Bi Kpwf>a avp0ek ical neXerricra*;,

&CT€ XeyetP dnb <tt6(jmto<;, d^emjBrjaep et<t rrjp dyopdp d<f>Pco iriXC-

Biop irepiOefiepos. o^Xou Be 7roXXov avpBpafioPTos dpaftd*; eVi tov

tov k rjpuKOs Xtdop 4p vBrj BtegfjXde ttjp eXeyeiap, iorip apxv'

XX Avro? Krjpv^ $X0ov d<f>' Lp.€prr)q SaXapuvos,

Koapov hr4u» <a&7)v dvr dyopi}? Oepcvos.

tovto to TroiTjfia ^aXafiU dmyeypatrrai ical aTt'x<op etcaTdp im,
Xapie'inoK irdvv weTroiTjpJpop.

XVII

Tkitimojtia.— 1-4. Theogni8 3ir>^318. 2-4. Plutarch De tranquillitate animi

18, p. 472 e. 1'lutarch Quomodo quia suos in viriute sential profectus 0, p. 78 c.
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XVII-XIX

That he rated himself a member of the class of persons in

moderate circumstances rather than among the rich, is clear

from the following

:

" Many undeserving men are rich, while their betters are XVII

poor. But we will not exchange what we are for what they

have, since the one abideth while the other passeth from man
to man."'

. . . Some say that he attempted to write his laws in

hexameter verse before publishing them, and these are given as

the opening lines :

" First pray we to King Zeus, son of Cronus, that he grant [xvill]

good luck and glory to these ordinances."

... In scientific matters he held simple and old-fashioned

views, as one may see from the following

:

u Out of the cloud come snow and hail in their fury, and

the thunderbolt springeth from the lightning's flash."

" The sea is tossed by the winds : but if no wind stir it, it XIX
is of all things the most peaceable."

XX
He secretly composed a poem in elegiac verse. Then, after

he had committed it to memory, he rushed out suddenly into

the market place, with a small cap on his head, and when a great

crowd had gathered, he mounted the herald's rostrum and

chanted the poem which begins :

M As my own herald have 1 come from beloved Salamis, to XX
sing you a poem I have fashioned in lieu of a speech."

This poem, which is one hundred lines long, is entitled

" Salamis," and is a very beautiful composition.

Basilius Magnus Sermo de legendu libria gentilium ii 177 (= vol. 31. p. 676
Migne). 2.3. Plutarch De capienda ex inimici* utilitate 11, p. 02 e.

1. yhp : toi Theognis. 2. avrour : toi/tou Theognis.
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XXI-XXII

Plutarch Solon xiv 5 f. : tovtwv ovbkp i&icpovo-e top Zdktopa

tt;9 avrov Trpoaipeaeaxi, aWa Trpos pep tow <f>t\ov>i elirep, <w Xeye-

Tflu, fcaXou fiep etpat rr)P rvpapp&a xwptbi/, ovk l^cti/ & cnrdflaaip,

7T/309 &€ 4><u*oi/ cV tow TTOirjfioai ypajxop

XXI ct 8c y^s, <pv^^, i<p€L(rdfjLr)v

TrarptSo?, Tvpavpihos 8c *at $117? a/xctXt^ou

ou Kadrj^dfirfv /uapa? Kal KaTatcr^ufa? kXc'o?,

ovScV atScu/Lcat* 7rXcW yap a»8c plkijo-clp Sokc'gj

5 iraWas dpdpomovs

oOep cvBtjXop, oti teal rrpo rift popxtOeaias fieydXrjp &6£av €t\€P.

a oc <pvyopro<; avrov ttjp rvpappi&a iroWol tcarayek&PTet eXeyop,

yeypafav ovrw

XXII ovk €<pv XoKojp /3a0v<f>p(ov ou8c fiovXrjtis dvijp-

iadXa yap Otov SlSoptos avro? ovk cScfaro*

irepifiaXoiP 8' dypap, dyao~9els OVK CTTC&TraXTiP p.€yOL

huCTVOP, OvjjLOV $' dfiapTT) Kal <f>p€PU)P d.7ro<r^>aXci?.

5 rjdeKop ydp K€p Kparrjaa^ itXovtop d<f)0opop Xaficov

Kal Tvpavptwras 'Adrjpwp /jlovpop rjfiepap fiiapt

darKos vorepop SeSdpdai KamT€Tpl<f>OaL ycVo?.

ravra rois iroWovs Kal 0avXou? wepl avrov irerroiyjKe \eyoma<i.

XXIII

Plutarch Solon xxv 5 :

XXIII ipypLaxTL yap cV /xcyaXoi? rrdo-ip dSeiv \aXe7rov,

o>5 avrcK etpijKe.

XXII

6. 46f\or Xylander : j6t\tv Plutarch, Sintenia. 7. &aic6s Bergk (ex codici-

bus quibusdatn a Sinteiiih neglectis): aMt codices plurimi, Sintenis.
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xxi-xxn

None of these things shook Solon from his resolution. lie

remarked to his friends, as the story goes, that the tyrant's

seat is a fine place, but that there is no way down from it;

among his poems there is one addressed to Phoeus, in which he

says :

" If I spared my fatherland and did not lay hold upon a des- XXI
potism of harshness and force, staining and defiling my reputa-

tion thereby, I feel no shame for that. I believe that in this

way I shall so much the more show my superiority over other

men."

This passage shows clearly that he enjoyed considerable dis-

tinction even before the adoption of his laws. When he turned

his back on the tyranny, many people ridiculed him in language

whose tone he has preserved in the following lines, which he

puts into the mouth of one of his critics

:

" Solon is not gifted with wisdom and sagacity. God put XXII

good things into his hands, but he failed to grasp them. He
cast his net and caught his fish, but, in his wonder and delight,

he did not draw it in : both his courage and his wit were un-

equal to the occasion. If I could seize the power, acquire vast

wealth, and lie lord of Athens for but a single day, I would give

my body to be flayed for a wineskin and consent to the annihi-

lation of my race."

This is the opinion which, in Solon's own poem, the ignorant

majority is supposed to express concerning him.

XXIII

For, as he s>ys himself, M in great undertakings it is difficult XXIII

to please all."
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XX1V-XXV

Plutarch Solon xxyi.:. irptarov fiev ovp KXyvmop a$Uero

koX Bierptyjrev, <u? aip-fa faai,

XXIV NctXov cVl irpo)(oj}(ri Kapcu/?t3o? iyyvdtp d/cr^s.

. . . teal clutch hk fieLivijTcu toj avpoiKtallov [sc. rov tS»p J,6\qjv

royu h Kv7rp9>] - irpoaayop€vaa<s yap iv rait ikeyet'ais top

<t>L\oKV7rpcv
( t

[avacra-aiv

pvp 8e, <f>w^ crv /jlcp XoXtotcrt tto\vp XP°V0V ^vddh*

tt/i/Sc troKiv pat,'is koX ycVo? vfitrepop'

CLVTCLp €fl€ £VP VTjl UOJj kXcu/TJS OUTJ PTJCTOV

Q.(rKTf0yj nepuroi Kv7rp*5 io<rr4<f>avo<;'

6 olkmtitto 8* £trl toJSc X<*/WI/ Ka* k^Sos 07ra^ot

icrdkbp /cat pocttop irarpib* c? T)p.eripr\p.

XXVI

Plutarch Comparison of Solon and Publicola i 4 : In roCwv

oh 7T/309 Mfavepvov avrenrwv ircpl yj>6vov ^torft brnre<fx0i>T)K€,

/xt^Sc uot d/cXavoro? 6<waTo<i /xoXot, dXXd <j>C\ot,(Ttp

KaXXctVotat Oavaiv aXyca /cat OTOi/a;(d9,

euSai'fiova top YlorrXucokap dpBpa Trotti.

XXV

Testimonium. — 1-4. Ftta .AraJt (Westermann, p. 63).

XXVI

Tkhtimonia. — Stnbaeus IV liv (r*pl Wrtfovi) 3. Cicero Tuxrulanar Dispu-

tationea i 49, 117 (a Latin translation of the couplet).

2. tcaWtlroifu Stobaeua, Cicero (linquamus) : woi^aifu Plutarch, Sintenis.
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XXIV-XXV

First he went to Egypt and spent some time (to borrow his

own words) "at the outpouring of the Nile, hard by the Can- XXIV
obie shore."

. . . He mentions the consolidation* himself in the elegiac

poem addressed to Philocyprus, in which he says :

** Now mayest thou reign long over the people of Soli, and XXV
may their city long be the dwelling-place of thee and of thy

race. And may Cypris of the violet crown carry me in a swift

ship unscathed from the illustrious isle, shedding upon these

habitations glory and honor, and granting to me safe return to

my native land."

XXVI

Furthermore, the lines which form a part of the reply which

he addressed to Mimnernus concerning the duration of human
life— " May my death come not unlamented, and may I leave XXVI
to my friends when I die a heritage of grief and tears " ^— argue

that Publicola was a happy man.

• £«., of the city of Soli in Cyprus.
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xxvii-xxvin

Plutarch Amatorius 751 c : o Aa<f>palos ' ev ye pt) At
*

' e<f>r) 'tov

2d\a>i/o? epv^adrft Kal xprjareov ainqt yvtopovi tov epcariKOV avBfxk,

XXVII ccr0' 17^8175 ipoLTOL(TLV in avOeai iraiho<J)i\Tjo"fl

fii)po)v Ipelpoiv teat yXvicepov ard/xaTO?.

. . . oOev, olfiai, Kal 6 16\cop eicelva pep eypayfre ve'o<? a>v eri

Kal ' orre'pparas iroWov neo-rot' &>«? 6 UXdrtov <t>7jar ravrl Be

Trptatfim)*; yevopevos, —
XXVIII epya 8c Kxmpoyevovs vvv p.01 <£i\a Kal Aiovvo'ov

Kal MovcrcW, a t16t)<j avhpacriv ev<f>pocrvpas, —
wairep etc £d\ifi Kal %eip(t>vo<i Kal rtov iraihiKwv epu>r(ov ev nvi

yaXrjVT) ry wepl ydpov Kal 4>i\oao<f>i'ai> Bepevos rbv fiiov . .

XXIX

Pollux Onvmasticon x 103: Kal lyBtp Bk avrrfv [sc. rrjv 0v-

e(av~\ K€K\r)Kaart 2d\a>f re ev t<h<? Idpfiois Xeycov,

ottcuSovcti 8' oi p.ev lyhiv, oi he <rC\<f)iop,

ol 8* ofos,

Kal ert aafyeorepov *\ptt^dvys kt\.

XXVII

Tehtimoma. — 2. Athenaeus xiii 602 e. Apuleius Be magia 9.

XXVIII

Tehtimonia. — Plutarch Solon xxxi 3. Plutarch Septetn sapientum convi-
r in in 13, 155 f. Hermiae Alexaiidrini in Plat, mis Phaedruin Scholia, p. 38
(Couvreur) (= p. 78 Ast). Volumina Uerculanea xi 62 (vid. Gomperz, Wiener
Studien ii 7 f.).

1 . Kvwpoytrout : KTIIPOTEX . . . Vol. Ilerculan. 2. rlfirfff' : WApir
Hermias.

XXIX

1. airdSoviri 4* Casaubon: *€val6' Pindorf (MSS. reported by Bergk thus:

wtuvtS' vulgo, C : awtvclda B : vrtvi' A).
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XXVII-XXVIII

** Your allusion to Solon/' said Daphnaeus, M is entirely

apropos. He may be taken as an authority on amorous men.

You recall the lines :

1 While, in the fair garden of youth, one is stirred by the XXVII

love of boys, burning with desire for sweet lips and rounded

limbs.'

. . . For this reason I believe that Solon wrote the verses

which I have just quoted when he was still quite young and, as

Plato says, 1 teeming with life.' These others he must have

produced in his later years

:

4 In the works of Dionysus and the Muses and of her who XXVIII

was born in Cyprus now is my delight, for they bring men joy

and cheer.'

He had escaped from the surge and tempest of the love

which men feel for boys and brought his life into the still waters

of wedlock and philosophy . .
."

XXIX

It [i.e., a mortar] is also called 478*5 by Solon, who says in

his iambics—
" Some are devoted to reels, some to highly flavored dishes, XXIX

and some to sour wine "

—

and still more clearly by Antiphanes, etc.
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XXX
Phrynichus the Grammarian Ecloga ccclxxiv : /cat yap

irlrwt to €KK€KOKtafiepov hi Kai vw KOKKtava Xeyovaiv oi troWoi

opduK, /cat yap 2oXoji/ iv roU iroirinatn ovtq) xpfjrai, —
KOKKQivas (1XX09, axeoo? 8e arjcrapa.

XXXI
<

Clement of Alexandria Stromata V xii 81, 1 : cofyurrara

toiwv yiypatrrat rat 16\tovi raina irepl OeoO'

XXXI yvojpoovvrjs 8* d<j>avh x<*X€7r<uTardi/ «rri vorjo~ai

perpov, o 817 iravroiv ncipara povvov e^ct.

XXXII

Clement of Alexandria Stromata V xiv 129, 6: cweoVox? apa

loXcov 6 'AOrjvalo*; iv rain iXeyei'ais. ical ainbt tcaraicoXovdriaas

XXXII irdvriQ 8' dOavdroiv d<f>avr)s voos dvdpomouriv,

ypd<f>€i.

XXXIII

Athenaeus Deipnosophistae xiv 645 f: TOTP02 Sri trXa-

kovvtos eZoo? 6 H6\(ov iv tow 'lapfiois fyrjalv

xxxni irwovcri tcax rporyovcriv oi pev vrpia,

oi 8' dprov avrcjv, oi 8e avppepiypivov*;

yovpovs ^axourr K€t0i 8' ovrc irtppdrmv

dneoTiv ovScv, aa<ra r dvOpdmoMTi yrj

6 <f>€p€i fiAau'a, irdvra. 8 d<f)d6vu)S ndpa.

XXXI

Testimonium. — Theodoretus i 78.

2. r4mw : irdirra Theodoretua.
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XXX

The kernel which is extracted from a pine-cone is still called

kokkwv by most people, correctly ; for Solon uses the word so in

his poems

:

" Pomegranate-seeds one, and another sesame." XXX

XXXI

Very profound, therefore, is the following observation of

Solon concerning (iod:

"Difficult indeed is it to conceive the inscrutable measure XXXI
of his wisdom, within which alone abideth the power to bring

all things to fulfillment."

XXXII

It is not surprising, therefore, that the Athenian poet Solon,

too, should say in one of his elegiac poems, following Hesiod :

"At every turn the mind of the immortals is hid from XXXII
men.

"

XXXIII

That a gouros is a sort of flat cake is apparent from the fol-

lowing iambic lines by Solon :

"They drink their wine, and with it they nibble t'/rtTi, or XXXIII

artoH, or gouroi mixed with lentils. There one finds no lack of

sweetmeats or of all the other good things which the black earth

l>ears for men : everything is at hand in abundance."

XXXII

Tkstimoml'm. — Eusebiua Praep. Ev. xiii 088 c.

n-drrfl : rd/xTa* Kusebius.

XXXIII

4. oMv, toe* r Ahrens : otf iWfft, MSS., Kaibel (oM/r &r<r 4r VL, ac-

cording to Bergk).
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XXXIV-XXXV

Diogenes Laertius i 47 : hk ra iXeyela T<i fidXiara icaOa-

yjrdfieva r€)v 'AOrjvauov rd&€'

XXXIV €ir)v Srj tot iy<o 4>oXeydi/8pio9 rj Slklvltt)^

dvTL y 'Ad-qvaCov, naTpih* dfiiLxjfdfievo^

atya yap du <£aris 178c per dvdpumoicri ycvovrc

'Attiko? ovros dvr)p Ttav 2aAafui/a<£€T0>i>.

cZra*

XXXV tofi€P ct? SaXafxiva, fta^cro/xcvoi irepl vtjcrov

i/xeprrj? xaAcTroV T alamos d-nuiCToptvoi.

XXXVI

Diogenes Laertius i 49: koX 17 fiovXri, UeiaiaTpariBai oircv,

fxatveadai eXeyov avrov odev el-ire rami-

XXXVI Select 877 fxainrjv p.kv ip-rjv $0,109 \p6vos ctOTOt?,

Setfet d\r)deir)<; c's piaov ipxoficvr)?.

XXXVII-XXXVIII

Diogenes Laertius i 60 f. : d>a<rl & ainbv koX Mippfyvov ypd-

yfravrtK,

At ydp drep powrap re koX dpyaXeap fJxXiSwpeap

e^TjKOvraerij /xolpa kIxoi Oavdrov,

iTTiTificovra aincp ilirelv

XXXVII dXX* ct /ttot Kav vvv en 7rcurcat, cfcXc touto,

/xnSe peyaip' ori crtv toIov ine<f>pacrdp.r)p,

xxxiv

Testimonium. — 1.2. Plutarch Praerepta gerendae republican 17. 813 f.

4. SaXaMiro^rrwf Is. Vo«silw et Hermann : ^a\auit> iupirruv vulg. : SaXa-
puV &<p4rwy Stephani codd.
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XXXIV-XXXV

The elegiac verses which most stirred the feelings of the

Athenians were as follows :

44 Then may I change my fatherland and Income a native of

Pholegandros or Sicinos instead of an Athenian. For I should

soon be hearing men say :
4 He is of Attica, one of those who

gave up Salamis I
*

"

And again :

44 Let us go to Salamis and fight for the island of our hearts

and rid ourselves of the bitter shame."

XXXVI

The council, which was composed of partisans of Pisistratus,

said that he was mad ; whereupon he spoke as follows

:

44 This madness of mine a little time will reveal to the men XXXVI
of the city in its true meaning, when the truth itself cometh out

into the open."

XXXVII-XXXVIII

This story also is told of him. Mimnernus had said in one

of his poems :

44 May it be my lot to live a life untroubled by illness and

anxiety and to die in my sixtieth year."

XXXV

Testimonia. — Apostolus ix ft l>. Arsenius xxxi f>2. Sehol. Demosthenes
De falsa legation* 251 (od. Dlndoif, vol. viii, p. 4:i8).

2. r : omisit Sehol. Demosthenes. ivuffSfuivi i djwdjwwt Aptwtolius,
Arsenius, Schol. Demosthenes.

XXXVII

1. rodro BF» : tovtop PF*, Cobet, Diels (so. ariX ov). 2. roiov MSS. : Xyov
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Kal fi€Ta7roLrj(rov y
AiyvaaTabr), a>8c 8' actSc

oyhoiKovraen) polpa ki^ol Oavdrov.

Tuiv Be aSofieiKDP avrov iart TaoV

{xxxvin] IlcfoXaypevos avhpa iicacrTOV opa

pr) Kpinnov cy^o? €\(ov KpaOiy

f/^aiS/ioJ TTpo<T€v4wrj npo<r(tm<p>

y\u>crcra 8e ot St^o/xv^o? ck

6 ftcXatt^? <j>pevbs yeywvrj.

XXXIX

Proclus On fAc Timaeu* 25 f : 17 fi^v Urropia 17 *aTa to 2£
Xwi'o^ 70/09 /cat t^v n\aT0>W)9 77-/309 axrrbv avyye'vetav Toiavri) rfc

icrriv *K^tjK€<rriBov iraiBet iyevovro lLd\a>v /cat ApayrriBrfi, Kal

AporTrtBov fiev KptTta?, 01/ p.r
(
vpouev€i Kal ^.oKcov ev tj} iroiqcrei

\eyojv

xxxix elnc'pepai KpLTiy iavdorpix'- ira-Tpbs aKovuv'

ov yap dpapTivotp tT^Laerai rjy€p.6vi'

Kpin'ov Be KdWaiaxpot Kal TXavKwv, KaWaicrxpov Be av Kpirtat

otrros.

XXXVII

Btrgk, Cobet. 3. MyvatrrdSr) Ber>rk ex Suida : vatyicurraSi) B : ayta^ratl P»

:

aiytaffradl F.

XXXVIII

2. tyx°* MSS.: tx 9ot Cobet (" Casaubonus Menagiusque coni."— Htibner).

6. McXafnft = *<«Xarijt Cobet.

XXXIX

Tkktixonia. — 1.2. Schol. Plato Ttmaeii* 20 e. 1. Aristotle Rhetoric i 16,

1376 b.

1, ttrfntw. ehretr not. Aristotle. fai-06Tp<x« : vvppbrpixi Aristotle.
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Whereupon Solon rebuked him in the following lines :

u But if even now thou wilt be persuaded by me, strike this XXXVJl

out and take no offense because I find matter in thee to criticize.

Change thy poem, thou scion of sweet song, and let the strain

run thus: 4 May it be my lot to die in my eightieth year.'"

Among his lyrics is the following :

"Watch, with caution, every man, lest he have a sword [XXXVIII
|

hidden in his heart while he speaketh to thee with glad coun-

tenance, and lest out of a black soul his tongue utter words of •

double meaning."

XXXIX

The prevailing view concerning the family of Solon and his

relationship to Plato is substantially as follows. Execestides

had two sons, Solon and Dropides ; and Dropides' son was
Critias, whom Solon himself mentions in the poem containing

the verses :

"Say to Critias of the golden locks that he should hearken XXXIX
to his father ; if he follow his advice, he will find him no lack-

brained guide."

The sons of Critias were Callaeschrus and Glauco, and
finally Callaeschrus' son was the Critias of the present passage.
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XL
Stobaeua Erioyae iii 9 {vepl huccuoavvrp'), 23 : SoXauw.

XL Mvr)fio(rvvr)s Kal Zrjvbs 'OXvfiniov dyXad T€kpcl,

MoGcrat riicpiSc?, kXvtc jjlol cvxo/acVoT

okfiov fioi irpos dewv fxatcdptop Sore Kal 717009 aTrdvruiv

dvdpdmaiv aid &6£av c\elv dyadrjv,

6 cti/at 8e yXvicui/ <58c <f>ikoi(r\ ixOpoicri 8c irucpov,

Touri ftcv atdotov, rowrt dc oeii>o»/ id€tv.

XprjfiaTa 8* ifieipa) p.kv c^cif, dSuccu? 8c ireirdo'Oai

ovk iOeka)' Travrtos vcrrepov r)\de 81V17.

tt\ovtov 8' ov p.ev 8a>(rt 0€oL, irapayiyveraL avhpl

10 c/xircSo? €K vedrov irv6p.€vo<; ei<» Kopv(j>rjv' -

op 8' avSpcs fxaCajirai wf> vftpios, ov Kara Ko<rp.ov

€p\€Tai, dXX* aSwcoto"* ipy/xaa-L irei,06fi€vo<;

ovk idcXwv cVcrat* Tax«"9 8' avap.Ury€Tai drr}*

apX1?
5* cf oXtyov yiyverat. ware 7rt;pds,

16 <f>\avpr) fieu to irpunov, dvvr)pr) 8c tcXcvt£"

ou ya/3 8771/ Qvr)TowT vfipios c/oya 7rcXct.

aXXd Zcv? trdvrtov i<f>opa tc'Xos, ifjairiwqs 8c
4

coot* avep.os vc^c'Xas au|/a 8tco*Kc8ao"ci/

7)^11/09, 6s 7r6Wou ttoXuku/xoi/09 drpvyeroio

20 TTvdfieva Kiwjo-as, yr\v Kara irvpo<f>6pov

8^6xra? KaXd ipya, deatv c8o9 ai7rw ucduei

ovpavov, aldpirjv 8' auris e$r)K€v i8eu>*

XL
Textimoxia. — 1. Clement of Alexandria Strom. VI ii 11, 2. 7.8. Plu-

tarch Solon ii 3; Comp. Sol. and Publ. i 6. 05-70. Theugnia 685-600 ; Stobaeiw
iv 47 (wtpl rwi» -rap i\rlda), 10 (the verses are here assumed to Theognis); Bois-

sonade Anted. Graeca vol. 4, p. 456. 71-70. Theo^nw 227-232. 71. Aristotle

Politics i 8, 1260 b, 34 ; Plutarrh De rupiditate dhitiarum 4, 624 e ; Basilius

Magnus Sermo de leqendis librin ijentilium 183.

11. nalwmai l.M.L. : nuCxriv S M'1 A, Hense. 13. &rv A 1
: Arrj other

-
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XL

O ye fair children of Memory and Olympian Zeus, ye Muses XL
of Pieria, hear me as I pray, (irant, that I may be blessed with

prosperity by the gods, and that among all men I may ever en-

joy fair fame ; that I may be as a sweet savor to my friends and

a bitterness in the mouth of my enemies, by the ones respected,

by the others feared. Wealth I do indeed desire, but ill-gotten

wealth I will not have : punishment therefor surely Cometh

with time. Wealth which the gods give, cometh to a man as an

abiding possession, solid from the lowest foundation to the top;

but that which is sought with presumptuous disregard of right

and wrong, cometh not in the due course of nature. It yieldeth

to the persuasion of dishonest practices and followeth against its

will; and soon there is joined thereto blind folly which leadeth

to destruction. Like fire, it taketh its beginning from small

things; but, though insignificant at first, it endeth in ruin.

For the works of unprincipled men do not continue long. Zeus

watcheth all tilings to the end. Often, in the spring season, a

wind riseth suddenly and disperseth the clouds, and, stirring up

the depths of the surging, barren sea, and laying waste the fair

works of the husbandman over the surface of the eom-l)earing

earth, cometh to the lofty habitation of the gods in heaven and

bringeth the blue sky once more to view ; the sun shineth forth

in his beauty over the fertile earth, and clouds are no longer to

be seen. Like such a sudden wind is the justice of Zeus. He
is not, like mortal men, quick to wrath for each offense ; but no

man who hath an evil heart ever escapeth his watchful eye, and

surely, in the end, his justice is made manifest. One man
payeth his penalty early, another late. If the guilty man him-

self escape and the fate of the gods come not upon him and

overtake him not, it cometh full surely in aftertime : the inno-

cent pay for his offense— his children or his children's children

in later generations.
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\dfl7T€L 8* iJcXwHO ftcVo? KQ.TOL TTVOVO. yOUCLV

koKov, drdp v€<f>€a)i> ou8cV cV iorlp tSctV

26 Toiavrr} Zr)vo<; 7rcXcT<u nVis, ov8' i.<f> CKaara),

(oo-ntp 0W)to<; dtnjp, yCyverai ofv^oXo? -

ata 8* ov e XckijOe 8ia./u.7repc9 octtis aXtT/aov »

6vp.ov €\€L. irdirro)*; o e? tcXo? i^€<j>dtrq'

dXX* 6 avTLK crcicrci/, 6 8* varepow ot 8c <f>vya><riv

30 carol /atjSc #eaii> /xoto* cVtovcra Kt^fl,

r)Xu0e ndvTots ctvrts* dvainoi epya rivowrw

rj 7rat8e5 rovrttfp ^ ycvo? cfoir«r<u.

OmfTol 8* a>Sc j/o£C/i,ev, dyaflos re kcxko? rc,

ivTtLvoiv avros Sdfav cicaoro? cxcti/,

.% 7rpu> rt iraOtw' totc 8* avruc* oSupcrat* ct^/at 8c rovrov

^cutkovtc? Kov<j>aL<; iXnuri repnofieda.

'yoxm > /xei> vovo"oto"ti> V7r' dpyaXtyaL TneaOr},

a>? vytr)? carat, rouro Ka.T€(f>pdo~aTo'

aAAo? octAos c&jf ayat/os oo/cct c/x/acvcu ai/170,

40 Kat #caXo5, p.op<f>rjv ov xapU<rcrav €\oiv.

8c rt? dxpVfioiv, trevLi)^ 8c /buy cpya £tarat,

Krrjo-€<r0ai irdmois XPVfJLaTa ^"O^Xa SokcI.

CT7rcvSct 8' dXXoflcv dXXos* 6 /icy Kara novrov dXctrcu

cV i/Tjycrti> xpy£Q)l' otxaSc kc/>8d9 aycti/

46 l^Bvo^vT, di/c/xctcri <j)opevfi€vo<; dpyak€Oto~w,

dXXo9 yrj v Tcp.v(ov nokv&'vBpeov ct? eVtavrov

Xarpci/ct, Tolariv KafiirvX* dporpa /xcXcf

MSS., Heasi . 27. oC ^ Hermann, Hense : o0r« S. 31. a5r« Brunck, Hense :

ai/Tf« S. 82. 4) 7^*ot ifrrrlaru correction by second hand in cod. Par. 1U86,

Hense : i/ytuAvav S. 34. I. M. L : lv«w S 1
: *r aVV 8 'IV.,

Voss : Sijnjp Hense. fx"' I- M. L. : *x«« MSS., Hense. 86. aM< Bamber-
ger, Hense : atrix S. 42. rrijff«cr"ai Bergk, Hense : Kr^cacdat S. ic&rrut con-
jecture in mugin of Gesner », Hense : rdvrwi' S. 48. Tot«r»jr : to«ti S. ^«
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Thus all we men of mortal mold, good alike and bad, think,

by straining every nerve, to win a fair name, each man for him-

self by his own unaided efforts, until something befall him from

without : then straightway cometh pain. Till then like gaping

fools we amuse ourselves with empty dreams. He who is worn

by cruel disease pondereth ever how one day he will be whole

;

another, who is a coward, thinketh himself brave ; another still

counteth himself handsome, though he have no beauty of body

;

if one be penniless and subject to the toils of poverty, he as-

sureth himself that he will sometime win great riches.

One man seeketh wealth from one source, another from an-

other. This one wandereth in ships over the fishy deep in his

eagerness to bring home a profit, the sport of the cruel winds,

staking his life ungrudgingly. Another, whose labor is with

the curved plow, cleaveth the fertile soil, drudging the year

round like a slave. Another learneth the arts of Athena and

skillful Hephaestus and gathereth a livelihood by the work of

his two hands. Another, trained by the grace of the Olympian

Muses, understandeth to the full the sweet art of minstrelsy.

Another hath been endowed by the Lord Apollo, who worketh

from afar, with the gift of prophecy ; and, if the gods attend

upon his ways, he discerneth, while it is still far off, the evil

which approacheth his fellow. But it is sure that neither bird

nor sacrificial victim will avert what Fate ordains. Others are

physicians and practice the craft of Paeon, who knoweth many
drugs. But no success crowneth their work : often great suf-

fering groweth out of a little pain, and none can bring relief by

administering soothing drugs ; often, again, one who is over-

come by cruel disease may be straightway restored to health

merely by the touch of a hand.

Destiny bringeth to mankind both good and evil, and the

gifts which come from the immortal gods are not to be refused.

Danger, we may be sure, followeth all the works of men, and

none knoweth, at its beginning, which way an undertaking will
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dXXos 'A0T)valr)<; tc #cat 'H^aurrov tTokvrexy^w

60 *f>ya Sad? )(€tpoiv fvXXeycTcu fitOTov,

dXXos 'OXv/A7nd8a«/ MoiktcW ndpa Ba>pa 8i8ax#ci$,

ifieprrj^; <ro<j>ir)<; fierpov imoTdp,€vos'

dXXo*/ pdvriv idrjKCu dVaf iKaepyo? 'AttoXXcdi/,

eyi/a* 8* dvSpi kukou rrjXodev ip^ofieuop,

56 a> crvvopapTTjcroicrL Beoi rd 8c p.6pcnp,a irdvra)?

ovre tis otwi/o? pv<rerai bvu itpd'

dXXoi Xlaiwvos noXv^apfiaKov cpyov c^oirc?

Irjrpol' kol Tola-' ou8e> cVcctti tcXo?"

iroXXctKt 8* ef oXiy^s oSvi/tj? /ic'ya yi'yfcrat dXyo?,

60 kouk di/ T15 Xu<ratT* •qma <f>dpp.aKa 8ovs*

to*/ 8c Kaxat? l/ouVotcri KVKotfievov d/jyaXecu? rc

ai/ia/xci/09 \eipoiv alxpa t10j)<t vyii}.

8c Tot dvrfToicri kclkov (jyepti 178c kcu £<rd\6v'

Satpa 8* d<f>vKTa decov yiyycrat ddavdroju.

66 7rao"i 8c rot kiV8vix>s cV* cpyp.acriv f ou8c T19 oZ8«>,

$ /xc'XXct 0"xrf(T€W, xpTjfiaTos dp\op.€vov'

dXX* 6 ficV cu Zp&eiv 7rctp<u/Lt«'05 ou Trpopoijcras

€15 p.€yd\rfv drqu Kal ^aXc^y cVctrci/,

tw 8c KaKw? ep&opTL debs irepl wdvra 8t'8aKrii/

70 (Tvvtvx^v dyaSrfvy ZkKvoiv d<\>poavw)<;.

ir\ovrov 8' ov8cV T€pp.a 7re<f>acrfJi€vov duhpdcri KCirat*

ot yap i/Cy r)p.€(ov irXeloTov £\ov<ti ffCop,

8i7rXacrta>5 cr7rcu8ovcrt* ri? at» KopcVcicv aTravra? ,•

KepBed rot 9ut)tol<t w7racra,»> dddvaroi'

75 <xtt7 8' c£ avratv di>a<£cuVercu, ottotclv Zcvs

ircpxjffl Teicrofieirrjv, dXXorc dXXo? c^ci.

conjecture in margin of (iesner Hense : m*"*« S. 60. f/ryo 5aeit cod. Par. 19851
,

Hense: f^aXa c/t S, Frob. : fpya\a tlrTr. : tpyaXaut Voss. 61.
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turn. One man, though he is trying to acquit himself well,

falleth unaware into great and dire misfortune. Another, who
playeth his part ill, is blessed with good luck by the gods and

granted release from his folly.

No visible limit is set to wealth among men. Even now
those among us who have the largest fortune are striving with

redoubled energy. What abundance of riches could satisfy us

all ? Increase of goods Cometh to mortals by the gift of the gods.

Hut out of it appeareth the madness which leadeth to destruc-

tion, and when Zeus sendeth this madness as a punishment to

men, it lighteth first upon one and then upon another.

Hen**' : Mouffdwy S. 05. wafi 67 : waffip Theognin, Stobaeiw iv, Boissonade.
olSer : oUt Stobaeiw iv, BoWMotiade. 00. 1) or jj S, Tr. : ri Vokm : tj or wot

Theognw, Stobaeiw iv : rot BoMNonade. pJWtt oxM"* : 9xM«» M*XX« Theognto,
Stobaeiw iv, Boissonade. >^mtm : wpirynaroi Theognw, Stobaeiw iv, Boiiwon-

ade. 07. *6 tpdttr : tvdoKtutiv Theognw, Stobaeiw iv. Boissonade. 00. «axwt S 1
:

Ka\£n S', Tr., Vosb, Theognis, Heiwe : xaXof Stobaeiw iv, Boissonade. tp-

Som : roKvm Theognw : woutvm Stobaeiw iv, Boisaonade. rtpl : xaXd Stobaeiw
iv, Boissonade. MoWo- : r/oV^Theognia : t/6V« Stobaeiw iv, Boissonade. 70.

AyaOljv : iyaOQr Stobaeiw iv, Boissonade. **.Wu< : ixivvt* Stobaeiw (SA), Bow-
sonade. 71. drSpdn «?tcu : Mptbwom (v) Theognis, Plutarch. 72. riniw.
rinQv Theognis. 73. &tr\a<rlut i StrXdetor Theognw. 74. xipStd rot 6Virro»» Ara-
rat dMpSTM : x^MOTd m tfnrroif yivtrat a<ppoeOrrf Theognw. 75. ainQv : airrrji

Theognis. brbra* : orint Theognis. 70. Tttao^rrjv : rtao\Un\9 S, Heiwe ("ree-
tiiwei", he says) : TUftofU*w% Theognw. 4XXor« Theognw : 4XXoW r S (one inferior

MS. has 4XX&T a v dXXot lx«) : 4XXot€* Hens©.
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XLI
Stobaeus Kclw/ae iv 34 (jrepl rov 0iov on fipaxi* *tX), 23 :

XLI ovhe fiaKap<; ouSels ireAerai fipoTOS, dWa itoirqpoi

7raWc5, ocrov? Owjtov*; tJc'Aio*? KaOopa.

XL1I

Choricius iytubpuov ek Maf)*mi>oi> itriffKOtrov Tdtyfi, Ao'709 #
(ed. Roissonade, p. 107): 777 /z€i> 70/0 rot? ivoiKOvaiv itrUrrarai

<f>e'p€tu oaa Ti'tcrovaiv a>pcu, xnrrla T€ iraaa teal Kadetfxe'in], kuu to toO

Eo'Xqwo?,

XLI I \urapr) Kovporp6<po<;.

XLII1
PhotiitM, s. v.

XLI 1 1 Kiyxai/cif to iir^Uvai- ovra* So'Xow.

XLIV
PhotiuK, H.V.

XLIV povv' to fjSvapa- "LoXtov.

XLV
Diogenianus ii 99 :

XLV 'Apx&v cLkovc Kal SiKatoj? jcdSucw?

:

oe To»f toO So'Xwjfw iXey€i'(0v Trapaiveri/crj.

XLVI
Schol. [Plato] </f fj/*fo 374 a: \\XXa Tot, <2> StOK/iaTe?, €v 17

iraXaia wapoifiia €%ei, OTt 7roXXa yfrevBovrai aotSot.] napoifita,
»
OTl

XI,VI 7roXXa iJicvSoirai dotSoi.

. . . ifiPtjaOtj ravriyi Kal <$>t\6xopo<; iv 'At0/&x? a teal ^.oXcov

'EXeyeuu? Kai FlXaTOH* ivravOa.

XLI

1. M<l<copt Stephanus ; p&Kap MSS., Hense. ir^pot Grutius, Hense

:

(without accent) S : i-o^po! M A Tr.
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•J

XLI

Perfect bliss is a state denied to mortal men ; wretched are XLI

all they upon whom the sun looks down.

XLII

The land skilleth to bear for them who dwell therein all that

the seasons yield, sloping gently down, with smooth, wide-

stretching lawns, and, as Solon hath it, " an abundant nurse of XLII

children."

XLIV

povv : the seasoning. Solon. XLIV

XLV

"Obey the magistrates whether their commands be just or XLV
unjust " : a hortatory proverb from Solon's elegiacs.

XLVI

But the old proverb is a sound one, you know, Socrates,

that bards are guilty of many falsehoods.] Proverb: "Bards XLVI
are guilty of many falsehoods." ... It is quoted by Philo-

chorus in his IRttory of Attica, Bk. i, by Solon in one of his

elegiac poems, and by Plato here.

X LV

Tbstimoma. — Apostolius iv 3. Arsenals v HO. Kramer (qui incerti

auotoris cnllectionem proverbiorum Vatieanam ipsiiis manu tlescriptam ail Sehei-
ilewinum misit) ii 32.

'Apx&* Apostolius, Arsenius, Kramer : "Apxw* Diogenianus. ko.1 S^aUn
t&Utun : kHv SIxt) k&v fiij SIkt).

XLVI
Teotimovia. — Aristotle Metaphysica i 2, 083 a, 2. Plutarch Quomodo

adulescens poetas audire debeat 2, 10 b. Gregorius Cyprius, Cod. Mono, v 100, 2.

Macarius vii 10. Apostolius xiv 41.
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II. Commentary
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I

This line was often quoted, as may be seen from the number of Testi-

monin, and, like other famous sayings, often incorrectly. The sentiment,

with explicit reference to Solon, recurs in two other passages of Plato, 1m<-

sides the one in which it is directly quoted. In the Lac/tea (188 ab) Niein*

expresses his opinion that the observance of Solon's principle, like the So

cratic dialectic, tends to keep a man's mind alert : old age alone will not bring

wisdom. Again, in 189 a, Laches accepts the truth of Solon's words, but

he desires a slight amendment: yrjpoxrKiov woAAa StBdanicrSat i$i\u> vwo

XprjTTuv /10W. Socrates himself, in the Republic (vii 536 d), denies the

truth of the words : SoAww yap ov vtttrreov «I>s yr/pdnKwv ti« TroAAa Sum™*
pavQavtiv, aAA* yjrrov tj rpi)(€tv, vimv wavres ot pxydXc* ml ol 7roAAcK irovoi.

Dio Chrysostoni (xviii 254 M) evidently hail the words in mind when he said :

«ccu yap t£jv TiiXm'uv ot apurroi ov pjovov r!*/m£eiv pavBavovrt?, aXXa koi

yrjpd'TKtiv itpavav. Cicero (De Senectute 8, 26) puts an allusion to the saying

into the mouth of the elder Cato : "ut et Solonem versibus gloriantem vide-

muH, qui se cotidie aliquid nddiscentem dicit senem fieri, et ego feci, qui littcras

(Jraecas senex didici." Valerius Maximus (viii 7, 14) borrows Cicero's

translation with a slight variation.

Stoaovco/icvos, which is paraphrased twice in Plato by pavOdvuv and in

Cicero by ad<li»centem, is used as in Tyrtacus xi 27 fitSaaxtV^o) iroAe/u£etv

;

Soph. Ant. 356 itrrvvopovs o>yas c&8o£uto, and Phil. 1387 Si&ao-Kov fit)

$pao-vvt<rdat koko's. The middle voice of this verb more commonly means
44 to provide for the teaching of another."

II

The mistake referred to by Socrates (tyvi&iff 6 wotrfrrf^) would lie in say-

ing that a man is happy by virtue of possessing things which are not dear to

him. This quotation persuades Menexenus that things which are incapable

of returning love may still be dear. Jowett, in his translation of Plato, has

misunderstood the passage and mistranslated the couplet. His translation

175
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runs as follows: "Or shall we say that they do love them, although they

are not beloved by them ; aud that the poet was wrong who sings, 4 Happy
the man to whom his children are dear, and steeds having single hoofs, and

dogs of the chase, and the stranger of another land.' " This makes nonsense

of the verses : a man is happy, not because he is fond of children and horses

and dogs, but because he possesses them. But it is clear that both Socrates

and Menexenus think the verses both reasonable and true. It is hard to

discover what relation Jowett perceives between the quotation and Socrates'

rather whimsical argument ; and the matter is made still more puzzling by

his mistranslation of the phrase ov ficvroi <j>£Xa. ovra, " although they are not

beloved by them." This translation begs the question : we do not know

whether to, <fuXa is equivalent to ra juXovvra.

A correct understanding of the passage must be based upon three obser-

vations : (1) ro <f>(Xovis a tertium quid, not identical with either to <f>i\o\v

or to <fn\ovutv<n
; (2) oAAu shows that the quotation is intended to give the

positive aspect of the negative in ov parrot. 4>l\a ovra, u these things are not

dear, but the reverse of what the poet claims for them"
; (3) <£t'Aot in the

first line of the couplet can be naturally taken only as an attribute and not

as a predicate.

Hermias definitely attributes the couplet to Solon ; but he takes it in an

erotic sense : £k mkov tov ipav /ik^/aovcvci ktytav oA/Jios <£ iratSc? ktA. Lu-

cian quotes the first line with a slight change which gives it a distinctly erotic

turn : Z wutoes vc'ot not ^ww^es t7nrot. But in the Lysis there seems to be

no erotic implication
;
indeed, the reference which Socrates makes to the love

of parents for their babies seems to indicate that muot<: <£i Ao* means a mans

own children. But where did the erotic notion first come from? In the

second book of Theognis, among his other erotic verses, we find the follow-

ing (1253-6):

"0\/3i(K, $ 7ratoe? t4 <f>£\oi teal (mow^cs Xirrroi

®7)p€vra£ T€ Kvvet tcai £evoi aWoBairoC

"Oaris fir) 7ralBd<i re <f>t\ei teai /xww^a? ittttov^

Kal icvvas, ov tror4 oi dvfibs iv eixppoo-vvn.

Here thesecond couplet makes it certain that </><,'Aoi in the first couplet must

be taken as predicate and that ireu&s are not the happy man's own children.

In both of these points Theognis' understanding of the words differs from
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what may on a fair analysis be regarded as Plato's understanding of them.

What is the explanation 1 Theognis saw the possibility of a double entendre

in Solon's lines, and, to bring out the vulgar sense, wrote a neat couplet

of his own and tacked it on to Solon's lines to make a quatrain, slurring

everything in the line but vatSc? and <pi\ot in order to make his joke by

means of a syntactical pun. Even in this passage in Theognis, T. Hudson

Williams (in his commentary) insists that <b(Aot is at first naturally taken as

an attribute, and that it is the second couplet which gives the syntax an

unexpected twist. But I cannot agree with him that in Plato's quotation

also <pi\ot is to be taken as predicate.

Heindorf 's note is as follows :
" Videlicet ut exeat sententia, quam Solon

ne somniavit quidem, versuum horum structuram, neglecto plane sermonis

usu, hanc statuit : "OA/8tos <j> htu8«'s rt tiax tbiktu kii m»w)(is tTnroi curt

4>t'\oi etc. Cuiusmodi interpretationis aliud est luculentum exemplum in

Alcibiad. ii 147 d, antiqui certi auctoris, licet non Platonis, libra" Ast

(Pfatons Leben und Schriften, Leipzig, 1816, p. 432) speaks of the "uner-

tragliche sophistische Verdrehung der so verstandlichen Solonischen Verse."

Stallbaum says :
" Recte vero Heindorf observavit praeter meutem ipsius

poetae <pi \<n etiam ad imroi et icwes referri. . . . Talia ingeniosi vel pro-

tervi lusus exempla in Platonis scrmonibus multa inveniuntur, ut miremur

Astium L c. p. 432 in ea re haesisse."

The verses could hardly have been taken in the sense advocated by'

Steindorf without some protest from Menexenus or some indication of the

perversity. Furthermore, this construction of the verses is not necessary for

Socrates' argument, as has been shown. He is reminded of the line by his

own words <p!Xtmroi and <piXoKvvt<: and quotes it as something universally

believed. If a novel construction was to be put on the quotation in order

to make a point in the argument, we should certainly have been given some

warning.

2. kw<s ayptvTtu : the commoner word (which is used by Theognis) is

&r)p€vrai, which appears in Horn. 77. xi 325 kw! Orfptwijoi, and xii 4 1 kv-

vttrm icoi AvSpdm 07/pcvrgo-i. 4yp*vri/s is not used by Homer or Aeschylus.

Sophocles (Oed. Cot. 1091) has rbv dypcvmv *Airo'AAa». In Anth. Pal. vii

171 dy/jcimu KdXapoi means a hunter's trap of reeds.

2. fr'vos dAAo&uros : oAAo&nro? more commonly means a foreigner in a

foreign land. Here it is a man who, though he is at home, is a foreigner
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from the point of view of the writer. Cf. Horn. II. iii 48 pwtfrif AAAoSa-

Troun (of Paris' sojourn among strangers in Sparta), and xix 324 (said by

Achilles) 6 8" aXXoSanm ivl S^/aoi
|
eivCKa piyt8avrj<; 'KA tV?/< TpaKriv 7roAc/At£u>.

Ill— XI

inferences: Bergk (1860, 1881) ; Croiset (1903) ; Crusius (1891) ; Fracca-

roli (1893); Haupt (1859); Hiller (1883, 1886, 1888); Hude (1891); Jebb (1897):

Keil (1892); Larsen (1900); Leutsch (1872); Ludwich (1903); LuKebil (1884);

Murray (1889); Niemeyer (1891); Piccolomini (1892); Piatt (1890, 1898):

Richards (1893); Sitzler (1879, 1894, 1897, 1900, 1907); Stadtmuller (1882) ;

Wilamowitz (1893, 1902) ; Wilcken (1895); Class, dev. (1891).

Ill—

V

These three fragments are probably from the same poem, or at any rate

from the same group of poems, in which Solon gave expression to his views

concerning the causes of the desperate conditions in Athens, which he later

tried to remedy during his archouship. Possibly vu belongs to this group,

as well as xn and xvm. For the historical circumstances, see pages 40 ff.

Crusius thinks that v is to be taken closely with m :
" intellego res Ath-

eniensium dilabent's aspiciens omnium malorum quasi radices esse avaritiam

et superbiam." This is unlikely because, according to Aristotle, Solon says

that he fears these things. It is a mere guess without any real support.

Ill

There is a slight anacoluthon in these lines : the participle iaopuv is

attached in sense to *ai' pj* (pptvos iv&ofkv aXyvi Ktirat ; in construction to

yiyv<licTK<o, which fixes the subject of the sentence as the first person. The

turn which the sentence takes sets off ytyv<ixTKQ> and gives it a certain

solemnity as of a warning or a threat.

1 . oXyea KtZrai : cf. Horn. //. xxiv 522 dAA' aye 8i) kut dp* 2£ev <Vt

Opuvov, akytu o' €p.Tnj$
\
iv Bvpm KaTaniiaOui idtropxv d)(vvpxvol irtp.

2. Thucydides (i 2 and 12) speaks of Athens as the mother-state of the

Ionians in Asia Minor and the Aegean islands. In Homer also (II. xiii 685)

the Athenians are called 'Iaoves. Cf. Keil (1892, p. 39, footnote 1): "Die

Worte dieser Eiegie . . . sind ubrigens eine recht erhcbliche Instanz

gegen die Annahme, dass die Athener erst im 5. Jahrh. infolge des
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Bundesreicbes die ionische Dodekapolia als dirotxui Athens heansprueht

batten. So alt wie die firp-poTroXf: kann keine djrocxta sein ; sie ist die

irpttrfiitTdTT}"

3. yuluv ... KXivofiivrfv : a rather violent figure to express the decline

of the fortunes of a state ;
" urbs inclinari potest," says Blass, M non terra

item." But he himself compares Aesch. Pers. 929 f., 'KaLu. & x^v . . .

(TTt yOVV KOcAlTtU.

IV

In these lines Solon has the quality of pjcfaXotppoavvrj in mind. The

rich and successful persons in the state are men who form large plans and

have the ability to carry them through (jityav voov), who are energetic and

aggressive (Kaprtphv rjrop). Such persons are admirable except when they

exercise no restraint over their powers.

1. i7<rv^ouravTcs : this verb, normally intransitive, is transitive in this

tense alone, says Sandys, comparing Plato Hep. 572 a : T)<rvx<ura<; piv ra> Suo

ti&y-j, to rplrov ok Kivr}<ra<;.

2. Cf. Tyrtaeus xi 10 (Bergk) afMporeputv 8' eis Kopov ^Aao-are; Her. ii

124 c« 7ra<rav kukottjtcl ikdou?.

3. iv pverptoun ridto-Bt p.tyav voov : there seems to be no exact parallel

to this. The general sense is clear, but it is by no means certain what

should be done with rlBtaOt. (1) It may be used in its fundamental sense,

"put," "place," "put your mind in moderate affairs," i.e., "confine your

mind, etc." The figure, however, seems rather violent. (2) It may have a

suggestion of the idiom troktpuov rldtcrBa^ the emphasis being upon p.ryav.

Cf. Plat. Menex. 243 e rdv tc irpos tovs «v 'EAcwiKt iroktyuov a»5 fi€TptuK

IScvTo. " In temperate ways calm the tumult of your ambition." But

neither of these parallels is decisive for the interpretation of the present

passage.

4. dprui : a favorite word with Solon ; found also in vii 4, xii 32, 39. It

appears to have a meaning something like that of vyifc in its figurative

senses.

V

If Plutarch (Sol. xiv 2) is thinking of the same poem from which Aris-

totle is quoting, bis words would imply that Solon had already been thinking

of the office of dictator before composing the poem and that he was personally
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afraid of the rich. Aristotle seems to think he was afraid of the rich as per-

sons daugerous to the public welfare. Aristotle uses the quotation as proof

that Solou blamed the rich entirely for the civil disorder ; Plutarch thinks it

is an indication of Solon's reluctance to accept the office. Aristotle takes

lx>th (fnXapyvptav and virtprft^aviav as qualities of the rich ; Plutarch accuses

the rich of ^iXa\fyqpMrlav and the poor of vtrtpij<paviav. In this probably

Aristotle is right, because Solon recognized the xnrtprjtpavtav of the lower

classes, only after his legislation had been adopted. On this fragment, see

Wilamowitz (1893, I, 303, footnote 22).

VI

This fragment belongs to one of the group of apologetic poems composed

after the archonship. For the circumstances see pages 91 ff.

1. yepa? : properly a special privilege conferred upon a king or a noble :

Horn. 0<1. vii 150 yepas ff 5 n 87^0? loWv ; Thuc. i 13 vportpw 8* r/aav

in prjroU yipaxn mtTpuial PatrtXtuu. Solon speaks of the rights of the

I>eople as a yipwt bestowed by the lawgiver, ripy in the next line means

practically the same thing. Both words are used collectively.

2. iirop€$ap.€vo^ : the active appears in Horn. 77. v 225 tl mp Av avrc
j

Zcvs iwi Tv$ci8fl AiopLrfitZ kvSos opi£rj] the middle commonly means "stretch

out towards," " reach for."

4. The infinitive with i<pptura.p.riv in the sense of "plan" or "contrive"

xa found also in Horn. 77. ix 347 &W*t

' OBvaiv, <ri<v <rot t< koI aWourtv fiaai-

Aewn
I

<^paZ,i(T$u) vrftacnv &\n^ipxvui 817'ioy nvp. The commoner construc-

tion is otto* with the future indicative.

5. Solon's figure is a little vague. He represents himself as offering to

both parties the protection of the same shield. This could only be protection

against outsiders. But what Solon evidently intends to express is that his

laws are for the common service of both parties and make it impossible for

either one to take an unfair advantage of the other. There is no thought of

danger from the outside, but true harmony within the state is best displayed

by presenting a united front to external aggression.

VII

These lines might have been written either before or after the archonship.

But the fact that they are quoted by Aristotle in immediate connection with
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vi and viii, which unquestionably were composed after the archonship,

makes it likely that they too belong to the later group. Besides, they seem

to have been written at a time when Solon was no longer disposed to hold

the rich responsible for all that was wrong. The passage is an indication

of astonishing moderation in the popular reformer. Previously the leaders

of the state had forced the people to do their will ; it would have been

natural for the reformer to go to the other extreme ami give the people un-

due power, but Solon here points out the danger of putting unlimited power

in irresponsible hands.

2. That Solon felt the first of these two warnings to be rather more

important than the other is shown by the trend of the next two lines.

3 f. This idea, in the same or similar words, may have been proverbial

even before Solon, as it surely was afterward (see the passage in Clement

referred to in the Testimonia). The scholiast on Pindar, in quoting the

line, refers it to Homer. Diogenes Laertius (i 59) quotes, among the

apophthegms attributed to Solon, the following : #cai r6v fuv Kopov \mo tov

vKovtov ytwaadvn, ttjv 8e vftpiv tiro tov Kopov.

4. apruK : see note on iv 4. oaots voos a/mo? ij = tck« &pTi<ppoo~iv =
rots (Tuxppoaiv.

VIII

These trochaics and the two other trochaic fragments, xxi and xxii, may

belong to the same poem. They are all in defense of Solon's refusal to deal

with the political situation in a more high-handed and arbitrary manner.

1. €<f> apirayr} ovvrjk&ov : for i<p' apimyj} cf. xii 13; Her. i 68 cVi

»ca*a>; iv 164 ivl om<j>0oprj. The plural, i<p' apirayals, which is probably

the reading of the papyrus, is not satisfactory. For awrjKBov, cf. (w^yayov

in ix 1 ; both verbs seem to refer to some united action on the part of the

common people under the leadership of Solon.

1. Bucherer says :

44
d<£v£dV, reichc Hoffnung, d. h. Hoffnung auf Reich-

turn." This is surely wrong.

3. Kom'AXovra Acta* : cf. Theogn. 852 !k rbv iru'pov 1 /xaAflaxa Kum'AAwv

C^UTTUTul' i$(\ti.

5. \6£ov 6<p$a\px>U opwcri: cf. Anacreon 79 (Bcrgk) ™Ae QpyKtg, rt &j

§u \6$0¥ ofitmiTw p\«irowra
|

ki/Acuk <p<vytt<;, ooxct? 8< p ovSiv tiomu

<ro<pov
;
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IX

For the subject of this poem see p. 1 14 f. It is possible that ix, x, and

xi all belong to the same poem.

In 1880 two sheets of papyrus were discovered, containing, on both sides

of both sheets, what are now knowu to be four fragments of Aristotle's

Constitution of Athens. These sheets arc now in Berlin. One of the four

pages contaius the greater part of the present poem, as it was already known

from the oration of Aristides. There was some uncertainty at first in

identifying the four fragments, and it is not necessary now, since the dis-

covery of the London papyrus, to recall the philological ingenuity which was

displayed in the criticism of these slight forerunners. One observation made

by Bergk, however, should not l>e overlooked. Writing in 1881, he ex-

pressed the opinion that in so condensed a work as the Constitution of

Athens Aristotle would not have given a whole page to a citation from

Solon's poems, and that the citation must have been introduced by a later

reader in support of Aristotle's statements. This opinion is not disproved

by the fact that the same citation appears in the London papyrus, but it is

rendered more improbable. Perhaps it would be more reasonable to infer

that Aristotle set an extraordinarily high value on Solon's poems as histor-

ical documents, since he was willing to include so many extracts from them

in so brief a work.

In the translation of the words of Aristotle which are introductory to

ix, I have employed Professor Perrin's happy rendering of o-eura^cta, M dis-

burdenment," for which I express obligation.

1 f. These two lines have been a battle ground of conjecture. The

chief difficulty lies in the last word of vs. 1, where the reading of the pa-

pyrus is not absolutely certain. Kenyon read &£otnq\arov\ Blass, £[v]K>/ya-

yov ; Wilcken (1895) says ^wr/yayov is " un/.weifelhaft." Buchholtz-Pepp-

rauller adopt the reading of Wilamowitz-Kaibel's second edition of the Con-

stitution of Athens, though the latter editors did not retain it in their third

edition

:

Sfjftov ti tovtcov trplv rvyeiv, iiravadfirjVy

avfifxaprvpoty kt\.
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The best defense of this is given by Wilamowitz (1893, II, 310) :
" Wes-

wegen ich, als ich den wngen des staates lenkte, aufgehort babe, ehe der

demos etwas hiervon bekam, das soli mir vor dem richteretuhle der ewigkeit

die mutter Erde bezeugen ;
" to which is added in a footnote*, " Der aufhau

der gedanken wird durch die paraphrase dcutlich
;

diov^Xartiv wird

nicht bezweifeln, wer Kcvrpov Aa/?wv am schlussc dieser gedankenreihe

20 beachtet."

Since it is now generally admitted that iiovyXarw is not the actual

reading of the papyrus, it seems hardly reasonable to maintain unnecessarily

in the text a reading like atovrjXjaruv which manifestly is now no better

than a conjectural emendation. The verb does not, I believe, exist else-

where. Furthermore, Jebb points out that the first two verses probably do

not beloug to the same sentence as avuftaprvpolrj, because Aristides begins

. his quotation with avfXfmpTvpolr].

Hiller-Crusius adopt a suggestion of Wessely which ingeniously combines

the figure of the chariot with the sounder reading :

iyu> E% tG)v ftev ovvck a£ou rj'ya'yov,

hr)yu6v rt Tovrtop irpiv rv^elv €7ravadfirjv.

It will be observed that the change from ovvtua ^wvyayov to Wcssely's

reading involves a change of only one letter, the oue given doubtfully by

Blass as v.

Crusius' translation is as follows :
" Ego vero earum rerum quarum causa

currum mihi vexerant priusquam aliquid plebs adepta esset, iugum retinui."

This becomes projierly intelligible only if we suppose, with Crusius, that the

thought in the lines which immediately preceded vs. 1 of the present frag-

ment ran as follows :
" Etiam in aliis urbibus fuere qui plebem e miseria et

servitute servarent, sed iidem rerum potiti optimates e terra eiccerunt atque,

quo magis volgus novae rerum condicioni addictum esset, bona et praedia

exulum seetatoribus distribuerunt."

The difficulties in this residing are: (1) It is not clear what Wessely

takes as subject of ^fyayov. That it is to be regarded as a third person

plural is clear from Grimms' translation vexerant. But who are these persons,

the plebs or the optimates ? Furthermore, what does the phrase really mean ?

So far as I know, it is unparalleled. (2) It is very uncertain what is to be

proved by the testimony of Mother Earth. Crusius says: 44
a-vfifuapTvpoirj
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ktX. cum versibus 1. 2 non tarn apte coniuncta esse, sed ad universum

poematii exordium spectare crediderim." This is an entirely safe opinion

since we know nothing of the exordium of the poem ; but it does not seem

likely that Aristotle would have made so mutilated a quotation as such a

supposition would involve.

Blass prints the two lines as follows

:

iyay 6k t£>v pkv ovvexa £ \y\vrjyayov

Srjfiov, Tt ; tovtwv irpiv rvx^lv iwavadfirfP ;

This form of question, implying the answer " No," fits the context admir-

ably ; and the testimony of the earth is very naturally invoked to prove that

Solon had not stopped with his work undone. But I cannot venture to ac-

cept the rhetorical rt, which though Blass supports it by Dem. xx 160, seems

to me to have little probability.

The reading thut I have adopted is the same as that given by Sandys in

his edition of the Constitution of Athens. The question propounded in the

two lines is supposed to have been asked by some critical opponent of Solon's

policy; Solon states the question in half indirect form; then, instead of

answering directly, he invites the attention of his critic to the real accom-

plishments of his administration. " You ask me why I did not finish my
task. I cannot tell you why I did not finish, because I maintain that I

did." Sitzler recognizes this as the most probable reading and interpretation

of the passage.

Many emendations have been proposed, in almost every syllable of the

two lines, most of which may be found in Sitzler (1894).

1. «yi) &V: it is of course impossible to say what the antitheton to cyw

was. When a man is surrounded by opponents as Solon was, there were

many opportunities for antithesis. Crusius supposes that the contrast was

between Solon and the popular reformers in other states, which is merely an

unsupported guess.

1. tu»v piv ovvtKa twijyayov 8rjpov : this first element of an antithesis

is resumed in vss. 15—17, ravra ftiv . . . iptfai xat 8ijj\$ov <Ls vrrta^ofitp'

and the contrast appears in vs. 18, Oto-povi 8* opaius kt\. The arbitrary

measures for popular relief were extra-legal and preceded the establishment

of the Solonian constitution.

1 f. frvryayov ^^">v : Sandys offers two interpretations for this phrase

:
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" I formed the popular party, or (less probably) gathered the people into

one (by healiug the divisions which separated the various orders in the state)."

Undoubtedly the former is right. Cf. <rwi}k6ov in viii 1. Piatt quotes

aptly Aristotle Pol. iii, 1 285 b : Sta yap to tovs 7rpujTovs yevcaftu rov irkrj-

0o\k et'tpyeVas Kara rt^vas *) iroktfWVy »; Sta to o~wayayeiv rj iropurat ^utpav,

iyivovro (iaaiktis (kovtmv ko.1 Tots 7rapaXap.fia.vovcri irarpux (referriug to the

monarchy in the heroic age).

2. The question in this line is supposed to be repeated by Solon after

one of his critical opponents who was dissatisfied with his policy, n,

" why," is to be construed with ivavaa^rjv and tovtwv with rvx^iv. Bu-

cherer's interpretation is manifestly impossible :
" Bevor ich welches von

den Zielen, derentwegen ich das Volk urn mich scharte, erreicht hattc, horte

ich auf ? " •

3. avftfiapTvpoir}: "in addition to my own arguments in justification of

myself, I appeal also to the corroborative testimony of the earth "— the

italicized words show the force of trvpr. Xenophon may have had this

passage in mind when he wrote Hell, iii 3, 2 crwtfiapTvp^at Si ravr avr«j>

#cat 6 dA77#«rraTos ktyopxvvt xpovos efvai (quoted by Sandys).

3. TatTa : the truth about the matters raised by your question.

3. <v 67*'/ xpovov: several attempts have been made to amend this

phrase, but there is no need of altering it. The figure is not impossible for

Solon. The virtue of Solon's policy will not be appreciated until some time

has elapsed to watch its operation ; therefore time sits in judgment and ren-

ders a just verdict. The " bar of history " is a slightly different conception.

Peppmullcr compares Pindar frag. 159 (Bergk) iv&puv 8t*atW xpdvt* owqp
apurros, and Soph. Oed. Tyr. 614 xpovo* StWov avSpa otiWwiv p;6W To

which Jebb (on Oed. Tyr. loc. cit.) adds Pindar 01. X 53 o r ittkiyx™

ftovot akoBttav irrirvpjov \p6vo%. Cf. also the passage from Xenophon just

quoted-

4. The genitive 8aip6vu>v is taken more naturally with prrr^p than with

pxyiar-q. Schneidewin reads KpoVov for vpdVov in vs. 3 and punctuates as

follows : KpoVov fLt)Tt/i>, pcyton} hxip\6vmv 'Okvttirttov, apurra, Tf) pcAatra.

But xpovov is not to be rejected, and without Kpovov, the comma after prjTrfp

is certainly impossible.

4 ff. Here, as elsewhere, Ge is not thought of as the personality of the

whole round earth, but is the earth as conceived by a resident of Attica.
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The stone tablets set in the soil of Attica had enslaved Earth herself. A
very interesting expression of the same sentiment is found in Plato Laws

740 a (quoted by Sandys) : &? t6v Ao-xoWa tjjv Xrjttv ravrrjv vofu^uv piv

KOtvrjv avrrjv tt/s irdXtiov $vpirdorpi, wuTptSos oe 0*0-7;? rr}s \iopa<; Otpa-rrtvtiv

clvttjv Sit fialovus rj prjripa nai8a<:
t

tu» teal ounrotvav Otbv avrrjv owrav

0kttt.Lv ovt<i)V yeyovtvau

4. The phrase p-yrrfp /zeyioTr; Saipovtav 'OAu/mtmov is a curious one for

several reasons : the use of the superlative fuyiarrj with p-rrrqp is somewhat

illogical, though exactly parallel to the epistolary " My dearest mother "
; Ge

is not often spoken of as the mother of the gods ; she is never, so far as I

know, called the mother of the Olympians.

In Hesiod's theoretical cosmogony (Tlieog. 116 If.), she is represented as

the mother, not only of the gods, but of all things living ; and in the follow-

ing passages also, she appears oa the mother of the gods : Horn. Hymn xxx

(«is Ti/v prfrepa Trdvrutv) 1 f. Ta"ay Trap.p.r}reipav dxicropai rjvOtpxOKov
\

trpta--

f$tOTy}v, rj tptpfiu ir.l yBovl iravQ* biroa tarty, 17 X"P*> ^€^v PTVP*
Ovpavov a-rrtp6tvr<yi. Eur. frag. Chrysipp. 836 Tata ptyurrr) ktX Aio* Ai'0r/p,

6 piv avOpiiiTTuiv koX Stuiv yeverwp, r) o'vypoftoXovs oraydvas voriuj irupa&t^a-

p-ivr) tuctci Ovtjtovs, rutrti Si Popov <pv\d tc Orfpoiv oOiv ovk doYxui? P-VJTTfp

jrdvTdiv vtvopujTai. u Die Gottermutter ist fur Solon die Erde, dem alteu

Glauben und Kulte gemiiss ; die Gleichsetzung diescr hellenischen pr'rrrjp

OtOtv mit der phrygiseheu Kybele, der nuujna mater, hat er noch nicht

gekannt. Die Person ist ihm aber von ihrcm Elemente noch durchaus nicht

gctrennt : weun or aus der /xr/r^ pxyUrrrf Hypothekensteine zieht, ist das

keinc kiinstliche Redefigur, wie bei roinischen Dichtern, sondern die Erde, in

der die Steine stecken, ist wirklich der Leib der Gottin, die ja die Seele

dieser Erde ist" (Wilamowitz).

6 f. Plutarch (Sol. xv 5) introduces his quotation of these two lines

with these words : otpvvvtrai yap 2dAu>vlv tovtois ori rr/s t« irpovvoKtipivrp

y~l<i opov? dve"Ae jctA., " for Solon boasts, in his poems, of having removed

the stone tablets from the land which had previously been mortgaged"

6. For opovs, sec pp. 62 f.

8. The change from the conception of Mother Earth in vss. 4—7 to that

of the fatherland in the present verse is no less striking than the same change

in the Platonic passage quoted on vs. 4 above.

8. Cf. Soph. EUctr. 707 'AOrpnbv twv dtoSpr/Twv.
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9. Cf. xii 23 ff.

9. ixStKux: and StKou'w? are here used with reminiscence of the primitive

meaning of Suty the custom of the community. They mean, therefore,

"legally" and "illegally," not "deservedly" and "undeservedly." Solon

does not express an opinion through these words concerning the absolute

justice or injustice of selling men into slavery for debt.

10 f. Cf. Horn. //. viii 56 f. lUpaoav 8k «u <Ss wrplvi pA\icrOat.
t |

x/xioi

avuymtj, irpo rt ircu&av ko! trpo yvvaiKutv. " Inde Ionisimus," says Blass.

11 ff. Plutarch introduces his quotation of vss. 11-14 as follows : *ot

t*Lv dyojytp.<ov irpos apyvpiov ytyovortnv ttoXxt£)v tovs piv dvrjyaytv airb £«Vi/s

#rrX, " of the citizens who had been enslaved for debt, some he brought back

from abroad, etc"

12. m &v Ti-oAAaxg irXavmp.am* : "a thing which might well happen in

the case of persons who had traveled much;" cf. Lucia n Charon 1, 488

6<l£ci? txacrra d*s av ei8a« aVaiTa, and Plut. Cat. Mai. 4 irptaafku . . .

uk &v Oed/xevos-

14. ijfh) Sccnrorwv rpopxvpivovi : these words describe a condition which

would appear especially deplorable to the mind of Solon whose guiding prin-

ciple was that human rights and human liberty should be safeguarded by

just and impartial laws.

15. raOra piv resumes the antithesis instituted in vs. 1 rwv pkv ovvtxa

iwyyayov, which is complete in vs. 18 with Btapjois 8«. Sec note on vs. 1.

1G. ;iii;v rt mu &ikt]v : ftirjv repeats the idea of updrti, and the line is an

apology of the lawgiver for resorting to force at all
;
ordinarily a thing done

/3'
t
» is not done Socj;, but Solon had united the two antagonistic principles,

and since he acted in accordance with justice, he could not be blamed if he

used force at the same time.

17. The same assertion is made in viii 6.

17. $iy\$ov :
" I finished my course." Bergksaid that StijAtfovean only

be a synonym of fpt(a and that this is a meaning foreign to the word ; he

therefore read Soywrr*. But Stykdov need not be a synonym of tpefa. In the

sentence ravra piv Kpdrtt . . . ipt^a, Kpdru contains the important idea

;

the method of his achievement, rather than the achievement itself, is em-

phasized. But 3pe£a, standing at the beginning of its line, wins a secondary

emphasis for the idea of thoroughness in achievement, which is then made

more explicit by the words $ci;A0oy <1»? inrarxoprfv. ipt£a and 8iijk$ov are not
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a pair of synonyms. *p<£a is transitive, fkrjkOov intransitive ; and there is a

alight pause after lpe$a.

18. Bta-fioxs : Aluiocides (de myxt. 81) calls the laws of Draco Btapxw

and those of Solon vopovt (xprjo-Oai toi« SdAowos vd/xots kox Apaicorro?

Ot<TfjuM<i). In Aristotle Con«& of Athens iv 1 we find Apaxwv tous &<rtioe?

I^kcv ; and Aelian ( F. H. viii 10) says the laws of Draco were called far/iot.

But Solon uses the word $ecrp.ois of his own laws, not only here, hut even in

one of the laws attributed to him (Plut. Sol. xix 3 ore $tap6<; i<pa\>r) o&).

In the common Greek usage, 0e<riiot' were ancient laws which were supposed

to be sanctioned by the gods.

18. T<p Kama t« Kayadw : manifestly the difference between the two

classes is social and political, not moral. Such lauguage is uatural in the

mouth of a Tory like Theognis, but sounds strange when coming from an

impartial lawgiver like Solon. But the use is common enough in Greek, and

it is sufficient to quote Horn. Od. iv 64 AAA' ivSptov yeVos iari Btorpctptuiv

f$a(Ti\n)wv
|

(TtcrjirrovYuiv, iirtl ov Kt Kaxai rotowrSe rinouv ; and Soph. Oed.

Tyr. 1063 crv fiiv yap ov8* iav rpiTTp iyto
|

firjrpb*; <pavto t/h'SovAo? CK^avcI

kokt/ ; 1397 vvv yap Kaxo? T vjv kok kukHv cvpUrKopm.

19. tvddav iU tKaarov apfi6aa% Biktjv : there is something Sophoclean in

the intricate suggestiveness of this line, which uses old phrases in new ways.

The key to the correct interpretation is to be found in the political change

from unconstitutional oligarchy to constitutional democracy. In Heaiod

( W. and D. 22"), 226) we find the operation of the former type of govern-

ment : oi 8c S:'*a? {clvohti koi ivBijpxna-i bt&ovaiv
|
Wcia? kox fvq n iraptK^ai-

youn SiK-ztov,
|
to?<ti Tt6rj\c iroXit, Aaoi 8* ivOtvatv iv aiVy.

In such a polity as this, all disputes are brought before the /jfacrtActc who

judge them on their merits (&Vcas Wtla?— or o-KoAia?— 8i&ovmv). Now
when Solon came to write this present line, he was confronted by a new |kv

litical condition : disputes were now to be settled, not by the personal decision

of a magistrate, but in accordance with the written law. He had to write,

therefore, not tv$€tas but tifalav Biktjv, not "just decisions," but "im-

partial justice." Solon, being a legislator and not a judge, substitutes the

abstract singular Unp for the concrete plural St'#cas. Very good ; but what

verb can he use with tv$€tav Si'kt}v in this new sense ? The /Joo-iAcis gave

decisions : what did Solon do ? He created a flexible instrument which

could be trusted to provide just decisions on all occasions for all kinds of
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people. So with a flash of literary skill, he uses the word appjoaas to indi-

cate the adaptability of the new constitution to its multifarious purposes. In

the end he has produced a line of real distinction, which is none the worse for

the touch of paradox given by the rather sinister phrase apfiotras Sucqr, which,

if the reader happens to think of it, will sound like manipulating justice.

The translation given by L. and S. (s.v. appj%a>) is certainly wrong: "app..

8ucrjv «?s rtra to bring judgment upon him." The passage in Hesiod quoted

above disproves it, as do also the following : xii 36 tvBwti St'xas o-KoAtas
;

Pindar P. iv 153 (Christ) cvOwe Xaoii Sueat ; Aesch. Eum. 433 tcpivt
8'

evOtuiv oUktjv ; and the word tv&v&inia. Wilamowitz is also surely wrong when

he says (1902) that evBttav Biinp appotras is a figure from the plumb line.

20. Solon had the same power over the people that a driver with a goad

in his hand has over his animals ; but it was his duty to use the curb quite

as much as to ply the lash.

20. KtVrpov : cf. Soph. frag. 683 (Pearson) Xafitov
\

iravovpyk ^pmv
Ktvrpa Ktfiuki iroA.iv.

21. KuKo<ppa8rjs :
" wrong-minded " ; if intentionally, "malignant,"

" unscrupulous "
; if unintentionally, " ill-advised," " foolish." Here, as in

the one Homeric passage where the word appears (77. xxiii 483), it has the

former meaning.

22 ff. In Aristides' quotation of this fragment, there is a break after

the words ovk &v KaTe'cr^e Brjpov. But after the brief remark, eiru rl iprjaiv 6

SoAw, he gives the rest of the quotation, <t yap rjdtXov ktA. Bergk prints

this latter part el yap i}$t\ov . . . icrrpa<pr}v Avkos as a separate fragment,

and attaches to the longer fragment in Aristides the two lines which are

found in Plut. Sol. xvi 2 ( = xi 1 f.) The arrangement of the verses in

Aristotle makes it certain that Bergk was wTong, and we may be fairly sure

that the succession as given in Aristotle is correct. Piatt, however, insists

on a lacuna between ovk av /caT«Vx< brjpov and «i yap i)B(Xov. But this is

unnecessary. Solon says :
" I drew up impartial laws. Any other man,

holding such power as I held, would have favored the Styio?, and would have

failed to exercise any check upou their passions, which would have gone to

great lengths. For partiality to cither side, in his case as in mine, would

have cost the city many lives." yap means :
" I know what would have

happened in his case, bemuse I know what would have happened if I had

acted in a similar fashion."
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22 ff. The interpretation of these verses has given rise to considerable

discussion and to several attempts at emendation. The real difficulty lies

in the two questions : who were toU ivavriouriv 1 and when was totc ? oi

cwLVTiot I take to be the aristocrats who opposed Solon's policies. tot« was the

period during which Solon's reformatory measures were introduced and his

constitution adopted. V. 28 is in the nature of an afterthought, and refers

to the opposition which Solon met throughout his career from both parties :

To«nv are the aristocrats
;
ovt</xh, the popular party. " If I had consented

to the course which my opponents favored at that time, or if thereafter I had

consented to the treatment which their opponents were always planning for

them, etc." This is also Bucherer's view, who says :
11 Und dann wieder,

was die anderen (ovrtpot = ot ere/jot), die extreme Volkspartci, gcgen diese,

die Regierenden, jedesmal ins Werk setzen wollten." For the use of iftekov

with an accusative, which Piatt says is impossible, cf. Thuc. v 50, 2 <!>« &
ovSe ravra T/0tW, where the accusative as in Solon is a neuter plural. The

optative <f>paaaiaTo, making a conditional relative clause of the past general

type, is highly appropriate : the pressure from the aristocratic party came at

only one time, but when Solon was once established as the champion of the

popular party, he must have been called upon frequently to say "no " to the

vindictive demands of his constituents.

25. Cf. Herodotus vi 83 'Apyos avopwv ixnpu&y-

26. oXktjv irdvrodtv irotoyievos :
" putting forth my strength to defend

myself against attacks from all quarters." Such periphrases with the middle

voieiaBeu are very common. Cf. Soph. Oed, Col. 459 iav yap vptU, «u £cvoc,

Bikrjff opov
I

irpoaraTuri raU <rtp.va.uri Siy/xoi'^oi? foals
|

oAktjv woteur&u (to

succor the stranger). Peppmuller's interpretation is different :
" Um dro-

henden inneren Krieges willcn nahm Solon die Hilfe, wo sie sich ihm zu

zeigen schien." But AXxfjv vottttrOax surely cannot mean " seek aid "
;
and,

furthermore, the comparison in the last lino shows that Solon could not

rely for aid upon anyone but himself.

26. Cf. vi 5 ttrrijv 8 apfafiaXinv Kparepov o"dxos a\p.<portpounv.

27. iv Kvaly . . . io*Tpd<pT]V. cf. Hotn. II. xii 43 $v tc Kvvtam . . .

Kawpur: rfi Xtwv <rrp€<p€Tai.
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X

See the introductory note on ix.

1. 6>/um: given an emphatic position as the true subject of eKov in con-

trast to oow /Usui's- kcu ftuxv apiivovts, but attracted into the dative with

ovitZ'.rrat and so made grammatically a part of the rhetorical parenthesis.

1. &ta<f>d&7)v: this word is found also in Pollux ii 129, and, in the form

8ia<f>d8av, in Alcman v 56 (Hiller-Crusius).

2 f. Evidently an allusion to the clairvoyant power of the mind in

sleep. Cf. Aesch. Eum. 104 f. tvSovara yap <f>pi]V oppuurtv \ap.irpvv€rax,
|

iv rfpipn. oe p.olp' airpan /coitus (3poTu>v. On this passage in Aeschylus, the

scholiast says : iv tu» Ka9cv8civ o vovs anpifi\crrtpov op<l, p.ij irapaw\tivu>p.ivos

tq din.. Pindar (frag. 131) expresses a similar thought: tvhti 8k irpaaaov

tiov ptXiw arap cvSovrcatriv iv ttoAAois ovupois Ouxi-vtri rtpirvuv itpepiroicrav

XoA<7iw tc Kp(crtv ; and Cicero (de div. i 30, 63) :
" cum ergo est somno

sevocatus animus a soeietato et a contagione corporis, turn meminit praeteri-

torum, praesentia ccrnit, futura providet ; iacet enim corpus donnientis ut

mortui, viget autem et vivit animus." In Dem. F. L. 275 (quoted by

Sandys) a prfi ovap r}\vurav irtDvoTt, the word for "dream " appears, but in

Solon nothing is said about dreams.

3 f. Two explanations are offered for the incomplete line. Crusius,

evidently thinking that the second half of the line has been lost in trans-

mission, proposes to restore it by writing iv n-cAgo-' oveipdnav, a phrase which

is paralleled in Horn. Od. iv 809 and Babrius fab. 30, 8. Kenyon thinks

that Aristotle broke off his quotation with euoVres effiav, and that vs. 4 did

not follow immediately after vs. 3 in Solou's poem. Now, though the phrase

proposed by Crusius is quite possible, it seems equally strange that Aristotle

should have foiled to quote these words if they were in the original poem,

and that a scribe should have lost them in copying. On the other hand,

Kenyon's proj)osal is both plausible in itself and at the same time relieves

the awkwardness of the optative atvouv av succeeding the indicative etSov av.

If the verbs follow one another closely as they are given in the quotation,

then it seems impossible not to take alvotev av as parallel to tTSov av, the

two things which would have happened if Solon had not been strictly im-

partial. This use of the potential optative is not uncommon in Homer, but

Monro {Hum. Gram. p. 273) says it is confined to Homer. It would not
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be impossible, I think, in Solon, and the sequence of eiSov av . . . alvoiev

av is not absolutely intolerable. But the whole difficulty disappears if we

accept Kenyon's suggestion, which he made on quite other grounds. Fur-

thermore, the two jK>tentials, as a matter of fact, do not depend upon the

same condition. The implied condition for eZSov dv is " if I had not supported

the popular cause as I did." If this condition were also assumed for aivduv

iv, then the rebuke would be directed only against the complaints of the

popular party ; whereas the words with which Aristotle introduces the quo-

tation indicate that the rebuke is intended for both parties. We must

suppose, then, that the condition for aivouv av is " if the nobles were to

learn the real moderation in my plans for reform."

XI

See the introductory note on be.

1 . This fragment begins with the same words that are used in ix 22—
ovk av kutot^i orjfwv. Before the discovery of the London papyrus, Bergk

printed xi 1. 2 after ix 21 and regarded ix 22 (et yap rj$t\ov) to 27 as a

separate fragment. Even now, with the text of Aristotle in hand, some

scholars have attempted to fit the fragments together in some order different

from that in which they are given by Aristotle. But it seems hardly likely

that Aristotle or anyone else would have torn the poem apart in order to

quote in so extraordinary a fashion. It is more likely that similar ideas and

similar expressions recurred in the whole series of poems which Solon com-

posed at this period in his career. Whether all three of these iambic quota-

tions come from the same poem or not, it is impossible to say, but it is

highly probable that they do.

2. Of the textual variations in this line, only one has any serious effect

upon the interpretation. Plutarch gives vlap, the papyrus rrvap. Both are

Greek words : map means " fat " (substantive or adjective)
;

irvup means

"beestings," the milk given by a cow immediately after calving. The read-

ing vvap is defended by Piatt, who maintains that *vap was regarded as a

dainty in Athens, as well as in modern England ; that a thick crust rises

on it when it is stirred (this he has ou the authority of a farmer's wife)
;

and that the metaphor refers to the division of the people into factions, as

vvap is divided by shaking. This is ingenious, but fantastic. Even sup-

posing the statements about vvap are true, how does l£<2ta» yaXa harmonize
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with this interpretation ? If we read n-Zap, several constructions are pos-

sible : (1) yaAa may be the object of a.vrapa£as, and wuip the object of i£iZkcv
;

(2) yoAa may lw the object of the composite verb vtap l£e?Acv (a suggestion

of Sandys)
; (3) wiap and yoAa may both be objects of efriXev on the prin-

ciple of the double accusative with verbs meaning "deprive." In all of

these it is assumed that -tap is a substantive. Another possibility is (4) to

take iriap as an adjective with yaAa, and yaAa as the object of t&ZAcv. There

is nothing decisive to l>e said in favor of any one of these, iriap is regularly,

if not invariably, a substantive ; it seems to me impossible to take yaAa

with dvTapa£a;, not because it is too fur removed, but because the order

favors the combination dirapa&zs 7r2ap and i$€iXev yaAa; a composite verb

Kke iriap i$uktv requires very definite support. On the basis of these obser-

vations, I prefer the third possibility.

There is a further difficulty in the passage. The only kind of fat which

is obtained from milk by shaking is butter, and butter was practically un-

known in classical Greece. We do hear something, however, of a butter made

from mare's milk among the Scythians. Herodotus (iv 2) describes how

this butter was made by shaking the milk in a Wooden vessel ; ami Hippoc-

rates (de nwrbU i 508 Foes.) in speaking of the same process uses the word

f3ovrvpov, which we may gather was of Scythian origin : teal to piv irlov, 5

fiovrvpov tcaXtovai, iiriiro\fj$ Stftrrarai iXtuppov iav. We must conclude that

Solon became acquainted with this Scythian practice in the course of his

travels, and referred to it in a rather obscure metaphor ; or that butter-

making, though not mentioned in literature, was not unknown to Attic

peasants. See Hehn, Kulturpflanzen umi llausthiere, ed. 7, p. 154,

1902.

2. For the moods in vss. 1 and 2, cf. Plato Meno 86 d : ovk &v <Vk<-

^dttcfla irportpov tire St&ixrov tlrt ov Siookto*' ^ dpiri), irplv o Tt e'o-rt vpwrov

((rjnijaapxv avro (Sandys).

3 f. The figure is similar to those in vi 5 and xi 26.

3 f. Tovrtov : evidently the opposing factions. There is something

a little inharmonious in the combination p«Tai^pta> . . . opos. to furat^fuov

is the space between two opposing armies
;
opo« is the boundary, or the

stone marking the boundary, between adjoining countries or estates. The

word opos probably came to Solon's mind for two reasons : (1) because he

had much to do with opot (in another sense) during the course of his legisla-
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tion (cf. ix 6) ; and (2) because there is no word which would properly carry

out the figure begun in ^crai^uut ; indeed there was no such thing ;is a

barrier set up between two armies to prevent them from joining conflict

:

and yet this was just the function that Solon claimed to perform. Aris-

tides paraphrases the passage in the following words (xlvi 278) : io-rrj 8* [ue.

SoAw] (V fjutSopim rravrttiv di'Speiorara teat &K<uorara, uxrirtp tu-h; o>; a\tf

6u)<% i* yuoperpuis ir€piypuirrov<; <pvkdTTu>v opovs. Here Solon is compared

to a man who is guarding a surveyor's stones or stakes by which the boun-

daries of an estate are indicated.

XII

References: Bergk (1881) ; Oroiaet (1880, 1903) ; Diols (1888) ;
Gottling

(1850) ; Ilecker (1850) ; Ililler (1888) ; Keene (1885); Leutaclt (1872) ;
Meyer

(1898) ; Sitzler (1879, 1894) ; Wilamowitz (1893)

This poem is not given in S and L, the two best manuscripts of Demos-

thenes ; in A there are only a few verses. In the other manuscripts the

39 versos are given without any indication of a lacuna. It will be observed

that at vs. 10 there are three pentameters in succession, and that at vs. 25

there are two hexameters. To mend the latter passage Gottling introduced

into the text a pentameter from Planudes (Iriarte, Cod. Afatrit., p. 113) as

follows : iraiKaKa Bovkotrvvrji uya <p(powri fi!a. Some have tried to make

this verse tolerable by emendation ; most reject it as a Byzantine product.

At vs. 10 attempts have been made to restore the passage by importing

hexameter lines from other fragments of Solon ; and Bergk, observing that

the words a&tKour Ipypxun Trudofievoi are also found in xl 12, reconstructed

the passage as follows, leaving a lacuna of only half a line

:

eiKppoavva? Koap^lv SaiT&i eV rjav^trf.

tt\ovtovo~iv o aoY*a)? . . .

0x0 iepasv KTedwav oirre ti Bijp.oo'taiv

(peio'op.evoii K\e7rTovo-t o" i<f> apTrayrj dWodev a\Ao?.

But these attempts at restoration, however ingenious, are not convincing,

and we have a better chance of reading Solon's own words if we leave the

text as it is and merely indicate the lacunae.

Wilamowitz asserts that only the first sixteen lines were read by Demos-

thenes' direction before the Athenian audience, and that the remainder of
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the poem was added by an early editor of Demosthenes' speeches. This is,

of course, possible, but uncertain ; and for Solon at any rate unimportant.

Are we to supi>ose that the verse rfpmriprj Si 7rdAts is the actual be-

ginning of the poem as it was composed by Solon ? There is no decisive

evidence on this point. Voemel points out that the particle 67 is no

obstacle to regarding this as the beginning (cf. Xen. Annb. v 5, 13) ; in-

deed he thinks it highly likely that we have the opening of the poem:
" Imo optime convenit commoto atquo elato Solonis animo relicta sententia

' Aliae quidem urbes interieruut et interibunt,' sic incipere : 'sed Atheuae

Hunt pcrpetuae.' " This is not impossible ; and if it is true, as Wilamowitz

supposes, that the end of the poem was added by an editor, it is not prob-

able that the same editor would have left his quotation incomplete at the

beginning, unless the poem was very long.

See the discussion of this poem on pages 105 ft

1 ff. The theological views revealed in these lines are noteworthy. The

fortunes of the state depend upon both gods and men. The favor of the

gods can be assured if the state has a powerful champiou among them. But

even though the gods show no hostility, ruin may come through the per-

versity of men. The whole passage is imbued with the Homeric feeling

about the government of the world, which recognizes the humau and the

divine as partners in the administration. In this partnership men indeed

do not possess equal power, but they have a responsibility similar to that of

the gods. Meanwhile men and gods alike are under the sway of a dark and

unscrutable fate which even the Greeks could not transform through per-

sonification into either god or man. Cf. Horn. Od. i 32 :

*fl 7roVoi, olov Br) w Oeov? ftpoToi atTiowmai

.

€'£ ripeov yap <f>aa-i kok efifievai- oi Be teal avrol

a^>rj<Ttv aTacrdaXi'yo-iv inrepfxopov a\ye' exovcriv.

1. Kara Aios alaav : cf. Horn. //. ix 608 <ppoVtu> Se tcti/i>;<t#ui Auk 01077

;

Od. ix 52 to'tc 8tj fro. kukt) Ato? aura rrapicrr-q
\

r)fitv alvofiopourtv, iv aXyca

iroAAa irdBoifUv. The phrases kut aurav, imp' aurav, and iirip alaav are

frequent in Homer, but the combination Kurd Auk aurav is not found

there.

2. paKapmv OtCov aBavdrmv : cf. Horn. 77. iv 1 27 6tdi uaxap<? dOdvaroi
;

Hes. Theog. 881 pAKapm Otoi
;
Theogn. 759 dUoi dddvarm. uaitapc? fat
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3. Of. Horn. II. v 828 too; tol iyiav imrappoSo^ dfu (said by Athena

to Diomed).

3. cViVkottos : the regular word for a tutelary divinity. In Horn. II.

xxiv 729 Hector is called the protector of Troy— ?j yip oAxuAas cVmtkojtos,

OS TC fLIV aVTT)V
I
pWTK€V.

3. oppinoirdrpr} : ft frequent epithet of Athena in Homer, where, as

here, it always closes the verse.

4. This figure of the hands raised in protection is found several times in

Homer, e.g., II. ix 420 ftaXa yap idev evpuWa Zeus
| X"/*1 *VV v*tpi<r)(t,

TtOapo-TjKatrt 8c Xaot, In Eur. Ijik. A id. 916 Clytemnestra uses the same

phrase in her supplication to Achilles, the "son of a goddess "— rjv 8c toA.-

fiTjcrtis <rv fwv
|
xeip' vircpretvat, wawafiuBa. Aristophanes probably had

Solon's words in mind when he wrote the following passage in the Knights

(1173 ff.):

AA. (o At}/*', ivapyw f) fled? a farUHttnriO,

koX vvv inrepfyei aov yyrpav fafiov tr\eav.

Arjfi. otei yap oiKelad* hv eri Tqvhe Ttjv ttoXiv,

el firj <f>av€pa><i r^iiiiv irtrepeixc TtfV -xyrpav.

yyrpav (tapov irAcav is, of course, put irapa irpocrhoKuiv for \etpa.

5. awrot: this word, standing at the beginning of its sentence, con-

trasted with Zeus and the other gods, carrying no meaning of its own but

simply intensifying the subject, which we discover only in the next line,

presents a contrast between things of visible and concrete reality and divine

beings whose existence we know only through faith. It is a contrast similar

to that between the real body and the invisible soul in Horn. 77. i 2 f.

5. a^pahirjfriv : this word is commonly used by Homer in the plural to

mean " rash and imprudent acts."

6 f. Who are dorot? Who are 8i/fu>v iJye/i6Ves? And to whom does

&jfu>v refer? The answer to each question has been disputed. Since

Solon's poems, and the present poem in particular, are the chief source of

information concerning social and political conditions in Athens at the end

of the seventh century, there is little assistance to be found outside the

I>oem itself. Von Leutsch asserts that the inrroi and the 87/xos are the no-

bility, claimyig to find evidence for this in the narrative of Diogenes Laer-

tius i 49. What this evidence is I cannot discover. Bergk assumes that
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dorm' are the nobles, and Weil defines them explicitly as "les vrais citoyens

ou Eupatrides, opposr's au Srjpos, a la plebe." It seems to me unlikely that

at so early a period a jxditieal distinction of this sort would be made l>e-

tween the two classes in the community ; the difference between them was

still social and economic. All alike were do-rot, and the equilibrium of

political rights was a problem for the future. On the other hand, do-rot

never, so far as I know, means the nobly born or the rich in contrast to the

lower classes. In the present passage aarol are contrasted with 6W and are

precisely those spec ial avdpumoi whose home is the city of Athens, the human

population of Attica. Wilamowitz, apparently interpreting dorot in this

way, complains that XPW""" irtidofuvot is improperly connected with it

:

not the dorot'as a whole, but the Sfaov ^ye/ioVcs are guilty of avarice ; there-

fore xpjjfjaai irtt$6fxtvoi is to be rejected as an " iibles Fullsel." But canuot

a whole people be accused of lawlessness, avarice, corruption, luxury, or any

other social disorder, even though only a small number among them are ac-

tually guilty of the offense ? To Solon it appeared that the people of Athens

were too fond of money-making ; but he would not have denied that many

among them "were of a more admirable sort. Meyer finds a contrast between

people of the town and people of the country :
" Im ubrigen zerfallt in diesem

Gedicht die Schilderung der Missstande in zwei scharf gesonderte Theile

:

(1) Habgier und Ungerechtigkcit der do-rot', besonders der Sfaav ^y</Aows,

vss. 5-22, zusammengefasst in den Wbrten ravra /iev iv trrpiiptTai

Kutca, also die Verhaltnisne der regierenden Biirgerschaft, der stadtischen

Bevblkerung
; (2) vss. 23-26 Notlage der -ntvixpol, der abhangigen Land-

bevolkerung." I see no justification for this view whatever, either in par-

ticular words and phrases or in the spirit of the whole poem, dorv does

indeed mean the town in contrast with the country in classical Greek. But

in Homer, Hesiod, the elegiac and iambic poets of the seventh and sixth

centuries, with which last group dorot is a common word, it never means

townsfolk in contrast with countryfolk. Again, t&v TctvixpZtv in vs. 23 can-

not be properly confined to country jieople. There was need and distress

among the o^ttoepyot, as well as among the agrarian serfs. The real contrast

lies between iv 8r}fuo (23) and yaxav &Wo8airrjv (24), the condition of Athe-

nians at home and the condition of Athenians abroad, riv irevtxpuv comes to

the front in its sentence, because it is the greater destitution of this class that

has brought about their banishment to foreign lauds. %iov may mean
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either the whole people of Athens, ot aorot, or the lower classes as con-

trasted with the nobility. The one thing it cannot mean, as I believe all

will admit, is what von Leutsch claims for it— " the nobility." Prob-

ably in the oligarchical order of the early sixth century 8r)pM^ would have

sounded like the "masses," the undifferentiated people. Srjpov rjycpovts,

as nil recognize, are not " leaders of the democratic party." There was as

yet no democratic party ; it was Solon himself who first created it. The
" leaders of the people " are the oligarchic counterpart of the kings of the

earlier regime, who in the epic are often enough called riytpjovi*. In Athens

at the beginning of the Bixth century they were the members of the upper

cla- s, which was determined partly by birth and partly by wealth, and, in

particular, those who for the time being held the public offices, all of which

were reserved to the upper class. Bergk's claim that the ^ye/iovtq are the

irpwaWK tu»v vavKpdptov is unfounded. Cf. vii 1 8rjpo<: 8* ulS* av apurra <rvv

ffytfiovtao-iv hroiTO ; xiii 3 dvSpwv 8' itc ptyd\u>v TroAt? oAAvrat
;

Theogn.

4 1 f. t'uTTnt ftkv yap iff otSe <rao<ppovcs, ijytpAvn: 8*
|

rcrpdtparai 7roWi)v es

KCLKorrp-a irecrctK ; 855 f. itoWoki Si) «rdAx$ rj8e St* i)ytp.6v<uv Kaxorrtra
\
uxrirtp

KtitXtpCirq vox's irapu. yqv *8pap.tv.

7. CTot/xo?: cf. Horn. //. xviii 96 avrt'jca yap rot cVetra fuff^KTopo.

vorpfK irolpuot.

9. Cf. Pindar hth. iii 1 ff. cT ti« av8pS>v c^rv^tus y) trw evoo£ot«

itOXoK r) otitvti irXavTOv Kart\tt f^paativ alavrj Kopov, a^UK cvAoyuus Sxrruiv

lu-uypai. Cicero pro Murena 9, 21 ego mei satietatem magno meo labore

BuperavL

9 f. ov8k irapowras . . . ijavxiri : the passage should be construed as

f tllows :
" to enjoy (ci<ppoavvas:) in an orderly (ttoaputiv) and quiet (eV $<rvy:n)

manner the good things which actually lie before them (ttoooixtos) on the

banquet-board (&utos)." There are several meanings of Koarpuv to be noted :

(1) The most usual meaning in Homer is "to marshal " an army— a u»e

so common that it is not necessary to quote instances. (2) It means " to

prepare by careful arrangement," and is used idiomatically of the preparation

of a meal. Horn. Od. vii 13 ; Pindar Nem. i 22 ; Xen. Cyr. viii 2, 6. Cf.

also Horn. Hymn vii 59 ykvKtp^v Koa^aat aot8rjv ; and Solon xx 2. (3) It

meansalso " to conduct in an orderly manner," " govern," " rule." Herodotus

i 59 iVc/xe tt)v ttoXav Kwrpttov KaAws re Kal tv ; 100 ravra pkv Kara rai Suoaf

«Vot'ee, rdo€ 8i aXAa iKticotrfUaro ot
J
Soph. Ant. 677 ovtw ap.vvri * cart rots
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KtxTfjuovfiivoiSf
I

Kovrot ywatKov ov8afi(i>s rfbarjTfa,
u the regulations made by

oi ko(tjmjvvtcs, the rulers; meaning here, his own edicts" (Jebb) ; Ajax

1 1 03 f. ovS' Jotf' onov aot tokSc Koafirjrrat trktov
|
<ipx>/s «*«to 0c<r/i<k 7

«u Tw& o-e. (4) The meaning "adorn " or "embellish " is too common to

require illustration. Now, in the present passage, the first ami last mean-

ings are manifestly impossible ; the second cannot be allowed because the

ev^poffvws are already irapoiW. Indeed, I do not think there is any

reminiscence of the Homeric Sopwov Uotrpxi in spite of the juxtaposition of

tuxTfulv and &uto«. It is apparent, therefore, that the only meaning admis-

sible is "to conduct in an orderly manner," and it is not by any means

unlikely that there was some political connotation which suggested the word

to Solon. At any rate, as Jebb points out (Soph. Ant. G7 7), the word

koo>io? was used of a constitution, especially an oligarchical constitution

(Thuc. iv 76 piraa-rrjaai rov Koapov teal i<» brfpoKparuiv . . . rptif/ui ; viii 72

pivtiv iv tio oAiyapxonp Koap*>). Furthermore, the Cretan *6<rpoi, referred

to by Aristotle (Pol. it 10, 1272 a), were oligarchical magistrates with

military as well as civil powers. Peppm tiller's translation, "sieh hingeben,"

which is accepted by Bucherer, is out of the question. If nwmtlv is prop-

erly understood, it only remains to observe that &uto? is to be construed

with €v<ppwTvva<i and that the whole sentence is to be taken in a figurative

sense. Concerning both points there is some difference of opinion. Bcrgk

construed &uto« with yovxtr} and assumed that the line referred to the

meals which were served to the magistrates in the Prytaneion at the

public expense. Others Buppose that Solon is thinking of the convivial

meetings of the political clubs ("pavoi) where demagogues fan the flames

of discontent. In answer to these contentious, it may be said : (1) wo

are, presumably, at too early a period for democratic propaganda in the

clubs
; (2) it is not likely that official meals in the Prytaneion were called

" festivities " (tv<£p«rvvus) ; (3) if this sentence is to be taken in its literal

Bcnsc, referring either to the Prytaneion or to clubs, then ovk cVtorurrat

Kare'xeiv Kopov must also be understood literally, which would make the

hrjpov T)ytp.6va* guilty of literal gluttony. The fact is that Solon is sf>cak-

ing metaphorically. As men of unrestrained appetite conduct themselves

at dinner, go the leaders in the state conduct themselves in their uncontrolled

greed lor riches.

11. "They yield to the temptation of dishonest practices." Cf. xl 12
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AAA* dSixots' ipypaai iruBopxvos
\
ovk i$«Xtnv hrnai [sc. 6 irAouros]. The

phrase is more natural with ttAoTto? as its subject, than with a personal

subject, and it seems to me unlikely that Solon wrote these words so soon

after vs. 6.

12. KTtavuv : not in Homer, but Hesiod uses it ( W. and D. 315).

13. Weil says that kAcVtowit looks like a gloss and that he would

prefer papirrowriv ; Butcher marks kAcVtowiv «<p' dpirayfj as a locus despe-

ratus. This seems to me hypercritical. KAeVroucrtv hardly requires justifica-

tion, and for i<f> dprrayg the following quotations afford adequate support

:

Horn. II. Xxiii 574 is /xc'crov dpfporipouri ckKacrtxctTe urfi ctt* apwyr} ; Dem.

xv lii 273 ov yap ctt* cvvoiay' cue* irape^«l»p<i« ikmt><»v kou £r/Aov kol tiu&v
J

Thuc. i 37, 2 <pao~l 8e £vufuxxiav Sta to tnappov ovSevos irtu hi£acr6ac to S*

iwl tcatcovpyia Ktii ovk aprrij iirtTrihtvcrav.

1 3. oAAofov o(AAo9 :
44 one from one source, another from another."

14.
44 They have no fear of Dike, that august being upon whom, as

upon a rock, human society rests." Two other passages should be read in

connection with this, and the three will be found to throw light upon each

other : (1) Pindar 01. xiii 6 ff. iv r$ [Corinth] yap Evvopla vauh Ka<nyv^ra

re, ftdSpov iroAiW acrc/xiAe's, Aiica koI 6p6rpo<po<: Etpi/va, rap.ua dvhpdai

7tAoi'tou, xpwrau 7rcucW? et'/SouAow ©cruras ; (2) Aesch. Cfweph. 646 f. Aucas

S* cpet&rm Trvdurjv' 7rpo^aA<cev« S Accra <pao~yavovpy6\. Evidently BiucdXa

Awci/; is equal to Aucus irv&prfv, and the OipxOXa or wBarfv is Dike herself

— a fidOpnv iroXCotv ilironAi's. Pindar, praising Evvouui as well as Aw^,

must certainly have had Solon's words in mind ; and the startling mixture

of metaphors— Justice, the sister of Eunomia and the foundation of cities

— reminds one of the personification of Ge in ix. Indeed, the figure of Ge

is instructive in the present connection. As Ge is the material basis of

human life, so Dike is its spiritual basis ; but both alike are possessed of

divine personality and both are sacred (o~tp.vd). To use a familiar modern

metaphor, Dike might be called the 44 corner-stone of society." The passage

from Aeschylus, for which a variety of interpretations have been offered,

means, I believe,
44 Dike is now being established as the foundation," for

the changed fortunes of the children of Agamemnon. Here, as elsewhere,

Alio; is a negative principle, personified as a being who either restrains men

from certain actions or punishes them if they commit them. Cf. Aesch.

Seven 670 f. 7 brjr av €irj iravo'lKws [ptv§<l)wpo<; Auci;, £wovcra <pam irayroAfup
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<^p^ms. Cf. Croiset (1903, p. 587) :
11 Cette deesse de la justice n'est plus

tout a fait, comrae on le voit, celle d'Hesiode, la vierge faible et craintive, nial-

traitee par des mains brutales, et qui crinit a son pere pour obtenir protec-

tion. Elle a maintenant unc force patiente, elle attend parce qu'elle est sflre

de ses fins, et, dans le silence effrayant oil elle s'enveloppe, elle ressemble aux

lois mysteneuses et ineluctables de la nature, que rien ne presse, mais que

rien non plus n'arrete ni ne retarde."

15. t& ytyvofuva . . . iovra : cf. Horn. II. i 70 (= Hes. Theog. 38)

ra r iovra ra r icra6fi€va irpo r iovra.

1 6. : a gnomic aorist.

16. Cf. Plut. Sol. v: "To this Solon is said to have answered that

men kept their agreements with each other when neither party profits by

the breaking of them, and he was adapting his laws (<fy>/xo£cT<u) to the citi-

zens in such a manner as to make it clear to all that the practice of justice

was more advantageous than the transgression of the laws."

17. roxno refers to the moral corruption of the leaders in the city, which

has been described in vss. 5-15. Starting from them, this corruption is

beginning to spread (1787 ipxtrai) like a sore over the whole city. cA*os

atpvKTov is in apjMwition to rovro. Weil explains touto as "cette apparition

vengeresse de la Justice," an idea which the neuter rovro would hardly sug-

gest and with which c\ko$ a<p vk tov is incompatible. Furthermore, he makes

this same pronoun the subject of imytipti in vs. 19 (reading rj for 17
—

"une correction irre'fle'ehie "). This requires that vs. 18 be taken as a

parenthesis, which seems too awkward for consideration.

17 ff. :px<t<u (17), favOt (18), brtyttptt (19), describe the actual

state of affairs in Athens. The whole city, under the blight of corruption,

has sunk into servitude ; civil war, though still asleep, is about to wake.

*\€trtv (20) is a gnomic aorist like in vs. 16.

18. The subject of ykvdt is ^nuriprj iroAi« understood fromwoAci in the

preceding line and uppermost in the mind of Solon throughout the poem.

Solon uses the word Sovkoavvrjv elsewhere of the state of the Athenian

people (xiii 4 ; xiv 4).

19. tj: i.e., SovXaavvrj. Other commentators hold different opinions:

Weil (see on vs. 17) understands A/*// a- the subject of iirtytipei. Wolf

inquired, " Utrum rf 81*17 an fj ir6\t<> ? " and Schaefer replied, " Mira dubita-

tio Wolfii. De urbe dici quis ambigat?" The simple verb iyttpttv is corn-
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moii in Homer with voktfiov and such words. For the idea that the

enslavement of a part of the citizens leads to war, cf. Arist. Pol. ii 12,

1274 a 17 firfSi yap tovtov nvpios (If o or/pos SovAos av cltj mu iroXipxas and

patnim.

20. epari/v: only once in Homer— //. iii 64 pr/ poi &ip' cpara irpotpept

X/jvo-«'iys 'A<ppoSiTt}<;, but common in the Homeric hymns and in the elegists

;

cf. Tyrtaeus viii 28 o<£p* iparifc iJ/3>/s ayXuov avBos Ixni Theogn. 1 131 dAA*

rjfirjv iparrjv 6\xxpvpopai
f

rj p.' €7riAcV«.

21 f. The difficulties which are presented in these linea lie in the inter-

pretation of the words oW/uvcW and awo&ws and in the uncertainty of

the reading to?? aScxowt <p-Xats. (1) oWpevcW. Arc these enemies in-

ternal or external ? Certainly not external. It would not be true to 8ay

that Athens was being rapidly destroyed by external enemies. Megara

indeed was a menace, but not formidable. Furthermore, the whole poem is

concerned with the social and economic condition of Athens
;
foreign rela-

tions are not mentioned. If, then, they aie internal enemies, who are

they? Clearly the persons described in vss. 5-1 G, the men who shrink

from nothing in their lust for wealth. But hvtrpiviwv means something

more than "the persons hereiubefore mentioued.'' It is an ugly word and

in effect predicative in the present sentence :
" those who are bringing alnmt

the ruin of the state " may not unjustly be denominated the enemies of the

state. What Solon chiefly wishes to assert is not the decline of the city,

not the rapidity of its decline, but the venomous hostility of the men who

are responsible for its decline. (2) <rwo&>«. Two meanings are suggested

for this word. The first is "conflicts " or " combats." Schaefer says " iv

avvo&xs verto in conflict* ; tois ahinovvi autem est dativus quem dicas in

commodi." Shilleto's note is :
" Wastes away in conflicts with those who

wrong their kindred and friends [reading <p.'Aov«]. I conceive the dative

rots duM,r<n is appropriately governed of the verbal o-iWios, as irorpov «Act-

voli \afi8aK%Bumv Soph. Antig. 860." Grammatically it is not im|)ossible

to take o-wo&x; thus, though both explanations of the dative roi<t ol8ikov<ti

are a little strained. But what are these conflicts? They are not with ex-

ternal foes; and civil dissension with its bloodshed is only just beginning

(vs. 19). It is, therefore, generally recognized as better to take orvoSoi? in

the other sense of " gatherings " or "unions." " Ces c</nt/ressus," says Weil,

" qui plaisent aux mauvais citoyens, ne sont peut-etre pas, comme ou ex-
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plique ge'ne'ralement, dea combats, mais des reunions factieuacs, des associations

(fnupuu), foyers de conspiration et de guerres civiles." This I believe to be

the right view. But it is not necessary or even desirable to assume that

these owo&ot were primarily political in purpose. Undoubtedly the men

who attended these meetings were of the ruling class
;
they had no political

object to achieve
;
they were absorbed in money-making. They may, indeed,

have sought to manipulate the political situation to their own profit. But

they had no definite political propaganda, neither a tyranny nor a democracy.

(3) tois dSucot'o-i #Xcus. </>t Aots is Bergk's conjecture ; the manuscripts

give <£i'Aots or <ftt Xovs. Emendations are numerous, but Bergk's is the sim-

plest and the best, otjvo&h, such as have just been described, are properly

said to be dear to mischief-makers. Men who are occupied with their own

selfish purposes, regardless of the good of the community, are accustomed to

hold secret meetings in which they plot for their own advancement ; honest

and loyal ambitions, on the other hand, do not seek the dark. One of the

other proposed emendations of the line deserves special consideration. Diels

is offended by the sound of the diphthong and vowel in juxtaposition in

TpvytTai cV, a thing which is not allowed, he maintains, by the elegiac poets

in the first foot of the pentameter unless there is also a sense-pause at the

same point. Therefore he demands a sense-pause in the present line, and

rewrites it as follows : rpv^trax, «V <rwo&xs r' la rf&xovcrt <£<.' Au<. Now I

am not disposed to give much weight to the metrical argument ; the elegiac

remains are too scanty to justify any generalization. But even supposing we

accept Diels's law, there is no serious breach of it in the reading adopted in

the present text. Though the pause after i-pi^rai is not sufficiently im-

portant to lie marked by a comma, there is nevertheless a pause. The sense

is complete with the word Tpv^erat and the remainder of the line is added

to explain the nature of the hostile acts by which the city is being brought

to ruin (of. the note on hwrfuvimv above). What is the meaning of Diels's ver-

sion ? The oW/xcycW, he says, are the optimates : the <p(Xot, Solon's friends,

the leaders of the popular party. But supposing oW/ievcwv could be readily

understood in this sense, is it possible to believe that any reader would

recognize who the <f>t\oi arc and whose friends they are ? Solon is not con-

cerned in this poem with the difficulty of restraining both parties from ex-

cess and he is not identified with the popular party. Diels discovers some-

thing else in the two lines which I do not believe any open-minded reader
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would have suspected : aarv is contrasted with <nW>ot in a chiastic arrange-

ment :
" inimici potentia abusi in publicis bonis praedantur, sodales item in

rebus privatis inhonestutn lucrum facessunt," But aarv, alone, without em-

phasis by position, is the last word a Greek poet would choose in order to

contrast public with private affairs ; and oxrofiot are just as likely to be con-

cerned with public affairs as private. If #Aot are to be contrasted with

8v(Tfx€v€wv, then surely they must be friends and enemies of the same person,

who can only be Solon ; and Diels does not claim that the 6WfuvcW are

enemies of Solon. The following emendations may also be mentioned

:

rpi'^cTeu, iv (two&ks 0* ovs [= <ruo«J nfiiKovm <f>i\m\ (Hiller) ; iv avvoSois

t>Js a<$iKT/<Ti<£t',\o<s- (Ahrens) ; r^s aouc* iarl <piAa (Bergk) ; tuv craowv doY-

koi? (Hecker) ; toU dSueowrt <fu\ov% (Keene).

21 f. The figure of disease, which was first suggested in c\ko$ &4»vktov

(vs. 17), is still in the poet's mind, rpv^rrat. is often used of a physical

decline. The city which hitherto has possessed the charms of ruddy health

{TTokvripaTov) has fallen ill of a wasting sickness.

23 ff. Cf. ix 8-12. xii was written before, ix after, the adoption of

Solon's remedial measures.

23. vrpijurtii : ordinarily this word is used in its present sense only

with persons as subjects, and it is not common with them ; here it undoubtedly

produces a slight personification. Cf. Horn. Hymn to Apollo 175 ypxis o"

vfiiripov kAc'os outohiv oaaov iir' alav
\
Avdpunrwv arp«p6pxo-0a irdXcts eu

vaicTuiixra*;
;
Soph. Electr. 516 (Clytemnestra to Electra) &vtip.€vrj p.iv, d»»

ioiKa<;, o5 crrpi<pu ; Aeschrio 2, 2 (Hiller-Crusius) orevov Kaff 'EAA^crjrovTov,

Iparoptov x<u>py]V,
|
wDrat daXafroyp lorTpt<povro p.vpp.rfK€$.

25. AeiKeAiWi "degrading."

26. Thus the social disorder affects the personal life of every individual.

27. A man's house is no longer his castle.

27. The inversion of oWti is found elsewhere, e.g., Soph. Track. 161

kvv 8' <I* eV oU £>v eZirc ; Phil. 1217 It otitv «>i
;
Aristoph. Plut. 1177

$v€tv tr ovStU &$tol ; but it is natural only where the two elements of the

compound, though inverted, form a close phrase. In the present line the

separation is justified by the idiomatic combination owe tfcXovcri, meaning

" they refuse."

27. <?x"v: equivalent to dfiweiv, " ward off," "repel," the object being

to Stfpioaioy kuk6v. Cf. Horn. //. xi 820 AXX ayi pM to& ciVc, oWpc<^s
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EvpwrvA* rjpa*;,
| 17 p In irov ax^ovai vt\u>pwv 'Exrop' 'A^iatx,

|

rj rj&ij

iftOtaovrat vir' avrov Sovpl Sa/xe'vres ; xxi 309 <p{\t Kauiyvrjrf., odtvos dfc'poc

Ap.<pOT(pOl TTip <T-)(p}p.tV.

28 f. viptpdoptv, €vp€ : not gnomic aorists in the strict sense of the

term, but aorists describing what has come to be the regular course of events

in Athens at this particular time.

29. In Homer tl is more frequent than idv in conditions with the sub-

junctive ; in the Attic poets it is very rare.

30. tqvtci : referring to what precedes. Vss. 32-40 sum up in more

general terms the lesson which is to be learned from the particular observa-

tions in the earlier part of the poem.

32. According to Hesiod (Thtog. 902) Eunomia was one of the Home :

htxnepov rjydyero [sc. Zew] \nrapt)i/ Bc/mi/, f) tckcv "Hpa?,

EiUPOfttyv re StKijv T€ teai JLiprjvTjv reOaXvlav,

at ipy* topevovat KaTaOvryroiai fipoToiat.

The three sisters appear again in Pindar 01. xiii 6 ft', (quoted on vs. 14). In

the present passage Eunomia is plainly not a person, but a rhetorical per-

sonification. One of the poems of Tyrtaeus is called Eunomia by Aristotle

{Pol. 1307 a, 1).

32. aprux : see on iv 4.

32. anM.Wm : "render"; Aristoph. Knight* 817 <rv 8' 'AOyvatovs

e{jfr>70Tis p.iKpOTro\iTa<: airo<f>rjvai ; WtUpt 1028 fva Tas Moixrac alaiv xprjrai

p.r] irpoay<i)yov$ diro<pijvT). Parallels in prose are not uncommon, but the

use is very rare in poetry.

35. Of. Soph. Trach. 1000 pavias dvfos; Aesch. Per*. 823 vpp* yap

i$av$6wr tKapirntat trrdxvv
j

dr^s, oiftv rrdykXovtqv i$ap.a dipos.

36. tWvvti Sticos vKoktds : i.e., puts an end to corruption and introduces

impartiality and even-handed justice in judicial decisions. Of. ix 19 and

the note. Cf. also Hesiod W. and D. 261 ff. . . . /fruriAcW, 0* kvypa

KoetvTt?
I

a.W'j mi/aKAiVuxn SuOBf (TKo\i£>s ivorovTC?.
[
ravra <pv\aa<r6p.ivot,

fiaatXfjtf, l&vvtrt t Suca?
I
8wpo<f>dym, ctkoKuIiv 8« &iKeu)V eVt irdy\v XdOtadt

;

Pindar Pyth. iv 153 cvSwc Aaots oYkus.

38. Cf. Horn. //. xvii 384 cptSoc dpyaAeip;.

39. 7rtKvrd : this word is not found in the Iliad but appears a number

of times in the Odyssey. It is used, almost without exception, of persons,
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as in Theogn. 501 &v&p6$ 8' oTvos «8«i£e voov,
|

ko.1 pAXa trip irtwrdv ; Lucian

(Bacch. 8) has it in the neuter : « 8k mwra oo£«e ra Aeyduera, 6 SeiAijvos

apa rjv iA«o>?.

XIJI-XIV

liefercnres: Hadley (1903); Heidenhain (1882); Heinemaim (1897);

Hlller (1883)
;
Murray (1889) ; Piccolomini (189.'>) ; Sitzler (1879, 1894, 1900) ;

Stadtmuller (1882) ; Wilamowitz (1893). On these two poem* see pp. 99 ff.

XIII

1. x™*** pi*0* X^rtv* ' M"'05 ia t nus "a** 1 °f natural forces by

Homer : //. V 524 5<f>p' tvSrjcri ^tvos Bopiao kcu aXAuiv
|
(axprfiv avipuov \ vi

182 htivbv Awoirvtiowra irvpos p-tvos alOopcvoio ; xii 18 irora.p.Cjv p.tvot

«<rayaycW«.

3. povapxov : a similar use of the genitive is found in Thuc. i 8, 2 of tc

tjvaov? Inrtpuvov rijv rthv Kpetaaovwv SovKciav. The word /xovap^ov appears

first here, unless Theognis 52 is earlier, where it appears in the Ionic form

fiovvapxos.

3 tf. The verbs oAAtmu, tirto-tv, co-rt are general in sense, making state-

ments of uuiversal application
; 17817 \PV applies to the actual state of affairs

in Athens.

5. i$dpavT : it is more likely that this is intended for i$dpavra, than for

ifcpavri, since the elision is easier and the need of a dative is not felt till ou

pa'Stdv ccm is heard. The 8t>o« should be understood to be the subject of

the participle, and the ambitious politician it* object.

6. The need of this admonition is seen from the last line of xiv. The

Athenians must watch closely every symptom of the times and so be ready

to defend their rights before it is too late. Cf. Plut. Sot. xxx 5 : ore k<u to

p.VTfp.ov€v6p.€vov etwev, d»s irputrjv pxv r}v tvpapicrrtpov aureus to Ka»Av<rat rifv

Tvpavv'81 a~vvicrTap.€vr)v, vvv 8< p.€i£6v fori teat Xap-wporepov fKKOif/ai kou avt-

Aeiv avvta-Tuycrav r/Si; Ktii irtipVKVtav.

XIV

1 . The same insistence on human responsibility for disaster is found in

the opening lines of xii.

1. A17PQ.: cf. Horn. Od. xviii 134 dAA* ore 87 kcu Kvypa 0coi puaKapt*

TcAcowt
|

#cat ra <ptpti ^tKa^opjevot TtrXrpTi 0iyxto>.
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2. Tovrw fiolpav : the genitive is appositional. Of. xv 18 fioipav Bava-

tov and Theogn. 356 ToApa, Ki'pyc, kokoujiv €7rei Kdo-flAoiaiv equipts.
|
€ur< a«

#cai Tovmav p-dtp" cn-t'/JaAAev «X £°'
i af^^•0'*P <,,*' To Ad;(os.

3. pwrn 8Jvt«: "giving pledges or hostages," thereby putting your-

selves ia their power. Soph. Oed. Col. 858 koL peI£oi/ dpa pvaiov iroku

rdxa
|
0»/<r«s, where, as Jebb points out, pv-rvov Qtimi is equivalent to the

regular phrase iv<xvpov diivai. When one reealls the mortgaged lands which

had been set free by Solon (ef. ix), the figure seems a very natural one tor

the poet to have employed to describe exaetly what the S^pos must h;i\e

done in its relations with Pisistratus. This reading seems to have more point

than the one adopted by most editors— pvpara Soktcs, which is given by

Diodorus and Plutarch. These two evidently understood pvpara to refer to

the bodyguard which the people had granted to Pisistratus. But Wila-

mowitl has pointed out that since rovrov? in this line is in the plural, the

poet is not thinking of Pisistratus alone ; and I might add that since pvpxxTa.

is in the plural, it must refer to something more than the bodyguard alone.

The phrase must mean, then, " giving them the means of defense " ; and it

is not easy to see just what this refers to. Peppmuller explains pvpara as

M Schutz " or 11 Stiitze," by which he would seem to imply that the phrase

means "lending them their support," or something of the kind : and this

strains both the concrete pvfiara and the literal meaning of &>vvai.

3. rovroxm : the particular avSpa* (uytLXovs who were in power at the

time. If the poem was written after the usurpation of Pisistratus, the

reference must be to Pisistratus and his party. Wilamowitz (1893, II, 312)

insists that there is no reason to believe that this is true.

5. dAwn-cKoc reveal fiaivti :
" walks with the tread of a fox "

;
i^o? here

means a " foot-fall," as in Eur. Or. 140 o\yu <rlya, Actttov r^vo? dp/JJAi;? rti0«Te,

p»; KTimtiT ; Phoen. 105 opeyc wv optyt yepaiav ve'p ^up' airo KkipaKutv

iro&b; r^vo? iiravriWwv. The interpretation " follow the footsteps of a

fox " (so Peppmuller, Bucherer, Kynaston) offers a metaphor which does

not properly describe the cunning of the Athenians. The shrewdness

of the fox was proverbial in the sixth century : cf. Arehilochus 96 (Hiller-

Crusius) tw 8* up' oXwitt)$ >,W
(
(rvrn'/vrtTO

\
ttvkvov typvera. voov ; Semo-

nidft* 7, 7 (H.-C.) rijv 8* i$ aXtTprji (9e6i 16t}k dAwwexos
|
ywatwa, iravrutv

ISpiv ot&ifuv KaKw
j
Xlkifdiv oi&v ov8i ruv apxivovuv. Piccolomini com-

pares Cratiuus frag. 128 Koek l/mv iU fiiv cxatrrw dA«Jin?£ SwpoSojtctTcu
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(emending the last word to &upotomcc 8c ), and Aristopb. Knight* 752 ff.

<>;//.< ji KaKoSat/JLtov, <<>s <1ttoA'-uA ' 6 yap ytpwv
|
oucot av&fnov cart Se^iwTa-

TOS, OTUV 8' In TUUTT/Tt KO.&TJTCU Trj<i TTCTpaS
\

Kt)(7)VtV UXTTTlp iflTToBl^mv

6. jprifafi : cf. Pindar /tyA. ii61 gau^ 117x177-181 TraAaiuom Ktvca;

Solon viii 4 ^awa ai* tot* ^/xurovra One hundred and fifty years later

the Athenians were still afflicted with this open-mouthed stupidity, but

Aristophanes claims to have cured them : Acharn. 633 tt". jnjalv 8* drat iroA-

Au»v ayad'ov a£tos vp.iv 6 7roiT/T?js,
|
irauras vpas £(.vtKo2cn Aoycns fit) kiav

€$airtiTa.(r9ai,
|
prfff rjikodau Outrrtwfitvov*: ut)t cwu xawoTroXiTas.

7. uioAok: this word suggests admirably both the nimble eloquence

which fascinates the auditors and the shifty wiles which delude them.

Aeschylus has the compound oioAooto/jlos in Prom. 661 used of the obscu-

rity of an oracle. The suggestion of trickiness and deceit is found in Hesiod's

compound aio\6p.rjTi<;
(
Theog. 511) and in Pindar Nem. viii 25 p.«yurrov 8'

axoXia i/rcuSct yepas AvriraTat.

XV

References : Hiller (1888); Sitzler (1879); StadtmUUer (1882); Weil

(18<»2); WilauiowiU (1893).

This poem, which is manifestly preserved in its complete form, is ascribed

to Solon, not only by Philo, but also by the four other authors by whom it

is quoted ; Diogenes Laertius also, though he does not transcribe the poem,

states that Solon fixed the limit of human life at seventy years ; and Herod-

otus (i 32), in telling the story of the interview between Solon and Croesus,

puts into Solon's mouth the words : c*s ifiBofirjKovra cVca olpov tjjs {wis

dvBpurrru) Tpor&tffU. Furthermore, Aristotle refers to certain poets who di-

vide the space of human life into periods of seven years : Pol. 1335 b, 32 ff.

(speaking ofthe age limits within which a man should l>cgct children) 8to Kara.

Trfv tt]<; 8tuvotas axptjv. avrrf 8c iartv iv tois 7tAci<ttois rivtrtp tu»v vonjrwv

Tives ilprjKfurtv oi p.CTpovvrt<; rat? if3oopA(Tt rijv rj\u<tav, irept t6v yj)6vov toy

toiv TrtvrqKovra iruiv ; 1 336 b, 38 ff. 8u> 8* €iaiv t/Aucuu irpos as avaytcatov

b\r}prj(T$ai ttjv mu&ttav, /uro ttjv arro rutv iirra p-i^pi* rjfirp kqI rrdXiv pcra,

ttjv atfS t//?t?s fi<XPl ™v «v°* *<" UKOtriv *t(Sjv. oi yap Tats if38op.acri Buupoi v-

tcs Tas t)Aucuis is iiri to voXv Xfyovaiv ov kukws, Set 8c Trj 8uup«rci t^s

<£iVt«i>s iiroKokovOtiV natra yap TV^vrj nai iraiocux to irpoaAeJW tt}s <pwrca>s
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/SovArrcu avawXrjpoZv. It is extremely probable, therefore, that the poem is

a genuine composition of Solon. Its authenticity, however, has been dis-

puted. Poreon rejected the poem on two grounds : first, because of its

prosaic and unpoetical character; second, because in xxxvii Solon asserts

that a man ought to be glad to live till his eightieth year. Ahrens bluntly

declared the poem spurious. Usener said that ir5« n? in vs. 7 is an im-

possible combination, and condemns the whole poem on this ground. These

are very slender arguments, was Tts, as Wilamowitz points out, is found in

Theognis, Aeschylus, Pindar, and Herodotus. As for the limit of human

life, Solon may well have recognized that seventy years was the general rule,

and yet, in his healthy attitude toward the world, it is only natural that

when the pessimist Mimnernus fixed the limit at sixty, or ten less than

seventy, he should have insisted that eighty, or ten more, was better. The

argument from style leads nowhere. The poem is not an inspired produc-

tion. But it is characterized by neatness, precision, symmetry ; a certain

measure of variety is attained in spite of a forbidding subject. Judged by

internal evidence, it is as likely to be the work of Solon as of another. The

fact that he did not attain to the measure of poetical excellence displayed by

Shakespeare in As You Like It when he was dealing with a similar theme,

proves nothing. Solon was not a Shakespeare.

The interest which the poem possessed for later writers was based on

two circumstances : it attempts something like a scientific division of the

space of human life, and it is an illustration of the significance of the num-

ber seven. Hippocrates (irtpi «/?8o/xaoW 5 = viii p. 63G Littre*) in a

passage which is quoted by Philo immediately after Solon's poem, divides

the life of man into seven ages : from the first year to the seventh, mu&op

;

from the eighth to the fourteenth, irai? ; from the fifteenth to the twenty-

first, fuipoKiov ; from the twenty-second to the twenty-eighth, veavwrKo?

;

from the twenty-ninth to the forty-ninth, avijp ; from the fiftieth to the fifty-

sixth, irp«o-/3uri^ ; and from the fifty-seventh till death, yipmv. Pollux (ii 4)

repeats Hippocrates' seven ages ; and the subject of the division of the life

of a man is discussed frequently (cf. Censorinus, de die ruiUili, 14 ; Bois-

sonadc, Anecdvta, II, 455
j

Daremberg, Xotice* et extraitn de manuscrit*

me'dicaur, 1853, p. 141). Clement and Anatolius, on the other hand, as

well as Philo, are led to quote Solon because they are discussing the prop-

erties of the number seven.
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Weil (1862) discovers strophic composition in the present poem, as he

does in xl :
" Das menschliche Leben, auf siebzig Jahre veranschlagt, wird

in zchn Hebdomaden geteilt. Da aber die siebcnte und achte Hebdomade

zusammengcfasst sind, soergeben sich nur neun Altersstufen, deren jeder ein

Distichon gewidmet ist. Die drei ersten gehbren der Jugend, die drei letz-

ten dem Greisenalter an, und das gauze zerfallt in drei Strophcn von je drei

Distiehen." The same arguments can be brought against this proposal as

have been advanced in the notes to xl.

1. IpKot ,YfiuvTu>v : a common Homeric phrase,

2. irpCiTov: adverbial.

5. TpiTa.Tr) : 8C. ifiSofidSi.

5. Cf. Horn. Od. xi 319 ttplv aiptolv vtto Kpord<poiaiv IovXjoxk
|

a\v$rf<rai

irvKoaaiTi yews tvavOil Xd\vrf ; and Aesch. Seven 664 ff. <L\A' ovrt vtv

<pvyovra prjTpo&tv okotov,
\
ovt* iv rpotpaicrtv ov$ itprjftrjaavrd irco,

|
our* <V

ytviLov avXXoyrj rpi^utparoi.

6. Cf. Aesch. Prom. 22 f. trraflevro* 8' t)\iov fpol^ <p\oyl
|
xp«as

ofu/^ctv av&o*.

7. Cf. Horn. II. xiii 484 not 8* fa1 VP*}* avOws, o re icparo? earl

pAyurrov.

8. Locus desperattu.

9 f. Hesiod ( W. and D. 695) and Plato {Rep. 460 e and Law* 772 e)

also regard thirty as the right age for a man to marry.

9. p*pvr)p.tvov : of. Hesiod W. and D. 616 tot' htm dporov pcpvrf-

/icvo? emu
|

Cjpauov ; 641 tpywv ptpvrfpivot tivai
\

wptutov vdvrtov.

1 0. tlaoirurm : cf. Horn. IIymn v 1 04 ttoui 8* ciowtVw OaXepbv yovov.

11 f. Cf. Horace Ar* Poetica 166: Conversis studiis aetas animusque

virilis
|

quaerit opes et araicitias, inservit honori,
|
commisisse cavet, quod

mox mutare laboret.

1 1. trtpX iravra : a phrase found also in xiii 6 and xl 69.

1 1 . KaTapTvcTai : probably the earliest appearance of this verb in the

sense of "train" or "educate."' Homer has only the simple verb Aprwu

and uses it with v ; the compound always has v except in the present

verse.

13. iirra . . . iv ipSopdviv . . . 6kt<* : obviously an effort to secure

variety and avoid the repetition of the phrase which has been used four times

already. The meaning is the same as if cV tt} i086pn ipSopdh. had been
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written, and the phrase is not parallel to iv hrr irtaiv of vs. 2, which means

" in the course of seven years."

15. ftaXaKompa : this word is not found in the present sense in Homeric

or early elegiac poetry ; but an excellent parallel is furnished by Thucydides

(ii 18, 3) : alrlav 8k ovk i\a\C<rr^y Ap^t8i/u.os iknftcv air avrov (£.6., from

the meth(xls employed by him at Oenoe), 8oku)v kui iv rrj fwuyttyn tov

wtXiftOV ftaAaKOf etwu kcu rots 'ASrjvatOiS ^u-it^&ios, ov 7ra.pai.vwv irpodvptiK

iro\ep.civ.

17. It is interesting to recall that the Hebrew Psalmist also fixed the

limit of human life at " three score years and ten."

17. Kara pirpov iWro : i.e., kuO'koito to pvrpov avrr/t (sc. rfj<: Sc/carr}*

ipZofutios) ; to pirpov is the " full measure " or the M end."

XVI

References : Daremberg (1869) ; Hiller (1888) ;
Madvig (1871) ; Piatt (1896)

;

Sitzler (1879, 1900).

On xvi and xvi-a see page 13, footnote 3.

The two kinds of riches described in these lines may be called separable

and inseparable riches, and Solon maintains that the second are at least as

good as the first. Separable riches are such possessions as are enumerated

in the first two lines— money, land, horses. Inseparable riches are those

which are inherent in the person of the owner, and, as here conceived, they

are purely physical. Perfect health and a sound body insure not only im-

munity from pain, but also afford the means of positive enjoyment through

the satisfaction of the normal appetites. But human appetites are not

fixed and unalterable throughout life : each age brings its own desires and

capacities. The formula, therefore, for inseparable human wealth (to speak

in mathematical language) varies as the desires and capacities of the subject

vary with the advancing years. Here is a whole philosophy of life. Con-

fronted by the three allied enemies of the human race, disease, old age, and

death, which is the better viaticum for a man to choose, separable or in-

separable wealth) The choice is easy: material possessions will avail

against none of the foes, personal well-being will render at least one of them

powerless. This is a slight amplification of Solon's thought, and presents

the large principle upon which he bases his disparagement of material riches.
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3. fiova ravra : i.e., afipa iraBtiv and <rw 8 <Zpr) ymcmi dpuoSta.

4. yacrrpt re icai ir\evprj teal irotrlv : datives of means with aftpa midtiv ;

the three parts of the body stand, by synecdoche, for the whole physique.

4. Cf. Horace Bp. i 12, 5 : Si ventri bene, si lateri est pedibusque tuis,

nil
|
divitiae poterunt regales addere maius.

4. Daremberg (1869, p. 9) : ". . . il (sc. Solon) a place* la vraie

richesse, je veux dire la vraie saute", dans un bon estomac, dans une robuste

poitrine et dans des picula agiles ; s'il ne dit rien de la t£te, e'est que dans

l'antique medecine cette partie, dont la poitrine avait usurped lea fonctions,

ne jouait pas encore le role important que lui accordent la physiologic et la

pathologie modernes."

4. afipa Tra0€iy : this phrase is ordinarily used to mean the enjoyment

of such luxuries as money can buy, and comes aa a surprise after three such

humble sources of pleasure as -yacrrpt', -rrXevprj, and irotrlv.

5. iratoos t* r/Sk yvvuiicos : the genitive is to be taken with r//8g.

5. €irr)v Kal tout* &<piKirT<u : ravra refers vaguely and somewhat guard-

edly to the pleasures of love, which have already been suggested by irat&os r

yok yvvai#cd« and which are more definitely named in 17/83. From the tone

of this clause and the presence of mi one may judge that such pleasures

were not regarded as indispensable to happiness.

6. jjfir) : parallel with the datives yarrrpl re koX irAevpg #cat irtxriV and

another source of the pleasures of the simple life.

6. avv 8' tLprj kt\. : this is still part of the relative clause introduced by

<5 in vs. 3.

6. wpr) : every season of human life from childhood to extreme old age.

Each one of the c/iSouaSe? described in xv may be called a <Zprj.

6. npu'ioia. : personal powers and external opportunities appropriate to

each age. Perrin (1914), printing rjf3rj and topr/ in vs. 6, translates vss. 3-6

as follows : "While to the other only enough belongs
|
To give him comfort

of food, and clothes, and shoes,
|

Enjoyment of child and blooming wife, when

these too come,
|
And only years commensurate therewith are his." This

translation seems to me quite wrong for the following reasons : it leaves

ravra (vs. 3) out of account ; yaarpi and mxrev might suggest food and

shoes, but vktvprj could hardly suggest clothes
; 17/817 belongs to TrotSos as

well as to yvyauco?, and it is hardly likely that the boy should be the man's

own son
;
Zp-q does not naturally mean the whole stretch of a man's life

j
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ami " commensurate therewith " is not clear— commensurate with what ?

Some of these errors are found also in Schneiilewin and Hartung. Humbert

has it correctly : "... celui qui n'a que les biens suivnnts : los jouissances

que proeurent un bon estomac, de vigoureux poumons, des jambcs solidea,

l'araour pendant sa jeunesse ou dcs plaisirs en rapport a son age."

7. ircpiuHTta : a rare word ; found in a somewhat similar sense in Apoll.

Rhod. Arg. ii 394 wtpuocna <f>v\a Bex*tp<»v.

XVII

Reference: Wilamowitz (1893).

Aristotle seems to have had in mind the whole poem of which these four

lines are a fragment when he wrote (Eth. ICic. 1 179 a, 9 f.) : kcu 2oAu>v 8* row

ev&u/toras tcrtov avt^xuvtro kuAuj?, tliriav fxtrpiw Tois <ktos Ke^oprjyrjtiivov^,

TTtvpayora^ 8< KaAAurra, is wero, kill /3«/Jia>Koras <ru»f>p6voii' «v8ej(<Ta* yap

fxirpui KtKTrip.tvav<i irpdrrtiv a Sci.

1. nanoi, dyadot: not primarily a moral distinction. The ayaOoi are

the persons of good family who have had the benefit of training, education,

and environment, and who are possessed therefore of that general human

excellence which was called apery ; the kukoI are persons of the lower classes,

inferior in all points of human excellence. The dyadoi are the elite ; the

xaicoij the vulgar. d/wnys in vs. 3 is not virtue or merely moral excellence,

but rather that high development of the physical, mental, moral, and aes-

thetic endowments which are included in the whole human complex. Such

apery, embracing the full measure of a man, is attainable only through birth

and breeding in the first instance and personal endeavor besides. One of

these sources is rarely sufficient without the other. Furthermore, aptry is

not for the poor and needy
;
normally a competence, if not wealth, is neces-

sary for its attainment. And yet afxrjj and wealth are not identical ; Solon

himself is an example of a man who had one without the other. Wilamowitz

(1893, II, p. 305) asserts :
" Die afxrr, ist bereits die der seele, nicht die des

Mute* fur ihn (Solon). Die moralische bedeutung der begriffe aya$6? und

KaKos gilt bereita fur Solon." This he says in order to justify the contention,

which is probably true, that the poem was written in criticism of the timo-

cratic constitution which prevailed in Athens. But it is unnecessary to

insist that d/xrr; and ayaOo? must refer to either birth or morality. The

philosophic conception of virtue was still far in the futuro at Solon's time.
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On the other hand, there was probably a moral ingredient in the composition

of iif>(T >'j from the beginning.

1. jrtVovTtti : "are poor." The word is nut found in this .sense in Homer

and Hesiod, but it is common in Attic.

1. ayadai 8k irtvovrm : subordinate in thought to iroAAoi irXovrown

kukoi ; avroia in the next line refers to k<ikoL

2 f. C£ Plato Laws 728 a : iras yap o t' im yijs kox vtto yijs xpww
Apertjs ovk avrd£ios.

4. Cf. Eur. Electra 941-944 rj yap <pvai<: fitfiatos, ov to. xp>hulTtl -
|

17

fiiv yap altl irapapivovo eup« Kind'
\
o 8" oXfjos douccus xal ptra (tkolwv

$wiav
I

i(tirraT «kwk, apxupov avdrjaw; xpovov.

XVIII

It is difficult to say whence these two rather insignificant verses came or

why Plutarch and his authorities saw fit to preserve them. The legend is

preserved in several places (see Meyer, 1893, II, 568) that the laws of Za-

leucus were directly inspired by Athena, in which ease they might well have

taken poetical form ; and Hermippus (Athenaeus xiv 619 b) reports that

the laws of Charondas were sung at banquets in Athens. The present lines,

therefore, may have formed the introduction to a poetical version of some

early code. But it is unlikely that Solon himself wrote them, because if he

had written no more than this, it would have gone into the wastebasket ; if

he had written his whole code in verse, we should have had fragments of it

in that form.

2. tv)(t)v dyaOijv : a common Attic formula, especially in the dative.

2. Kt<&* oTroVtrot: a Homeric phrase; cf. Hum. II. vii 205, viii 141,

xii 255 ; Od. iii 57, etc.

XIX
Reference : Sitzler (1897).

It is probable that the two couplets here quoted by Plutarch are derived

from different poems and are brought together as evidence for Solon's scien-

tific ideas. That it is unfair to deduce his ideas from them is manifest.

The first couplet appears also in xiii, preserved by Diodorus, where it is fol-

lowed by four other lines. The second couplet fxix) probably formed part

of a longer passage in which Solon drew the comparison between the hqpvt
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and the sea, as in xiii he compares the strong men in a state to a storm

cloud. Of Frag, iamb adesp. 1 1 (H.-C.) : £17/10$ aararov xaxop I koI

6a\atr<rtj vdv6' bpuoiov xrrr dvtptov pi7rt£cTai,
|
Koi yaXrjvos fjv rvjcj, trpbs

TTur/m ii(m\l' KopixraeTat, Kifv T15 alria yeVrjrat, rbv iro\trnv KaTeViev.

Herodotus vii 16 to, ere Kai Ap.<p6r€pa irtpirjKovra avOptamnv koxu v 6fu\iai

<r<pd\\ovat, Kardirtp rrjv iravTutv xpr}<Ttp.uirdrrjv dvOptairouri OdXixtrcrav irvevpard

<pam ipiriTTTovra ov irtpiopav <f>v<Ti rrj iunrnjs xpW@at- Poly hius xi 29 oOiv

atl to wapaTrXipriov irdOo* avpfiatva irepi rt rav% byXovs Kat t\\v SdXarrav.

naddvtp yip koxciVt^ tf plv ioYa <pwis cWtv a8\a(3rj<; ro's XP<*>P««Vois Kai oram-

ft-S, orav 8* ai-rjjv tpiricry ra wvtvpara fiia, rotavrrf <paivcrai toi? xpwucVot?,

oto! Ttvt? &v wtrtv oi kukAowtc? avrrjv dvtp.01, rov avrov rpovov koi to ttA^0os

id Kit <puvtral kii yiyverai r-po; tovs ^paipc'vois, oiow av i\ri-rTpo<Trdra% Kat

crvpfiovXovs. Dionys. Hal. xvii 12 vapairXrjatov Tt Trdtrxpvaiv at Snpoicpa-

Tovpevat 7rdA«s rots irtXaytaiv' <KCtva tc yap vtto r(av dvipmv rapdrrtrat

<pwiv Ivovra rfptputtv [sic], aural 8k vnb rutv S^payajy "ov kvk T>vrat pvqSkv iv

at-rai? iypwrat kokov. Cicero />ro Cluentio 49, 138: Ex quo intclligi potuit

id (|uod saepe dictum est : ut mare, quod natura sua tranquillum sit, ventorum

vi agitari atque turbari, sic populum Romanuin sua sponte esse placatum,

hominum seditiosorum vocibus, ut violentissimis tempestatibus concitari.

2. StKatoran;: " well-regulated," " law-abiding."

XX
References: Diitnmler (1894), Leutsch (1872).

For the circumstances of the composition of this poem see pages 39 ff.

There is probably no special significance in the opening words, which should

not be taken literally. If Solon had really been a herald, he certainly would

not have made his proclamation in verse. He is a herald only in a figura-

tive sense, intending to accomplish through his poem the same kind of result

that a herald would have accomplished through his spoken proclamation. As

a herald comes from a city which is in danger and distress to implore the

aid of a neighboring city and delivers his 'plea before the assembled citizens,

so Solon makes himself the champion of imperiled Salamis and plcaita her

cause in verse. The suspicions of Leutsch (1872, p. 137) concerning the

authenticity of this couplet are sufficiently answered by this interpretation.

2. Koapjov initov : a literary composition, in which art governs the choice

and combination of words ; here the object of diptvm (= 7rot>?oW). Cf. Thuc
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iii 67 Aoyot imtrt Kotr^afihmt ; Pind. 01. 11, 14 Kovfusv . . . o8vfxtAf}

K€\n8ij<Tu> ; Philetas of Cos, 8, 3 (Schueidewin) oAA* brim d8m Kwpov koX

TroAAa /ioyj;o-as
|
pvduiv mivroluiv tHfiov cVwrra/AO'OS.

2. olSijv : a poem to be sung, here used in apposition to Kwrpov iiriw.

2. ayopfc : a speech ; this meaning is rare, but it is found in Horn. //.

U 788.

XXI-XXII

References: Hiller (1886); Mekler (1805) ; Piatt (1890) ;
Shorey (1911)

;

8itzler (1879, 1900) ; Wilamowitz (1898).

xxi and xxii almost certainly belong to the same poem, from which

also viii is possibly drawn. For the circumstances see pp. 56 ff.

XXI

2. &fittkC\ov : cf. Semonides vii 35 (H,.-C.) a/ietXtxos oc iraon KairoOvp-iij
\

i^0po2(Ttv taa #ctu tplkouri ytyvcrai.

3. KaTattr^iVu? kAcos : cf. Eur. Hel. 845 to Tputucov yap ov Karaur)(yvu>

kAcov.

3. There is some difference of opinion about the interpretation of /warns

kvu KUTato-xwas icAtos. What stain upon Solon's reputation is meant t

Wilamowitz, followed by Bucherer, thinks that the stain is that which

Solon's reputation actually incurred in the minds of the majority when he

refused to seize the tyranny. The other view is that the stain was that

which his reputation would have incurred if he had seized the tyranny.

Wilamowitz claims that xxi and xxii belong to the same poem and that

xxii precedes xxi ; the first line of xxii, then, seems to him to justify his in-

terpretation of xxi 3. This is extremely improbable, for two reasons.

(1) The participles /xtarae and ala-p ms fall most naturally under the in-

fluence of the negative ov, and therefore cannot be taken in Wilamowitz' sense.

Bucherer tries to parry this argument by saying that the ov belongs closely

to KaOrjiffdprjv, making with it a single idea, " verschmahte " ; and by this he

explains why we have ov and not p-q. But ov is, of course, the proper nega-

tive in this seutenee, which is not a conditional, but a causal or objective

clause with <ufev>u. For the idiom of the negative which is extended to

the two participles, see Shorey (1911). (2) The words fudvas and Karat-

o-xvVus arc far too stroug, for even Solon's critics, to use of his failure to
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seize the tyranny, whereas they express exactly Solon's conception of the

disgrace which would have fallen upon him through such an attempt.

Humbert is right here as usual— "si je n'ai pas voulu, dans la orainte de

fle'trir ma gloire, avoir recours a la tyrannic," etc. Shorcy points out that

there is nothing in this fragment or the next to justify the interpretation

that they are Solon's serious apology for not having seized and used the

tyranny in the interests of either of the two political parties. The apology

which they contain is not a political apology at all. " It is at the most

the ironical apology of the higher morality to the lower morality of the man

of the world— the apology of a Socrates to a Callicles (Plato, Gorg.

522 d) " (Shorey).

4 f. Solon here refuses to be judged by the ordinary standards of his

day, and therefore feels no aiSui? in disregarding them. He sets up a new

moral principle not hitherto recognized, and, by acting in accordance with it,

he justly claims superiority over the rest of the world, which has not yet

recognized the principle.

XXII

Not only the thought of these lines, but the tone of the language as

well, are characteristic of the common man (rove woAAovs kcu «/>uij.Ws, to use

Plutarch's words). The last line in particular is distinctly Aristophanic.

1. Cf. Soph. Ant. 79 to 8«
j
fiia voXltHv hpav i<pw d/u/xayoc.

1. P<x$v<f>pu>v : cf. Piud. Xem. vii 1 Ei\i&vta, irdptope MoipSv fiaBv-

<ppovwv ; Aesch. Pert. 142 ^porn'&z Kt8vi)v xal paBvftovXov.

1. /fcwAi/ew : a very rare word.

3. Cf. Herod, i 141 kaptlv ap^fSKjj-rrpov *ai ircpifiaXctv t« irA^os

iroXXov tojk lyBvtav teal ifapwrau

3. eVtoTrourev : "drew the net tight," as in Dem. xxiv 139 t€$vtjk€v

cirttnraotforos rov fipo^ov (of a death by hanging).

4. Ovpov . . . koX (fcptvwv these qualities are thought of as necessary

for one who would usurp the tyranny, not for a fisherman drawing in his

net.

4. apxLpTrj :
" at the same time."

5 ff. Cf. Eur. Phoen. 503 ff. «yo> yap ov&ck, pj/rtp, airoiipvipax ipd'
|

icrrpiDV av iXdoip rjktov irpo? dvroAos |
kcu y^s ivtpOtv, owaro? <iv Spaaai

TaSe,
|
ttjv dtStv pxyiarrjv okxt* l\u.v Tvpawl&i.
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7. d<TKo« $€&ap$at : cf. Aristoph. Clouds 439 ff. m ouv drcxvis o Tt

/?ovA.o»rai Tourt roifiov (ru>fi avrouriv Trapt^cu, tvjtt«v wtivrjv oMfnjv aixfutv

pty'ov &xrKbv Set/Kip ktX. ; Knight* 370 &p£ ore 0uWov kAoit% ; Plat.

Euthyd. 285 d «ya> /a«'v, c"^, #cot avros, to Suxparec, crotfio^ tlfu irapc^civ

ipavrbv tois ftWs, *cal <av /3ow\o>vTtu Scpctv <ti /tiAAov ^ vfv Stpowrtv, €1

(iot r) Sopa fir) tU ao-Kov TcA.evri/<r« tacrirtp ^ tov Mapavov, akk' cis iptnjv.

7. eVtrerpta^dai : evidently a word of the popular speech, not found in

the earlier poets (though Sophocles has ivLTpiirros in Ajajc 103), but

common in Aristophanes. In Seoap&u KaTriT(rp7<f>0tu the perfect tense de-

scribes the eternal state which the speaker is willing to accept in return for

one brief day of glory.

7. y .Vos : subject of iirirtrpiipOat
;

not, as Bucherer says, accusative of

reference.

XXIII

Plutarch is here quoting parenthetically the second line of an elegiac

couplet
;
yip ia not part of the verse, and ipypaai. must have been Ipypamv.

The occasion of the quotation is the description of the dissatisfaction and

criticism which prevailed after the establishment of Solon's laws. Whether

the line belongs to a poem which was composed at that time is uncertain
;

the sentiment would harmonize well with that of vi. Bergk says that possibly

the poem from which this line is quoted contained also Theogn. 801-804 :

OtSus avBpunrmv out* foatrai o5t« irt<£v»cey,
|
ootis vaatv aSW Swrerai eti

Afo<<u*
|
ovot yap of Ovrrrotat Kai aOavd ouriv avatrcru,

|
Zcvv KpovtSi/?, dvTjrols

vaxTiv do* v Svvarcu. But it seems certain that Solon would not have written

verses of so cynical a strain.

XXIV

References: Koehler (1892) ; Sitzler (1897).

See pages 95 tf.

The lines refer probably to a sojourn in Naucratis as well as in Sais and

other Egyptian cities. Koehler (1892, p. 345), indeed, feels so certain that

Naucratis is referred to that he regards the verse as a proof that a Greek com-

mercial settlement existed at Naucratis before the time of Amasis (569-526).

wpoxofim : used thus commonly in the plural of the mouth of a river

;

cf. Horn. //. xvii 263 ; Od. v 453, etc.

#
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XXV

For Solon's visit to Philocyprus, king of Soli in the island of Cyprus, see

pages 95 tf.

These line* formed a part, probably the close, of the poem referred to by

Herodotus (v 113), in which Solon praised Philocyprus more highly than all

other tyrants (<v circcn alvtvt rvpdwtov fidXiara). With Solon's farewell to

Philocyprus may be compared the farewell of Odysseus to Alcinous in Horn.

Od. xiii 38 If., where Odysseus, like Solon, bespeaks prosperity for his host

and a safe return for himself : cuxiyxora 8* olkol okkktiv
\
vofrrrfaas evpot/u

avv aprtfiitaai <t>i\<HfTtv.
j

! fiiis 8* avtit fiivovrcs lv<j>paivoiT€ ywuiicas
|
kov-

ptSns #tai Tc'icva" 0to\ 8' dp<T»/v oirdcrctav
|
wayroap, *at fty Tt kclkov fi€Ta-

hijtuj.v t'rj.

4. Kwrpt? ijT7ui)uri^ : cf. Horn. Hymn vi 18 aobc 0avpa£ovres ! ><TT€<f>dvov

Kudcpu'17? ; Theogn. 1 304 ovKtrt Stjpov
|
c£et$ Kynyxyyevovs 8*opov ioar€<pdvov.

5. (HKUTfitZ : pro|)erly an abstract noun, " the founding of a settlement,"

here used for the settlement itself. The word is uncommon, but it is found

in Plat. Laws 708 d irdAeuv oiKurfxoC.

XXVI

References: Blass (1888) ; Crusius (1896) ; Sitzler (1804).

The reply to Mimnernus which is here referred to has been preserved by

Diogenes Laertius (see xxxvii), and moat editors regard the two fragments as

parts of the same poem. Some go even farther. Bergk remarked that vss.

1060 f. in Theognis' collection—
"A<f>povet avQpctyjToi icai vrymoi, o2Ve Bavomas

ic\alov<r, ovB' ij8r}<i dvdoq airoWvfievov,—
were probably written by Mimnernus ; Schneidewin pointed out that Solon's

couplet may be a reply to them ; and Blass (1888, p. 742) thinks there

is no doubt but that we have two complete poems, one by Mimnernus,

consisting of Mimn. frag, vi (B.) and Theogn. 1069 f., the other by

Solon, consisting of xxxvii and xxvi. I cannot accept this reconstruction.

In the first place, Solon's lines are not really a reply to the lines in

Theognis ; in the second place, they do not easily follow immediately after

xxxvii. There is an air of epigrammatic finality in xxxvii, which will not

tolerate the addition of such a sentimeut as that expressed in xxvi. It
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seems to me not improbable that xxxvii formed the close of a longer poem

addressed to Mimnernus and that xxvi is a quotation from the earlier portion

of that poern. These lines attracted the attention of Cicero, who alludes to

them in two places. In the Tuteulan Disputation* (i 49, 117) he trans-

lates them into a Latin couplet :
" Mors mea ne careat laerimis, linquamus

amicis
|
Maerorem, ut celebrent funera cum geraitu." In the Cato Major

(20, 73) he compares them with a verse of Ennius in which the opposite sen-

timent is expressed :
" Solonis quidem sapientis est elegium, quo se negat

velle suam mortem dolore amiconim et lamentis vacare. Volt, credo, se esse

carum suis, sed haud scio an melius Ennius :
' Nemo me lacrurnis decorct,

neque funera fletu
|
Faxit.'" On this opinion of Cicero Nageottc (1888,

p. 167) remarks: "II (i.e., Cicero) trouve plus de courage dans le Romain

que dans le Grec. J'en suis fache' pour Cice*ron, mais il n'a pas compris lea

vers de Solon. Solon ne se lameute pas du tout, comme il le croit, a l'idee

de la mort ; ce qu'il veut seulement, c'est que son souvenir soit cher a sea

amis, que son depart lea attriste. J'aime micux ce besoin d'affection qui se

prolonge meme au-dela du tombeau, que le stoicisme un peu pedant

d'Ennius."

XXVII

Allusion had been made by the previous speaker in Plutarch's dialogue

to Solon's law forbidding intercourse between slaves and boys.

1. 17/8179 iparotaiv iir Sv$im : cf. Horn. //. xiii 484 mi 8* c'x«

avOos, o re Kparos iart ptyurrov; Mimnernus 1, 4 17/8179 av$ta yiyvcrcu

Aphakia
I
AvSpatriv ^Sc ywm&v ; Tyrtaeus 10, 28 5<f>p ipar^ 1J/8179 dyAoov

avOos <x»5 Theogn. 1348 inu&tip «^°« h0VT' <pa*w.

XXVIII

Reference: Gomperz (1880).

o$tv : this refers to the arguments which have been advanced by the

speaker in support of his view that the love of men for women is a nobler

thing than the love of men for boys. Devotion to wine, women, and song

is not at the present day regarded as a characteristic of the calm of middle

life, still less of advancing age (irp«r/8uri7s) ; but to the Greek it was natural

to believe that the gifts of Aphrodite, Dionysus, and the Muses were the

decent pleasures of the normal man.

1. Kvirpoyevaivs : cf. Kuirpts XXV 4.
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XXIX

This line may have belonged to the same poem as xxx and xxxiii. See

the note on xxxiii.

lyb\v : this word, which properly meant a " mortar," was also, according

to Pollux (Joe. cit.), the name of a kind of dance (fort pJkv ovv lySis #cai

opxnato* <^/*a)» »n which sense it was used by Antisthenes and probably

also by Solon.

XXX

Phrynichus points out in the passage immediately preceding the quota-

tion the impropriety of using the word arpopikos for either a pine nut or a

pine tree, the proper words being ir«xvs and ititvos Kapiro*. " The words

from kuX yap to the end," says Rutherford, " may well be a spurious addition

made by some one who happened to have heard kokkw so used by the vulgar.

The remark is awkwardly introduced, and contradicts to 8k ibwSipov

mruuv Kaptr6%. There is no reason for assigning to kokkw in Solon's iambics

the meaning of orpd/&Aoc ,
1 the edible kernel of a pine cone.' " See note on

xxxiii.

XXXI

1. yvtopoo-vvjp : a very rare derivative, formed from yvtu/xwv as <rw<ppo-

<rwrj is formed from aw<ppu>\ . It means " the ability to see and compre-

hend." For yvu)fMKTVvrj<; a<pav*s p.trpov
t
cf. aBavarmv a'tpavj]? voos in Xxxii.

2. wavTuv TritpuT l\ti : the meaning of vtipara here as in many other

instances is uncertain. In Homer it has at least two well denned meanings,

" ropes " or "cables," and " end " or u bounds "
; besides the passages where

either one or the other of these is applicable, there are many others where

there is room for doubt. In such a place as //. vii 102 avrap vwtpBc
|

vunp

irtlpar txovrtu <" aOavdroun $to2<riv, it is not impossible that the poet was

thinking of a figurative use of mlpara in the sense of " ropes "
; the gods

may hold the strings which control the course of human events. On the

other hand, the word may mean here " the consummation " or " power of

accomplishment," as reAos frequently does. Whichever figure lies at the

back of this idiom, it is obvious that we have the same idiom in Arehilochus

52 (H.-O.) vucip 8* iv Biolai mipara ; in Theogn. 1171 f. Yv^prjv, Kvpvt,

Otal OvrjToitrt Stooimv apurrov
\

avOpiowon' yvtopr) irtlpara navrits fyei ; and
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in the present passage in Solon. Now if we put by the side of these Hesiod

W. and D. 669 iv rots yap [*.<*., iv toi? #€ois] tcAos iarlv u/tw; ayaOwv tc

kolku)v re, and Semonides 1, 1 f. tcXos fiJtv Zeus *x€l fiapmrviros
|
iravrtav off

fort, it seems fair to assume that irilpara €\uv with the genitive is equiva-

lent to tcXos i\etv with the genitive and that both mean " to possess the

power of bringing to fulfillment," "to be sovereign over." This conclusion

is corroborated by Soph. frag. dub. 1028 (ap. Clem. Strom. V xiv 128, 2)

ot-8e 0eots avfoupera irdvra irikovrai,
j
vwnpi AioV jcetvo? yap «;(« tc\o? t)&

Kal apxnv, in which not only consummation but also initiation is ascribed to

Zeus. Furthermore, tcXos fy"* carae to ^ave a poetical sense, " to be en-

dowed with plenary powers," as in the treaty quoted by Thuc. iv 1 18. If we

conclude, then, that irttpar €x«iv means " to be sovereign over," whatever may

have been the origin of the use, there is still another question to be raised.

The subject of €\et is not personal ; o is a neuter pronoun whose anteeedent

is p.(Tpov. We may say, of course, that the real subject is yvutftxxTvvrjs (ttr-

pov, or, going one step farther back, God himself, who possesses yvtufioo-vvTp

<i</>.ii't s- fitrpov. This is probably true. But can we suppose that Solon tvas

unaware of the suggestive relationship between the words peTpov and

Trcipara 1 We shall not be accusing Solon of a philosophical abstraction,

nor do we need to impute to him any of the doctrines of the later schools, if

we insist that there hovered before his mind the very concrete figure of the

infinite wisdom of God containing aud comprehending within itself all things

of finite dimensions. This figure, however, is only an overtone, I believe,

enriching the familiar idiom which is employed. The lines quoted above

from Theognis give a curious twist to the thought and the language of

Solon's couplet. Theognis makes human wit supreme, though he deigns to

acknowledge that this wit is the gift of heaven. The difference between

these two couplets is typical of the difference in the philosophy of the two

men.

XXXII

The lines of Hesiod which are here referred to are quoted by Clement

immediately before the present passage (Hesiod .\fefam/>'>ffir, frag, clxix

Kzach 3
) : /hutu 8" ou&is cotiv iiri)((hvi(i>v avOpwirw,

j
oorts av ilSt -q Zrp'bs

voov alyi6)(0U3.
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XXXIII

References: Hammer (1902) ; Sitzler (1894, 1907).

It seems probable that this fragment ami xxix and xxx belonged to the

name ixhmu. What the subject of it was, we can only conjecture. Hartuug's

suggestion that it was a satire on the gluttony of the rich is the most plaus-

ible one. Crusius remarks that the present fragment recalls the fabulous

world of pleasure and delight which the comic poets were fond of describing,

atid hazards the guess that Solon relegated to this world the ungrateful per-

sons mentioned in x. Cf. Auacreon, frag. 13 (H.-C.) : r)pi<mjaa pxv i-plov

XtTTTOV pXKpW dTO#cAaS,
I

OLVOV 8' C^OTIOV KO.&0V, VVV 8* d)3pU»« ip6t(T(TiXV

1. ir'vovtri koI TptLyoxxTiv : the regular phrase for a Greek symposium,

when the banqueters drank their wine and ate with it sweetmeats, cakes, and

bonbons of all kinds. Cf. Dem. FaU. Ley. 197 Ta-Jnyv to pZ.v irptarov

ovTmaX ir'.vuv ^(rv^'j teal rptliyeiv r/vdyKa^ov ovtoi
;
Aristoph. Peace 1324 (niicd

tc rp-Jjytiv ; Herodotus iv 1 43 opp.rjp.ivov Aapciov poias rpwytiv ; i 7 1 Trpb; 8k

ovk oVw Snxptuvrai [i.e., the primitive Persians], d\Aa vBpoirorcovat, oi

avKu 8« tx.ovcrt Tpwyay, otK oAAo ayaOitv ovb'.v.

1 . Irpta. : one of the countless varieties of small cakes which were made

by the Greeks. Cf. Athen. 646 d Irptov reppariov Actttov b\a arjadp-ov ko.1

ptAiTos yiyJpcyoy.

2. J jtov : l)read made of wheat flour.

4. dWa yrj <f>tpti : <?.;/., figs and pomegranates.

XXXIV-XXXVIII

No modern critical edition of Diogenes Laertius exists. The quotations

have been made from Cobet's edition, and the textual notes have been

supplied from the edition of Hiibncr, from Bergk's Poetae Lyrici Graeci,

and, for xxxvii, from Diels (1902, p. 480).

XXXIV

For the circumstances referred to in this and the following fragment, see

pages 39 ff. These two fragments evidently belong to the poem called

"Salamis," from which xx also is derived. Lehmann-Haupt (1912, p. 19)

says without any authority whatever that the poem cloud with the couplet

of xxxv.
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1. tot* : i.e., if we give up the attempt to recover Salamis.

1. Pholegandros and Sicinos were two small islands south of Paroa

among the Cyclades.

2. AvTt y *A$T]vauov : ye is an indication of the scornful tone in which

Solon would have uttered the name of the city which had disgraced itself.

3. friTi* 17& ktK. :
" this remark would become current in the world."

4. 6.vrip : with 'Attkos. "Attixos avrjp is one predicate of OVTOS, and

tu»v %aXafuva<f>€Tu}v is another.

4. ^(i\afuv'a<ptTuiy : a characteristic Greek compound, admirably con-

ceived to signify the contempt which Athens would bring on herself. Such

catchwords, crystallizing the spirit of a party, are dangerous weapons of

offense in political controversies.

XXXV
1. tb/tcv : the vowel of the stem (1) is lengthened under the ictus, as in

Horn. II. ii 440, ix 625, xii 328 ; in all these passages lofuv forms the

first foot.

1. wept vtjaov : cf. Tyrtaeus x 13 (B.) : 6vpM

kcu TTtpl irai&W
I
Bvr/OKuptv.

2. -xaknrov r alaxps &irwr6p.cv<x : Demosthenes, speaking of Solon's

success in rousing the Athenians to recover Salamis, paraphrases these words

(Fals. Leg. 252) : kox ttjv pkv x^/xxv dve'owe rrj irdAet, rrjv 8* vvdpxoxxray

aiaxyvrjv &irqkka.$tv.

XXXVI

References: Hiller (1883) ; Leutech (1872) ; Zacher (1882).

For the occasion on which these verses were supposed to have been

uttered, see Appendix 7. They may belong to the same group of poems as

xiii and xiv.

1. Solon claims that the madness of which he is accused will shortly be

revealed, insinuating thereby that when it is revealed it will be found to be

not madness at all.

1. dorots : Leutsch (1872, p. 262) claims that the atrrol here are the

nobles, evidently basing his opinion on the fact that the popular party sup-

ported Pisistratus and might be supposed to be already acquainted with his

ambitions. But Zacher and Hiller insist that the iarol are all the towns-

folk, and they are certainly right.

2. Conspirators have been deceiving the people and concealing the truth
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from them ; but when they put their plans into effect, the truth will come

out of her hiding-place into the midst of the people where all can see her.

2. <'« ^tcW : cf. Soph. Phil. 609 Uxrfufo t &yw
|
$«? 'Axowhs c«

fktoov, Brjpav KaXrjv.

Immediately after this couplet, Diogenes quotes the four lines of xiii

with the assertion that they also relate to the usurpation of Pisistratus.

Bergk thinks that the two fragments belong to the same period in the life of

Solon, but that they are not derived from the same poem.

XXXVII

References: Diels (1902) ; Sitxler (1907).

See the notes on xxvi.

1. tt . . . irct'crcat: not equivalent to a condition with a subjunctive,

but bearing the meaning, rather, of ct c'dcAci; irci$c<r$ai (see Goodwin,

Moods and Tenses, 407) ; the ov, therefore, of kov probably has nothing to

do with the verb, Kav throws its emphasis on vvv alone, " even now,"

11 even at this late hour " ; for which use the following passages may be

compared: Aristoph. Acharn. 1021 p.«rprjaov dprjvryi r» fioi, k&v irtvr irn;

Clouds 1130 uktt «ro>s f$ovkr}<r€Tai
|
k&v i.v Atyv»T<j> rv^itv tuv paWov rj

KfnvLL miAcjs : J/ysistr. 67 1 tl yap ivBuxrn tis i)pZ>v raiahf. k&v a/UKpav

Xaftrjv : Soph. Electra 1483 akkapuoi irdpt<i
\
Kav apiKpbv tlvtiv.

2. oti atv toIov €ve<ppa<rdfinv : for the genitive <rtv, cf. Xen. Mem. i 6, 1
;

Plat. Phatdo 89 a ; for the enclitic at the end of the first half of the

pentameter, Theogn. 706 ; Mimn. 1, 2.

2. Cf. Horn. Od. viii 94 'Ak'ww 8c utv ofc* iirt^pdaaT' r)S* ivotprtv;

II. v 665 to pxv ov T« (ir€<ppdaaT ol£ ivorjat,
j

p.rjpov i&pvaai 86pv puilkivov.

3. \iyva<TTa&n : this complimentary epithet has been restored to the

text by Bergk from Suida* s.v. Mlpvtpvwt : AtyvpridSov . . . cVcuAetro ot

koI AiyuaoToSi^ &a to iup.c\U kui tjSv (Xiyv Bekker). Diels (p. 480)

derives the word from Aiyis and afkiv, " a member of the family or guild of

clear-voiced singers," comparing 2aXap.iva<f>€TO)v and the comic compounds in

Aristophanes ; but Sitzler, though he allows the word the same meaning,

thinks a compound with a&W impossible for Solon's time and derives it

directly from Aiyik.

4. puotpa Ktxot Oavdrov. the same phrase appears in Callinus 1, 15
J

Tyrtaeus 7, 2; and Theognis 340. Cf. also Solon xv 18 and xl 30.
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XXXVIII

References: Diels (1889) ; Hiller (1878).

Metrical scheme

:

2. Z. u Z. w v — \s ~
3. d \j \j \j 4

4- \j \j — \j w w 4

5. Kjf/^j/^jf 4

Flach (1884, p. 362) maintains that this fragment is authentic, but it

is generally regarded as spurious, on the following grounds. For each one

of the Seven Wise Men, Diogenes Laertius records the number of lines of

poetry that he had written, the elegiac couplet which was inscribed on his

grave, and a fragment of lyric verse composed by him. These three items

are always given together (Thales, i 34 f.
;
Solon, i 61 f. ; Chilon i 68, 71,

73 ; Pittacus i 78 f.
;
Bias, i 85 f.

;
Cleobulus, i 89, 91, 93

;
Pcriander, i

97. For Pcriander alone no lyric is preserved). In the case of Thales,

Lobon of Argos is explicitly mentioned as the authority from whom they are

derived. Now since the number of lines of poetry is demonstrably fictitious,

most of the Seven Wise Men having written nothing at all, and since the

epitaphs, being all cast in the same mold, are manifest forgeries, it is uot

unreasonable to conclude that the lyric fragments, too, were composed by

Lobon or some other compiler from whom he borrowed them. For the

whole matter, see Hiller.

1. TTc^vAay/xcVoj : cf. Horn. II. xxiii 343 <iAAa\ $i Ac*, <ppovtu>v tt«£i-

Aay/xtVos tlvat. dvS/ju tKatrrov is the object of opa.

3. irpoatvitrr} : used without an accusative of the person addressed, as

in Pind. Pyth. iv 97 kAcwtoiv ht 6vpu Sel/ia jrpotreVveire, and Aesch. Agam.

241 trpoatvviittw Blkowra.

XXXIX
Reference: Heinemann (1807).

For the relationship between Solon and Critias, see page 34. Aristotle

(Rhet. i 1"), 1375 b) quotes the first line of this couplet in the following con-

nection (lie is speaking of the employment of the poets as a source of his-

torical evidence) : kui K.\to<f>u>v Kara Kpirtov rots SoAtuyo; cAcyctotf cvoiytraro,

Xtytav ori raAut lirrcAy^s rj oikux' ov yap av irort iiroirjo~t id Awe tiirf.lv /ioi
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Kptria wvpporpix*- Trarpw aKovtiv. It is quite clear that the demagogue

Cleophon is twisting the meaning of the words to suit his own purposes ; he

takes them as a proof of the depravity of Critias, as Cope remarks in his

note on the passage, though they were really intended by the poet as a com-

pliment to the father. That this is true may be seen from Plato's words in

the Charmides 157 c rj re yap rarpcaa vpuv [i.e., Critias and Charmides]

(HKUl, f) KptTLOV TOV A/HittTlSoU, Kttt VTT
'

AvtlKptOVTOS Kol VTTO SoAuJVOS KtU VTT

d\Aa>v iroWtiiv TTOi-jjT<i)v €yKiKu>pta(Tp.£VT] TTapaO-bOTM rfp.iv, uti ouufrtpovon

koAAci t€ ku aptT~i} ko.1 tj aAAg keyop-evrj tiBatpLovta.

1 . ctVepcvai : the grammatical construction cannot be determined, but

as the fragment stands, the infinitive must be taken as equivalent to an im-

perative. Cf. Horn. //. vii 372 If. yf.Qiv 8* 'iSno? iV* Kol\a<t M vija<;
|

tivipcv 'ArpctSflS, 'kyap.ip.vovi koX Meyctaw,
|
pxOov

%

A\*{dv&poto, rov c'vcko.

mxof oputpC
|

Kiii &€ to8* etVc/tcrat itvkivov cjtos ktA.

2. apaprtvoy : cf. Hesiod Theoy. 511 opapnVoov r *Emp.rtd<a ; Aesch.

Suppl. 542 ivdtv 'lit otorpw ip€(T(TopL(vu <pei/y« apjapTivoo*;.

XL
•

References: Clenim (1883); Croiset (1014); Daremberg (1800); Oom-
perz (1880); Hense (1874); Hiller (1880, 1888); Larsen (HKX)); Van Leeuwen

(1904) ; Vpon Leutsch (1872) ; Linder (1858) ;
Murray (1880) ; Piatt (1800) ;

Rost (1884) ; Schmidt (1847) ; Schneidewin (1848) ; Sitzler (1870, 1804, 1000) ;

Stadtmiiller (1882) ; Tucket (1887) ; Weil (1802) ; Wilamowitz (1803, 1018).

See also pages 105 ft'.

1. Clement of Alexandria, who quotes the first verse of this poem, in-

troduces the quotation with these words: 2oA< i r^s «Aey£(us «T8e dpx«T.ii.

This indicates that Solon's poem actually opened with the lines which are

preserved in Stobaeus. The words t^s e'Aty^s, standing as they do with-

out explicit reference, might suggest that the present poem was known as

the elegy of Solon par excellence. Immediately before the quotation from

Solon Clement gives the following verse from Eumelus (frag. 1G Kinkel) :

MvTj/xoavvrrs xal Zrivbs 'OKvpmov iwta Kovpai. It is impossible to say

whether Solon is imitating the epic poet, or whether the resemblance is

accidental. At any rate, the same parentage of the Muses is well established

in Hesiod : e.g., Theog. 52 ft*. Mowmi 'OAvpTrid&s, novpai Aios a<yto^o*o,

j
ra« ev n«pi»7 Kpov&r) TtK€ irarpl piyiicra Mvrjpttcn'vr) ; and 915 tf. Mvripo
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owjp 5' i£m>TK ipaxraaro kuXXiko/ioio,
\

i$ ijs ot Movoxu xpwoftirv««s ^£tye-

vovto
J

iwia.

L. dyAaa: a frequent epithet of children in Homer, as in //. ii 871,

xviii 337 ; Od. xi 249.

1 ff. The opening lines of this poem were parodied by the Cynic phi-

losopher Crates in the following passage, which has been preserved by

Julian (frag. 1 Bergk) :

MvrjfjLOcrvw)<{ teal Zijfos 'OXvfiTTtov ayXaa reicva,

Movaat UteplBet:, tcXvre fioi evxoft&np'

Xoprov ifig cwt^w? Bore yaoT^pt, fire fioi aUt

XUpVi Bov\o<rVVT)<i XlTOV €0T)K€ 01OV.»••••*«
Q)<f>€\ip.ov Bk <pt'Xot<?, pr) yXvKepov ridere.

Xpvpa™ B* ov/e i64\a> avvdyeiv fcXvrd, KavBdpov o\/3ov

fivpfjii}K(k t d<f>€vo<i xpr)fjiaTa /i-ato'/xevo?,

a\\a BiKaioavvT)<; /xcTe^etv tcai irXovrov ayiveiv

€V<f>OpOV, €VKTT]TOVi TlfllOV €l<t ap€TT\V.

r<av Bk tvxwp 'Ep/xrjv teal Movaas iXdaofi ayi/a?

ov BairdvaK Tpvfepals, aW aperaU oala^i.

2 f. Solon prays the Muses to grant him oA/3o« and dyoflj So£a, but the

o"A/8o« is to come from the gods and the &6$a is to come from men. The

latter contrast is a suggestive one : it is true that happiness and prosperity,

on the one hand, are the gift of the gods, and a fair reputation, on the

other hand, the gift of human society. But both these things Solon desires

of the Muses. This would seem to indicate that the Muses will be the

prime cause of Solon's happiness, the gods and society the proximate causes.

Weil (1862, p. 2) calls attention to the fact that we have here the typical

prayer of a wise man of Greece, equally removed from asceticism and ex-

cess. He also points out that Euripides had this passage in mind when he

was writing the portion of the lost Erechtheu* which has been preserved by

Stolweus iii 3, 18 (frag. 362 N). Note especially vss. 11-13 : doW Sk

p.rj ktui xpyjfiuiT, rjv ftovky voXirv
|

\povov pt\aBpoi<: IppivtiV ra yap kokw
\

oTkovs iatXBovr ovk awrr/piav.
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2. /zot : for the dative cf. Hesiod Theog. 474 o! 8* Ovyarpl <ptkn fuxAo

fiiv k\vov imBovTO ; Theogn. 4 trv Se>ot nkv6t ; 13 €vXofi€Via px* nkvdt.

3. Trpo? BtHiv Sotc : cf. Horn. Od. xi 302 npjp vpi* Zip^ Ixovrvt ; Pin-

dar 0/. vii 90 ( 1 65) 8t'8ot 8* fot ai&May X^P 11*
I

irOT* «<rr'"*' *<" 'r01'* £e'v«v.

If the words tt/>os dvfy>w7jw 8d£av fy"* dya^y were not preceded by oXfiov

Trpos BtStv, irpot dvBpwxtov would mean without question " in the eyes of

men." But 7rpd? Bt&v certainly must mean "through the agency of the

gods " ; therefore irpot avOputwatv would probably have to the Greek ear the

meaning " through the agency of men."

5. ykvKw : cf. Pindar Pyth. vi 52 ff. ykvuilu. 8c <pprjv
\
koI crvpTrorauaiv

bpikttv
I

pxkui<rav afiiifHiTvn Tprjrbv iravov.

5. <J8«: i.e., o\fiu>s teal iv8o£o? a*.

6. at'Sotov . . . SeivoV : four times in Homer these two adjectives are

joined to qualify the same noun : in //. iii 172 cuSoTd* rt puoi «Wi, <ptkt

Uvpi, SetKcJs tc ; xviii 394 y pd vv fit* Betvij rt koI alSocv 0<os «V8ov ; Od.

viii 22 ws Ktv <t>atr;Ke«rcri tpt Aoc iravntrcTL ye'votro
|
httvot T alhotwt rt ; xiv

234 Setvos t euSotos re /i«to Kpr/rtaai TCTvy/mi7v. It seems fairly certain

that in the present passage Solon has the familiar phrase in mind and that

he is endeavoring to draw a distinction between the two words and to define

them with more precision.

7. /icv is logically placed : the positive desire for money is contrasted

with the unwillingness to enjoy ill-gotten gains (lp.tipat piv . . . AftuM* 8e

ou).

7 ff. Similar ideas are expressed by Hesiod W. and D. 322 ff. and

Theognis 197 ff.

8. %k$t : gnomic aorist.

9. ov . . . Swrt : av is omitted in accordance with the regular Homeric

practice in general conditional sentences.

9. mpayiyvtrai : cf. Theogn. 139 ouSc rui dvOpwirtov irupaytyvtrai, oa<r

idikrjatv.

9 ff. Cf. Hesiod W. and D. 320 xpw*ara 8' ovX apiraKra, Otoa&rra irok-

kov Afiiivta ; Pindar Ifem. viii 17 <rw feu> yap rot <pvrtvOtls oA/3<k av$pu>-

Pftovurrtpos \ Pindar Pyth. v 4 ; Eur. Electra 943, Ion 378, frag.

354 N.

11. patWrat: the manuscript reading ripwviv is generally admitted to

be meaningless here ; but no explanation is offered for its presence in the
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text, and no really satisfactory emendation is proposed. One circumstance

leads me to think that the word may perhaps belong where it is, bearing a

meaning which has not yet been recognized : Euripides clearly had the

present passage in mind when he wrote frag. 354 (quoted al>ove). But

Tt/iaK is not, after all, used by Euripides in any unusual sense and does not

offer any real proof that rifiiuoiv is right in Solon's line. There is a

clearly marked contrast between oV ptv Bwn 6tol in vs. 9 and ov 8* avSpa

Tifiu(rtv in vs. 11. The contrast is further emphasized by the phrases

v0* Cfipios and ov Kara koct/jlov, which both describe a process exactly the

reverse of that indicated by the words ov pkv Lri Otot. Furthermore, in vss.

1 1 f. we see wealth figuratively represented as following reluctantly those

whose methods ate dishonest. We need some word which will harmonize

with this situation. Alircns' conjecture funWiv has met with the most

favor, being adopted by Hartung, Hiller-Crusius, and Buchholtz-Peppmuller.

Other conjectures are oKpunriv (Emperius), avkCtaiv (Lander), ktituuxtiv

(Weil), Terfuaatv (Sitzler), fiunaatv (Bergk), rtvwatv (Tucker, ''but the

money which men pay under tyrannou* compulsion "). Stadtmiiller refers

to Leutsch's emendation, avd/utaiv for rifxlaiv, and says he does not

know why he did not prefer <rwdy.>otv which is found in Crates i 5.

Stadtmiiller himself proposes mvZhtiv, because (I) Solon himself (xii 12)

shows that the kind of wealth which must be most avoided is the property of

sacred shrines or of the state; (2) Ktvtlv is the regular word for tampering

with such moneys (Thuc. vi 70; ii 24 ; i 143). The reading adopted in

the text is my own conjecture and was suggested by vs. 7 of Crates' parody,

which is quoted in the note on vs. 1. Nothing is more likely than that

Crates should have taken this word from Solon's poem, and no word could

be more appropriate in the present place.

1 1. ov Kara Kjayuov : a Homeric phrase. Solon uses it here to mean " ir-

regularly," 11 unnaturally," " contrary to the regular course of nature." Such

a procedure is likely to weaken the fabric of things
;
orderly and regular

methods, on the other hand, produce a structure compact and solid U vtdrov

irvOpivot ii tcopv<t>rjv.

12. Bucherer observes that the poet represents wealth as a person vir-

tuous at bottom, who is misled by wicked men and follows them against his

will.

13. avafiurytrat : the personification of the preceding lines continuea>
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when itAovtos follows a man reluctantly, it is not long before arij "joins

the party." The true meaning of the verb in this passage is indicated

by Dem. liv 8 kcu tovtois irtpirvy\avopj(.v. <I»? tV avtpu^rjptv, els u«v avrwv,

(iyi o'js Tts, ktA.— two groups of persons unite. Cf. also Herodotus ' 199

ovk diuvfuvat ayafiitrytadai rrjai aXXrjat, 11 refusing to associate with the

others."

13. any: the nominative, which has less manuscript authority, is the

reading of Hartung, Bergk, Hillcr-Crusius, and Biuhholtz-Peppmuller.

Heme prefers the dative. The nominative is better, l>ecause, as is shown

by the quotations given above, dm/ju'ayccr&u is properly used of joining a

group. In the present instance the group consists of tw ttXovtu and t<5

irAowi'w, and on; is naturally taken as the subject.

14. I.e., i$ oAi'yov yiyverat y rrj^ ari^ apx^ toenrt-p ku i} tov irvpd;.

15. <p\avpt), avirjprj: agree with arq understood, art), mild and gentle

at the start, leads to u/fynos «pya; e#pios Ipya bring the punishment of

heaven ; therefore art} is avirjpy in the end.

16. oi/v: almost exclusively an epic word ; also found in one line which

appears twice in Theognis (597, 1243).

1 7. rrdvrtov irftopa tcAos : cf. Soph. Electro, 175m pt'yas ovpavta
|

/'tis,

o? i<popi xavra kcu Kparvvu. Zeus does uot fail to observe all that happens

u[mit the earth, but he sees all things in their proper relations; an.l he

waits till the sequence of events is closed before interfering to adjust the

wrong (see vss. 25-28).

17. itatrlvryi : wind and justice come alike unexpectedly.

20. irvpwpopov: a familiar epithet; cf. xvi 2 and Horn. //. xii 314;

Od. Hi 495 ;
Theogn. 988.

21. Since the home of the gods has been concealed by clouds from the

eyes of men, and since the boisterous effect of the wind is first seen upon

land and sea, it is natural to represent the wind as rising upon the earth and

making its way upward, dispersing the clouds in its path, till it comes to

heaven itself. Wilamowitz (1913, p. 264) remarks: "Der Sturm kommt

aus der Tiefe : denn nach allgemein gTiechiseher Vorstellung wehen ja die

Winde im Erdinnern (Tv<pe«os evitu')." But I doubt if this conception was

so common that we can assume that it was in Solon's mind here.

23. TftKuHo ueVo* : see note on xiii 1.

27. met . . . bafiinpts : a familiar combination in Homer and therefore
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to be taken together ; cf. Horn. II. xv 70 <#e rov 8* 5v t<k (weira iraXiu&v

irapa vtj£>v
\
aliv <y»> nv^oipi Suipntpis. oi negatives the meaning of the

verb, not the predication. The adverbial phrase modifies the affirmative

which is produced by the double negative oi XiXrjBt.

27. \(\r)$t : this perfect is not found in Homer but later became com-

mon. It appears in Semonides vii 9 (H.-C.) : rijv 8" i£ aKiTprj? dtix; (Otjk

iXw7T(Kos
|

yvvuiKn, vavra>v Ihpiv' oihi fuv K<uc!av XiXrf$€v oihiv ovSi rmv

ifutvovuv; Theogn. 121 et8c <plXov voos ivhpv; ivl trnjOtaat XxKrj&D
\
ifnApos

turn. In meaning it is not to be distinguished from the present.

27. dAtrpov : cf. the passage from Semonides just quoted.

28. is tcXos : cf. Soph. Phil. 409 2$otha ydp vw rravro? &v \6yov mxov

|

yAuWr; diyovra kcu wavovpytai, &4>
|
puqSiv htiuuov i? tcXos piMat

iroeiv.

29. ot 8c 4>vycixnv : it is not necessary to change this to ef 8c <pvywaiv

as most of the editors do. After 6 p.iv and 6 hi the poet would be led by

the sound to write ot hi even though ot is relative and not demonstrative.

The fact that no grammatical antecedent for ot appears in vs. 31 offers only

a slight anacoluthon.

30. polpa . . . k!xo : see note on xxxvii 4.

31. *pya Tivowiv : rivtiv is used with the accusative of the thing atoned

for in Horn. //. i 42 rureuv Aamoi ipa hattpva crot<n /Jc'Aeoxrtv ; and Od.

xxiv 352 ci irtbv pvrjaTfjpts irdcrOaXov vfipiv irurav. In the verb rivtiv

the i is regularly long in epic, but short in Attic.

31. draiTiot ktK. : if the text is sound, the expression is awkward but

not impossible. tpya, standing alone without a modifier, can hardly mean

"their guilty deeds." Feeling, therefore, that tpya is incomplete, the

reader waits for a complement and finds it in rovruv, which, in spite of the

strong attraction of naihis, must be taken with epya. This interpretation

makes it unnecessary to resort to emendation.

32. Cf. Tyrtaeus xii 30 (Bergk) : ko! TratW TrtuSe* #cai ye'vos gmrttru

;

Horn. Od. xiii 144 vol 8* itrrl ko* i$oiricna ti'<t« atet.

33 ff. With this whole passage compare the following fragment of Si-

monides (85 Bergk; 69 H.-C.), which Wilamowitr (1913, p. 273) thinks

is by Semonides

:

ev Be to xdWio-TOv Xlo<t eetirev avtjp'

'otrj 7rep <pv\\a>v yeveij, roll) hi teat avSptov.'
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iravpoi ixrfv 0vtjt<0v o&aai Segdpevoi

orepvoi*; iyKardBemo' "trdp&rri yap iXirk Uda-a,

avhptav t)T€ veav arrjdecriv ifi<f>verai.

0V7]Ta>v 8* 5(f>pa Ti<? avdos "rroXvrjparou ij&rfi,

Kov<f>ov l^tuj/ Ovfxbv 7ro'X\' areXeara voei-

ovre yap €\tt(8' yr)pao4p&v ovre Oaveiadat,

ovS* vyiT)<; oTav jj,
QpovTiS' eyei Kafidrov.

vrj-moi, ok ravrij Kelrai voos, ov8e laaaiv

a)? Xpovos end' Tjfiris zeal fttoroi oXiyos

0V7)Tok- aXXa <rv ravra p.a0o>v ftiorov irori reppa

yjrvx^ Tcav ayaOtov rXij0i xapi£6p,cvo<;.

34. This veree offers the chief textual difficulty in the poem and Hense

marks it as a hem desperatm. Many methods of restoring it have been

proposed : for the meaningless e« 8nvr}v, Ahrens suggested e^veiv, Hartung

tv0€vUiv, Bergk Srjvtveiv or tv 8i?«v, Hermann alvuv i*/v, Schneidewin cS

puv cU, binder ^S«v fjv, Valckenaer r}v8a.vtv rjv, Emperius m8t)v ct« airov,

Rost €v axn<Tuv avrw, Tucker ev 8ij ex«v avros, Murray cV&wtv avrds

(" indigere sibi videtur"), Riedy tU iivihnqv aiTo?, van Lccuwen 8uvtjv tV av-

tov, Leutsch n'otuT/K (cf. €v8ux)
f
iv 8' y$€iv avrw 8o£ui> cKacrro^ i\ti. The

favorite emendation, which has been adopted by Hiller-Crusius and Buch-

holtz-Peppmuller, is that of Buecheler : tv 8uvrjv, " every man holds a high

opinion of himself." Reasons why this is unsatisfactory will be offered

shortly. First let us consider the movement of thought and the grammati-

cal relations in the three lines. (1) ayaOos and kukos arc iu the singular

number, whereas if they were to be taken closely with votvpev they would

naturally be in the plural. It is probable, therefore, that they belong

rather with the distributive Ikclotos and that the second half of vs. 33 is

closely connected with vs. 34. (2) The phrase 86iav ex«v means properly

"have a reputation," not "have an opinion." Bergk claims that it is

equivalent to 8okuv and may bear either meaning. This may be true ; but

it is not certain that the meaning " have an opinion" is possible and there-

fore it is less likely to be right here. Compare vs. 4 above. (3) The whole

of the second half of the poem (excepting the two doubtful lines 39 f.) is

occupied with an account of the vain efforts of men to mold their own des-

tiny. Undoubtedly an exaggerated estimate of their own powers accom-
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panies their efforts. But, as I said, men's misapprehension of the truth

about themselves is not mentioned elsewhere except in the one doubtful

passage. It will be setm that none of the requirements implied in these

considerations is met by Buecheler's emendation. Furthermore, it seems to

me highly improbable that Sturdy could be used with the sense which is here in-

tended. The reading which I have adopted in the text seems to me to satisfy

all conditions, tyi* depends upon votvpxv (cf. Linder, p. 503 :
" Accedit ser-

monis error his coniecturis omnibus communis, modum finitum dico («xu)

post <L8e voeifuv. Nam qumn dictum sit, <L8c votZpnv (*ic sentimus), expect*

tur injinitivus, quo id enuncietur et uberius explieetur, quod per partieulam

w8e ante 8ignificatum est.' ) ; the participle ivrtlvmv, preceding «x«k and

agreeing with its subject, bears greater emphasis than the infinitive, according

to the familiar Greek idiom ; and avrot is taken closely with ivrtlvmv. a&
refers to a thing which is implicit in the earlier part of the poem, namely

the disposition of men to disregard the all-seeing eye of Zeus and to

forget that they cannot really be masters of their own destiny, votvpxv

with the infinitive means "we intend"; cf. Horn. 77. xxii 23") koI

(taWov vo«'u) <ppta\ Ti/u/au.rfl.n, and xxiv &60 vo€<o 8« kcu avTos
|
*E#cropa

to* Xwrou. The words op.Q>? dyaflo? t< kokos t« mark the transition

to the larger theme which is dealt with in the succeeding part of

the poem. The subject up to this point has been the inevitable rctr

ribution which comes upon the evil-doer though he may be oblivious

and feel himself secure. Now the poet expands his law to include all

men, good and bad alike, and makes it read : No man knows what the

future may hold nor can he affect bis destiny in any important way

;

his hopes are vain and spring from his ignorance of the impotence

of man and the omnipotence of God. ivrtlvmv means "straining every

nerve " ; cf. Eur. Orestes 698 et 8* rj(rv^<D<: n? avrov cWetvovrt piv
j
yuAwv

VTrtLKui Katpov (.iXaftovpxvos,
I

ItroK &v tKirvtwrtuv. &6$av tXtlv meaDS

"have a name," "be somebody "
; cf. vs. 4.

35. Cf. Soph. Ant 6lf> ff. d yap 8t} iroAvjrAayKTos c'Attis TroW6is pfar

ovaan dV8 >u>y, iroAAo?? 8* dxrdVa Kovtpovowv iputrwv.

36. ximtww. a somewhat coarse word, more appropriate to iambic

poetry ; it suggests silliness and stupidity, as well as open-mouthed antici-

pation ; cf. xiv 6.

36. Kowpats iXirurw '.

" idle dreams of the future."
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37. ipyaXiTjvi : a standing epithet of vowrot (Horn. //. xiii 667 ; Hesiod

W. and D. 92, Scut, 43).

38. KaTc<l>pdaraTo : a rare word, not in Homer ; once in Hesiod ( W. and

D. 248 Z )ia<n\i)ts, ificU St KaTa<f>pa£ea6e kcu avrot
|

ti/k& BtKtjv). It is

evidently used by Solon with the same meaning as itfrpdouro,
u plan," " con-

trive," with the object clause w vyirp Sarai. And yet the hope of success

that prompts the effort is ill-founded ; human effort will have little effect

one way or the other.

39 f. Bergk proposed to bracket this couplet as foreign to the thought

of the context. He maintained that it was originally a marginal note on

vs. 3 1 and was later introduced into the text. Hense does not bracket the

lines. Most scholars agree with Bergk— Schneiilewin, Hiller-Crusius, Buch-

holtz-Peppmuller. Linder retains the lines, but says they belong immediately

after vs. 34 ; in order to make them fit this place he changes aAAos to dAAa*

and Kai koXos to kcu 8) koAoY The couplet is defended by Schmidt and Rost.

The former discovers in the whole passage a train of thought which I cannot

follow and which he himself does not pretend is possible without certain

unjustifiable emendations. Rost shows clearly by his analysis of the passage

that the couplet is not impossible ; but he does not convince Hiller, who

still maintains that though the lines are not absolutely impossible it is really

better to remove them. Weil agrees that the lines are undesirable ; but his

atrophic arrangement would not suffer by their removal, because he would

then indicate a lacuna after vs. 48, where it would afford a welcome relief

to a somewhat strained situation. The objections to the couplet are apparent.

Solon is speaking of «ov<£cu lAsAtc and he gives many concrete illustrations

of them. These two lines alone refer to the mistakes which men make, not

about the future, but about the actual state of affairs in the present. They

are true and characteristic of Greek thought ; but they are not entirely in

place in the present passage. In spite of all this I cannot convince myself

that they should be bracketed. The texture of the whole poem is very

loosely woven, and it is not at all impossible that Solon himself, quite as

well as an interpolator, should have introduced them into the composition.

41. Cf. Mimn. ii 12 ircvnp 8* ipy oSwrjpa irtXti.

43. o-ttcvSci 8' oAAotfev aAAoc : human effort springs from various causes

and follows various paths.

45. ixOvotvr : a Homeric epithet quite unworthy of the important place
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it occupies, unless it is intended to suggest tho dangers to which sailors are

exposed from man-eating fish ! This meaning of the word is denied by

Ebeling for Homer, having been suggested by Goebel (see Ebeling, Lex.

Horn. s. v.). Tucker also feels that the word is " quite out of place " (mean-

ing, I suppose, " inappropriate ") and thinks that it is probably a corruption

from IvOa koX €v$\ This is very ingenious and I am almost persuaded to

adopt it in the text. Leutsch thinks the word is given its prominent posi-

tion to indicate that the people referred to are not traders but fishermen.

Wilamowitz (1913, p. 261) remarks: "Dass das leere horaerische Epi-

theton lyBvotvra so nachklappt, dass der Pentameter, der auch entbehrlich

ist, ganz Uberspningen win!, ist das starkste Zeichen davon, dass Solon die

fremde Technik doch nicht beherrscht."

46. (peiSwAr/v : once in Homer (II. xxii 244 pujM rt Sovpwv
|
corw 4*t-

S^Xrj). For <p«8<uAr)v Bipxvos cf. Horn. Od. i 116 crK&amv Otlvai; Soph.

Ajax 13 <rirov8i]v €$ov rrjvo*
;
Antig. 151 tuv vvv Oia&ai krjafuxrvvav ; Eur.

Med. 66 <riyi]V . . . tu>v&€ Sycrofuu iripi.

47. yrjv rtfivwv : this phrase almost invariably means "destroy the trees

and crops," and only two or three passages are quoted in which it means

" cultivate the soil," as it does here
;

e.g., Horn. //. xiii 707 rc/xei 8c re

TcAtrov apovprp ; Aesch. frag. 196 tv* ovr aporpov ovre yarofjuK
\
repm hi-

KtXX Apovpav.

47. iroXv&v&ptov : with yrjv ; this word is used frequently in Horn. Od.

xxiii and xxiv as an epithet of dypos, Odysseus' farm outside the town. In

ancient agriculture there was no strict division into field and orchard.

47. eis ivtavrov :
" throughout the year," " the year round "

; cf. Horn.

77. xxi 444 or 'Ayrjvopt Aao/mc'ooKTi
|
Trap Aios iMovrv; Orjrewrafuv dc «Vt

auTov
|

p.ur$u cVi far*. There is no adequate support for taking the phrase

in the sense "year after year," "year in, year out."

48. Xarpevci : properly " work for hire," but probably Solon is not

thinking only of laborers employed by others. He means rather to suggest

the drudgery which is forced upon the farmer by his relentless occupation.

48. Tounv : the relative pronoun, its antecedent being aAAo? ; cf. Plat.

Rep. 554 a Aty/nt/po? ye ns, rjv 8' (yu>, wv ko.1 airo iravros irtpwiwrvav votov-

ptvos. Orjouvpoirotos Avrjp' ovs Si] kox irratvcl to ir\rj@os.

48. Kap.irv\' aporpa : found also in Horn. Hymn to Dem. 308.

48. rotatv Kapirvk' aporpa p.eA.« :
" plowmen," a generic term for
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farmers or husbandmen. Their special task is to till the soil (yijv tc/xwv)

whether with a plow or a spade or a hoe. It is not possible to discern two

types of farm labor here, as some do— work in the orchard and work in the

field (roiaiv being taken as demonstrative and equivalent to oAAotc &').

49. Cf. Horn. Od. vi 232 a* & ort t*s xpwrbv 7r«pt^cuereu dpyvptp Airqp

|

?8pt;, 6V "H^omttos Sc&uv koI UaAAus 'KBrjvrj
|
rexyrfv iravTOiijv, xapievna

& ipya reXeut.

51. Cf. Archilochus frag. 1, 2 (H.-C.) «u MowcW iparbv Sipw

ivUTTOfUVfK.

51. ^vAAf'ycrcu fiurrov is to be understood as the predicate of aAAo? in

vs. 51 as also of aAAoc in vs. 50. "Natiirlich ist das eine Hartc," says

Wilamowitz, who first proposed this construction (1913, p. 261), "wieder

ein Zeichen unvollkommener Technik." Bergk claims that cVurra/MK*

is equivalent to a finite verb (lirurrdfuvos iari or eVt'oTtmu) and justifies

the construction by Horn. Od. xi 606 ; he thinks irdpa is a corruption

for an original <pi'Aa or na\d but he prints irdpa in his text. Hense

thinks that the efforts to restore a finite verb have been futile, and

mentions with approval the suggestion made to him personally by Erwin

Rohde that a whole couplet has fallen out after «Vtora/Kvos. Linder

kecpH Moixracnv and removes irdpa as an intruded gloss. But it is hard to

see how irdpa could be a gloss upon anything, and the rhythm of the line

dAA(x» '0\vp.irid&t»v Minimi, a' &<Zpa 8i8a^e($ is objectionable. Various

emendations have been offered : oi&dxOr} for 8t&i^ci? (Grotius), Aa/J< for

irdpa (Hermann), etc. Hartung's oiScKTm for St&i^ew has much to recom-

mend it. It supplies a finite verb and removes the awkward phrase Sutpa

StSax^ei's ; and Hartung points out that USaxOtfc may be a gloss on &m? in

vs. 50. But we are not justified in resorting to emendation.

52. <ro<p<V f*«7»w: "the fullness of art." The English word "art,"

used without an attributive, frequently means the particular art of painting;

similarly the Greek word <ro<p!a means the art of poetical and musical com-

position. This meaning is not found in Homer or Hesiod ; but Theognis has

it (770) : xpj) Mowewv Btpdirovra Kai dyytXav, et rt irtpurabv
\

uScit], <t<><:>

p.r) (pOovtpbv Ttkt$€iv. It is also common in Pindar (e.g. ,Ol.\\ 20). The phrase

ao<piij^ uirpov appears also in Theogn. 876 Ws 8* av imuvrjcrai atrpov c^uy

rru(f>np: in a couplet which has been preserved in a fragment of Aristotle, and

which has been unreasonably attributed to Pindar (Pindar frag. 328 Christ) :
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Xaipe Sis ^i/tra? icai Scs Tacpov avrt/3o\rj<ra%,
|
*H<rioS', dvfyttnrocf p-irpav <xa,r

<Ti,(f>uis ; and again in a couplet which is inscribed on the Tabula Iliaca in

the Capitoline Museum <Z <f>t Ac irol «£<jo
]
iltprjov fidOt to£iv 'Op.ypov,

|
o<ppa

8atU irdcrrp fiirpov e^s aortas. There is a somewhat similar phrase in the

couplet which is assigned by Suidas to Pigres (s. v.) : Myviv octSs, 0:a,

n^AT/iaSc !» *A^iA^o5,
|
MoCcra, trv yap wcun^ trtlpar i\W <ro<p!r)i. Hoiuer

has the phrase rjfSrp pxrpov a number of times (e.g., II. xi 225), ami it is

regarded as little more than a periphrasis for Tjfirj. Evidently fxtrpov means

something like "a definite amount"; not an incomplete or imperfect thing;

a real whole, however small.

54. lyvta : sc. 6 fuuris. Though 'AiroWwv is the grammatical subject

of the preceding sentence, pAvrtv is the most prominent word and readily

becomes the grammatical subject of the new sentence.

54 f. It should be observed that Solon does not question the ability of

prophets to foretell the future ; but he maintains that such foreknowledge is

powerless to thwart the course of fate.

55. avvofiaprrfauxn : a very uncommon word and apparently without

parallel in this figurative sense. The simple verb is used in a somewhat

similar way by Euripides in Bacch. 923, where Dionysus says to the crazed

Peutheus 6 Oibs bpaprti, irpotrdtv mv ovk d'/uif
>j<, |

ivairovoos f/fuv. There are

probably two meanings intruded here, one for Pentheus and the other for

the audience. The audience understands the words to mean " the god is

our companion," as indeed he was ; Pentheus understands them to mean

"the god is favorable to us." The figure is a particularly happy one when

it is applied to the inspiration of a prophet.

56. ra ^ptjifUL ftiatrai : this meaning of pvt<r$ai, "prevent," "hinder,"

is not common, but it is found in Horn. Od. xxiii 244 vvkto. pkv iv report

8o\i\r]V cr^tBev, "Hw 8" avr€
|
pvaur cV 'flxcavai xpvtroOpovov ; in Pindar

Isth. viii (vii) 53 Tat pxv pvovro rr>Tt /xa^av ivaptpfipoTOv
\
Ipyov iv ttcoYw

KopwrvoxTo. ; and in Thuc. v 63 (he promised) lpy<a &ya$$ pvat<r$ai ra*

am'at errpurivcrdfitvo?.

56. itpd : "sacrificial victims," evidently used with the post-Homeric

implication that omens were drawn from the internal organs.

57 ff. Daremberg (1869, p. 8) has the following to say concerning the

present passage :
" C'est done parmi les metiers, ou, si Ton trouve le mot

trop dur, parmi les arts que Solon range la mddecine ; loin de lui accorder
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une tri's grande puissance, il voudrait la soumettre a la decision aveugle du

Dcstin ou u la volonte' plus t'clairee des dieux ; il reserve merne une partie de

sa confiance pour ces attouchements magiqucs auxquels les anciens attribu-

aient tant d'efficacitj dans la gui ;rison des maladies."

57. Ilaudvof : IluiT/du , the Olympian physician, is mentioned three

times by Homer (//. v. 401, 899 ; Od. iv 232), and in the Odyssey he is

the progenitor of the rat* of physicians. He is not identical with Apollo in

Homer, though in later times his name becomes an epithet of Apollo. Ct
also Pindar Pyth. iv 270 eVo-t S* larqp cVuraipdraTos, Ocuav &' aot npuji

<paK.

57. wo\v<t>apfLtucov : cf. Horn. 77. xvi 28 lip-pol wo\v<pdppaKoi.

58. irjrpoi : predicate to dAAot.

58. rtXos :
" control of the issues."

58. Cf. Theogn. GOO 0eot yap Tot v'p*<tuxt otatv iirtam TeXos.

60. Awtoito : the middle means " bring about their relief," i.e., through

the medium of curative agents, rather than actually " relieve," which is the

meaning of the active.

Gl. rbv 81 : substantive, as if rbv p.iv had preceded.

Gl. KVKtl>pxvov : this was emended to KOKovputvov by Lobeck in a note

on Soph. AJax 309. Hiller-Crusius and Buchholtz-Peppmiiller print nanov-

pxvov without a comment. Hense retains kvk<1>pavov. There is no sufficient

argument for the change ; and the last touch of certainty is given to the

manuscript reading by a comparison of Archilochus frag. 62, 1 (W.-C)$vp.i,

Bvpy aprjxoLVOiai kt/oWiv Kvnwpjtvt.

62. Cf. Aesch. Prom. 848 f. ivravQa Srj <re Zcv; rldrpiv ip.<ppova
\

imupuv arapfitl yttpl kox Oiyitv moW, and my discussion of the meaning of

this passage in " Epaphos and the Egyptian Apis," Univ. Calif. Publ. Class.

PhiL II, 81 ff.

64. A familiar sentiment, admirably expressed. The irony of Supa

d<pvKTa is thoroughly (I reek.

65-70. These lines reappear, with certain variants, in the corpus of

Theognis, and Williams regards the Theognidean version as a popular re-

vision of Solon's poem. He further remarks that " the verses in their

original form (i.e., Solon's) are more in keeping with the views of Theognis

himself."

65. oi$c t« oiSev ktA. : this idea is a commonplace in Greek literature.
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The closing anapests of Sophocles' Ajax may be quoted as a succinct expres-

sion of it : ^ voWa ftporois ioriv l8oxkriv yvu>vm* irplv Ifciv 8" ov8ctf /xavn?

twv fxcXXovruv, o Tt irpa£u.

66. g /xtXAet ffxi/o-eii/ : there is difficulty in determining what idiom is

employed here, and what is to be understood as the subject of /xcAAu. The

possibilities are presented in the following passages : (1) Horn. //. xvi 378

narpoKXos 8' g irktiarov opivopxvov ISe Xaov,
|
rg p" i% opoKAsfaa* ; xxiii

422 rg 'p' €t)(€v MeWAaos ; here ix.ttv with un adverb like j or rj means

" to direct one's chariot in a certain course"; (2) Horn. Od. ix 279 6irg

ccrxes . . . ivtpyia vrja ; Aristoph. Frogs 188 Xaptov. Tax<o>s ip.fiaivt.

AioVixros. trot (J\r'}<jtLV ScMceis ; is Kapatcas ovtox; ; here vavv <r\€iv or cvciv

alone means "to land," "to touch at a certain point in a voyage," a common

nautical expression
; (3) Soph. Phil. 1336 <S>? 8" oZSa roura tjjS* fywr* ey»

<f>paxT(o ; ./I 684 aAA* d/i0i tovtouth' e5 a^cret ; here <xC(V *8 U8e<^ m
the familiar idiom with an adverb of manner. The first of these three may

be immediately ruled out because it implies intentional direction of the

course, an idea which is inappropriate in the present passage. The second

idiom is the one generally accepted. Schneidewin significantly compares the

passage from the Frogs; Bucherer paraphrases, " wohin er steuern, zu wel-

chem Ziel er gelangen wild"; Kynaston, "where they come to shore."

Two things are to be said in favor of this interpretation : g is primarily an

adverb of direction, giving the course to be followed ; and vxgatw is the

aoristic future, corresponding to the very form {(r^uv) which is used in the

nautical phrase. But it seems extremely doubtful whether Solon would have

used this nautical metaphor without making sure that it would be under-

stood ; there would have been some hint in the context to guide the reader's

thought. As it is, there is none ; and the idiom of the type ouruiv fytu- is

too familiar to be gainsaid. Furthermore, the propriety of both the adverb

g and the aoristic o-xgativ is neatly proved by the two quotations from

Sophocles. It is to be concluded, then, that Solon is using the same idiom

which appears in the passage from the Ajax, the verb in each case being re-

garded as impersonal. Cf. Herodotus i 32 vnonitiv Sk XPV ™*t<k XP'?/iaTO«

ttjv TeAeiTTfv Ktj a7ro)8^<reTat.

66. Oompera thinks that the last word is wrong. An undertaking does

not begin ; a man begins an undertaking. He would change apxppevov to

&px6p.cvos referring to Soph. frag. 747 N. Ipyov 8i Travros jjv t« apxT**
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koA<L<j.
|

*coi tos TiAevTas ei*o« iati' ovtuk ixtlv - ^e 8661118 t° think the

word o^Tety refers to driving, " die Ziigel unserer Hand entgleiten kbnnen."

67. oi vpovoTjaw: :
u unawares," not "because he fails to use foresight."

69. mpi varra : a common phrase in Solon, "in every regard " (xiii 6,

xv 11).

70. $k\wtiv &4>po<rvrtfs : since a<ppoavvrf is the cause of anj, the removal

of &<f>pocrvvri prevents the development of inf. Compare Christ's words to

the man suffering from a physical disease :
" Thy sins be forgiven thee."

71-76. See pages 12 ff.

71. rtpfjua: the "goal" towards which men strive in the race for

wealth.

71. vi<paxT(Jvov : i.e., <f>avtp6v ; cf. Lysias x 19 : "Ooxu Si wt<p<ur(X€-

v<a<i woAovvnu (quoted from the laws of Solon) . . . to phf trt<pacrp,iwi

itrrl cpuvtpds, iroXtladat 8e (3a8%tiv.

71. "In the pursuit of wealth there is no fixed goal visible from the

start." The distant object of one's effort constantly recedes while one gives

chase.

71. Cf. Plut. de cupiditatt divitiarum 4, 524 e : rijv Bt ^vvuj^ tKtivrjv

(i.e., irtvi'av, " imaginary poverty ") ovk &v ifiirkifoeuiv agravrtx ovrt £u»ires out*

&.iro&avovTt<;. 58tv cu irpbs tovtovs AcXexrat vrro rov SoAujyo? VAovtov 8'

ovScp ktA.*

72. #ov: "means of living," "wealth."

73. Tt's av tcopfcrtiev amura* : "what amount of wealth would be

sufficient to satisfy the greed of all? " A reflection upon the appalling

magnitude of the sum produced by uniting the desires of all individuals in

the community. There is a full stop at the end of this line. The next

three lines repeat in a brief and pointed manner the principle enunciated in

V8S. 1 1 ff.

74 f. Wealth does indeed come as a gift from the gods ; but it is not an

unmixed blessing. Not infrequently the rich man is punished for his greed

by Zeus who employs as his instrument the &tt) which is bred out of the

riches themselves. Such art], whose chief symptom is a limitless lust for

money, is infectious, and when one case appears in a community, it is certain

that others will soon appear. Thus aAAore aAAo? fyct repeats the idea

suggested by airuvra<; in vs. 73, that avarice is often epidemic.

75. i£ uvtwv : ck twv ««/>&Lv. Some find the antecedent of avrwv in
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Bvjfrdufy and claim that the pronoun is emphatic here :
11 good gifts come

from the immortals," says Kynaston, "but mischief and infatuation from

men's own willfulness." But the unemphatic position of the avrlav, the ease

with which it is referred to xcp&a, and the statement which follows (ijr

oirorav Zcvs ntfuf/t]), all argue against this view.

75. avti<f>iuvtTai : cf. Hom. II. xi 174 Trj hi T ly dva^cuVcrcu alirvs

iikd&pfa.

76. oAAotc dXAos : that this phrase is sound in spite of the hiatus is

shown by xvii 4, Hom. Od. iv 236, Hesiod IF. and D. 713, Theogn. 318,

992. Cf. also Archilochus frag. 9, 7 (H.-C.) <JAW 6 aAAo? i\u. T<*& (»«,

misfortune).

OX THE STROPHIC STRUCTURE OF XL

In 1862 Henri Weil published in a German periodical- an article in

which he claimed to have discovered in the longest of Solon's elegiac poems

unmistakable evidence of strophic structure, and maintained that it was

highly probable that other elegies, if they had survived, would show the

same characteristics. In the present poem he discovers the following

divisions: part I, consisting of vss. 1-32
;
part II, vss. 33-64

;
part III,

vss. 65-76. It will be observed that the first two parts are of equal length,

each consisting of 32 verses ; the third part, of 12 verses, is an epode.

Furthermore, he discerns subdivisions within these parts. The first and

second parts are composed each of four groups of four elegiac couplets ; the

third part is composed of two groups of three couplets.

Now the symmetry of this apparent structure is extremely attractive in

itself and is recommended to the favor of scholars in an essay characterized

by the author's usual grace. One is disposed at first to accept it unre-

servedly.

The first effect of Weil's discovery was an unfortunate one. If Weil

could find a symmetrical structure in the poein, why should not another

scholar discover another symmetrical structure therein, of a different kind f

This is what was done by von Leutsch in 1872. The German scholar

begins by pointing out that there is no good reason why the divisious in the

poem should be where Weil had found them : they could be placed equally

well elsewhere. Then he proceeds to demonstrate at great length that the

poem is really a vo/ios Ki&ywSiKos with seven parts, of the type invented by
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Terpander. The absurdity of this suggestion will be apparent to any one

who reads the argument of its erudite but stupid author, and has been re-

jected with ridicule by all.

Two years later, in 1874, Otto Hense came to the defense of Weil's

scheme, but he really presented no new argument. He proposed an emen-

dation ( ttoOci for &Mcc? in vs. 39) in order to save the couplet which was

necessary for the symmetry, but which Weil, following Bergk, had been dis-

posed to reject as spurious.

Bergk, in his fourth edition (1882), rejected Weil's scheme, explicitly

but without argument ; and Wilhelm Clemm, in an article published the next

year, heartily approved of Bergk's decision. Clemm's reason for rejecting

the plau was that Weil had not really divided the poem in the right places.

The introductory prayer, for example, ends not with vs. 8, but with vs. 6

;

the second part consists of vss. 34-63, not 33-64 ; and the couplets of this

second part may be readily grouped in other ways than that proposed by Weil.

What are we to think of Weil's scheme? First of all, it has not been

pointed out by any of these scholars that it is essentially improbable, I

think I may say impossible, for any strophic arrangement in a Greek poem

to be based primarily on divisions in the subject matter and its grammatical

expression. Metrical structure is independent of subject matter and gram-

mar, though, of course, not inhannonious with them. As for the divisions

of the nome, we do not know on what principle they were made ; but it is

almost certain that they were based upon musical, if not metrical form, and

not upou the substance of the thought. This observation seems to me
sufficient to convince us that there is no truth in the proposed scheme, that

is, that Solon did not consciously produce the symmetrical arrangement

which Weil saw and which we can see, like a picture in the flames, when

Weil points it out. The true divisions of the poem, which are not always

just as Weil constitutes them, correspond to the paragraphs in prose dis-

course. No Greek could compose a poem without a certain architectonic

sense which would produce a symmetry sometimes indefinable but always

perceptible. But Greek metrical form is not so vague a thing as that : it

is precise and unmistakable. The only metrical form in the present poem

is that of the elegiac couplet. Croiset has shown, with fine critical insight,

both the truth and the falsehood of Weil's theory. His statement leaves

nothing more to be said.
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XLI

The chapter in which Stobaeus records this fragment contains many

other quotations from the poets in which the same melancholy view of hu-

man life is expressed. Note especially Theogn. 167 f. "AAA* aAAw kclkov

iari, to 8* &TptKk<i o A/^ios o rrttU
\
av0pu>iTOiv oiroaow: ^tXios KaSopij ; and

441 ov&is yap iravr eori iravdA/Jios.

1. fidKafK : an Aeolic form which was restored by Stephanus in order

to justify the long ultima; the word is found in Alcman frag. 42 (H.-C).

The quantity might be obtained by prolonging the liquid p, but in Homer

this license is allowed only in cases where the final syllable of a word ending

with a short vowel is made long before the initial liquid of the next word.

XLII
Reference: Clapp (1010).

Xiiraprj : this adjective was a common epithet of Athens in the fifth cen-

tury, and the Athenians took particular satisfaction in it. The first appear-

ance of it in association with the name of Athens is in Pindar Isthm. ii 20

reus Xxirapais iv *A#ai*us ; and frag. 76 (Christ) to ral AtTrapai #cat uxrrc

<payoc kiu a<n6in<H,
|
"EAAaSos ipturpa., kXuvoI *A0aveu,

|
Saipjoviov rrTokUBpov.

If, as seems likely, the present quotation from Solon is drawn from a pas-

sage descriptive of Athens, the famous epithet is a hundred years older than

has previously been suspected. The exact meaning of the word as an epithet

of Athens is doubtful
;
Clapp argues that it refers to the brilliance of the

atmosphere ; but the present fragment may lend some weight to the opinion

that it refers to the soil as the source of life.

novpvrp6<pv! : this word is used of Ithaca in Horn. Od. ix 27 Tprjx"

dAA' dyaft; Kovporpwpos. Whether in Solon's poem it was an epithet of

the personified Earth (Trj), of course it is impossible to say. For the per-

sonified KovpoTp6<fxK, see Jane E. Harrison, Prolegomena, pp. 267 fF.

XLIII

Photius states that xtyyavtiv was used by Solon in the sense of cVe

a«Vtu, while Suidas' statement is that it was so used in the time of Solon

(o! irept SoAcuva). In what way the words are synonymous is not clear.

Though Kiyxdvtiv or *«xav«v is not infrequent in elegiac and iambic poets, it
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never seems to bear any of the recognized meanings of ivcfrcnu. Probably,

as Bergk remarks, the word was used in an ancient law. It may have

meant " to catch one's enemy," " to bring about his conviction," a common

meaning of im$Uvai.

XLIV

poxs was the name of a small tree, the sumach, or its fruit. Apparently

the word is here a neuter, which may have been the form used for seasoning

which was made from the fruit. It may have been in the poem from which

. xxix, xxx, and xxxiii are all probably drawn.

XLV

This fragment is included in the collections of Gaisford, Schneidewin, and

Hartung, but not in those of Bergk and Hillcr-CrusiuB. U consists of a

single iambic trimeter, and cannot, of course, be part of an elegiac couplet as

the Par<xmio<yrnphi assert. Hartung is probably right in saying that

though these words themselves arc not Solon's own, a similar sentiment was

expressed in one of his elegiac poems. Gaisford, however, thinks c'AcyuW

is a corruption for io/t/W or xnroBrjKwv.

XLVI

This fragment is included in the collections of Hartung, Bergk, and

Hiller-CniBius, but not in those of Gaisford and Schneidewin. The name

of Solon is not mentioned in connection with it in any of the testimonia,

and the assignment of it to Solon by the scholiast on Plato is uncertain.
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APPENDIX 1

SALAMIS

There is no difference of opinion about the fact that Salamis

came into the power of Athens at some time early in the sixth

century. The questions at issue are these : Did this important

event happen before or after the cardinal date of Solon's ar-

chonship ? Had Athens ever been in possession of the island

before ? Was the conquest effected by Solon or by Pisistratus or

by some other? What is to be thought of the ancient tradition

which related with full circumstantial detail the manner of its

acquisition through the efforts of Solon ? 1

The most important text bearing upon these matters is in

Plutarch's Life of Solon (chaps. 8-10).

From this passage we learn, in the first place, that there

was known in ancient times a poem by Solon, in elegiac verse,

entitled " Salamis," consisting of one hundred lines. It is

probable that it was still extant in the time of Plutarch, because

Plutarch's judgment of its merit seems to rest upon his own
reading. He quotes the first two lines ; three other couplets, of

which two are successive, arc preserved by Diogenes Laertius.

We have, therefore, only eight verses, or four couplets, from the

entire poem ; but Plutarch and his predecessors had the whole

hundred.

This poem was probably the most authoritative document

in the possession of ancient historians concerning the Athenian

I A condensed review of the whole subject may be found in Busolt (1805,

pp. 213-222, 247, 248), with full bibliographical references. The most important
monograph is that of Toepffer (1886) . Kirchner (190.3), I^hmann-Haupt
(1912), and De SanctiB (1912), adopting various views advocated by earlier

writers, have not contributed anything of importance to the discussion. Refer-
ence to Beloch (1913) will be made later.
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efforts to capture Salamis. The eight verses which are still be-

fore our eyes tell us something ; the uinety-two lost verses must

have told much more. If we are tempted to reject hastily cer-

tain features of the story, we should remember that this authen-

tic document could have preserved inviolate, under the seal of

metrical form, a more or less circumstantial record of the condi-

tions under which the poem was composed. What we learn

from the extant fragments and what we are to think of the

events which preceded the publication are questions which have

been discussed elsewhere (pp. 39 ff.). It remains to examine

the rest of Plutarch's narrative.

It will be observed that Plutarch's two accounts of the cam-

paign against Salamis are highly circumstantial and of an un-

questionably legendary cast. There is no known way in which

such stories as these could have been transmitted from the age

of Solon to the Attic chroniclers of the fifth century, except by

irresponsible oral tradition. Each story, as a whole, must be

rejected. But there may be embedded in them fragments of

truth which have a better claim on our credence.

The first story appears in several other authors besides Plu-

tarch. The earliest of these is Aeneas Tacticus of Stymphalus

(circa 362 B.C.), who tells what is manifestly the same story,

but with very striking differences {Comm. Pol. iv 8 ff.). In

Plutarch, Solon is the commander and Pisistratus is his lieuten-

ant ; in Aeneas, Pisistratus is in command and there is no

mention whatever of Solon. In Plutarch, the scene is laid at

Cape Oolias, a promontory southeast of Piraeus and Phalerum

;

in Aeneas, it is laid at Eleusis. In Plutarch, the Athenians,

after the success of their stratagem, sail forth and capture

Salamis ; in Aeneas, they sail for Megara, and, pretending they

are Megarians bringing back the Athenian women as captives,

deceive the Megarians and inflict great losses upon them.

Thus, in the earliest extant form of the story, all connection

with Solon and Salamis is absent.
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Justinus, in his epitome of Pompeius Trogus, tells the story

again (ii 7 f.). Here, as in Aeneas, the initiative is taken by
the Megarians, who desire to avenge themselves for the capture

of Salamis, which has already occurred. Again the scene is

laid in Eleusis, and Pisistratus is in command. Justinus adds

that Pisistratus almost succeeded in capturing Megara, and that

the glory of this achievement served him as a stepping stone to

the tyranny.

A version similar to that of Aeneas and Justinus appears also

in the Stratcgemata of Frontinus (ii 9, 9).

Plutarch's version, on the other hand, with Cape Colias,

Solon, and Salamis, is found again in the Strategemata of

Polyaenus(i 20, circa 163 A.D.). But here Pisistratus is not

mentioned at all, not even as Solon's lieutenant. 1

Evidently we have in this story a commonplace of strategy

which could be told as well of one captain as of another, and no

argument is needed to prove that it is of no historical value.

It could be told equally well of Pisistratus, who, as we know,

captured Nisaea, the port of Megara (Herodotus i 59), and of

Solon, who was the reputed conqueror of Salamis. To which

name it was first attached, it is impossible to say with assurance.

The search for the genesis of such a legend is alluring but

likely to be futile. Toepffer (pp. 22 ff.) offers a solution of

the problem as follows : He cites a number of texts to show

that events similar to those which form the basis of the story

were supposed to have occurred at Brauron on the east coast of

Attica, and since Brauron was the home of Pisistratus, he con-

cludes that the story was first told of Pisistratus at Brauron.

Later, when Pisistratus had distinguished himself in the war

with Megara, the scene was transferred to Eleusis. Still later,

when the fame of Solon had been greatly augmented by the

,
1 For the interdependence of these ancient authorities, see Toepffer, pp. 6 ff

.

of <i takes for granted (p. 22) that the version of Aeneas, Trogus-Jnstinus, and
?4t -ontinus is the earlier, and that of Plutarch and Polyaenus the later. This in

Vobable but can hardly be regarded as certain.
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tradition that he was the conqueror of Salamis, the story was

transferred to him. The several steps by which this last trans-

ference was effected are explained by Busolt (1895, p. 219, foot-

note) as follows. The Thesmophoria which were celebrated at

Halimus, near Cape Colias, bore sufficient resemblance to the

ritual of the women at Eleusis to carry the story over to

Halimus. Then, since Megara was not accessible from Cape

Colias, the object of the Athenian attack was changed from

Megara to Salamis. Lastly, since Solon was the reputed con-

queror of Salamis, he became the leading figure in the new
version of the story and Pisistratus, who could not be left out,

was degraded to the rank of his lieutenant.

This is highly ingenious but quite unconvincing and unsup-

ported by any real evidence. Furthermore, the events which

took place at Brauron bear only a superficial resemblance to

those at Eleusis or Cape Colias. The essential feature — the

disguise of young men in women's garments — is entirely ab-

sent. The only point of similarity is that in both cases the

women were engaged in a religious ceremonial ; but in the one

case, at Brauron, they were actually seized and carried off ; in

the other, the attempt to seize them was made the occasion for

a clever ruse.

Until its origin can be more convincingly demonstrated, it

is reasonable to assume that the story is a folk tale which could

be told of any military hero, and that it has no discoverable

foundation in fact. It was localized at Eleusis and Cape Colias

probably because women's festivals were held in those places.

It may conceivably have originated in some piece of ritual

which required that men should be disguised as women, 1 but it

is quite as likely that the stratagem of the disguise was an

l One is reminded of the 6<r\o<t>6pot, the two boys who were dressed in

women's clothes and marched at the head of the procession from Atheiw.i^o
Phaleruni at the festival of the Oschophoria. It is significant that the cult

Athena Sciras, in connection with which the festival was celebrated, was brou
f
-

to Phalerum from Salamis.
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original invention, either of the story teller or of some unknown
captain. In any ease, it must be ruled out of court as evidence

for the history of the conquest of Salainis.

Plutarch's second account is of a different sort, and though

it contains a legend like that in the first account, it contains

more besides. 1

Toepffer (pp. 7 ff.) claims that the legend came into exist-

ence at a time long subsequent to the conquest of Salamis.

His argument may be summarized as follows: The city of

Salamis on the northeastern shore of the island was founded by

the Athenians after their occupation. The old city of Salamis

lay on the south side of the island facing Aegina. But Solon's

landing is supposed to have been made on the coast facing

Attica. Now since the attack on the city, in order to be suc-

cessful, must be sudden and unexpected, the author of the story

must have been thinking of new Salamis. Therefore, since old

Salamis, the city actually seized by the Athenians, was for-

gotten, the story must have been invented long after the

conquest.

Two criticisms may be brought against this argument. In

the first place, if Athens was fighting to recover Salamis, which,

as we have seen, may have been the case, the new city might

already have been built during a previous Athenian occupation.

In the second place, there is nothing to prove that Solon was

supposed to have landed nearer the new city. The only evi-

dence for this is Wilamowitz' proposed reading of Svfioirav for

the manifestly corrupt reading EOfioiav which appears in the

manuscripts. Furthermore, Toepffer himself claims to prove

(pp. 11 ff.) that the promontory of Sciradium lay on the south

side of the island, and it was here that the ceremony was per-

formed which Plutarch accepts as a confirmation of the whole

story.

i The stratagem which forms the kernel of this second account is also re-

ported by Aelian V. H. vii 19. According to Toepffer (p. 4), his narrative is

derived from the same source which was used by Plutarch.
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It is not necessary, however, to resort to such fine-drawn

arguments in order to convince ourselves that we are dealing

with a legend. Plutarch himself l>etrays the truth, as Toepffer

himself saw (p. 18), by his citation of the religious ceremony in

support of the credibility of the legend, which may be set down
without hesitation as an aetiological myth. It is altogether

natural that this piece of martial ritual should have been

associated with Solon and the capture of the island where the

ritual was performed, especially in view of the temple of Enya-

lius, about which more will be said later.

The Delphic oracle need not detain us. It can be rejected

immediately as a forgery. But it is interesting to note that it

must have been composed at a time when the method of burial

was regarded as important evidence in support of the Athenian

claim to the island. Now Plutarch informs us in the next

chapter that this very evidence was adduced by Solon l>efore

the Spartan board of arbitration. If, as is probable, the argu-

ments which were advanced by the Athenians in the court of

arbitration, and indeed the arbitration proceedings themselves,

belong to a much later period, it is reasonable to conclude that

the oracle was an invention of the fifth century or later.

We are now left with two features in this second account

which cannot lightly be set aside as fictitious: the Athenian

decree calling for five hundred volunteers for the campaign and

promising them complete autonomy in the government of the

island in the event of ite capture, and the foundation by Solon

of a temple in honor of Enyalius. Neither of these statements

is involved in the legend itself, and both deserve independent

consideration.

The decree calling for five hundred volunteers is a thing for

which Greek historians could have had authentic testimony. 1

In the first place, there may well have been a stone, set up in

1 Toepffer (p. 19, footnote 1) thinks that the number of cleruchs (600} is a
true record of some settlement. But it is uncritical suspicion for him to a«uiy,

as he does, without proof that it had anything to do with Solon.
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Athens or in Salamis, bearing a decree passed by the Athenians

after the conquest of Salamis, in which was formally recorded

the political status of the five hundred men who had offered

themselves as volunteers. It is difficult otherwise to account for

the exact number five hundred, and for Plutarch's inclusion of

a comparatively unpicturesque detail like this in the midst of a

more lively narrative, which is otherwise altogether religious in

its origin. In the second place, if five hundred volunteers were

called and given their political independence in Salamis, their

descendants would inevitably have formed the aristocracy of the

island and would have sedulously preserved the tradition of the

origin of their high estate, whether orally from father to son or

in written records, similar to those of Athenian phratries. The
statement, therefore, about the five hundred volunteers is not to

be rejected on the ground that there could have been no authen-

tic record of such a matter. That there was such a record, of

course we cannot say ; but it is much, where our footing is so

uncertain, to be able to discern a possible path by which reliable

information concerning the event in question could have de-

scended to the time of written history. 1

Now if we are convinced that Plutarch's statement is not

necessarily a legendary specter, but may possibly be real flesh

and blood, we should next consider whether or not it is histori-

cally probable. If the conquest of Salamis was really carried

through by the efforts of Solon, is it likely that the method

employed would have been that indicated by the decree calling

for five hundred volunteers and offering political independence

in the event of success ? The answer is emphatically in the

affirmative. In the first place, a foreign war at this moment
would have done much to relieve the tensity of domestic affairs

in Athens. We knmv that Solon urged the prosecution of the

campaign ; conjecture need go no farther than to suggest what

1 The words foot m*J Su<t>0dpV<rav tv t% p&xv *&rrat uroowbriov* a<fn)icev suggest
the possibility of an inscribed record.
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may have been his motives. In the second place, an army re-

cruited in this way, fighting at once for their own personal ad-

vantage and for the glory of Athens, would have thus offered a

double hope of success. Salamis could be held for Athens, the

Megarians could be shut inside their own port of Nisaea, and the

sea would be open for Athenian commerce. The extraordinary

compatibility of these two statesmanlike aims justifies us in

attaching the greatest importance to Plutarch's statement about

five hundred volunteers.'

We now come to the other feature of Plutarch's second

account of the campaign. Near the spot on the coast of Salamis

where the religious ceremonial was performed, says Plutarch,

stands the temple of Enyalius which was founded by Solon.

The form of this sentence deserves attention : a definite temple

is referred to (to Upov) as if it were well known, and the verb

is in the present tense. Either Plutarch had seen it, or, at any

rate, he had no doubt of its existence. The foundation of it by

Solon is mentioned as if that, too, were a matter of common
knowledge. It is the locality of the temple which Plutarch

emphasizes : its proximity to the scene of the ritual is proof to

him that Solon, who founded the temple, also had a part in the

proceedings which engendered the ritual. The temple and its

foundation stand quite outside the aetiological myth.

Hut how could Plutarch or his sources know that this

temple had been founded by Solon ? Surely nothing is simpler.

Literary evidence or tradition need not be called on here. A
dedicatory inscription set up within the precinct would l>e the

l>est proof of all. And if the temple was so founded by Solon,

such an inscription could hardly have l>een lacking. Of course

we cannot be sure. There may have been simply a popular

tradition in Salamis that Solon was the founder of the shrine.

But, at any rate, this temple again cannot be overlooked in

assembling the evidence touching the question whether Solon

was concerned in the conquest of Salamis or not.
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After the two accounts of the campaign which have just

been examined, Plutarch («SW. x) describes another episode in

the fortunes of Salamis. The war between Athens and Megara
continued, lie says, causing much hardship to both sides. In

the end, the two cities called in the Lacedaemonians to serve as

arbitrators and decide which was the lawful owner of the

island. A board of five Spartans, whom Plutarch mentions by
name, decided in favor of Athens. Solon was the Athenian

advocate in the trial, and we are told of the evidence which he

laid before the court in support of the Athenian claim. Now
Beloch has shown (1918, pp. 312, 818) that the settlement of

the rival claims through Spartan arbitration could not have

taken place till the end of the sixth century and that there is

good reason for fixing its date precisely at 508-7. If we accept

Beloch's conclusions, which are altogether convincing, we
recognize that there is no connection between Solon and the

arbitration, and that he was brought into the matter by tradi-

tion simply because of his poem and his reputation as the con-

queror of Salamis.

A few pages later Plutarch says (*SW. xii 3) that during the

disturbances incident to the trial of the Alcmeonidae the Me-

garians attacked Athens, recovered Nisaea, and drove the

Athenians out of Salamis again. Plutarch's chronology is so

unreliable that we cannot say for certain just when this event

took place, if it took place at all. Some think that the loss of

Salamis referred to is that which Solon had in mind when he

spoke of the 1a\atitva<f>€T<0v, and that it preceded the supposed

recovery by him. But we do not know that Athens ever held

Nisaea until it was won by Pisistratus, and for this reason the

loss of Nisaea and Salamis would have to be dated long after

Solon's archonship. If the Salaminian controversy was still

burning at the end of the century, it is probable that the loss

referred to by Plutarch was only one of many vicissitudes in the

fortunes of the island.
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This completes the examination of the tradition connecting

Solon with Saiarais, as it is reported by Plutarch and by other

ancient authors who have something to say concerning the cir-

cumstances which are included in Plutarch's narrative. To
these texts we should add the following. Diodorus (ix 1) says

that Solon was of Salaminian family (a manifest error); and

Diogenes Laertius (i 45) applied to him the epithet SaXa^wo?,

as if he had been born in the island. From Aeschines ( i 25)

we learn that in his time there was a statue of Solon in the

market place of the city of Salamis. The comic poet Cratinus

(ap. Diog. Laert. i 62), in his play called Xet'/>a»*v, represents

Solon himself as speaking the two following lines

:

oU5> ok ufjoov, fxkv av0pama>p X0709,

iairapnevo? Kara iraoav Alamos iroKiv.

The meaning of these lines is made clear by Plutarch {Sol.

xxxii 4), who reports the story that Solon's body was burned

and his ashes scattered over the island of Salamis. He believes

the story to be merely a legend, though he admits that it has

the authority of Aristotle. Whether the body of Solon was

disposed of in this way or not, the legend, which became current

before the middle of the fifth century B.C., 1 must have been

founded on a popular belief that Solon was in some sense the

heroic founder of a colony in Salamis. If Solon obtained a de-

cree from the Athenians calling for five hundred volunteers and

promising them political independence, and if these same five

hundred men succeeded in their attempt and enjoyed the fruits

of their success, there was justice in their regarding him in

some sort as their oiWr»fc, and in course of time the story might

easily come into existence that his ashes had been scattered over

the island. At any rate, the two circumstances corroborate one

another in a striking way, especially as they do not appear

together in any artificially constructed ancient account.

In only three places do we find any divergence from the
1 Cratinus flourished about 454 b.c.
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universal belief that Solon was the conqueror of Salamis.

Daimachus of Plataea (ap. Plut. Comp. Sol. et Publ. iv 1) and

certain writers referred to by Aristotle in the Constitution of

Athens (xvii 2) deny that Solon won any military glory in the

war with Megara. 1 This modification of the ancient tradition

we are justified in accepting. Neither of the stories of Solon's

military prowess in the fight for Salamis has any real founda-

tion ; and, furthermore, there is nothing in his character or in

his whole career, as we know it, which would lead us to suppose

that he had any talent for arms. All the more reliable evidence

supports his skill as a statesman rather than as a general. The
third dissentient voice is that of the Megarians themselves, who,

according to Pausanias (i 40, 5), claimed that Salamis had been

betrayed into the hands of the Athenians by Megarian traitors.

This again concerns the strictly military aspect of the conquest.

Either the story was a Megarian invention to lessen the discredit

attaching to themselves in the loss of the island, which is most

likely ; or Megarian treason served as an auxiliary to the

Athenians on one of the occasions when they were fighting for

the island. It does not touch Solon's real part in the business,

even if it occurred during the campaign which resulted from

Solon's exhortations.

We have now examined all the evidence concerning the re-

lation between Solon and the conquest of Salamis. We have

seen that antiquity with scarcely a dissenting voice ascribed

the glory of the achievement to him and no other. We have

found reason to reject some details in the tradition, and to

recognize in others the possibility or even the probability of

truth. It now remains to consider the views of some modern

scholars who resolutely deny the ancient tradition. These

l Meyer (1893, p. 647) says that Daimachus was led by the apocryphal
nature of the story which Plutarch gives as his second account of the campaign,
to doubt the reality of the war. But Daimachus did not doubt the reality of the
war, and it is a mere fancy to find the source of Daimachus' opinion in the
second account.
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views vary in details, but they are united in the common asser-

tion that the credit for the conquest of Salamis l>elongs, not

to Solon, but to Pisistratus. Our best approach to these views

will be through an examination of the texts which bear on

the connection of Pisistratus with the conquest.

Only two passages explicitly connect Pisistratus' name with

Salamis. One we have already seen in Plutarch, who says that

Pisistratus supported Solon's plea that the effort to conquer

Salamis should be renewed and took part with him in the

expedition which sailed from Cape Colias after the success of

Solon's stratagem. 1 In Aeneas, however, and Justinus and

Frontinus, we find the stratagem itself attributed to Pisistratus

with no mention of Solon whatever. But the scene of Pisistra-

tus' stratagem is Eleusis, and not a word is said of Salamis.

Indeed, both Aeneas and Justinus say that after the execution

of the stratagem, Pisistratus proceeded to attack Megara

itself.

Herodotus, in his account of the rise of the Athenian

tyranny (i 59), informs us that before Pisistratus asked the

Athenians for a bodyguard he had distinguished himself in the

campaign against Megara, capturing Nisaea and performing

other great deeds. We have, therefore, by the side of the gen-

erally attested tradition that Solon was the conqueror of Salamis,

this new statement that Pisistratus too fought against the

Megarians and conquered Nisaea. If we accept both at their

face value, we shall have to assume that there were two wars,

or one long-continued war, between Athens and Megara, and

that the: conquest of Salamis belongs to an earlier, the conquest

of Nisaea to a later, stage of it. This is also the view of Aris-

totle (Gm*t. of Ath. xvii) who says that Pisistratus had greatly

1 Toepffcr thinks that Pisistratus
1 name is omitted by Polyaenus because his

account in primarily concerned with Solon. Hug and Bohren think he omitted
it because he saw the chronological discrepancy. It is more likely that he
omitted it because it is of no significance in the story ; to Toepffer, specialist in

the history of Pisistratus, the omission looms large.
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distinguished himself in the war against Megara before he

attempted to seize the tyranny, but that chronological consider-

ations show the impossibility of Pisistratus having been in

command in the fight for Salamis, as some claim that he was. 1

From these last words— "as some claim that he was"— we see

that even before Aristotle's time there had been some to say

that Pisistratus had been the military commander in the Sala-

minian campaign. This is the other of the two texts referred

to above which connect Pisistratus with Salamis. 2

The case for Pisistratus rests upon this evidence. 8 The
arguments which may be drawn from it have been most recently

and most effectively presented by Iieloch (1913, pp. 309 ff.), as

follows

:

1. It was believed in later times that Solon had recovered

Salamis. But, considering the nature of the tradition, there is

not the slightest proof of the truth of this. It is manifestly

only a conclusion based on the poem.

2. Athens, in Solon's time, was not in a condition to think

of foreign conquest.

8. There were critical doubts even in ancient times whether

Solon had really held the military command against Salamis.

Daimachus of Plataea expressed such doubt ; and, Beloch might

1 Wilamowitz (1893, 1. 268) considers Aristotle's evidence of no special value
because he was only copying from the Atthis. But admitting that he was copy-
ing from the Atthis (which, of course, cannot be proved), there is no reason to

believe Aristotle wrong simply because he accepted the statement of an earlier

authority.
a Strabo (ix 394) says that according to some authorities it was Pisistratus,

according to others Solon, who forged the Homeric line which was quoted before
the Spartan board of arbitration in support of the Athenian claim to Salamis.
But we have seen that the arbitration belongs at the end of the sixth century,
long after the death of both Solon and Pisistratus.

3 It is surprising, says Toepffer (p. 41), that so important a matter as the
capture of Salamis should not have been definitely attached in early times to
some name : Solon was not credited with it till a comparatively late period, and
no ancient author attributes it to Pisistratus. This is rather a staggering blow,
one would think, for Toepffer's argument. But he disarms criticism. Probably
the true account of the acquisition of Salamis, he says, is given by Pausanias
(i 40, 5): Salamis was l>etrayed into the hands of the Athenians, and there was
no Athenian conqueror

!
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have added, the unknown persons referred to by Aristotle ex-

pressly gave the credit of the military success to Pisistratus.

4. Pisistratus appears by the side of Solon in Plutarch's

first account of the campaign. It is chronologically impossible,

as Aristotle points out, that both men should have had a part in

it. If Salamis was conquered when Pisistratus was old enough to

hold a high military command, Solon was too old to fight. The
poem, to be sure, could have been written by Solon late in life,

but there is not the slightest reason for this assumption : it was

probably merely a " Schlag ins Wasser " like other chauvinistic

productions of the same sort. It is to be concluded then, that

not both men, but only one took part in the military campaign:

which was it ? If Salamis had been conquered by Solon, it would

never have occurred to any one to bring Pisistratus' name into the

business ; but if Pisistratus was the conqueror, it is only natural

that the credit should have been ascribed to Solon l>ecause of the

poem. Therefore the conqueror was Pisistratus. Plutarch's nar-

rative is an unsuccessful attempt to harmonize the two versions.

The conquest of Salamis was accomplished in the same war in

which Pisistratus captured Nisaea ; but Herodotus does not men-

tion it because tradition had already transferred it to Solon. 1

The following may be said in reply to these arguments

:

1. If the tradition is unreliable in Solon's case, it is equally

unreliable for Pisistratus. But in a matter so important to

Athens as the acquisition of Salamis, it is more than probable

that people would remember accurately who deserved the credit

for it; and the ancient tradition, beginning, as Beloch points

out, at a period earlier than Herodotus, was unanimous in favor of

Solon. It is a significant thing that the only ancient authorities

who raise the slightest question, Daimachus of Plataea and the

persons mentioned by Aristotle, refer solely to the military

command ; no one denies that Solon was the guiding statesman,

1 According to ToepfTer (p. 29), Ilerodotus knew nothing as yet of the con-
nection between Solon and the Megarian war. This is a good example of the
way in which the argument from silence can be used on both sides.
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and the very fact that these two expressly deny his military

leadership tacitly corroborates the rest of the tradition.

2. In the second argument Beloch exaggerates both the dis-

order in Athens and the magnitude of the effort required to

conquer Salamis. Athens was not in a state of civil war.

There was indeed profound discontent among the lower classes

due to the economic stringency and the restraint upon personal

liberty. It would have been an act of wise policy to distract

the minds of the people from their personal grievances by unit-

ing citizens of all classes in a concerted effort against Megara.

And the population, so united, would have been powerful

enough to wrest the island from the neighboring city.

3. Daimachus, as we have seen, may well have been right.

Aristotle himself, though he asserts that Pisistratus could not

have been the captain, does not expressly say that Solon wa*;

and yet he directly connects the war with Solon. Solon fired

the people to make the attempt ; the campaign was probably

conducted by the polemarch who was in office at the time. 1

4. We may admit that if Pisistratus was really the con-

queror of Salamis, the authorship of the poem might have

operated to deprive him of the credit of it and give it to Solon.

But, on the other hand, the fact that Pisistratus was known to

be the conqueror of Nisaea, coupled with the fact that Solon

was not famous for military exploits, would have been sufficient

to cause some writers to conjecture that it was Pisistratus and

not Solon who conducted the campaign. The Solonian author-

ship of the poem cannot properly be used as evidence that some

one else carried the undertaking through. The only real

ground for giving Pisistratus the credit is to be found in

Herodotus' report that he captured Nisaea and otherwise dis-

tinguished himself. But it is quite unreasonable to suppose

• Toepffer (pp. 4 ff.) seems to think that by discrediting the legendary ac-

counts of the campaign, he proves that Solon had no pail in the conquest. But
the refutation of these circumstantial accounts leaves the more serious arguments
in support of Solon's participation untouched.
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that there was only one brief war between Athens and Megara, 1

and that since Nisaea was captured at a time when Pisistratus

was old enough to hold a military command, Salamis must

therefore have been captured at the same time. If there is one

fact which is abundantly proved by ancient tradition and by

inherent probability, it is that the feud between Athens and

Megara lasted for decades, indeed almost for centuries. Beloch

himself recognizes that the legal proprietorship of Salamis was

still in dispute at the end of the sixth century.

When did these signal events occur? 2 The ancients, with-

out exception, believed that they occurred l>efore Solon's arehon-

ship, which fell at some time between 594 and 590. If there

were really inscriptions relating to several circumstances in the

affair, as we have surmised, there was probably sound reason

for putting the conquest at this time. There is no reason

whatever for dating it after the archonship. Furthermore, if

the course of events was substantially as we have descrilwd

them, and if they actually preceded the archonship, we have a

plausible explanation of the extraordinary measure by which -

Solon as archon was made supreme dictator in Athens. There

was nothing else in Solon's earlier life, so far as we know, to

justify the state in conferring such unbounded power upon him.

But the affair of Salamis would have won for him the enthusi-

astic confidence of all ; he had led the state in a patriotic enter-

prise ; he had earned the admiration of the poor without

alienating the respect of the rich ; and he had shown a states-

manlike comprehension of the internal problems for which

Athens must sooner or later find a solution.

I This is made abundantly clear by Meyer (181>3, p. 640) and Busolt (1805.

p. 221, footnote).
» For the date of the poem, Busolt (1895, p. 217, footnote 2) quotes with

approval (iudschmid's observation that there is a youthful vigor about the frag-

ments of Solon's poem, and claims that it is monstrous to attribute the poem to a
man seventy years of age and a recognized leader in the state. But the poems
which are known to belong to his later period show as much spirit ; ami Wila-
mowitz' words are worth repeating (1893. I, 2»18): "da* stiltrcfuhl, zehn venen
anzuriechen. dass sic nur ein jungling geschrieben haben kmine. ist etwas was
ich auch nur von den gdttern zu erbitten fttr liberhehung halten wurde."
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DATE OF THE ARCHONSHIP

There are several direct statements in the ancient authors

concerning the date of Solon's archonship. Sosicrates (ap.

Diog. L. i 62) fixes it at 01. 4(5.3 (594/3). Tatian (adv. Graeme

41) and Clement of Alexandria (Strom, i 65) assign it to 01. 46

(596/3) without more precise specification of the year. Suidas

2o\<w) states: yeyovc eVt -rip yg 'OXvinrid&os (01. 47 =
592-589) o/ Be W ( 01. 56 = 556-553). The records of the

date which was accepted by Eusebius do not agree with one

another: the Armenian version gives Abr. 1426 (= 607. 2 =
591); various MSS. of Jerome give Abr. 1421, 1423, 1426

( = 01. 46.1.3.; 47.1.2 = 596, 594, 592, 591).

Besides these direct statements, there are two indirect ways

of coming at the date, as follows:

Aristotle (Const, of Ath. xiv 1) says that Pisistratus became

tyrant in the archonship of Corneas, which fell in the thirty-

second year after the legislation of Solon. Now, according to

the Parian Marble, Corneas was archon 297 years before Diogne-

tus (264/3). If 297 is exclusive, the date was 561/0, if it was

inclusive, 560/59.

Again, the length of the tyranny in Athens is variously

given at 49 years (Arist. Const, of Ath. xix 6), 50 years

(Eratosthenes ap. Schol. Aristoph. Wasps 502: Marmor Parium

56 and 60; Aristotle Const, of Ath. xvii 1, where the reign of

Pisistratus is given as 33 years, and Const, of Ath. xix 6, where

the tyranny of his sons is given as 17 years), and 51 years
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(Arist. Pol. viii 1315 b, 30 ff., where Pisistratus' rule is given

as 33 years, and the rule of his sons as 18 years). The Pisis-

tratidae were expelled in 511/10. Therefore, according as the

figures 49, 50, 51, are regarded as inclusive or exclusive, the

archonship of Corneas fell in 562/1, 561/0, 560/559, 559/8.

Proceeding from these dates, we find, according as we take

the figure 32 as inclusive or exclusive, that the date of Solon's

legislation was 594/3, 593/2, 592/1, 591/0. If we accept one or

other of the dates of the Parian Marble (561/0 and 560/59), and

assume that the figure 32 is inclusive, which is more probable,

the date of Solon's legislation was either 592/1 or 591/0.

The following passage appears in Const, of Ath. xiii: 2o'Xg>-

i>09 Be airohr)fiT}aavro<;, ert tt)? 7ro'Xca><? rerapayfieprfi, eVl fiev errj

rertapa Btrjyov ev rjat^ta- rro Be irepLirTtp ftera ttju 2o'Xo>w>? apxhv

ou Kareo-Tija-av apxpina Bia rrjv cjdaiv, koX irdXiv erei TrepsirTtp did

tt)v auTTju airiav avapxtau i-rroiijaav. /iera Be ravra Bia twv

auruiv -yjp6v<av Aa/iaaias alpedeU apytav err) Bvo teal Bvo fiijpa?

rjpifev, ear? i^XdOrj fitq t?}? op^?}?.

Now we know from the Parian Marble (53 f.) that the first

Pythian aycav oT€<f>apirr}<: occurred in the archonship of Dama-
sias, and it is fairly certain that the date of this first occurrence

was 582. Since Damasias held office for two years and two

months, he must have been elected not earlier than 584 nor

later than 582.

It now remains to discover the interval between Solon and

Damasias. This problem is complicated by the fact that tw

irefiTTTtp kr€i may in each case be taken as either inclusive or

exclusive, and by the difficulty in the interpretation of Bia rtov

avTtav xpopav.

Two meanings have been proposed for Bta rtov aincov xpovtov:

(1) "after the lapse of the same length of time"; (2) "im-

mediately." Others delete the phrase as an interpolation. The
normal meaning of Bid with the genitive in expressions of time

is "at the end of an interval of," and if we had here Bib tov
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avrov "xpovov it would unquestionably be equivalent to t£

Treinrrqt era irdXiv. Aristotle probably used the plural because

he was thinking of the several terms of office included in this

thrice-recurring period. There is no convincing argument in

favor of the meaning "immediately" ; and deletion is a counsel

of despair.

Now a survey of the passage as a whole leads one to suppose

that Aristotle is indicating three equal divisions in the time

which elapsed between the archonship of Solon and the first

year of the archonship of Damasias, marked by two years of

anarchy. Mow long were these divisions? If Tre'fnrrp was in-

clusive they were four years each, if exclusive, five years. Ac-
cording to the regular usage of Aristotle in the Const, of Ath.

ordinals are inclusive, and we should regard them jus inclusive

here without hesitation if it were not for the four years of peace

spoken of in the first sentence. But it should be observed that

in spite of these four years Aristotle takes pains to add the

phrase ficra ttjv apyf)v after tg> iriymTtpy which suggests that he

is following his usual practice of inclusive reckoning. The
easiest explanation of the number four is that Aristotle had

first in his mind the threefold division into periods of four years,

and, wishing to say that there was peace in Athens up to the

beginning of (he fifth year after Solon's archonship (reckoning

inclusively), he carelessly but naturally said that peace lasted

for four years. The most probable interpretation of the passage

may be presented as follows

:

1. Three years of peace

2. First year of anarchy

3. Interval of three years

4. Second year of anarchy

6. Interval of three years

6. First year of archonship of Damasias

Total, 12 years.
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Now since the first year of the arehonship of Damasias

fell in 584/3, 583/2, or 582/1, the arehonship of Solon must

have been in 596/5, 595/4, or 594/3.

Various ingenious attempts have l)een made to manipulate

the several lines of evidence in order to make them lead har-

moniously to some single date, but none of them is convincing.

The whole structure of argument is essentially unstable because

there is no single point of support which can Ihj accepted as

fixed.

For the whole subject consult Rusolt (1895, II, 258, footnote

3, 301, footnote 3, 311, footnote 2); Heloch (1913, pp. 160-

166); and Sandys (1912, pp. 50 ff.).
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APPENDIX 3

THE SEISACHTHEIA

Plutarch says {Sol. xv. Cf. also Camp. Sol. et Publ. iii)

that Solon's first official act 1 was a cancellation of debts and a

prohibition of further loans eirl rot? acafmaiv, and that Solon

had applied to this measure the euphemistic term Seisachtheia,2

or " disburdenment."

Aristotle {Const, of Ath. vi) limits the measure to the first

of the two clauses, viz., the cancellation of debts, but he says

expressly, "they call this measure Seisachtheia" {icdkovaiv,

with no subject expressed).3 Now if Aristotle had seen the

word in a poem or a law of Solon he would have said, "he
called this measure Seisachtheia." It is necessary to conclude

therefore that Aristotle did not find it in Solon's own writings;

and if Aristotle did not find it there, it is probable that it was

not there at all.

Again, we observe that there was considerable variation

among the ancients in their opinion of the meaning of the word.

Androtion and a few others (ap. Plut. Sol. xv) said that

the relief which was termed Seisachtheia had been brought about

> WUamowitz (181*3, II, p. 02) conjectures that the proclamation ordaining
the cancellation of debts was substituted by .Solon for the usual proclamation
made by an archon on assuming office, in which he promised that he would pro-
tect all Athenians in the possession of the property which they held at the time
of his inauguration ( Const, of Ath. lvi 2). It is not certain, however, that this

proclamation was the rule so early as the time of Solon.
* A similar definition of Seisachtheia is found in Diog. Laert. i 45 (.Wpwair

ffundrw rt Kal ktthjAtw)
;
Apostolius xv 89; Philochorus ap. Suidasa.r. Zetff-

dxfeta (=frag. 67, F. II. (!. I, 393) ; Ileraeleides I'onticus w€pl roXirtiQv i 5
(F. H. G. II, 208); Diodorus i 79.

* Cf. Plut. Sol. xv who quotes Androtion as saying that the poor had given
the name Seisachtheia to Solon's measures of relief.
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by the reduction of the legal rate of interest and by a modifica-

tion of the currency and the prevailing system of measures.

Plutarch, after his account of the means of relief adopted

by Solon, goes on to say that though both parties were dissatis-

fied at first, they later saw the advantages in the plan and made
a sacrifice together, calling the sacrifice Seisachtheia.

Apostolius (xv 39) reports a proverb— Heurdxdeid aoi pijBd-

ttot€ <yevono— which was quoted to people who owed money and

had not yet paid it.

Now if Solon had used it with definite reference to some

particular measure, it is probable that any reader of the poem

or law where it appeared could have known with some certainty

from the context just what measure was meant, and we should

not have such divergent explanations of the word as we actually

find— a cancellation of all debts, a cancellation of s&me debts, a

modification in the currency, a reduction in the legal rate of

interest, and a festival in celebration of a popular reform. It

is, of course, conceivable that Solon should have used it in a

poem with reference to his reforms in general, so that the con-

text would not throw any light on what the reforms really were.

But in this case it would not have referred to any particular

measure.

It is reasonable to conclude, therefore, that Solon did not

use the word at all, or that if he did, he did not use it as a name
for some particular measure. In either case we do not need to

ask the question what measure Solon called Seisachtheia. We
should say rather that others applied the term to some part or

the whole of Solon's reforms, and that it was not proper to any

measure in particular. Most people applied it to the cancella-

tion of debts ; some to the cancellation of debts together with

the supplementary law abolishing loans eVi rot? acofiturip ; a few

to other financial reforms which Solon was supposed to have

introduced. Our proper inquiry is to discover the nature

of the reforms which Solon actually accomplished, not to
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decide which one of them has the best right to be called

Seisachtheia.

Where the word came from we cannot tell. We may con-

jecture that it came into existence to voice the demands of some

radical democratic party in Athens who looked back to Solon as

the founder of the popular party, applied the term Seisachtheia

to the services which he had rendered to the people, and made it

a rallying cry for new ventures in reform. It is an apt expres-

sion for the aspirations of the lower class, and once born it was

destined to live.

We should now proceed to consider whether any or all of

the several performances to which the word Seisachtheia was

popularly applied may justly be attributed to Solon.

To begin with, we may safely reject the statement that it

was the name of a festival instituted in honor of Solon's services

to the state. There is no likely way in which such a fact as this

could lie known to Plutarch or his sources ; neither of the two

part ies in the state was disposed to rejoice over Solon's measures,

because both were disappointed in them ; and the notion that

Seisachtheia was the name of a festival arose easily in the case

of a word of ill-defined meaning like Seisachtheia because of

the similarity of its formation to that of well-known names of

festivals.

We are left, therefore, with the statements that Solon cancelled

some or all of the outstanding debts in Athens, that he established

a law prohibiting loans e'/rt roU aufiaaiu, that he reduced the

legal rate of interest, and that he introduced modifications

in the currency and in the system of weights and measures.

Now these last two statements, which we have on the author-

ity of Androtion, will require more extended investigation. But

it should be observed in passing that they were made by Andro-

tion localise he thought the word Seisachtheia referred to some

particular thing which required definition and because he re-

jected for some reason the other and more widely accepted be-
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lief that the Seisachtheia was a cancellation of debts. These

considerations cast a little suspicion on Androtion's testimony.

The first two statements are on a different footing. We
know beyond a doubt that Solon did something which produced

precisely the results which would have been produced by a can-

cellation of debts (pp. 02 ff.). Whether he canceled all out-

standing debts our evidence does not permit us to say. 1 Such

an act as this, calculated to meet an extraordinary emergency,

could hardly have been written into the permanent body of laws

which were drawn up by Solon, and it is idle to conjecture how
such an order was promulgated. But the other action which

is recorded as supplementary to this first sweeping order,

namely, the establishing of a law prohibiting loans M tow

acofiaaiv, we should confidently expect to find in his finished

code, and there is no doubt that our ancient authorities knew of

it from that source. It goes without saying that the act of

cancellation preceded the more extensive undertaking of re-

modeling the Athenian constitution; but this particular law

may well have been published in advance and later given its

proper place in the completed code. The act of cancellation

would have had no more than a momentary value, if there had

1 Dionysius of Halicarnassus (v 65) reports a speech of M. Valerius I'ubli-

cola in which lie refers to the fame which Alliens and Solon had won by re-
mitting the debt* of the poor. No one had blamed the city for this measure nor
called the author of it a demagogue. De Sanctis (li>12, pp. 206 ff.) not only re-

ject* Androtion's theory of the Seisachtheia, but also claims that it could not have
meant the remission of all debts :

" Ripugna affatto d'altronde il credere die
Solone, il quale si atteggiava a rappresentante della giustizia e in nome della gius-
tizia rifiutava di procedere ad una nuova divisione del suolo, si sia permesso un
provvedimento cosi rivoluzionario come una piena abolizione dei de-bit i, prov-
vedimento il quale senza dubbio scalzava la ' ba*e veneranda' della giustizia

;

egli che nelle sue leggi dava amplissima facolta di prestare ad interesse. E qnindi
eyidente che il legislatore non aboli i debiti. ma impedi la esecuzione personale e
dichiaro semplicemente nulle per sernpre leipoteche prese sullo persone dei citta-

dini e sui beni. (ili che secondo lui nessuno puo per ragione di denaro essere
privato della liberta trasmessa dagli avi, n6 di quel terreno dov'6 la sua cxsa col
focolare domestico, che il padre tili ha lasciato e che egli deve rimettere ai figli

;

onde insomnia il cancellare le ipoteche era per Solone non altro che un atto di
giustizia. S'intende che, abolite le Ipoteche sulle persone e sui beni. cadevano
con esse i crediti che n'erano guarentiti." See I)e Sanctis' whole discussion of
the Seisachtheia.
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not been associated with it a law which was framed to prevent

the recurrence of a situation requiring so drastic a remedy.

The following story is told by Aristotle {Const, of Ath. vi).

When Solon was on the point of proclaiming the cancellation of

debts he communicated his purpose to certain persons Indonging

to the upper classes. These men immediately borrowed large

sums of money and bought large tracts of land. Then when
debts were declared void, they were left wealthy without the

obligation of returning the money they had borrowed. This

was the origin of the group of men who were later called Palaeo-

pluti. According to some authorities, says Aristotle, Solon

was privy to this plan and shared in the spoils; but writers

with democratic sympathies claim that it was done without

Solon's knowledge, and Aristotle accepts their view on the

ground that a man who had steadfastly refused the tyranny

would not have soiled himself with so petty an affair as this.

Plutarch {Sol. xv. Cf. also Praec. Ger. Help. 13, p. 807 d)

tells the same story, adding the names of some of the men whom
Solon acquainted with his plans— Conon, Clinias, and Hip-

ponicus. These men won the permanent nickname Chreoeopi-

dae. He further relates that Solon had cleared himself of

blame by immediately relinquishing the debts due to himself,

which amounted to the sum of five talents. 1

It is clear both that this story could not have been trans-

mitted in Solon's poetry and that it is precisely the sort of

scandal which would be invented by those who were desirous of

detracting from Solon's reputation. The milder version excul-

pating Solon from any personal advantage was probably put

forth by the democrats in answer to the more damaging version.

One may guess that the families of the Palaeopluti, who are

probably the same set of persons who are called by Lysias (xix

49) Archaeopluti, were accused of having made their fortune in

some crooked way, and that Conon, Clinias, and Hipponicus
1 In other versions this .sum was given as 15 talents (Polyzelus of Rhodes ap.

Plut. Sol. xv) and 7 talents (Diog. Laert. i *5).
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were known to be the ancestors of certain prominent members

of the set. 1

1 Conon, Cliniiis, and HipponieuH were the ancestors of Conon, Alcibiades, and
Callias, who were therefore probably reckoned among the men who were called

Palaeopluti. The word Chreocopidae recalls the significant word Hennocopidae.
See liusolt (18115, p. 42, footnote).
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THE LAWS AND THE AXONES

Jj.i we are disposed to doubt the fact that Solon wrote laws

we find sufficient testimony for it in his own words in ix 18 fiQ

That he himself here uses the word deafioik shows that any

distinction between Oeafiot and vo/jloi, by which the former is

applied to the laws of Draco and the latter to the laws of

Solon, is the invention of a later age. 1

What is meant by the phrase Ceo-pois ypd<fxiv? In later

times vofiov ypdfaiv meant "to propose a law," as yjrri<f>iafia

ypdfaiv meant "to offer a resolution." But it is not likely

that this technical sense- is to be found in Solon's phrase. It

cannot be supposed that in the rudimentary state of parliamen-

tary procedure the word ypdfatp had yet acquired any technical

sense. Furthermore, Solon is speaking of his definite accom-

plishments: merely to have proposed laws without carrying

them through would not have been worth recording in his

poetic apologia pro vita trua. When he says he 44 wrote laws," he

gives the reader to understand that he did something of con-

siderable importance. We must take him at his word: ypdfaiv

means " to record by incised or written characters."

Now it should be observed that nothing is said in the sen-

tence about the character of the laws: they are not called

Oeafjiovt BiKaloiK or Oevfioix; onotovs rut tcatcy re tcayaOy. The

emphasisjof the thought seems to lie on eypayfra rather than on

0eo>ou9. i_The notable achievement was to draw up a written

code rather than to conceive and promulgate certain new and

' For the use of the words Btcn6t and *6fwt see Busolt (1895, p. 173, foot-

note 2).
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wise lawsf] The codification (he does not say the laws) was in

the interest of both classes of citizens. 1 Undoubtedly a written

code is the first requisite for the administration of impartial

justice. [There is no reason to believe that Draco had compiled

the first code and that Solon had annulled all his laws excepting

those relating to bloodshed ( (Jon*t. ttf
~Ath. vii lMut."£fo/.

-xvrHl). The fact is tiiat certain laws relating to bloodshed

and attributed to Draco were known in the fifth century, but

that all other early laws were attributed to Solon. It is prob-

able, therefore, that Draco had done nothing but formulate, and

possibly record in writing, the laws relating to bloodshed.

Hence the fiction that he had imposed the death penalty for all

kinds of offenses.] The Thesmothetae, if their office had been

instituted before Solon's time, had probably done no more than

record the deafua which were pronounced by the magistrates

when they sat in judgment (C'o/wrf. of Ath. iii 4). These Beafxia

would serve as precedents, and the collection of them which had

accumulated could hardly be regarded as a written code in the

proper sense of the term. j^It remained for Solon to draw up a

genuine code and earn the name of father of Athenian laws]

(Plat. Stfmp. 201) d).

f What was the source of the laws which Solon formed into a

written code ? In the first place, it is clear that they could not

have sprung a new and perfect birth from his own brain. The
Athenians were an old community and had lived long under the

authority of recognized, though unwritten, rules of customj
These rules for the life of the community could not have been

altogether bad
; they were unstable, indeed, and ill-defined, but

they must have enjoyed the authority at least of the aypafyoi

vofioc of a later day.*} It was Solon's task, as a legislator pleni-

potentiary, to grasp these unsubstantial forms of procedure, to

1 See note on this passage in the commentary.
*That &ypa<poi v6ftot wen' held to be valid before the arehonship of Euclidea

(403 ii.o.) is shown by the law which was j>assed at that time expressly forbid-

ding their recognition in the future (Andocides i 86).
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embody them in precise terms, and to fix them in a permanent

record. Neither the Athenians nor any other community would

have tolerated a complete subversal of their veteran forms of

procedure. Many of the laws, therefore, in the completed code

must have been identical in spirit with customs already long in

forced/

T Though we must believe that the earlier unwritten laws of

Athens formed the core of Solon's code, we must recognize

quite as fully the broad editorial powers with which Solon was

intrusted. In dealing with a mass of formless rules, it would

have been beyond Solon's ability to preserve his formulation free

from any modification due to his own personal opinion . and

judgment, even if he had desired to do so. Though he had

tried to do no more than write at the dictation of the past, he

could not have avoided the necessity of choosing between con-

flicting precedents, and his own judgments would have formed

no inconsiderable part of his finished code.

Hut we cannot suppose that Solon desired, nor that he was

expected, merely to transcribe mechanically. He was endowed

with dictatorial powers to take counsel for the safety of the

stated There were abuses in plenty to be righted, and it was a

firnfbelief with Solon that as abuses came by hvavottia, so peace

and happiness came by eufo/xm. He would therefore have re-

garded it as his bounden duty both to revise old precedents that

needed revision and to set up such new laws as were called for

by the times, to the end that evvopia might prevail in Athens.

Finally, then^Jhe code must indubitably have contained

three kinds of laws: (1) those which were identical with laws

or precedents previously in force; (2) old laws modified

or revised; and (3) new laws for which Solon was himself

responsible.^

1 Plut. Sol. XV 1 : d\X* $ pj» ipiirrov fVt 0#R iwfy^aftt larptla* oitii Katvoroiilav,

$ofir\6tU <ti ;\tai warrdvaai sal rapd^at ri}? *6\i» dv6ty4ortpot yirqrai rod
Karaarr)<rai rd\ip Kal <rv*apn6<Ta<r0a.t vpdt r& dpiero*. This observation is both
shrewd and true.
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When the important task of codification, conceived and ex-

ecuted by Solon in the manner described, was finally completed,

it remained to put the written laws before the world so that

they should be accessible to all men at all times. This could

be done only by inscribing them on tablets of wood or stone or

metal and setting them up in a public place.

What was the fate of these tablets and the laws inscribed

upon them ?

It is not to be doubted that an instrument, so serviceable

and so hard-won, would have been jealously guarded. But we

cannot suppose that in the tumultuous civic life of Athens, and

in an age when reverence for the inviolability of constitutional

law had not yet been born, the laws which were written by

Solon could have continued in use decade after decade without

supplement and revision. The tradition that Solon bound the

Athenians by oath to maintain his laws unchanged for a certain

period of time, ten years according to some (Herodotus i 29),

one hundred years according to others ( Plut. tiol. xxv 1 ), is a

testimony that the ancients recognized the inevitability of

change. 1 New laws must have In-cn written, some consistent,

some inconsistent, with those already standing. And these laws,

according to the new fashion of inscription, would have been

set up on tablets by the side of the old. And so, at the end of

the sixth century, after the rule of Pisistratus 2 and his sons and

the democratic reforms of Clisthencs, we may believe that there

existed in Athens a body of written laws which resembled the

code of Solon only as the man resembles the child he used to be.

It might have been possible still for a critical investigator to

distinguish the laws of Solon in the larger mass, and with the

interest of an antiquarian to have restored them as a curious

1 The inevitability of change and modification is further demonstrated by the
tradition that Solon left Athens in order not to be compelled to make change*
himself (Pint. Sol. xxv 4 ; Const, of Ath. xi).

* Herodotus (i 59) says t hat Pisistratus made no change in the 0t<rfua; but this

is Inherently improbable, and Herodotus could not have had any sure knowledge
of the matter.
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historical document. But it goes without saying that this was

not done. Men looked forward to the future, not backward to

the past, and troubled themselves no longer with the earlier

stages of their course. It is, indeed, possible, though not likely,

that the tablets of Solon were accorded special honor and kept

intact and apart from the tablets on which subsequent legisla-

tion was recorded. But, on the whole, it is more than prob-

able that at the end of the sixth century no one, even with the

acuteness of modern scholarship, could have determined just

what laws had been the product of Solon's own mind: they

were lost forever in the mass of pre-Solonian unwritten

laws which he had formulated and post-Solonian laws which

had been passed sifter the institution of his code. There may
have been, indeed, certain laws which because of their subject

or some inherent distinguishing mark could have been safely

attributed to him ; but in the nature of things they must have

been very few.

Let us now proceed with the history of Athens in the fifth

century. Within twenty years after the beginning of the cen-

tury Athens was overwhelmed by a catastrophe which, while it

only served to temper the national spirit to hard steel, destroyed

almost completely at the same time the material city and all

that was in it. When the Athenians evacuated the city before

the battle of Salamis, they carried with them to the island of

Salamis and to the Peloponnesian coast much of their public and

private property. It is not inconceivable that they saved with

the rest the tablets on which their laws were inscribed, but it

must be admitted that this is altogether improbable. The
sacred objects of religious cult and the necessaries of private

life would surely have come first ; and in the confusion and

terror of the moment men would not have thought of the writ-

ten laws, which could easily be replaced if the Athenians really

survived the threat of annihilation. It is too much to assume

that when the Athenians found themselves reestablished in their
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own city and set themselves to repair the ruin wrought by the

Persians, they still possessed intact and in order the written

code which had existed before the invasion. But surely they

would have lost no time in restoring this code as best they

could from such fragments as survived and from memory; the

old laws, except those which had become obsolete and inopera-

tive, were surely inscribed again, in similar if not the same

terms, upon tablets which were set up in a public place to be

used as they had been used in the past. There is no record

that they were subjected to any sort of formal revision, but we
cannot suppose that the lawyers of the day were restrained by

undue reverence for the sanctity of a text from making obvious

corrections and improvements, at any rate in those laws which

they transcribed from memory.

Whatever may have been the form of the written laws of

Athens after the Persian storm had passed, it is certain that

the old order began anew: the body of jurisprudence was still

alive and the processes of life imply the constant death of old

laws and the birth of new. The code was steadily transformed

and enlarged to meet the changing requirements of the times.

The tablets containing laws which had fallen into disuse were

not always destroyed, but were still preserved in the archives of

the state, to be later unearthed by antiquarians and made the

subject of learned researches. Probably the old laws of the

sixth century, as they had been redrafted after the battle of

Salamis, remained fairly discernible ; but if the authentic work

of Solon had l>een practically unrecognizable before the Persian

wars, certainly we may be sure that by the middle of the fifth

century there was very little indeed which could be attributed

to him with any certainty whatever.

A hint as to the fate of some of the earlier laws is afforded

by a fragment of the comic poet Cratinus (circa 453 B.C.)

which is preserved by Plutarch (Sol. xxv 1): Trpbs tov 2o'Xgwo9

teal Apd/coiTos olai vvv <f>pvyovai Ta«? icdxpvs roU tcvpfieaiv. Evi-
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dently some of the tablets on which the earlier laws attributed

to Solon and Draco were inscribed had fallen into a sad state of

disrepair and were not preserved with any particular care. 1

From this time on, we find the practice growing of attrib-

uting the older laws to Solon or to Solon and Draco. This

should not surprise us or mislead us into thinking that the laws

of Solon were actually extant as a whole and definitely recogniz-

able. It was the universal Greek habit to attribute the great

works of the past to definite persons without much critical re-

gard to probability. The name of Solon came to stand for the

body of early Athenian law. Herodotus (ii 177) and Diodorus

(i 77, 5) report an Egyptian law which they say was borrowed

by Solon ami incorporated in the code of Athens. In the

Clouds of Aristophanes (1187 ff.) Pheidippides pretends that the

name of the last day of the month (evrj teal vea) was instituted

by Solon as a relief to luckless debtors. In the Birds (1660) a

law of Solon concerning inheritances is quoted verbatim.

Finally, in the orators numberless laws are attributed to Solon,

some of which may l)e old, but many of which l>ear unmistakable

signs of later composition.

Before we come to the orators, however, there are two decrees,

belonging to the end of the fifth century, which should l>e dis-

cussed for the light they throw on the history of Athenian laws.

An inscription of the year 409 8 is preserved (C /. A. i 61)

which records the psephisma of a certain Xenophanes. The
resolution of Xenophanes which was adopted and which is here

recorded was that the avaypafais royv vopcov should make a copy

of Draco's law concerning homicide and set it up before the

1 Professor \\\ K. Prentice suggests that Cratinus may be referring to a prac-

tice similar to one which is common in Syria. The Syrian bread is made of meal
and water without leaven. The ingredients are mixed into a paste, which is then

spread on a sheet of metal made hot for the purpose, and is thus cooked or

parched. The word ippOyovci would be appropriate for such an operation. All

this indicates that the «up/3m may have been made of metal and not necessarily

of wood. Cf. Pollux viii 128 AiXroi XaX*a? ktX. ; Schol. Aristoph. Bird* 1354

Kvpfiett xaXxat ffavlitt ktX.
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King's Stoa ; and the law itself, or part of it, is inscribed on the

same stone immediately after the psephisma. Unfortunately

the stone is so badly mutilated that we cannot tell where the

original was from which the copy was made. But there is no

question that the law was definitely believed to have been written

by Draco.

In the year 403, after the restoration of the democracy, there

was a complete revision of the laws, of which we are told by
Andocides (i 81 ff.). 1 It appears that a measure was adopted

to meet the immediate emergency, providing that a commission

of twenty should direct the affairs of the city until definite laws

could be established ; meantime the laws of Solon and the Oea^ot

of Draco should be in force. But, Andocides continues, it was

. discovered that many persons were liable to punishment for

offenses committed unknowingly against the laws of Solon and

Draco because they had been ignorant of these laws. It was

decided therefore to subject the whole body of laws to a careful

scrutiny and to set up in the Stoa those laws which were finally

passed and accepted. The psephisma of Tisamenus which

appears in the text of Andocides, making the proposals which

Andocides refers to, may be spurious or it may be authentic.

But it adds little to what can be inferred from Andocides' own
words. It appears from all this that laws which were known
as the laws of Solon and Draco were still on record, but that

they had sunk into disuse and were little known, and that a

new and official code was set up, which, though it was founded

on the earlier laws, had been subjected to a revision so

thoroughgoing that it was practically a new creation. Though
the original copies of the old laws may not have been destroyed

they could hardly be quoted thereafter as valid in legal

disputes.

It should now be clear what opinion we ought to hold of the

1 The rule of the Thirty may have been as disastrous a period for the con-
tinuity of the Athenian laws as the period of the Persian invasion itself. Cf.

especially Schol. Aeschines i 39.
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laws quoted by the orators of the fourth century and attributed

to Solon or Draco. It would be rash and even absurd to main-

tain that any one of these laws is identical with any one of the

laws written by Solon two hundred years before. 1 Indeed, the

orators themselves were probably not deceived in this matter.2

They attribute laws often enough to Solon and Drac o, but quite

as often they speak of "the lawgiver" without a name, or of " the

lawgivers of those times." The name of Solon is used as the

collective term for the legislative activity of the past,3 and is

introduced partly through the Greek desire for a personal hero,

partly for the purpose of reenforcing the orator's argument be-

fore the court by the authority of the great name of the father

of Athenian laws.

Besides the laws which are referred to by the orators and

those which are incorporated in the text of their speeches, a

large number of laws attributed to Solon are to be found in

Plutarch and Diogenes Laertius and more still may be gathered

here and there in Greek and Roman literature. We also have

1 The following may be noted as examples of the confusion and uncertainty
about laws. Diogenes Laertius (i 56) quotes a law of Solon and then adds that
Lysias attributed it to Draco. Isocrates (xii 144) says that the laws are at

present in a state, of confusion and full of inconsistencies ; it is impossible to tell

at a glance which are serviceable and which are not. In Istros (frag, xxxv)
there is an allusion to a law forbidding the export of figs, without any mention
of its author ; elsewhere it is attributed to Solon. Schol. Aeschines i 30 says
that the laws of Draco and Solon were destroyed (\upuly«rOai) by the Thirty

;

later the laws which had been lost were restored and new ones were set up.

That even the $tonol were not a fixed and unchanging body of laws is shown by
the ephehic oath in Pollux viii 106.

* Demosthenes (xviii 6) seems to have a clear idea of what Solon had done
;

ol y6(Wt ovt 6 TtBtlt l£ dpxv1 S^Xw*, ti'vovt dv i/fuy nal SijfWTiKit, ov ^6vov t<? ypd^ai
Kvplovt iptTo Buy tlvat, dXXa ko.1 rot>t StKaforrat 6nwftOK4v*i. The act of writing

them down was the great thing. In Demosthenes xxiv 142 we seem to have a
definition of the laws of Solon : robi tov ZAXwrot vhftovt rods x-rfXcu IfioKi^iavfxivovt

oU ol wpSyovoi Utvro. The implication is that the older laws of Athens were all

included under the name of Solon, and that there was no real belief that they
were all written by him, though it may have been thought that they were col-

lected by him.
8 In [Demosthenes] lxi 40 f. the statement is made that the laws of Solon

are used by the greater part of the Greek world. This can only mean that the
laws of other states were modeled upon or resembled the laws of Athens, and
" the laws of Solon " means " the ancestral laws of democratic Athens."
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the names of a number of Greek writings now lost which must

have been monographs on the very subject of the laws. 1

From this it appears that from the fourth century B.C. the

laws of Athens received much attention from scholars. Are we

to suppose that they had access to any authoritative source of

information concerning the laws of Solon himself ? Is it likely

that after the checkered career of Athenian laws during the sixth

and fifth centuries it was possible even for scholars to discern

the veritable laws of Solon ? Unquestionably no. We may ad-

mit that even after the revision of the code under Euclides they

could still have consulted the earlier records on which the new
code was founded. But this, as we have seen, would have

brought them very little nearer the truth. A review of the laws

discussed by Plutarch and Diogenes Laertius, who must have

drawn their information from Didymusand other earlier writers,

is enough to convince the reader that they are not the work of

a single lawgiver, but rather a collection of early laws dating

from various times and springing from various conditions of

society. That many of them were old is shown by the interest

taken in them by the lexicographers, as well as by a passage in

the Daitaleis of Aristophanes (fr. 222 Kock). Lysias also

( x 15 ff.) quotes from several laws, which he attributes to Solon,

passages containing obsolete words whose meaning he expounds.

It appears that the older laws in Athens were recorded on

tables called tcvpfteis and agovet. There are several descriptions

of these objects in the ancient authors, lexicographers, and

scholiasts, but they are not consistent with one another. 2 Ap-

parently no one had taken the trouble to describe them as long

as every one knew what they were. Later some thought the

Kvpfieis and amoves were identical; others distinguished them in

various ways. It was generally agreed that an ufaw, as its

name implies, was a contrivance which revolved on an axis,

i See p. 21 and the list in Sondhaus (1900).
1 On Kvpfitit and Aborts see Busolt (1895, p. 290, footnote 8).
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vertical or horizontal, so that any one consulting the inscription

could read it through without moving from his place. Such a

device as this would naturally have been made of wood, or it

might even have been made of metal plates set in a wooden

frame. But there is evidence to show that there were also re-

volving tables of stone.

A curious wedge-shaj>ed fragment of marble was found in

Athens in 1885 which some think was part of an axon {C.I.A. iv

559). It is inscribed on two opposite faces, and though the in-

scription is too much mutilated to yield any meaning whatever

it is possible to see that on one face the writing read from the

top to the bottom and on the other from the bottom to the top.

The character of the letters serves to prove that the inscription

belongs to the first half of the fifth century. Kumanudis 1 very

plausibly conjectures that the fragment was part of a stone im-

itation of the earlier type of wooden axones. According to his

reconstruction, the axon was a contrivance revolving on a hori-

zontal axis, so formed that a vertical cross-section would re-

semble a four pointed star, thus:

If the reader stood before this machine and turned it around as

he read, it is easy to see why the writing should run from the

top to the bottom on one face of each wedge and from the bot-

tom to the top on the other. This was certainly a clumsy and

heavy contrivance in stone, and the only reason people could

have had for making it is that they were imitating in durable

material a familiar and convenient wooden type.

" 'Etwtpls 'ApxaioXoynj, III (1885) 215 ff.
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The only important conclusion from all this is a corrobora-

tion of the claim previously made that there was no sure and

continuous existence of the unmodified Solonian code from the

beginning of the sixth century to the end of the fifth. When
Aristotle says that the laws of Solon were immediately inscribed

on the Kvpfiets and Plutarch says they were immediately in-

scribed on a£oi>CT, they were making assertions which could not

be supported by any real evidence. Since many of the old

Athenian laws were in Aristotle's time still preserved on tcvp/3et<;

and alcove; and since the whole body of early law was attrib-

uted to Solon, they naturally assumed that his laws had origi-

nally been published in this way. 1 Plutarch says {Sol. xxv 1)

that fragments of amoves were still preserved in his time, and

there is no reason to doubt his statement. Hut it would be a

pieee of wild credulity to believe that these were fragments of

axones on which the laws of Solon had l>een originally inscribed.

The general conclusion is as follows. The laws attributed to

Solon by the orators, by Plutarch and Diogenes Laertius, and by

other ancient writers belonged to the body of ancient Athenian

law which was still in existence at the end of the fifth century.

This body of law was of two centuries' growth, and was the

creation of many minds and of many times. Incorporated in it

were no doubt some of the laws written by Solon, though prob-

ably in a greatly modified form. It is not only wrong to

assume that all laws attributed to Solon are actually by his

hand unless the contrary can be proved, but it is also rash and

uncritical to admit the Solonian authorship of any law unless its

authenticity can be shown by indubitable proofs.

1 Plutarch (Sol. xix 8) quota the exact words of the eighth law of the thir-

teenth axon, which begins ' Krifua* Scot dnnot ^<rai> lrplv f) 26\ura &p$at. The
reference to a definite axon does not prove that this is a genuine law of Solon,

but simply that it was one of the ancient laws recorded on the axones which
were in existence at the end of the fifth century. Even the name of Solon does
not prove its authenticity : indeed the law reads as if it were passed at some time
subsequent to Solon in the interest of the descendants of Athenians who had been
disfranchised before the archonship of Solon.
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CHANGES IN WEIGHTS, MEASURES, AND CURRENCY
AND IN THE CALENDAR

The principal and only direct evidence for the reforms

which Solon is supposed to have introduced in the Athenian

currency and in the system of weights and measures, is to be

found in the two following passages. 1

Contt. of Ath. x: "These, then, would seem to be the demo-

cratic innovations which were embraced in the Solon ian code.

Equally democratic in their nature were the cancellation of

debts, which was effected before the legislation, and the en-

larged standard in weights, measures, and currency, which was

introduced afterwards. Under Solon the measures were made
larger than the Pheidonian measures, and the mina, which had

previously been equivalent in weight to seventy drachmae, was

brought up to the full standard by the addition of the necessary

thirty. The coins of early times were two-drachma pieces.

Solon also established a system of weights in correspondence

with the coinage, so that sixty-three minae made a talent; and

this increase of three minae was distributed proportionately

among the stater and other divisions of the talent."

Plut. Sol. xv :
" Some writers, of whom Androtion is one,

say that the welcome relief which came to the poorer classes,

was effected, not by a cancellation of debts, but by a reduction

in the rate of interest, and that they gave the name Seisachtheia

to this public benefaction and to two other acts which accom-

1 Oh the reform in the weights, measures, and currency, see Busolt (1896,

pp. 2«2-2«4); Seeck (1904. p. 181); Lehmann-Haupt (1900, p. 807, footnote 2);
De Sanctis (1912, pp. 218 ff.); Beloch (1913, pp. 883 ff.).
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panied it, the enlargement of the standards of measurement and

the settlement of monetary values. Previously the mina had

consisted of seventy-three drachmae ; Solon ordained that it

should consist of one hundred. The result of this was that

the nominal value of the coins paid in discharge of a debt re-

mained the same, but the real value was lowered ; those who
had debts to pay were greatly benefited, while at the same time

the creditors suffered no loss."

Other evidence for early Attic currency and early systems

of weights and measures is to be derived from scattered state-

ments in ancient literature and especially from extant coins and

metallic weights. It will be necessary first to discover just

what Androtion and Aristotle understood these changes to be,

and then to inquire whether their statements are in accord

with the knowledge which we gain from other sources.

We observe, first of all, that there is a marked similarity be-

tween the two passages. The same words are used and the in-

crease in the number of drachmae in a mina is described in the

same way. It is fair to assume that Plutarch is quoting, in

part at least, the exact words of Androtion, and that Androtion

served as one of the sources of Aristotle. Hut, at the same

time, there are striking divergences. Androtion declares that

the reforms which he describes were an essential part of the

Seisachtheia; Aristotle says explicitly that they were introduced

even later than the publication of the laws. According to

Androtion, the number of drachmae in a mina l>efore the change

was 73; according to Aristotle it was 70. Androtion speaks of

an increase only in measures ; Aristotle extends the increase to

weights and coins. Aristotle adds details which are not in Plu-

tarch's quotation from Androtion. The definiteness of the

statements in both authors is sufficient to show that they were

writing of something about which they believed they had defi-

nite knowledge, and they arc evidently writing about the same

thing. The questions then present themselves : First, what
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were the facts about the weights, measures, and currency which

they are attempting to convey ? Second, whence did they learn

these facts ? Third, how can we account for the differences be-

tween the two reports ? The attempt to answer these questions

may lead us, for a moment, rather far from Solon and his poli-

cies, but it is necessary as a preliminary to a proper under-

standing of Solon's part in the matter.

How, then, could Androtion, and Aristotle after him, know
anything about the precise nature of changes made by Solon in

the first decade of the sixth century ? We think first, as usual,

of Solon's own poems. But there is no trace of evidence on

this subject in the fragments that remain, and we must confess

that Solon would have scarcely imposed on his Muse the drudg-

ery of describing monetary and metrological reforms. Were
the new regulations written into the laws and inscribed on the

Axones ? Aristotle says plainly that whatever was done touch-

ing weights, measures, and currency, was done after the codi-

fication of the laws was complete. Where else shall we turn ?

When these two sources fail us, we must be very cautious indeed

about accepting the statements of the biographers. It is not

beyond the range of possibility that there should have been

preserved upon stone the standards of measurement employed at

an earlier day ; there may have been weights of stone or metal,

preserved as curiosities ; there were undoubtedly coins which

had been minted two or three hundred years before Androtion's

time. If all of these earlier standards were regarded as pre-

Solonian, and if the standards of Androtion's day were regarded

as the result of Solon's reforms, it was easy, by simple calcula-

tions, to determine exactly what the Solonian reforms were.

We must conclude, then, that Androtion derived his exact

information from an examination of the standards of weight,

measure, and currency which prevailed in Athens and else-

where in his own day, and of such ancient coins and weights as

were preserved in private ownership or in temple treasures.
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Let us now look more closely at the statements which are

actually made about the changes.

According to Plutarch's quotation, the mina had first con-

sisted of 73 drachmae and was then increased to 100 drachmae.

Does this imply that drachmae were reduced in weight or that

the mina was increased ? Obviously the former, because An-
drotion claimed that the change would be of advantage to

debtors. We may, therefore, draw up the following table

:

73 old drachmae = 1 standard mina

100 new drachmae = 1 standard mina

60 standard minae = 1 standard talent

4380 old drachmae = 1 standard talent

Aristotle speaks of an increase in the currency. This in-

crease must be either in the unit of weight or in the number of

coins. If Aristotle holds the same view as Androtion, he must

mean increase in the number of coins. Later he says that one

talent will be equal to 63 minae. But a talent of 63 minae is

quite unheard of, and unless we are compelled to recognize such

a talent here we should be glad to explain the matter in another

way. Besides, Aristotle himself, in the last sentence, tacitly

assumes that the talent contains only 60 minae. Let us assume

then what he means is that a talent, which consists of 60 new
minae of 100 drachmae, is equal to 63 old minae of 70 drachmae.

This may be presented in tabular form thus

:

70 old drachmae = 1 old mina

100 new drachmae = 1 new mina

60 new minae = 1 standard talent

63 old minae = 1 standard talent

4410 old drachmae = 1 standard talent

Now, since 1 talent = 60 x 100 or 6000 drachmae,

we may write

4410 old drachmae = 6000 new drachmae

or 731 old drachmae = 100 new drachmae
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Here, then, we have substantial agreement between the

two reports. Only, Aristotle allows an increase in the weight

of the raina and implies an increase in the weight of the

talent, while Androtion confines the change to a decrease in

the weight of the drachma. 1 In order to see which theory

of the change was the correct one, let us turn to external

evidence.

In Greece in the sixth century there were two principal

systems of currency, the Aeginetan and the Euboean. Coins

of the Aeginetan standard, whether they were minted in Aegina

or elsewhere, were in use throughout the Peloponnese, in the

greater part of the mainland of Greece, and in the islands of the

southern Aegean. Coins of the Euboean standard were current

in the cities of Euboea and in their colonial domain, that is, the

Chalcidice, Sicily, and Italy. It was formerly supposed that

these two systems differed in the unit of weight, but that in

both alike a talent consisted of 60 minao and a mina of 100

drachmae. But we know now, from an inscription discovered

at Delphi, that the Aeginetan mina consisted of 70 drachmae. 2

Furthermore, it is now fairly certain that the silver mina was of

a fixed value throughout Greece until the time of Alexander

and that the Aeginetan, Euboean, and other systems of currency

differed only in the division of the mina. We hear of Aeginetan

drachmae and staters but not of Aeginetan silver minae and

silver talents, which were identical with Euboean silver minae

and silver talents. There was an Aeginetan commercial mina

which differed from the Aeginetan and Euboean silver mina.

But in Athens the commercial weights were brought into corre-

spondence with the coin weights, as Aristotle was aware. As

' This method of reconciling the two passages is due to De Sanctis (1912,

pp. 222 ff.). For the general subject see Hultseh, Griechiache und rdmiache
Metroloijie (ed. 2). This contains the ancient evidence and references to modern
works which had appeared before the date of publication* For later studies of

the Athenian currency see Head, HUtoria Numorum, ed. 2, and for systems of

weights, 1'ernice, Uriechixche (ieioichU, Berlin, 1894.
s For further proof see Beloch (1913, p. 830).
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the Aeginetan mina was divided into 70 drachmae, so the

Euboean was divided into 100.

Now it seems practically certain that both Androtion and

Aristotle are describing a transition from the Aeginetan cur-

rency to the Euboean. Scholars had reached this same conclu-

sion even before the discovery of the Delphic inscription. We
know that the permanent Attic standard, which was widely

adopted throughout the Greek world, was the same as the Eu-

boean. And we must conclude from the passages now before us

that Athens in earlier times had employed the Aeginetan stand-

ard. Aristotle seems to be correct in the figure 70, but wrong

in the value of the mina ; Androtion, conversely, gives the

wrong figure 73, and keeps the mina at a fixed value. And yet

they find almost the same number of drachmae in a talent.

These irregularities have not yet been satisfactorily explained.

The following explanation, which is offered by Beloch, is plau-

sible. Androtion gave 73jJ as the number of old drachmae in a

mina, deriving this figure from the weight of Aeginetan

drachmae (or didrachms) current in his time or from the rate of

exchange. Plutarch in quoting dropped the fraction. Aris-

totle read Androtion and misunderstood him, thinking that the

mina and talent had been increased in weight, the mina from

73.] to 100 drachmae, the talent from 60 x 73 J or 4410 to (5000

drachmae. But Aristotle knew that the Aeginetan mina was

divided into 70, not 73^ drachmae. So, in order to correct

Androtion's statement, he said that the mina was raised from

70 to 100 drachmae, and the talent from 60 minae to 63 (old)

ininae. This gave him the same result— a talent of 4410 old

drachmae.

Next Aristotle says that the coins of early times were two-

drachma pieces. This statement is made because the standard

Attic coin, possibly from the very beginning of coinage in

Athens, was the tetradrachm. Hut does he mean that the di-

drachm was in use before Solon's time and that Solon introduced
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the tetradrachm; or that the coins in use for a number of years

after the Solonian reforms were didrachms? We cannot say.

There are plenty of Aeginetan didrachms extant and plenty of

Kuhoean didrachms. There are no coins which can be definitely

assigned to Attica earlier than the tetradrachms, and it is not

known when coins were first struck in Attica.

So much for the currency. What was done in the matter

of the measures? Both Aristotle and Androtion assert that

they were enlarged, and Aristotle adds that they were made

larger than the Pheidonian measures (for the value of the Phei-

donian measures, see Heloch, 1913, pp. 348, 349), which, he

implies, were previously in use in Athens. Now concerning the

relation between Athenian and Pheidonian measures Aristotle

could not have been wrong, because the Pheidonian measures

were still in use in some parts of Greece in his day, and it was

a simple matter to compare them with the Athenian measures.

It was formerly supposed that the Pheidonian and Aeginetan

measures were identical ; but since the Aeginetan measures

were larger than the Athenian, they were unquestionably

larger then the Pheidonian. Whether the Pheidonian meas-

ures were actually in use in Athens in early times is quite

uncertain ; Aristotle probably had no means of discovering

the truth.

If we review the results of this discussion, we see that Solon

was credited with the introduction into Athens of the Kuboean

custom of dividing the silver mina into 100 drachmae. He also

established a system of commercial weights which was in corre-

spondence with the coin weights, i.e., a market mina was iden-

tical with a silver mina and a market talent with a silver talent.

Larger market talents, we know, were also in use, but they too

belonged to the same system, being equal to one and one half or

two times the silver talent. The Athenian measures, which

were the same as the Kuboean measures, were also in corre-

spondence with the weights, as follows:
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1 ft. =297-298 mm.
1 medimnos = twice the cube of the ft. = 52.4 L

1 metrete8= 1£ times the cube of the ft. =39.3 L

1 talent (1st) = the water-weight of the cube of the ft.

= 26.2 kg.

1 talent (2d) = the water-weight of the metretes.

1 talent (3d) = the water-weight of the medimnos.

Before the introduction of this complete system, we are

told that the Athenians used the Aeginetan coinage, presumably

the Aeginetan weights, and the Pheidonian measures. The

change was evidently a great step forward in the direction of

orderliness and convenience. This may have been its only pur-

pose. But there is undoubtedly something significant in the

fact that the old order was Aeginetan and Peloponnesian, while

the new was Euboean and Ionian. Aegina and Athens were

inveterate enemies. Chalcis and Eretria were the friends of

Athens. Scholars have seen, therefore, a shrewd stroke of

policy in the change (see U. Koehler, Mitth. d. arch. Inst. X,

1885, 151 ff.). The Chalcidice, Sicily, and Italy were under

the Euboean influence, and Athens could extend her commerce

to those regions far more successfully if she adopted their stand-

ards of weight and coinage. In return for their timber and

grain, Athens could send them oil and manufactured goods.

These are sound reasons for the change and they are far more

plausible than the reason which Androtion offered and which

must have been only a guess. These reasons might have been

in the mind of a statesman like Solon who had had experience

in trade. But is there anything to show that they were really

the personal reasons of an economic reformer, and not simply

the impersonal causes which grew out of the natural economic

development of the state ?

It has been the habit in ancient and modern times to call

the system of weights and measures which was in use in Athens

throughout the great period of her history, the Solonian system.
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The psephisraa of Tisamenus quoted by Andocides {Myst. 83

wo\iT€V€(T0ai 'Adrjvai'ow; Kara ra Trdrpia, vo^iqk Be xprjadai toU

1<f\a>pos <al fierpois ical ffraOfiols) refers to the laws of Solon and

his weights and measures. But the consideration of possible

sources of Androtion and Aristotle showed clearly enough that

there was nothing more tangible than tradition to connect the

name of Solon with the changes which actually took place. It

was evidently the Athenian practice to ascribe to Solon the

system of weights, measures, and currency just as they ascribed

to him any law which could not be ascribed to any one else.

That Solon did not really do what they thought he did, seems

likely on the following grounds

:

1. Since there was actually a change, it was inevitable that

it should be attached to the greatest available name, just as the

earliest coinage of Athens was attached to Theseus, and a

system of weights and measures to Pheidon of Argos.

2. It is much more likely that such a change should come

about gradually, to meet new commercial needs, than that it

should be effected with the definite purpose of bringing about a

commercial change.

3. There would have been no great advantage for Athens

in changing from the Aeginetan to the Euboean system. If

Athens was commercially at a disadvantage in competition with

Aegiua, she would have been equally at a disadvantage in com-

petition with Chalcis and Eretria.

4. It seems hardly likely that Solon could by formal decree

have effected a change from one system of weights and measures

to another, unless the change had really been working itself out

naturally for some time ; and if this was the case, Solon de-

serves no credit for the change. There were no machines or

dies of standard size to interfere with a natural transfer from

one system to the other. When trade had once l>een established

with countries of the Euboean domain, it required no extraor-

dinary statesmanship to provide for the coining of money which
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would serve the new needs. The thing could be done on the

motion of one man as well as another. The only effective form

of arbitrary action would have been the actual issue of coins of

the new standard. But there is no certainty that any coins of

any kind were minted in Athens till after Solon's time.

On these grounds it must be concluded that the Solonian

authorship of the reforms in the system of weights, measures,

and currency is far too uncertain to justify us in letting it

weigh in the balance in our judgment of the man and his career.

The Solonian authorship of the changes attributed to him by

Aristotle has already been looked upon with suspicion by Otto

Seeck. But his discussion includes much that is fanciful, with

unjustified assumptions leading to unjustified conclusions.

Plutarch attributes to Solon certain changes in the Athenian

calendar. 44 Observing," he says {Sol. xxv, Perrin's transla-

tion), 44 the irregularity of the month, and that the motion of the

moon does not always coincide with the rising and setting of the

sun, but that often she overtakes and passes the sun on the same

day, he ordered that day to be called the Old and New, assigning

the portion of it which preceded the conjunction to the expiring

month, and the remaining portion to the month that was just be-

ginning. . . . After the twentieth he did not count the days by

adding them to twenty, but by subtracting them from thirty, on

a descending scale, like the waning of the moon." This is ob-

viously an invention to explain the two features of the calendar

which are mentioned. Such things as these would not have found

a place in any record, and there is no way, so far as we can see, by

which Plutarch or his sources could have actually known that

Solon made such innovations. The peculiarities, for which an

origin was sought, were more likely the result of popular habit.

The attribution of them to Solon may rest entirely on the

fooling of Pheidippides in the Clouds of Aristophanes (1187 ff.),

who claims that the evt) koX pea was devised by Solon as a popu-

lar measure to provide a respite for men who were threatened

with a lawsuit.
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TRAVELS

The evidence for Solon's travels is as follows : (1) that he

went abroad after his archonship : Herodotus i 29 ; Const, of

Ath. xi, xiii ; Plut. Sol. xxv ; (2) that he went abroad because

of the threatened tyranny of Pisistratus : Diog. Laert. i 50

;

Sehol. Plat. Rep. x 599 e; Schol. Dem. xlv 64
5 (3) that he

visited Egypt : Herodotus i 29 ; Plat. Tim. 21 e; Const, of Ath.

xi ; Plut. Sol. xxvi ; Plut. de Is. et Os. 10, 354 e; Diog. Laert.

i 50 ; Schol. Plat. loc. cit. Cyprus: Herodotus v 113 ; Plut. Sol.

xxvi; Diog. Laert. i 50; Schol. Plat. loc. cit.; Schol. Dem.
loc. cit. Cilicia : Diog. Laert. i 51 ; Schol. Plat. loc. cit.; Schol.

Dem. loc. cit. Miletus: Plut. Sol* vi. Sardis: Herodotus i 29;

Diodorus ix 2, 26 ; Plut. Sol. xxvii ; Plut. quomodo adulator 15,

58 e ;
Diog. Laert. i 50 ; Schol. Plat. loc. cit.

Did he go abroad at all ?

It is a familiar fact that foreign travel is often included in

the ancient biographies of distinguished men, and that by this

means meetings and interviews with distinguished foreigners

were explained. One is inclined to suspect, therefore, that the

travels of Solon were invented, partly for their own sake,

partly to account for the interviews with Croesus and Thales.

Consequently evidence from his own poems, direct or indirect,

must be sought.

1. Aristotle's words in Const, of Ath. xi sound as if they were

a paraphrase of statements made by Solon himself :
44 he went

to Egypt, partly for the purpose of trade, partly for sight-

seeing, saying that he would not return for ten years, and giv-
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ing as his reason his belief that it was not right for him to stay

and explain his laws, but that every one should do what was

prescribed." Other reasons are added by Aristotle which he

manifestly gathered from Solon's own writings. It is not im-

probable, therefore, that Solon wrote a poem in which he dealt

with the conditions in Athens following his legislation and

announced his determination to go abroad for ten years, for

business and pleasure, and in particular to visit Egypt. There

is nothing to prove the existence of such a poem. These several

features had appeared previously in Herodotus, viz., an absence

of ten years, sight-seeing as a motive, Egypt as a destination.

The motive of trade is added by Aristotle with some emphasis,

as if he had read Herodotus' words and felt that they were

inadequate as a description of the occupations of Solon during

his travels. The three features supplied by Herodotus might

well be inventions : the number ten agrees with the number of

years during which, according to Herodotus, the laws were to

remain in force ; sight-seeing is an easily invented motive for

travel in the case of one of the Wise Men ; Egypt was the

place to which all wise men resorted. The whole case, there-

fore, hangs on the accuracy of Aristotle's words, "saying that

he would not return for ten years "
: either this statement was

found in a poem, or it was inferred from the tradition. This

path, therefore, does not bring us to any sure evidence.

2. Plutarch states that Solon went to Egypt and "spent

some time, as he himself says, 'at the outpouring of the Nile,

hard by the Canobic shore.' " Does this mean that Solon said

he spent some time in Egypt ? Or is it Plutarch who says that

he spent some time in a place which somewhere in his poems he

describes in the words quoted? A literal interpretation of

Plutarch's statement supports the former ; but we cannot be

sure that he did not mean the latter. If the first alternative i»

the true one, it would appear that Plutarch is quoting from a

poem written after the visit to Egypt, and in that case it could
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not be the poem which might have served as the source for

Aristotle, unless Aristotle too derived his information from a

poem written after Solon's visit to Egypt and not from one

written before. Now since Solon might easily have written

the line which Plutarch quotes without ever having left Athens,

we are again left without any sure evidence.

8. Herodotus states that Solon visited Philocyprus in Cyprus

und that in an elegiac poem (iv en-eat) he spoke in the highest

terms of that prince. Here we have a definite reference to a

poem by Solon. Can we believe that Herodotus learned of the

visit to Cyprus in this poem ? Let us turn to Plutarch's ac-

count of the matter. After describing what Solon is supposed

to have done in Cyprus, Plutarch continues : " Solon himself

makes mention of this consolidation. In his elegies, namely, he

addresses Philocyprus, and says,"— here follows xxv. It can

hardly be doubted that this quotation is a portion, probably the

close, of the very poem referred to by Herodotus. Without

the evidence of Herodotus, we might be tempted to think that

Plutarch's quotation was a forgery based on the legend of a

visit to the town of Soli in Cyprus. But with the mutual cor-

roboration of Herodotus and Plutarch, we may safely assert

that Solon visited Cyprus at any rate.

The question, then, whether Solon went abroad at all, must

be answered in the allirmative.

Where did he go?

Since the fact of his travels has been established, it is rea-

sonable to believe that the literal interpretation of Plutarch's

statement which was quoted above should be accepted : Solon

himself said that he spent some time in Egypt. That he went

to Egypt before he went to Cyprus, is probable from the fact

that in xxv he seems to contemplate a direct return to Athens.

Herodotus says that Solon visited the court of Amasisin Egypt.

But this is chronologically quite improbable since the reign of
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Amasis fell between 569 and 525, and Solon was almost cer-

tainly at home again in Athens before the beginning of his

reign. In ii 177 Herodotus 'says that Solon derived his law

against idleness from a law of Amasis.

It has been shown that he went to Cyprus. Here, accord-

ing to Plutarch (*SW. xxvi), he persuaded Philocyprus to move
his city from an unfavorable location on a height to a more ad-

vantageous situation in the plain, and assisted him in the

reorganization of the city. Out of gratitude to Solon, Philo-

cyprus changed the name of the city from Aipeia to Soli.

Where could Plutarch have learned these facts ? Either from

Solon's poem or from the record of some Cyprian tradition. He
himself quotes the fragment of Solon's poem as evidence for

Solon's reorganization of the city (avuoiKi<Tfi6<:); but the only

thing in the way of evidence afforded by the poem is the word

oUicrfuk itself, which does not necessarily imply a reorganization

of the city under Solon's guidance. If, therefore, Plutarch had

the whole poem before him, it is fair to conclude that he could

find no l>etter evidence than the passage he quotes. He may,

of course, have simply copied the fragment from his source;

but it is more than likely that the quotation was made in the

source for the same purpose. It is more than likely, then,

that there was no real evidence for Plutarch's statements in the

poem itself. That a Cyprian tradition is at the bottom of

the thing is indicated by Plutarch's preliminary statement

that the city had been founded by Demophon, the son of

Theseus. It looks as if an account of the tcriai*; of the city, of

the familiar type, lay at the back of the whole story. If there

had been any interesting information in the poem, it would have

been natural for Herodotus to mention it in the passage where

he alludes to the poem. If the story depends on a Cyprian

tradition, we cannot accept it as true. It may, indeed, be true;

but it is too easy to see how a tradition like this could have

originated without any real foundation in truth, for us to accept
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it as genuinely historical. The nucleus of the tradition may be

found in the following. (1) The similarity between the name

of Solon and the name of the city of Soli. It cannot be sup-

posed that the city was actually named for Solon any more than

Soli in Cilicia ; the name would not take this form but would

probably be Soloneia. Furthermore, Solon refers to the people

of Soli, the 2o\io<, in a way which would be a little unbecoming

if the city had just been named for him. (2) The existence of -

the name Soli and the name Aipeia side by side for the same conin

munity. Aipeia was attached to an old abandoned settlement

on the hill and may have been a Greek translation of an earlier

Semitic name. (3) Solon's fame as an administrator and legis-

lator. (4) The record in Solon's Own poem of 1 his actual visit

to Philocyprus. The tradition, therefore, is untrustworthy ; and

the poem probably conveyed no definite information.

All that we can safely infer from the poem and from He-

rodotus and Plutarch is that Solon sojourned for some time

with Philocyprus, the young king of Soli, in Cyprus, and that a k:i

warm mutual regard grew up between them. Considering.So-

lon's recent legislation and his hatred of the tyranny, it is
,

reasonable to suppose that he would not have admired Philo-

cyprus if he had not found him an enlightened and high-minded

ruler, and he may have done something to strengthen him in his

policy of justice and benevolence.

The reports of his visits to Soli in Cilicia, to Miletus and to

Sardis may be definitely rejected as legendary. The visit to Cili-

cia was invented because of the similarity between the name of

Solon and the name of the city; the visit to Miletus was invented

for the sake of the interview with Thales, which has no historical

foundation; and the visit to Sardis was invented in order, to

bring about the interview with Croesus which is equally

apocryphal. Of course it cannot be denied that Solon may
have visited all these places; indeed a visit to Miletus would

have been most natural. But we have no real knowledge of it.
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When did he go abroad ?

There are three possibilities : before his archonship, when
he was engaged in trade ; within a year or two after his ar-

chonship; or just before the establishment of the tyranny of

Pisistratus.

1. Herodotus states that the son of Philocyprus perished

in battle against the Persians in 498 B. c. Supposing he was

as old as sixty at this time, he must have been born not earlier

than 558. If the father was as old as sixty at the time of the

son's birth, he would have been born in 618. He must have

been at least 25 at the time of Solon's visit, which would then

have occurred in 593 at the very earliest. Since extreme figures

have been employed in this calculation, it is safe to say that the

visit must have taken place after the archonship. This disposes

of the first of the three possibilities.

2. Now if Solon had left Athens just before the establish-

ment of the tyranny of Pisistratus, he must have been a very

old man. In the few years of life remaining to him, it is not

likely that he could have been so far reconciled to Pisistratus

as to speak cheerfully of a happy return to his fatherland. Yet

this is just what he does in xxv. The late date is probably to

be rejected : it may have originated in the legend of Solon's

death and burial in Cyprus, which is practically contradicted by

the poem ; in the belief that Solon, the stout opponent of

tyrants, must have been hated by Pisistratus ; and in the effort

to remove the chronological impossibility of the interview with

Croesus, which was recognized before Plutarch.

We must conclude, therefore, that Solon's travels fell early

in the interval between his archonship and the accession of

Pisistratus.
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RELATIONS WITH PISISTRATUS

The evidence upon which we are to determine the character

of the relations between Solon and Pisistratus is as follows:

Arist. Const, of Ath. xiv; Diodorus ix 4, ix 20, xix 1; Plut.

Sol. xxix f., an sent 21, 794 f.; Diog. Laert. i 49 fF. ; Aelian

V. H. viii 16 ; Aul. Gell. xvii 21, 4 ; Schol. Plat. Rep. x 599 e;

Schol. Dem. xlv 64.

Certain features in these several accounts are manifestly

legendary. Such is the story of Solon's claim to be wiser than

some and braver than others ; the story that he put on his full

armor, or placed his arms before his door, and either called upon

his fellow-citizens to join him in the defense of their liberties

or at least proclaimed that he had himself done his utmost; the

story, in its various forms, of Solon's replywhen Pisistratus asked

him what gave him confidence to oppose his plans ; the story

that Solon compared the machinations of Pisistratus with the

wiles of Odysseus; the "famous saying" that it would have

been easier for the Athenians to prevent the tyranny while it

was in preparation, but now it was a greater and more glorious

task to uproot and destroy it when it was already full grown.

These things cannot be accepted as historical, because it is alto-

gether improbable that they should have been recorded in

Solon's poems.

What remains in the ancient accounts ? That Solon op-

posed the request of Pisistratus for a bodyguard; that he tried

to turn Pisistratus from his purposes; that he tried to persuade

the people to overthrow the tyrant before he became strong;

803
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that in the end Pisistratus treated Solon with consideration and
made him his counselor. The last of these statements could

hardly have been based upon a poem; it was probably a con-

clusion drawn from the well-known mildness of Pisistratus'

rule, his preservation of the established laws, and the absence of

any tradition that he had treated Solon harshly. The other

statements may have rested upon some real evidence. But it

should be observed that they could easily be invented on the

basis of the poems in which in general terms Solon had pro-

claimed the insidious dangers of tyranny, and of Solon's well-

known hatred of the tyrannical form of government.

There is practical unanimity among the ancient authors that

xiii and xiv (see the Testimonia for these fragments) were

concerned with the tyranny of Pisistratus, and that xiii was
written before, and xiv after, his usurpation.

If we accept the form in which these poems are given by
Diodorus (as we are justified in doing), we observe, in the first

place, that there is nothing to show whether each of these poems
is complete in itself or whether they were parte of longer poems.

In the poems as we have, them there is no allusion to Pisistratus.

xiii seems to be, made up entirely of general statements.

Certainly the sentences with WXerat, yi'yverai, and earc are

universal in their application; oXXvtcu, eireaev (a gnomic aorist),

and %pq sound as if they too were universal. If eireaep were a

normal narrative aorist, the sentence would mean that Athens

was already in the power of a tyrant ; but all the authors hold

that this Wcis written before the tyranny ; therefore they at

any rate must have taken erreaev as a gnomic aorist. Further-

more, the emphasis in the sentence manifestly lies in «<? fiovdp~

"yov . . . BovXoarvvrjv, whereas if threcrev were particular, the

emphasis should be on aihptlg. The poem must have been

written at a moment when certain men in the city were acquir-

ing undue power and influence, and the people, blind to the

danger threatening their own freedom and moved by admiration
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for the men in whom the danger lay, were even disposed to in-

crease their power. When did this danger threaten ? Certainly

not before Solon's archonship, because then the people had no

freedom which could be imperiled. The poem must refer,

therefore, to conditions subsequent to the archonship; but

there is nothing to justify us in being more precise.

From xiv we learn that the people have already been de-

prived of some measure of freedom by the men whom they have

themselves raised to power. This result is due to their own
blindness towards the machinations of these ambitious men.

The plural tovtovs is significant. This could hardly have been

used if Pisistratus had already made himself sole master of

Athens. The men referred to must have been unscrupulous

demagogues, but more than this we cannot say. 1

xiii sounds as if it were written at an earlier stage in the

development of Athenian politics than xiv ; but at the same

time it must be admitted that xiii could easily form a part of

the poem containing xiv. Verses 5-8 of xiv are as general in

their intention as the whole of xiii. It should be remembered,

moreover, that Plutarch quotes verses 5-7 of xiv for the period

before the usurpation.

There is nothing in the poems as we have them to connect

them with the usurpation of Pisistratus. What there may
have been in the portions which are lost or in other poems, we
cannot tell. Hut the single indication offered by the plural

tovtois is enough to make us suspicious of the judgment of the

ancient authors.

xxxvi shows clearly that Solon had been called mad because

he claimed to see more than the people in general saw ; and

that he was confident of the vindication of his accuracy. This

might well be a quotation from a poem proclaiming a threat-

1 Belooh (1913, p. 363) refers roirovi rid^aart fruara S6rrt % to Pisistratus'

bodyguard. Since Solon refers to iovkoatumt as past, these lines, he says, must
have been written after the expulsion of Pisistratus.
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ened usurpation. It might even be a part of the poem to which

xiii and xiv belonged, supposing they were drawn from the

same poem. There is nothing to prove that the couplet belongs

to this period ; but Diogenes Laertius' quotation of it here

makes it more than probable.

In the end we must conclude that there is no real proof of

the traditional reports of Solon's opposition to the usurpation

of Pisistratus. 1 But we can say positively that the Athenians

were threatened with tyranny by various men (cf. toutow) after

the time of Solon's archonship and that Solon stoutly opposed

it. It is easy to see in Aristotle's account of the decade after

the archonship ( Const, of Ath. xiii f.) that there may well have

been many abortive attempts at a tyranny before Pisistratus

was finally successful. But though it may not be possible to

connect Solon's name and Solon's poems with any definite

events, the poems nevertheless reveal the mind of the man dur-

ing these troubled years. It is impossible to say whether the

occasion of the poems preceded or followed Solon's travels. He
must have remained in Athens long enough after his legislation

i On the relations of Solon and Pisistratus see Busolt (1896, pp. 209, 300,

and 314, 315). Von Stern (1013, p. 437) concludes that the statements about

AriKt ion 's proposal to give Pisistratus a bodyguard of 60 men went back to the

Attic chronicle. " Der Atthidograph, der zuerst diese Angabe gebracht hat,

muss sich dabei auf vollstandig authentisches Material gestlitzt, das Protokoll der

Volksversammlung selbst eingesehen haben." Then ho asserts that there could

have been no doubt that Solon opposed this proposal. " Es ist ein geradezu

zwingender Schluss, den ein neuer Historiker ganz ebenso machen wilrde, wil-

der alte Chronist, dass Solon bei seiner Kampfesfreudigkeitgegen diesen Antrag

gesprochen habe. . . . Dass Solon bald nach der Begrtlndung dieser Herrsehaft

im Archonjahr des Hegesistratos ruhig in Athen gestorben und mit alien Khren

bestattet war, hat der Clu-onist wohl einem Beschluss liber die Beerdigung auf

Staatskosten entnehmen konnen." That Aristion's proposal may have been

known from a stone, I admit ; that Solon opposed it is not unlikely, even at his

advanced age ; but it is quite as likely that the incident should have been in-

vented. The suggestion concerning the public burial merits little consideration.

Solon's " Kampfesfreudigkeit " is unknown to me. Von Stern's paper is chiefly

valuable as a study of the development of the 44 solonisches Portrat."
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for the dissatisfaction to manifest itself which we learn of in

his apologetic poems and for him to compose these poems. This

might have been a matter of a few months or a few years. Of
the length of his absence we know nothing. Even if we were

convinced that he wrote a poem in which he announced that

he would not return for ten years, this would not justify us in

believing that he actually did remain away for that length of

time.
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DEATH AND BURIAL

According to Phanias of Eresos (ap. Plut. Sol. xxxii) Solon

lived less than two years after the usurpation of Pisistratus

;

the usurpation occurred in the archonship of Corneas, and Solon

died in the archonship of Hegestratus, the successor of Corneas.

That the death of Solon was placed in a definite archonship is

also apparent from Const, of Ath. xvii 2, although the name of

the archon is not given. Aelian, also, says ( V. H. viii 16) that

Solon died at an advanced age soon after the usurpation. Ac-

cording to Heracleides Ponticus (ap. Plut. Sol. xxxii) he lived

for a long time after the usurpation. Diogenes Laertius (i 62)

states that he died in Cyprus at the age of eighty. Cyprus is

given as the place of his death also by lit. Sol. (Westermann,

p. 113), Schol. Plat. Rep. x 599 e, Schol. Dem. xlv 64, Suidas

8. v. 2o'\g>i/, and Valerius Maximus v 3, Ext. 3. That he was

eighty years old is also stated by Schol. Plat. loc. cit.

Plutarch (Sol. xxxii) reports a story that his body was

burned and his ashes scattered over the island of Salarais. He
himself finds the story incredible ; but it has the authority, he

says, of Aristotle and other reputable writers. Diogenes Laer-

tius (i 62) says that before his death in Cyprus, Solon had given

directions that his bones should be carried back to Salamis and

there burned, and that the ashes should be scattered over the

country. This is the reason, he continues, why Cratinus in his

comedy called Xeipw puts into Solon's mouth the words

:

oIkS) ok vrjaop, &>? fieu avOporrrcov \6yo$,

io-trapnevos Kara iraaav Aiamos rroXiv.

308
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Aristides xlvi 172 (vol. 2, p. 230 Dindorf) alludes to the belief

that Solon's ashes had been scattered over Salamis and that he

was the guardian of the island. Aelian ( V. II. viii 16) states

that Solon was buried at the public expense close by the city

wall {i.e., of Athens) at the left of the gate as one enters, and

that his grave was surrounded with a wall. Valerius Maximus

(7. c. ) says that Solon spent his old age in Cyprus and was not

even buried in his native land, implying that he was buried in

Cyprus ; and he gives an anecdote of Solon's deathbed of which

nothing need be said (viii 7, ext. 14).

We have found reason to believe that Solon visited Cyprus

soon after his archonship, and in xxv he announced his return

to Athens. It is probable therefore that the tradition of his

death in Cyprus is to be rejected, together with the erroneous

tradition that he went to Cyprus at the time of the usurpation of

Pisistratus. It has been suggested that the date of his travels was

pushed forward in order to provide chronological justification

fo the interview with Croesus ; and it is also suggested that the

tradition of his death and burial in Cyprus may have originated

in the belief that he was in some sort the founder of Soli and in

the desire of the people of Soli to have his bones buried in their

land.

The legend of the scattering of the ashes over Salamis is at

least as old as the middle of the fifth century B.C. (Cratinus).

Its significance as a legend has been discussed above ; but we
cannot admit that it is more than legend. If, however, this

legend was known in the fifth century, it seems unlikely that

at the same time a grave by the walls of Athens should have

been recognized as Solon's grave (Aelian). This grave must

have been later identified, rightly or wrongly, as Solon's resting-

place.

Is any special authority to be attached to the statement of

Phanias of Eresos because he assigns the death of Solon to a

definite archonship ? There may have been some documentary
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record of this fact, in the form of a grave inscription or an in-

scription on a statue. But it is perhaps more likely that gen-

eral considerations led writers to conclude that Solon could not

have lived long after the date of Pisistratus' usurpation, and

therefore to assign his death to the very next year. We must
conclude that the date of his death and his age at death cannot

be exactly determined. At any rate no event in his life is

recorded which can be placed later than the year of Pisistratus'

usurpation, which is variously fixed at 561-60 and 560-69.

Towards the end of the fifth century a statue of Solon was

set up in the market place of Salamis (Aeschines i 25 f.; Dem.
xix 251). Aelian ( V. If. viii 16) says that a bronze statue was

set up in the market place, presumably the market place of

Athens; and Pausanias (i 16, 1) saw a bronze statue of Solon

in front of the Stoa PoicUe.
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A. List of the Ancient Authors m wnosE Works Fragments of
Solon's Poems iiave been Preserved

Anatolius. irept ScxaSo? *ai twv cvtos aurijs iptdpuv. A recension of this

tractate by J. L. Heiberg is to be found in an article by him entitled:

" Anatolius sur lea dix premiers nombres," which appeared in A nnales

Internationales d'histoire, Congrhs de Paris, 1900. 5° Section, Histoire

des Sciences V (1901), 27 ff.

Apostolius. In Paroemiographi Graeci, II.

Aristides, ed. Dindorf, Leipsic, 1829.

Aristotle. Constitution of Athens; ed. Sandys, London, 1912.

Metaphysics; ed. Bekker.

Politics ; ed. Bekker.

Rhetoric ; ed. Bekker.

Arsenius. In Paroemiographi Graeci, II.

Athenaeus, ed. Kaibel, Leipsic, 1887-1890.

Basilius Magnus. Sermo de legendis libris gentilium. In Migne, Patro-

logia Graeca, XXXI, 575 ff.

Choricius Gazaeus, ed. Boissonade, Paris, 1846.

Clemens Alexandrinus. Stromata i-vi ; ed. Stahlin, Leipsic, 1906.

Demosthenes, ed. Butcher, Oxford, 1903.

Diodorus Sicidus, bks. i-xv, ed. Bekker-Dindorf-Vogel, Leipsic, 1888-1893;

bks. xvi-xx, ed. Bekker-Dindorf-Fischer, Leipsic, 1906.

Diogenes Laertius, ed. Cobet, Paris, 1878.

Diogenianus. In Paroemiographi Graeci, I.

Eustbius. Evangelicae Praeparatiouis Libri xv; ed. Gifford, Oxiord, 1903.

Gregorius Cyprius. In Paroemiographi Graeci, II.

Htrmias. Hermiae Alexandriui in Platonis Phaednim Scholia; ed. Cou-

vreur, Paris, 1901. In Bibliotheque de l'Ecole des Hautes Etudes;

Sciences Historiques et Philologiques, Fasc. 133.

Iohannnes Siceliotes. In Rhetores Graeci, VI.

Lucian, ed. Jacobitz, Leipsic, 1907-1913.

Macarius. In Paroemiographi Graeci, II.

Nicetas Choniates. De rebus post captam urbem gestis. In Migne, Patro-

logia Graeca, CXXXIX, 968.
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Philo, ed. Cohn and Wendland ; 5 vols., Berlin, 1896. Volume 1, contain-

ing De opifieio mundi, is edited by Cohn.

Photim. Lexicon ; ed. Xaber, Leyden, 1864.

Phrynichm, ed. Rutherford, London, 1881.

Plato, ed. Burnet; 5 vols., Oxford, 1899-1906.

Plutarch. Vitae Parallelae; ed. Sintenis, Leipsic, 1873-1875

-Moralia; ed. Bernardakis, Leipsic, 1895.

Pollux. Onomasticum ; ed. Dindorf, Leipsic, 1824.

Prochm. In Platonis Tirnaeuin coinmentaria ; ed. I )iehl, Leipsic, 190.3-1906.

Scholia to Dauotthene* : ed. Dindorf, Oxford, 1851.

Scholia to Pimlar; ed. Abel, Budajn-st, 1883-1891.

Scholia to Plato ; ed. Hermann, Leipsic, 1870.

Scholia to Sophocles; ed. Elmsley-Dindorf, Oxford, 1825-1852.

Stobaeug. Florilegiuin ; ed. Wachsmuth-Hense ; 5 vols., Berlin, 1884-1912.

Suiilax. Lexicon ; ed. Bekker, Berlin, 1854.

Tatian, ed. Schwartz, 1888. In Texte und Untersuchungen zur Geschichte

der altchrist lichen Literatur; ed. Gebhardt und Harnack, IV.

TJicmlorttus. Graecarum affectionum curatio; ed. Raeder, Leipsic, 1904.

Thcot/jiis, ed. Hudson-Williams, London, 1910.

Zenobitu. In Paroemiographi Graeci, I.

Wi. List of the Editions of the Fragments of Solon

Bach, Nicholas. Solonis carminum quae supersunt. Bonn, 1825.

Bergk, Theodor. Poetae Lyrici Graeci; ed. 4, vol. 2, Leipsic, 1882.

Biese, Alfred. Griechisehe Lyriker in Auswahl fur den Schulgebraurh

herausgegeben ; ed. 2, Vienna, 1902.

Boissonade, .1. F. Poetes grecs. 3 vols., Paris, 1823-1832.

Brunck, R. F. P. 'H0oo; iroirjais sive gnomici poetae Graeci ad optimum iu

exemplarium fidem emendavit; ed. 2, Leipsic, 1817.

Bueherer, Fritz. Anthologie aus den griechischen Lyrikem. Gotha, 1904.

Buchholtz-Peppmiiller. Anthologie aus den Lyrikern der Griechen fiir den

Schul- und Privutgebraueh erklart und mit litterarhistorischen Ein-

leitungen versehen von E. Buchholtz. Band I, Die Elegiker und Iambo-

graphen enthaltend, 5. Aufl. besorgt von R. Pepptniiller, I^eipsic, 1900.

Forthige, F. A. Solonis Atheniensis carminum fragmeuta ; Graeca cum
var. lect. notisque ed. Leipsic, 1776.

Gaisford, Thomas. Poetae Minores Graeci. Vol. 3, Leipsic, 1823.

Hartung, J. A. Die griechischen Elegiker. Griechiseh mit metrischer

I'ebersetzuiig und priifeudeu und erklarenden Anmerkungen. VoL 1,

Leipsic, 1859.
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Hiller-Crusius. Anthologia Lyrica sive Lyricorum Graecorum Veterum

praeter Pindarum Reliquiae Potiores. Post Theodorum Bergkium
quartum edidit Eduardius Hiller. Exemplar emendavit atque novis

Solonis aliorumque fragmentis auxit O. Crusius. Leipsic, 1897.

Kynaston, Herbert. Extracts from the Greek Elegiac Poets. London, 1890.

Lorenzo, N. di. Solonis carmina selecta con comenti ad uso delle scuole

del dott. Torino, 1905.

Pomtow, Johannes. Poetae lyrici Graeci minores. Leipsic, 1885.

Schneidewin, F. G. Delectus Poetarum Elegiacorum Graecorum. Got-

tingen, 1837.

Stoll, II. W. Anthologie griechischer Lyriker fiir die obersten Klassen der

Gymnasien mit litterarhistorischen Einleitungen und erklarenden

Anmerkungen ; 6. Aufl., 1. Abt., Halle, 1888.

Wilamowitz-Mollendorf, U. von. Griechisches Lesebuch. Berlin, 1902.

-Sappho und Simonides. Untersuchungen iiber griechische Lyriker.

BerUn, 1918.

C. General Bibliography

The titles of historical works which appeared earlier than 1895 may be

found in Busolt (1895). They are not repeated here except in certain in-

stances. A complete philological bibliography may be found in the reports

on the Greek lyric poets in Bursian's Jahresberichte in the following volumes :

XXXIII (1883), XLVI (1886), and LIV (1888) by E. Hiller; LXXV
(1893), XCII (1897), CIV (1900), and CXXXIII (1907) by J. Sitzler.

Adler, G. Solon und die Bauernbefreiung in Attika. Vierteljahrschrift

fiir Staats- und Volkswirtschaft, IV (1896), 107-132.

Beloch, K. J. Griechische Geschichte ; 2. Aufl., 1. Bd., Strassburg, L. Abt
(1912), 2. Abt. (1913).

Bergk, T. Kritische Analekten. Philologus, XVI (18e"V 585, 586.

Zur griechischen Literatim Rh. Mus., XXXVI (1881) -• Kleinephilo-

logische Schriften. 2. Bd., Halle, 1886.

Blass, F. Solon und Mimnernos. .Tahrb. f. class. Phil., CXXXVII (1888),

742.

ed. Demosthenis Orationes ; ed. 4, vol. 1, Leipsic, 1903.

Boissonade, F. F., ed. Anecdota Graeca. Vol. 4, Paris, 1832.

Busolt, G. Griechische Geschichte ; ed. 2, Gotha ; voL 1, 1893 ; vol. 2, 1895.

Cavaignac, E. Sur les variations du sens des classes " soloniennes." R^v.

de phiL, XXXII (1908), 36 ff.

Cerrato, L. Studio sui frammenti dei carmi solonianL Riv. di IL, VI

(1878), 75-126.

Solone : Saggio critico-biografico. Riv. di fil., VU (1879), 209 ff ., 289 ff.
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